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PREFACE 

lhis volume is a collection of notes and articles written 
at various times with the assistance of various consultants. 
based on field work done between 1962 and 1975 in the village 
of Botac. Natunin. Mt. Province. Philippines. 

Sections 1.1-1.4 were originally published as 'Balangao 
Phonemes'. Lin~uistic Circle of Canberra Publications. 
Series A. Occasional Papers NO:- 8 (1966). 

Section l .5 was originally published as 'The obscurin$ 
of Word Accent in Balangao'. Oceanic Linguistics. 3:101-9 {1964). 

Section 5 was originally published as 'Balangao Nonverbal 
Clause Nuclei'• Asian Studies. Vol. VI. No. 2 (1968). 

Each of these articles has been substantially revised and 
updated by more recent data and a better understanding of the 
language. 

Anne Fetzer Hopkins coauthored the 'Obscuring of Word • 
Accent in Balangao,' a feature that is now referred to as stress. 

Mariano Canao, Rosalia Chitarna Benmanho and Paola Sales 
Chawaten and Juliet Manuel were chief language assistants for 
this volume, along with many others who patiently provided 
sought-for information and examples. 

Analysis was aided by a concordance done on the IBM 1410 
Computer at the University of Oklahoma by the Linguistic 
Information Retrieval Project of Summer Institute of Linguistics 
and the University of Oklahoma Research Institute. and sponsored 
by Grant GS-270 of the National Science Foundation. 

This volume owes much to its consultants; especially to 
Dr. L.A. Reid in Chapters l to 4; Dr. Robert Longacre in Chapter 6; 
and to Dr. Elmer Wolfenden, G. Richard Roe; and to Dr. David 
Thomas who helped me through the phoneme section to my 
satisfaction, at last, and who encouraged and edited the volume 
to completion. Barbara Williams offered many last minute 
insightsi Margo Rodgers and Elizabeth Voth deciphered, typed 
and retiped all the chapters. 

All examples in Chapter l are written phonemically except 
when allophonic variation is being illustrated; and stress is 
written only in Chapter l as a single quote before the syllable 
on which it occurs. Glottal stop is written as~ in Chapter 1. 
In the subsequent chapters it is written in the practical 
orthography, i.e. glottal stop 
l) is not written word initially or syllable initial within a 

word when the preceding phoneme is a vowel unlike the vowel 
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2) 

3) 

following the glottal: ~ heo 'elbow'; 
is written as grave accent (v) syllable final: 
bugnag = b~nag 'come out'; 
is written as dash (-) a) within a word when the preceding 
phoneme is a vowel which is like the vowel following the 
glottal: ~ = he-e 'leg'; b) within a word when the 
preceding pnoneme---,S-a consonant other than glottal: 
batgong = bat-ong 'hat'. 

When geminate glottals occur, the first i~ written as grave 
accent (3 above); the second is written as dash when the vowel 
in the preceding syllable is the same, and not written if those 
vowels are, different: goggolong = o-olong 'fingernail'. 
paggol =~'dry runu reeds'. 

9 
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SYMBOLS, CHAPTER 1 
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adj adjunct 
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rp 
RpS 
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Sen 
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SeqS 
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sf sf 
SI 
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INTRODUCTION 

Balangao is the language spoken by the people living in 
Natunin Municipality, Mt. Province, Luzon, Philippines . The 
term 'Balangao' actually covers two sub-dialect groups: that 
of the Barangay areas of Balangao, Botac, Santa Isabel and 
Banawel who call their language 'Balangao'; and that of the 
Barangay areas of Tonglayan and Alnugan who call their language 
Ha gi . 

Technically these six Barangay areas may be said to speak 
the same language for only slight linguistic variations occur 
in Hagi along with a few minor vocabulary differences. In Hagi 
the allophonic variations of the central vowels (see 9ec. 1.41) 
do not occur; and_!?. is always palatalized before~ [fa]. 

Since Balangao represents the wider area, this name was 
chosen to represent the area and the language of the people 
whose language is described in the following chapters. 

The Natunin Municipality Barangay areas of Saliok and 
Madokayan are Kalinga dialects; Polag is more closely related 
to Kadaklan. 

Balangao therefore covers most of Natunin Municipality, and 
it is located at the line of intersection going east from Bontoc 
and north from Bagabag, Nueva Vizcaya. Most of the area lies 
north of the Siffu river, with Ifugao Province providing the 
southern boundary. High mountains border Natunin from the west 
going north-east, with Mt. Amuyao on the south west of that 
range~ and Mt. Oyayao on the north east. 

Dyen does not mention Balangao, possibly because of its 
inaccessability and smallness of size. The 1974 census shows 
5,844 people living in the Balangao area of Natunin Municipality. 

Reid, in 'The Central Cordilleran Subgroup of Philippine 
Languages' sees Balangao as coordinate with Ifugao and Bontoc
Kankanay. This group is coordinate with Kalinga, and at a deeper 
time depth, all are coordinate with Isinai. 

Oral history also reveals that in the beginning only 
kaingin farming was done in Balangao with camote being their 
chief food. However, this large, beautiful valley with an 
abundance of water from mountain streams and many, many pure 
water springs quickly gave rise to paddy rice; terraces now fill 
the valley, and two crops of rice per year are produced from 

16 
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paddies wh i ch, as a rule, never dry up . 

Rice has been raised in considerable excess of need in the 
past. That margin of excess, however, is narrowing with 
population increase due to medicine and improved living 
standards. 

Vegetables and other crops (camote is now equal in status 
to vegetables, and corn is a seasonal vegetable) are of 
considerably less cultural value than rice. So, although people 
are never hungry, malnutrition is a problem because of 
improper diet. · 

There is no developed source of income for Balangaos, and 
now that their children are going on to college, people are 
'hard put' to finance them. Some coffee is being sold and also 
some rice, especially to Butigui to the east; and pigs are 
bought by people from western areas for sacrificing. Old jars, 
gongs, dishes, beads and gold earrings are treasured by some 
while others are· being forced to part with them for economic 
reasons. 

Access to Balangao in the past has been a two day hike 
from either Barlig (near Bontoc) or out to the east and north. 
However, the Catholic Mission has spearheaded a road building 
project which brought the first vehicles into Natunin in 1974 
from the east via Butigui, Paracelis, Saliok and into Natunin. 
The road, however, is not passable in rainy season. The Mission 
is continuing the road, which will go west through the mountains 
to Barlig following a horse trail which the Americans had made 
at the turn of the century. 

Socially t~ibal law exerts a severe justice on 
Balangaos, fines being sometimes unreasonable, but they are 
always paid and paid immediately. Cases are settled ~fter some 
days and nights of arbitrat i on by involved parties with 
respected intermediaries. The intermediaries are the true 
'in group' leaders of Balangao, and although they are neither 
elected nor named as such, they form the highest node in the 
hierarchy of status. Abilities to talk, argue, ·persuade .and 
mediate are high social values and almost everyone does some 
amount of each. 

Civil law is only beginning to be effective, and 'home' 
still proves to be a safe place from the 'outside world'. 
Headhunting was very popular in the past; and although it is 
mostly past, just this year, 1975, two men were killed out on an 
expedition. 

Religiously the people all, at one time, were anamists, 
sacrificing pigs and chickens to the spirit powers who kept them 
constantly uneasy and duly fearful. In 19'23 the first 
missionary to the area started· making treks into Balangao. 
Fr. Marcel A. Ghysebrechts of the Catholic Church, CICM, worked 
out of Bontoc and built chapels all along the old American horse 
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trail, including Natunin and Saliok. The Jehovah's Witnesses 
and the Anglicans have a small following; Espiritistas have 
more. More recently, [due to Bible translation in the area,] 
a number of groups of loosely organized, samewhat Protestant 
groups have spring up. A good deal of syncretism, however, 
exists in most of these groups. 

Oral history tells us that ancestors of certain Balangaos 
came from Ifugao, Bontoc or Kalinga. However, each says that 
there were already people here when they arrived. Those from 
Ifugao, most accessible from the south south east, were 
fleeing from small pox; some, however, came looking for land 
to farm. Newell suggests that Balangaos are Ifugaos who left 
their place gods and thereby became more susceptible to new 
ways ... a trait notably different than their Ifuago and Bontoc 
neighbors. 

• 

• 
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1 PHONOLOGY 

l. l Word 
l . 2 Syllable 
l. 3 Consonants 
1.4 Vowels 
l. 41 Cen tra 1 Vowels 
1.42 Front and Back Vo we 1 s 
l. 5 Stress 
l. 51 Stress Group 
l. 52 Intonation Group 
1.6 Morphophonemics 
1. 61 Stress Shift 
1.62 Consonant-Vowel Pressures 
l . 63 Replacement 
l. 64 Assimilation 
1.65 Addition 
1. 66 Reduction 
l. 67 Metathesis 
1 . 68 Gemination 

1 . 1 WORD 
A phonological word in Balangao is a grouping 

more syllables 6ccurring between potential pauses. 
phonological word 'a~ be 1) a word stem, 2) a word 
pronoun or demonstrative clitic, 3) the above with 
particle, or 4) a single particle or adjunct. 

of one or 
The 

stem plus a 
a contracted 

Words may be full words or semi words. Semi words carry no 
.. stre.ss and have only one mora of vowel length, i.e. one vowel. 

0 

This is the case with single particles and certain adjuncts, so 
they are classed as semi words. Full words carry stress and 
have at least two moras of vowel length. Most commonly these 
two moras of length are realized by two syllables. However, a 
few words occur with two historical vowels fused into one long 
vowel with two moras of length. Stress always occurs on these 
fused vowels, resisting the normal morphophonemic change of 
stress upon suffixation (see Sec. 1.61). 

*bo'gok = ~ (fused vowels are written 'hair' 
with two vowels, p~) 

Sequence~· also has been noted to fuse to i: 
*ba'gin = 'bi:n/'biin 

Occasionally the fusion is optional: 
ma 'gi d""' mi id 
-ta' gaw-..-' ta aw 

'shame' 

'there is none', 
'we-inc 1 ' 

Word boundaries also affect allophone distribution. Word 
initial environment is one of the conditioning factors for [1] 
(see Sec. 1.3). And also, the first syllable of a word is a 

1 9 



20 BALANGAO GRAMMAR 

conditioning environment for the allophones of the central 
vowels (see Sec. 1.4). 

Words are distributed within phrases, clauses and sentences. 

l. 2 SYLLABLE 
A syllable consists of an obligatory onset and an 

obligatory peak with an optional coda. The onset and coda are 
filled by consonants, and the peak is filled by a vowel. The 
consonants (C) and the vowels (V) occur in two basic syllable 
patterns, CV and CVC: 
~ 'dog', lu'wang 'carabao'. 

Consonant clusters are formed word medially when a closed 
syllable precedes another syllable. When the final consonant 
of the first syllable is velar and the initial consonant of the 
next syllable is a semi-vowel, open transition occurs between 
the two syllables: 

[qigA'yat] /g,g'yat/ 'fear' 
[' fangr-wi t] I ~ngwi t/ 'fish hook'. 

Restrictions on syllable formation are very few: high 
vowels i, u do not occur in a syllable opened or closed by k, nor 
do they-occur in a syllable closed by .!!..9.· ~/~and~ do not-occur 
in the same syllable. Also, i and y do not occur in the same 
syllable except across morpheme boundaries: 

• 

{i'liq + gj_- = giyilig 'remove rice from stalk' • 
see Sec. 1.63 for replacement of g_ by y.) 

Consonant clusters normally do not occur within a syllable. 
However, a restricted third syllable type, CVCC, does occur. 
The first consonant of the cluster must be a semi-vowel,~ or y, 
and the last consonant may be only g_, ~. ~. or~· This syllable 
type is formed only across morpheme boundaries. Adjuncts~. 

/ ~plus Sentence-level g_ form adjuncts 9.2..l'...9._, and~· 

Words ending in w or y plus particles ~. ~or ~also 
form CVCC syllable type (see Sec. l.66.7). 

Syllables are distributed within words. 

1.3 CONSONANTS 
There are 15 consonants in Balangao: £, 1. ~. g_ (glottal 

stop),£,£,~.~. ~. ~ • .!!..9_, ~· l· ~. and y. 

Bilabial consonants ~. £,~are in contrast: 
'bagaw 'corn', 'pagaw 'handle', 'wagat 'scatter'. 

Alveolar consonants 1. ~. ~. l· y and velar~. are in 
contrast: 

• 
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'talo 'hide', 'dala 'blood', 'sango 'stand before', 
'lana 'oil', ~ 'never mind', 'hala 'reflection 
of light'. 

Velar consonants~. ~. ~. and~ contrast in syllable 
initial positions: 

'kahoy 'edible root', 'gahal 'sand', 
'halep 'dance', 'qahoy 'marking sin'. 

And in syllable final position they contrast with each other and 
with the absence of a consonant: 

' pa k pa k ' beat w i th an ,instrument' , 
'tag tag 
'pa hp ah 
'pagpag 

'race', 
'hit to knock something down', 
'touch, as of sugar, and then touch 
something else, leaving some', 

'a duck'. 

Nasal consonants ~· ~. ~ are in contrast: 
'maso 'sledge hammer', 'nang~ 'type of palm', 
'ngato 'high'. 

Consonants consist of two series of stops, a series of 
nasals, a set of semivowels, a set of fricatives, and a lateral. 

The first series of stops are unaspirated, voiceles~ and 
when occurring word fjnal are normally unrelea~ed. 
They occur at the bilabial, front alveolar, back velar and 
glottal points of articulation: 
~ 'shovel', 'talo 'hide', 
'.kalo 'become intense', ~ 'clothes paddle'. 

The second series of stops has two sets of allophones, 
voiced and voiceless. The voiced allophones occur only as 
syllable coda at the bilabial, front alveolar, and velar points 
of articulation: 

'gulab 'froth', 'galad 'fence', 
'gulag 'hold as pound'. 

The voiceless allophones occur only as syllable onset and are a 
labiodental fricative (teeth not over but touching lower lip from 
behind), and alveopalatal grooved affricate, and an aspirated 
front velar stop: 

'bala 

~ 
'live coal', 'dala 'blood', 
'red spittle of betel nut chew'. 

Nasals occur at bilabial, front alveolar and back velar 
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points of articulation: 
'lima 'hand', 'lana 'oil', 'lango 'dry'. 

Semivowels are voiced and occur at bilabial and 
alveolar points of articulation. The bilabial has only one 
allophone, high close back rounded vocoid: 

wang'wang 'river'. 
The alveolar semivowel has two 
front rounded vocoid occurring 
a back vowel: 

'babuy 'pig'; 

II 

allophones: [u] high close 
only as syllable coda following 

[y] a high ciose front unrounded vocoid occurring in other 
environments, 

yang'yang 'full bloom of a flame tree'. 

Fricative consonants are voiceless. The grooved 
fricative occurs at the alveolar point of articulation: 

sa'bun 'soap'. 
The non-grooved fricative has two allophones: [A] a 
pharyngeal fricative occurring · only word final: 

'qagah 'medicine'; 
and [h] a glottal fricative occurring non-final in words, 

ti 'hala 'reflection of light'. 

The lateral consonant is voiced and has two allophones: 
[l] a lateral continuant which occurs 1) word initially, 
2) contiguous to a front vowel, 3) following an alveolar 
consonant, 4) following a non-alveolar consonant when the 
preceding vowel is front: 

'lana 'oil', 'bali 'typhoon', 
pos'laget 'flashlight', dip' lat 'reed frame holding 
roof grass'; 

[r] a mid-central retroflexed vocoid occurring in other 
positions: 

'bala 'live coal'. 

High vocoids are interpreted as vowels i and u when they 
occur as syllable peaks; and they are interpreted as consonants 
~and~ when they occur as syllable onset or coda, thus fitting 
the ' two basic non-suspect CV patterns. The sequences (-i .i-) 
and (-u.u-) are interpreted ay .L_.l'._ and u.w (period indicates 
syllab'Te't)oundary) to fit the non-suspect syllable patterns. 
Occurring as syllable onsets, y and~ are lenis and often not 
phonetically detectable in this pattern. 

[tsu'u"] 'two', [si 1 \1\m] 'nine'. 
However, when morphophonemic changes occur, causing the peak 

• 

• 
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vocoid to drop, the onset vocoid is then clearly 
distinguishable. In the following example the morphophonemic 

23 

• change is reduplication of the first syllable with dropping of 
the vowel in the second syllable: 

dudwa 'two each', sisyam 'nine each'. 

The high vocoid [~] is interpreted as~ since it occurs 
only in coda position of a syllable following a back vowel; 
vocoid [i] never occurs in this position, 

'bab1,1y 'pig'. 

The sequences [kh] and [ts] occur , in single C slots and are 
interpreted as single phonemes to fit the non-suspect CV 
patterns. Their ~llophonic variant is also a singl~ C: 

['~hipan] /'gipan/ 'knife', 
[ ts u ' man g] Id u ' man g I ' other s id e ' . 

All consonants may carry length and are 
phonemes to fit . the non-suspect CV patterns. 
word medially between two peaks, forming the 
syllable and the onset for the next: 

ka'bayyu 'type of betel nut', 
gag'gam 'sleeping house'. 

1.4 VOWELS 

interpreted as two 
They occur only 

coda for one 

Balangao has six vowels, contrasting as to front, central 
and back; and these positions contrast as to high and low. 

Front Central Back 

High i e u 

Low e a 0 

CHART 1: Vowels 

High vocoids [i] and [u] are interpreted as vowels i and 
~when they occur as syllable peaks. 

'dila 'tongue', du'wa 'two' 
All vowels may occur lengthened as a result of fusion of two 
syllables. Fusion occurs historically in certain word stems 
(see Sec. 1. 1), and commonly when a word ending in a central 
vowel is suffixed with an affix beginning with a central vowel. 

o The two central vowels fuse to the quality of t.he suffix. 
~ 'hair' 
lan'sa + -en = lan'seen 'nail it' 

Lengthened vowels contrast with non-lengthened vowels: 
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e/ee 

e/ee 
a I aa 
u/uu 
o/oo 
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selu'bin 'plastic bag', 'biin 'shame' 
le'het 'squash with thumbnail', 
'heet 'sharpen with whetstone' 
da'weh ' st i 1 1 born ' , I we eh 'trodden grass' 
'gagah 'medicine', ga'gaah 'plant used to 
'buglot 'chicken basket', ~ 'hair' 

weave 

gu'EOE 'cover with hands', gu 'EOOE 'bellows' 

mats' 

Interestingly enough, the vowels at first glance seem to 
present a 7 vowel system, but they come close to being actually 
just a 4 vowel system. Consonant pressures give rise to a 
delicately balanced system of raised and lowered vowels. Some 
cases of contrast force the phonemic separation of i/e and u/o, 
but the three central phones [4], [A] and [a] can be combined
into two phonemes in an intricate pattern. 

Vowels contrast as follows: 
big big 'relate from beginning', 
beg beg 'asleep, of body part', 
bag bag 'roof brace', 
bug bug 'edible pa 1 m shoots', 
'gilet 'lice eggs' 
'gel et 'overripe, of grains', 

9 e•iet 'tighten, in tying I 

'galet 'teeth on edge' 
'golet 'pee 1 , as of pineapple' 
'gulet 'house beam' 

tedted 
te 9te 9 
tag tag 
tog tog 

'drop' 
'smash' 
'race' 
'kind of frog' 

/ i/ occurs as high close front unrounded vo~oid: 
ma'gid 'none' 

/e/ has two allophones: [E] mid open front unrounded vocoid 
occurs preceding~. ~: 

'wewek 'dimple', 'guheng 'charcoal'; 
and [e] mid close front unrounded vocoid occurs in all other 
environments: 

teg'gad 'fl i ntstone'. 

/el has two allophones: [:t] close central unrounded vocoid: 
g i- 'd:tg 'back'; 

and [" ] mid close central unrounded vocoid: 

E"' dag 'meadow'. 

• 

• 

... 

• 
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/a/ has two allophones: [/\] mid close central unrounded 
vocoid: 
~ 'companjon'; 

and [a] low open central unrounded vocoid: 
ma' ta 'eye'. 

Distribution of central allophones is discussed in Sec. 1.41. 

/u/ occurs as high close back rounded vocoid: 
I sky I• 

/o/ occurs as mid close back rounded vocoid: 
· 'podot 'warm'. 

1.41 Central Vowels 

25 

/ 
Central vowels /e/ and /a/ each have a raised and lowered 

allophone. The lowered allophone of /e/ and the raised 
allophone of /a/ are the same phone [A]. However, [A] may 
never occur as the allophone of both /e/ and /a/ in the same 
environments. And in open, nonfinal stressed syllables, [A] 
as an allophone of /a/ is lowered to [a]; but when [A] is an 
allophone of /e/ occurring in this environment, it remains[/\] 
and is lengthened as expected with stress in this situation. 
Note the contrast in the following two exa~ples: 

qi 'b~ 'companion' 

P" d ' t~n ' k i l 1 i t ' 

qi 'b!:na 'his companio.n' 
P"d't~:na 'he will kill it.' 

Certain consonants exert p~essure on the central vowels, 
forcing them up, down, or apart: 1) Voiceless stops (~, !• ~) 
exert downward pressure; 2) voiced stops and semivowels · 
(~. ~ • .9_, ~· ~) exert upward pressure; 3) In non-initial 
syllables following nasals and other consonants (~, ~. !U1_, h, ~· 
l_, _g_) there is pressure for vowels to harmonize w1 th the heTght 
of the vowel in the preceding syllable; 4) In initial syllables 
these nasals and other consonants exert separating pressure. 
These pressures are ranked in order: a) downward pressure 
exerted by voiceless stops generally outranks the upward pressure 
exerted by voiced consonants; b) upward pressure exerted by 
voiced consonants outranks separating and harmonizing pressure, 
c) and the nasals and other consonants which exert separating 
pressure in word initial positions give way to harmonizing 
pressure in other positions. (See Sec. 1.42 and 1.62 for 
somewhat different ranking orders.) 

Distibution of the central phones will be examined first 
in open syllables and then in closed syllables. 

OPEN SYLLABLES 

["] is an allophone of /e/ when occurring in open 
. syllables beginning with voiceless stops, and also when that 
syllable is word initial and begins with~.~. l· or~· In all 
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other instances, [/\] is an allophone of /a/. 

Chart 2 shows the distribution of central phones and the 
phonemes to which they belong in open syllables. 

Consonant Phone Phoneme 

Word initial and [ J\] 1e1 
non-initial p. t, k ---------- ------------
syllables [a] /a I 

b. d, g. w. y [4] /el 
---------- ------------
[". a]l la/ 

Non-initial m, n' q [ ~] ;e; 
---------- ------------

syllables h. 1 • s. ng [/\. a]2 /a/ 

Initial syllables [ 4] /e I 
m, n' q ~---------- ------------

[a] I a/ 

[ /\] 1e1 
h, 1 • s. ng ----------- ------------

[a] /a/ 

For notes 1 and 2 see text. 

CHART 2: Central vowels in CV syllables 

Note 1: Phone[/\] is the expected realization of /a/ 
following voiced consonants because of their raising pressure: 

g i I b/\ I c 0 mp an i 0 n I • WI\ I 1 u I eight I • 

However, [/\] shifts to [a] in two situations: 
following syllable is opened by k or !}JI_, both 
only [a] occurs: -

d~al 'big', b~id 'bolo'. 

1) when the 
backed velars, 

2) when this open syllable occurs stressed in nonfinal position, 
[/\] always shifts to [a] so that the added mora of length which 
this stressed position produces may occur: 

du'wA 'two' becomes du'wad/\ 'they are two '. 

Note 2: The pressure to harmonize with the height of the 
vowel in the preceding syllable causes the realization of /a/ to 
depend on the height of the preceding vowel. 

If the preceding vowel is high, [A] occurs; 
'lim/\ 'hand', b!:!_b'q~ 'tooth', bA'lA 'lungs'. 

Note that in b/\ 1 l/\ the raised phone of /a/ in the second syllable 

• 

• 

.. 
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harmonized with the raised phone of /a/ in the first syllable. 
cf. 'bala 'live coal'. 

If the preceding vowel is low, [a] occurs: 
le'ma 'five', d.Q_ng'l~ 'a red plant'. 

If this vowel, however, occurs in a nonfinal stressed 
syllable, [A] shifts to [a] as described in Note l: 

bub'q~na 'his tooth', bA'lana 'his lungs'. 

Clitics 'bow' to the raising and lowering pressures of 
consonants, [-d/\] /-da/ 'they', [-ta] / - ta/ 'we-dual'; 
however, they do not 'bow' to harmonizing pressures: 

sa'bali + -qa = sa'ba"ll_q~ *sa'baliqA 'you are different' 
qa'gi + -na = qa'gj_n~- *qa'ginA 'his brother'. 

Following voiced consonants, [A] as an allophone of /a/ is 
very unstable. In normal speech the examples to the right are 
the most common: 

da'let 
b!' l ey 
g_!' lot 

de'let 
b~' 1 ey 
gQ_' lot 

'eel' 
'house' 
'dirt' 

b.!'loqong b.Q_'loqong 'chest' 
da'num - di 'numf d!'num/ du'num 'water' 
d_!q'yu d~q'yu I d~q'yu 'you' 

However, in slow and carefully articulated speech, the second 
form rarely occurs. Word initial following ~· only [a] and [e] 
occur: -

ga'nag 'child', ge'nem 'six' 

Residue to date consists of one word, 
[~] 'enough, correct'. 
mangiyl'.'nam 'you make it enough.' 
man -j_-An a-you 

CLOSED SYLLABLES 

In closed syllables [/\] is an allophone of /e/ l) when the 
syllable is opened by£, i. ~. or~; and also 2) when the 
syllable is closed by k or !l.9..· In all other occurrences of [A], 
it is an allophone of la/. 

Chart 3 shows the distribution of central phones and the 
phonemes to which they belong in closed syllables. The chart also 
tells which phone to use for each phoneme. 
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~ k,ng 
w,y' 

h p,t,s, l m,n,q, b 'd 'g' l 

Phones Phonemes 

(A) (A) (A) [-"] (A) (A) /e I 
k - - - -- ---- -- ------- ------ ---- -- -------- ------------

[a] [a] [a] [a] [a] [a] /a/ 

(A) [/''] ["] [/\] [/\] Cl-] /el 
p,t -- --- - ----- ------- ------ --- -- - -------- ------------

[a] [a] i [a] [a] [a] [a] /a/ 

[A] [A] [r-] [,....] [4] [4] ;e.; 
s - -- -- - -- -- ------- ------ ------ -------- ------------

[a] [a] [a] [a] [a] [a] /a I 

l 'h. q. [A] [A) ["] [/\] [4] [4] 1e1 
- - -- - ------ ------- ------ - -- --- -------- ------------

m,n,ng [a] [a] [a] [a] [ii:,/\] 3 [a '/\] 3 /a/ 
-· 

b,d,g, [/\] [J] [4] [~] [t] [:t] /el 
-.- - - - -- - -- ------- ------ ------ -------- ------------

w,y [a] [a] [a ,A)l [a,/\]2 [/'] [/\] /a/ 

For notes 1-l, see text. 

CHART 3: Central vowels in CVC syllables 

Note l : 

In word initial syllables, only [/\] occurs as allophone 
of /a/, 

b~tqong 'hat'. 

In non word initial syllables, /a/ submits to 
harmonizing pressure. If the vowel in the preceding syllable 
is high, [r-] occurs: 

(note: 
raised 
If the 

Note 2: 

kal~b'b~ 'squash', 'w0tw!'.;t 'string of meat' 
The vowel in the first syllable of 'wAtWl\t is the 

form of /a/, hence the harmony pressure is upward.) 
vowel in the preceding syllable is low, [a] occurs: 

pall~'w~s 'ring finger', n~q'b~t 'missed'. 

In word initial syllables, [A] occurs: 
bAldong 'mouth flute', ~dAq 'a bead', 
---
~neng 'warn'. 

•. 

• 
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There is no harmony with preceding high vowels when this 
pattern occurs non initial: 

'qubal 'fish trap'. 

29 

And in a word that consists of two identical syllables of this 
pattern, the second syllable puts lowering pressure on the 
first, and [A] does not occur in the initial syllable as 
expected; only [a] occurs: 

'balbal 'soak' 

Note 3: 

In word initial syllables, the separating pressure of these 
non-stops allows only the [a] allophone of /a/ to occur: 

~'l"Y 'tired, of body part' lad'sak 'celebration'. 

In non-word initial syllables, however, [A] occurs under 
two circumstances: l) when the vowel in the preceding syllable 
is high, the vowel in question yields to harmonizing pressure 
and harmonizes with the height of the preceding vowel: 

q~'l~w 'dizzy', qi'l~n 'see', 
qah.:!_'n~n 'salt it', tay'y.!:!_ng~w 'beriberi'. 

cf. 'ton~aw 'stay home'. 
2) when t e preceding syllable is closed by a voiced consonant, 
it exerts upward pressure on the vowel in the syllable following 
it and [A] allophone of /a/ occurs: 

tag_' m~q 

na£' 1-0' 

'a lifting brace', qa£' l~w 
'tired, of a body part'. 

'viand' 

However, when the word consists of two identical syllables, 
["] does not occur as expected, In spite of the raising 
pressure of the last consonant in the preceding syllable, only 
[a] occurs: 

'q~bq~b 'remove honey, larvae from hive', 
'nadnad 'to place deep', Ng~w'ng~w 'name of a barrio'. 

1.42 Front and Back Vowels 
As with the central vowels, certain consonants tend .to exert 

pressure on front and back vowels, often making it predictable 
as to which of the front or back vowels will occur. However, 
the exceptions have made it necessary to consider both front and 
back vowels as phonemes. 

l.42.l Open (CV) Syllables 
The following statements may be made regarding open (CV) 

syllables: 
a) In CV syllables, when£,~. g_, ~. or~ is syllable onset, 
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their upward pressure allows only the high vowels ~. ~ to occur: 
'bilat 'scar', ~ 'mud fish'. 

However, when the syllable is unstressed and when the 
following syllable onset is~. ~and ~occur: 

bo'kal 'wild pig', beko'lang 'kind of bead' 
(cf. 'bukal 'seed'). 

b) When£, ~. or k is syllable onset, the downward pressure 
usually causes~.~ to occur: 

'petaq 'mud', ~ 'stomach', 'kela 'cry'. 
Only~· ~may occur in the same syl1able a~ k: 

'kemet 'closed eyes', 'kobal 'certain tendons'. 
However, when£ or 1 is syllable onset, exceptions occur: 

~'seven', 'tugun 'advice'. 
c) When nasals and l• h_, ~. or 9.. occur as syllable onset in 
non-word initial positions, harmonizing pressure is a general 
tendency but not totally predictable: 

'balo 'widow ' , 'bulu 'wash hands', 
but compare 

'bali 'typhoon'. 
d) In word initial positions, no statement can be made. 

l.42.2 Closed (CVC) Syllables 
In CVC syllables, the same pressures that determine central 

vowel allophones tend to affect front and back vowels in the 
same way. 
a) Only ~. ~occur with syllable onset ~and with syllable coda 
!:!_9_, ~: 

ba'lektad 'inside out', 'yongyong 'bow head', 
'kogkog 'knock', ked'tot 'startle'. 

b) In eve syllables, when both consonants are any combination of 
~. ~. ~·~.or~· high vowels i and~ occur with one exception: 

pa'dug 'rice seedling', ta'wid 'inheritance'. 
The exception is when both consonants are~. only e occurs: 

q e ' we w ' k i n d of bi rd ' . 
c) When~.~.~.~. y occur as syllable onset in a CVC syllable, 
front vowels are generally predictable: 

1) e occurs before t_, !:!_9_, or h_: 

le'deh 'crumble, smash' 
2) i occurs before !!!_, ~. g_, ~. £, t: 

qu'wis 'judge', 

, 
• 

• 

• 
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3) front vowel is unpredictable before l: 
'gohwel 'lever', 'hagWil 'carry in arms' 

d) When~. ~. _g_, '.!i• or y_ is sy'l1able onset, back vowels are 
less predictable: 

1) u occurs only before ~. !).., q_, 
'holbug 'go up river'. 

2) o occurs before ~. !)_.9_: 

'gabong 'field house', 
3) ~usually occurs before~. l• ~. l. or~. however, u 

also may occur: 
' do l n a t ' w a rm ' , ' du l g a y ' l ops i de d ' . 
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e) When both consonants are~. l• or~ in a eve syllable, the 
low vowels ~and ~occur almost exclusively: 

gu'top 'add to', ~ 'pinchers '. 
Two exceptions are: 

put'wilas 'beans', tit'yaWan 'dragon fly'. 
(cf. teplag . 'lunch', totgo'wa 'true'). 

f) Pattern is riot .clear with other syllable onset and coda. 

1.5 STRESS 
Word stress in Balangao is phonemic, occurring on the 

ultimate or penultimate syllable of a full grammatical word, with 
or without affixes. All full words (see Sec. 1.1) must have 
stress. 

'doorway', ha'wang 
'come', ~ 'word'. 

'reach inside with hands', 

A secondary stress occurs on every second syllable counting 
back from the main stress: 

pa "gi ngi 'naha l 'sandy pl ace' .• 
"bale'ngawngaw 'circle', 
go"menpa"bale'ngawngaw 'cause it to be circled' 

elitics also have 
grammatical words that 
single mora of length. 
to other words: 

stress and they are the only full 
may occur as a single syllable with a 

However, they are phonolo~ically bound 

-~ 'you pl, Set I ' , -ta'gaw 'we-all' 
-'da 'they ' ,-~ 'he, Set II', -'to 'here, this' 

elitics do not set up secondary stress. 
gu'male'dah'to 
-um-come-they-!!l,-here 

'they will come here.' 
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g a 1 ' ~en ' n i ' to 
spea ~en-we-this 
go" men pa' bi in 'ha 
cause-shame-that 

'We'll speak about this.' 

'That causes (us) shame.' 

Stress is characterized by 1) an added mora of vowel 
length when it occurs on non-final CV syllables, 2) a slight 
rise in pitch, and 3) intensity which is actualized as the 
gentle peak of a subtly crescendoing-decrescendoing sequence. 

Stress, however, is often difficult to discern. The 
reasons: 1) the added mora of length occurs only on non-final 
CY syllables and no others, 2) intensity may be obscured when 
the stressed syllable occurs in the margins of a 
phonological stress group, and 3) the stronger intonation 
group pitches may obscure both the pitch and intensity of stress. 

1.51 Stress Group 
A Phonological Stress Group2 contains a word stem and 

optionally one or two clitics and one or two semi words. The 
stress group has margins of prenuclear crescendoing and 
postnuclear decrescendoing intensity, and a nucleus which is 
the stressed syllable or syllables of a full phonological word 
(see Sec. 1.1). 

If no marginal syllables occur on which crescendo and 
decrescendo of intensity can occur, the crescendo and 
decrescendo will occur on the nucleus. When the prenuclear 
crescendo occurs on the nucleus, it does not affect the 
intensity of stress. However, when the postnuclear 
decrescendo occurs on the nucleus, the intensity of stress 
is obscured. 

(ga'lam ~) 
c:::: :::> 

' (You that) I 

~~ get strap. 
get-you that strap 

(ga'lam ffi{-1-) ·r 1:::.. ' (You get that) shovel. 
get-you t at s ov 1 

<: :::> 

I 

(ga'lam ffi{-1-) ma'nog ' (You get that) chicken. 
get-you t chicken 

The nucleus of a stress group is the stressed 
syllable or syllables of a full word. A stressed CV 
syllable in non-final position will have vowel length, 
is the only feature of stress that is never obscured. 

<:::: ;::::,. 
qO 1 na a: I to 
chil -this 
(~hen) 
ThTS 

'This is a child . ' 

'(This is a) child.' 

(Colon following a vowel indicates length.) 

which 

I 

However, CVC syllables and final CV syllables do not have length 
when stressed. In such cases stress must be recognized by its 
pitch component or else by morphophonemically opening closed 

• 
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syllables by adding suffixes to see if length occurs. 

The nucleus of a stress group may be simple, double, 
cont~guous, or double discontiguous. Double nuclei are formed 
by adding a clitic to the word. 

A simple nucleus consists of a single stressed syllable: 
< > 
gu'ma.lih C'. ... 9. ... ~.!!!_~_) '(Father) will come.' 
-um-come-ah father 

A double contiguous nucleus is formed when a stressed 
clitic is added to a word with ultimate syllable stress: :<::::: :> . 

hommag'yat'da (gad gu~'ga) 'They came home 
-.l!!!!.-came-home-they yester ay (yesterday).' 

It is possible for three stressed syllables to occur in 
a given phonological word: a stem plus a pronoun cl1tic plus 
a locativ~tic. > 

hommag'yat'dah'to 'They came home to this 
-um-came-home-they~~-here place.' 

A double discontiguous nucleus is formed when a clitic 
is added to a stem which is stressed on the penultimate 
syllable. No marginal characteristics occur between the 
two stressed syllables: 

c:::: .. > gu 1 ma.l1 1 aa 'They wi 11 come.' 
-um-come-they 

- ::::> Q5 'ma. 1 i 'da h' to 
-um-come-they-!b_-here 

'They will come here.' 

Although stress groups normally coincide with minimal 
grammatical phrases, they can conscript the relator, a semi 
word, of the following grammatical phrase to serve as the 
decrescendo margin of that stress group. 

~q'yat'da ~ (ta'tagu) 
-.!!_fil-home-they relator people 

.::::::::. :::::;:,,. ~ ) ma'nog fien (laydeg 
chicken reTator want-I 

1 .52 In ton a ti on Group 

'The (people) 
came home.' 

'A chicken is 
what (I want).' 

An intonation group is made up of a contour and a precon
tour bounded on each side by silence, pause or another 
intonation group. The contou! has contrastive pitch over 
the last one or two syllabfes in the group. The precontour 
intonation occurs .on syllables preceding the contrastive 
contour intonation. Precontour pitches are not contrastive; 
however, they have slight rises of pitch on the nuclei of 
included stress groups. One or more stress groups may be 
distributed within an intonation group. 
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The pitch of a contour group is much stronger than the 
, pitch of stress, so when contour pitch occurs on top of stress 

pitch, it will either intensify the pitch component of stress 
or obscure it. When the high pitch of a contour cooccurs with 
the stressed syllable, the pitch component of stress is 
intensified: 

(~ qi 'nil am qhandi) 
question saw-you 
'(Did you see that) deer?' 
( q i ' n il a q q an di ) ' ~o 
saw-I that dog 

'(I saw that) dog.' 
However, when the pitch of a contour does not coincide with 
nucleus of the stress group, but occurs adjacent to it, the 
pitch component of stress is obscured: 

(~ qi 'nil am qandi) 
guestion saw-you that 

'(Did you see that) dog?' 
---.__ 

(qi'nilaq qhndi) dug'ha 
saw-I t at eer 

'(I saw that) deer.' 

~ 

'qa.ho 
dog 

the 

Obscurity of stress is removed when an environment is 
provided whereby either the length or pitch component of stress 
may occur. This environment may be created by adding a clitic 
or a suffix to a word or by changing the contour group. 
Obscurity of the pitch of stress is removed when a clitic is 
added to the intonation group: 
Obscured 

Cl ear 

Clear 

( '~a ton) 
this-hen 

('yaton) 
this-hen 

~ 

ma'noq 
chicken 

~ 
chicken-his 

'(This is a) chicken.' 

'(This is) his chicken.' 

~ 
< :::> ('yaton) ma'n29_ hen (qa'naqqo) 

this-hen chicKen child-my 
'(ThiSTs the) chicken of (my child).' 

Obscurity of stress is also·removed when length is permitted to 
occur on the stressed syllable: 
Obscured -,___ 

mad'qan 

Clear _,--i__ 
mad'qa:naq 

'old woman', 

'I am an old woman.' 

Any of the components of stress may be obscured separately. 
But if both pitch and length are obscured, contrastive stress 
is then obscured in that environment. 

' • 

• 
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1.6 MORPHOPHONEMICS 
The processes involved in morphophonemic change are stress 

shift, consonant-vowel pressures; and the replacement, 
assimilation, addition, reduction and metathesis of phonemes. 
Often more than one process takes place in a given situation. 

1.61 Stress shift 
When a root is suffixed, the stress of that root is shifted 

either one or two syllables to the right toward the suffix. If 
the final two syllables are of the pattern 'CVCV, the stress 
shifts two syllables •nd occurs on the suffix: 

~~ + -~ = galopi\yan 'attach shoulder strap to' 
(see Sec. l .62 for e becoming _i; and Sec. l. 65 
for addition of~ and~.) 

'malo + -en = malo'wen 'wash clothes with paddle' 
If the final syllables of a root are of any pattern other than 
'CVCV, the stress shifts only one syllable: 

'gotgot + -~r:i. got'gotan 'scratch' 
'helaw + -an he'lawan ' 'lighten' 
da'kal +. -en= daka'len 'make big' 
se'le +-an seli'yan 'add pepper to I • 

When vowels fuse to form CVVC syllable pattern, 
occurs o~ the syllable an~ does not shift, (see 
l.64.l for vowel fusion): 

s t re s s al ways 
Sec. 1.1 and 

In 

~ + -en = 'pooton 'understand' 
(see sec . l . 6 2 . 2 for -en be com i n g - .£.!!.) • 

'biin + ma--an = ma'biinan 'b-e ashamed' 
~+-en= pa'leen 'shovel something' 

the case of a few 'CVVC roots, stem a 11 omorphs occur 
upon suffixation and the stress sh if ts in the normal way: 

'teep + -an te'pan 'winnow' 
I 100 h + -an = law'han 'to go past'. 

1.62 Consonant-Vowel Pressures 
Certain consonants exert raising or lowering pressure on 

vowels (see Sec. 1.41), and in given environments, vowels exert 
harmonizing pressure on other vowels. These pressures give rise 
to allophonic variants of phonemes as well as allomorphic 
variants of morphemes. 

All affi~es which have front or back vowels in them have 
allomorphs. Prefixes and infixes are described together, and 
suffixes are described separately. 
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1.62.l Prefixes and Infixes 
Most prefixes and infixes have two allomorphs, and one 

infix has three allomorphs. 

These affixes are subject to the raising, lowering and 
harmonizing pressures which affect central vowel allophonic 
variation. Thus, the allomorphic variations of these affixes 
have either a high vowel allomorph or a low vowel allomorph, 
and one has a central vowel allomorph. The affixes gj_-, 
-in-, and -um- (see Chart 4) will be used to illustrate 
consonant-vowel pressures in prefixes and infixes. Affixes 
are referred to by their high vowel form. 

High vowel Central Vowel Low Vowel 

Prefix gj_- ~-

Infix -in- -en -- -em- --um- -om-- -

CHART 4: Examples of Prefix and Infix allomorphs 

1.62.11 Raising pressure 
If the initial consonant of a root is b, ~. _g_, ~. or y_, 

these consonants exert a raising pressure ' tnat allows only the 
high vowel allomorphs of these affixes to occur: 

gi'gaten 'step on' 'gaten + gj_

'botbot + 9....!_

' botbot + -um-
gi'botbot 'stradle legs, child-to-mother' 
bu'motbot 'stradle legs, child-to-mother' 

, 
When the vowel of the first syllable of the root is~. 

-um- changes to -em-, harmonizing with that vowel: 
'de~+ -um-+ demeg'd~g 'chase' 

However, when morphophonemic change causes the e to drop, 
(see Sec. l .66. l), -um- occurs: 

b~'nal + -um- = bum'nal ' swe 11 ' 

1.62.12 Lowe.ring pressure 
If the initial consonant of a root is Q_, !. or k, these 

consonants exert a lowering pressure that causes the-low vowel 
allomorphs of the affixes to occur: 

'talo + gj_- = ge'talo 
pa'tey + -.i.D_- = pena'tey 

'hide' 
'killed' 

However, harmonizing pressure of high vowels supercedes the 
lowering pressure of Q_, !· Therefore, when a high front or high 

I 

• 

.. 

• 
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back vowel follows these voiceless stops in a root, the affix 
vowel harmonizes with the height of the root vowel, and the high 
vowel al lomorph will occur: 

tug'du + -um- tumuq'du 'sit down' 
'pidit + .9..i- qi'pidit 'pick up with thumbs 

and fore finger' 
When the vowel of the first syllable of a root is e, infix 

-um- takes the central vowel allomorph -em-: -
peg'qen + -um- pemeg'qen 'squeeze out'. 

However, when f of the root drops, -om- occurs; 
pe'leh + -um- = pom'leh 'grab' 

One noted exception: 
ke'neg + -um- kem I neg_ 'become hard' rather than 

*komneg. 

1.62 .13 Harmonizing pressure 
When the initial consonant of a root ism, n, ~· 1, s, 

or h, and when the vowel of that first syllabTe Ts either front 
or iack, harmonizing pressure is exerted. The affix vowel will 
harmonize with the height of the front or back vowel in the root: 
High vowel: 

'lugan + .9..i- gi'lugan 'ride' 
mu'ma + -in- mim'ma 'chewed betel nut' 
(for vowel 1 OS S and assimilation of consonant, 
see Secs. 1.66.l and 1.64.2). 

'hilu + _qi- gi'hilu 'tie with' 
Low v owe 1: 

'molmol + _qi- ge'molmol 'dissolve in mouth' 
' ho 1 at + -in- he'nolat 'plugged Up I 

leq'na + -um- lomeg'na 'feel ' 

When m or n is the initial consonant of a root, and the 
vowel of that initial syllable is a central vowel, harmonizing 
pressure causes the high allomorphs of the affixes to occur 
withe and the low allomorphs of the affixes to occ~r with~= 

meg'meg + -in--an minegme'gan 'fed chickens' 
'nabol + -in- ne'nabol 'fed dogs' 

However, when !!._[, 1, s, or h are 
a root, and a central ·voweT occurs in 
lowering pressure causes only the low 
to occur: 

the initial consonants of 
that first syllable, 
allomorphs of the affixes 

I Se g gang + .9..i- ge'seggang I pity I 

'trade' he· 9 at + .9..i- geh'gat 
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'lapdug + -in
nga'lotoy + -um-

le'nagdug 'grabbed' 
ng~a'lotoy 'slimy'. 

I I 
When the vowel of the first syllable is ~. the -em-

allomorph of -um- occurs: 
'seggang + -um- se'meggang 'pity' 

When that~ drops, -om- occurs: 
se'dal + -um

he'lag +-um-

som'dal 'be thick' 
hom'lag 'moon comes out' 

When ~is the first consonant of a root, ~is replaced 
by ;t_ (see Sec. l.63), and raising pressure is exerted 
(see Sec . 1.62. 11): 

ga'bag + .9.i- giya'bag 'defeat' 
When infixes occur with word initial ~· harmonizing pressure 
causes the affix allomorph to harmonize with the height of 
the first vowel of the root: 

ga'bag + 
gu'sot + 

When e is the first 
pressure causes the 

-um- goma' bag 'defeat' 
-in--an ginus'tan 'blaspheme' 
vowel of a~ initial root, harmonizing 
-em- allomorph of -um- to occur: 

'geggang + -.!!.!!!_- ge'meggang 'express dislike' 
However, when e drops, all the prefixes and infixes generally 
submit to the pressures of the second consonant: 

ge'pat + -um- gom'pat 'dampen' 
ge'ged + -um- gum~ 'cut' 
ge'dah + gi--an = qida'han 'reach, find' 

The followin~ exceptions have been noted: 
ge'hen + 

ge I teb + 

~ + 
'galwang + 

ge 'y_a t + 

1.62.2 Suffixes 

-um-

-um-
-um-
-um-

-um-

~mhen, gem'hen 'swelling goes 
down' 

*gom'teb, g~'teb 'contraction' 
*go'male, gu'male 'come' 
*go'malwang, gu'malwang 'flood 

waters' 
*gum'y_at = gom'y_at 'reconsider 

and change' 

Suffix -en has three allomorphs: -en, -un and -on. When 
the final syllable of a word is eve and tne vowel of tnat 
syllable is either u or o, -un and -on respectively occur. 
-en occurs in other-environments. ~ 

'gunud + -en gu'nudun 'follow' 

• 

•• 
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'lagtog + -en 
'bu 1 u + -en 

lag'togon 'jump over' 
bulu'wen 'wash hands' 

When the final consonant of a root is ~. ~. ~. y_, and if 
the vowel of that syllable is o, that o changes to u, 
submitting to the raising pressure of these consonants, and the 
-un allomorph occurs: 

go'lob + 

to'nod + 
to'niog + 

, 
-en , 
-en , 
-en 

= golu'bun 
= tonu'dun 

'cave in' 
'follow a trail' 

tumu'gun3 'kill mosquitoes' 
The only time in these circumstances when ~does not become ~ 
is when u would occur in the same syllable _ as~. wh1ch is not 
al lowed "[see Sec. 1.2). Then, the o remains o, and the -un 
allomorph occurs, submitting to the-raising pressure of the 
voiced stop: 

'kogkog + -en kog'kogun 'knock' 

When the final consonant of a root is~·!_, k, and the 
vowel of that syllable is~. the affix allomorph Ts -on: 

'sakop + -en sa'kopon 'included area' 
• he'pot +. -en hepo'ton 'field work' 

to'~gok + -en tongo'kon 'disturb laying patt~rn 
of a chicken' 

• Contrary to expectation, even though the onset consonant 
of a root:..f-inal syllable 1s voiced b ~. ~. ~. y_ · (which exert 
raising pressure), and even though suffixation caus·es that 
voiced consonant to occur in a stressed open syllable, the 
raising pressures do not affect the vowel: the~ ream1ns ~: 

'gegop + 
'botbot + 

'hepdot + 
'bolbol + 
'hogj'.ong + 
'n abo 1 + 
'qakj'.OS + 

-en 
-en 

-en 
-en 
-en = 

-en 
-en 

ge'gopon 'drink liquid of v1and' 
bot'b~ton 'straddle legs, child-

to-mother' 
hep'doton 'pull out feathers, hair' 
bol'bolon 'waste money' 
hog'yongon 'sleep in arms of' 
na'bolon 'feed dogs' 
gak'yoson 'gather with sweeping 

motion' 
Compare roots where the lowering pressure of k causes the 
unstressed back vowel to be low, but has no affect on the 

~ stressed vowel: 
'bukal 'seed', 
bo'kal 'male wild pig' 
'giket 'aunt' 
beko'lang 'kind of bead' 
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1.62.3 Root changes 
When the last vowel of a root is e, and when 'i.._ is 

morphophonemi cal ly added to that root,-( see Sec. 1. 6~), the 
preceding ~ becomes l: 

se' 1 e + -an seli'_l'.an 'pepper it I 

~ + " Ee 1 !_'~en 'choose i t I ' -en 

.'.Jlili_ + -~ 'galiy_ag I my coming' 

y_ does not cause e to become i when both would occur in the 
same syllable: 

'gegad + gj_- gi ',l'.egad 'grate coconut' 

1.63 Replacement 
One phoneme is replaced with another in certain types of 

affixation. 

When a root beginning with g_ - is prefixed with gj_-, the 
stem glottal is replaced by y_: 

ga'teE + _gj_- giy_a'tt!E 'roof with' 

'guEal + gj_- gi'yuEal 'soak' 

When some stems which have a as the final phoneme, a is 
replaced by g_ upon certain suffixations, rather than the-normal 
formation of a vowel cluster, (see Sec. 1.64.1): 

.'.....9...il2. + mang--an = _ mangil 'gan 'place of seeing' 
_'-9..!l! + mang--an mangal 'gan 'place of getting' 
ga'hawa + -en gahaw'gen 'marry someone' 

With Aspect I, Diminutive reduplication (see Sec. 2.34.1), 
the normal affixation is reduplication of the first C1V~2 of the 
stem. However~ when stem initial consonant is s, h, or a stop 
other than g_, frequently that Cz is replaced g__ fsee Sec. 1.67 
for metathesis): 

bu'mala + CVq 
EO'maway + 

'bangad + 

home' lang + 

1.64 Assimilation 

C Vq 
CVq 
CVq 

bumab'gala 
EOmaE'gawa_l'. 
bab'gangad 
homehqe' l ang 

'flame a little' 
'get a little light' 
'liesurely return' 
'get a little dark' 

Assimilation occurs when vowel clusters and consonant 
clusters are formed. 

1.64.l Vowel Clusters 

• 

• 

• 

When a suffix or an enclitic beginning with a central • 
vowel is added to a root ending with a central vowel, the root 
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vowel assimilates to the suffix or enclitic vowel (see Sec. 
1.65 for other vowel-final words): 

mu'ma + 
, 

-en rnu'meen 'chew betel nut' 
mu'ma + -an m'u'maan 'betel nut being chewed' 
qag'ta + -~ ~g'taaq I I am a negrito. I 

(See Sec. 1. l for fused vowels.) 

1.64.2 Consonant Clusters 
When the final nasals "of affixes -.i!!_-, @-,man-, and 

41 

hen- occur as the first member of a consonant cluster, the nasal 
Ol'the affix assimilates to the point of articulation of the 
second member of the consonant cluster, i.e. it becomes m before 
bilabials, !l.9.. before velars, and remains ~before all other 
consonants. 

1€'pas + -in
~ + 9...i!!_
so'kaw +-in-

+ man-
'wangwang + man- = 
1 hamal +man
'qayat + man-

lem'pas 'finished' 
gimba'ga 'told' 
leng'kaw 'chilled' 
mang'kela 'cry' 
ma~' wangwang 'go 
man'hamal 'plant 
man'qayat 'climb' 

downriver' 
rice seedlings' 

The nasal in infix -um- changes to !l.9.. before velars but 
remains m elsewhere: 

he I lag + -um- hom'lag 'moon comes out' 
ga'dang + -um- gum'dang 'cross over' 
he'gep + -um- hen9 • 9ep 'enter' 
ba'ngat + -um- bong'ngat 'bite' 

When a root loses a vowel through affixation (see Sec. 
1.66.1), and a nasal thereby occurs in a consonant cluster, 
the nasal assimilates to the point of articulation of the second 
member of the cluster: 

qe'neb + -an qem'ban 'shut the door' 
mu'ma + -in - mim'ma 'chewed betel nut' 

l . 65 Addition 
When a suffix or the pronoun enclitic -~is added to a 

stem ending in a front or back vowel, phonemes~ or w 
respectively are added to the stem: 

se' 1 e + -an 

~+ 
'bale +' 

, 
-en 

-~ 

seli 'yan 'add pepper' , 
guto'wen 'cook' 

' 'balowag. -'I am a widow.' 
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The added~ or w is retained even though vowel loss occurs 
(see Sec. T.66.T): 

~+ 

~+ 

1.66 Reduction 

-an , 
-en 

lag'wan 
g_al'yen 

'buy' 
'speak' 

The process of reduction occurs in vowel loss, reduction 
with suffix-plus-clitic, reduction with infix-plus-infix, loss 
of word juncture and reduction with assimilation. 

l.66.l Vowel loss 
Loss of vowels upon affixation is very common, and only 

with prefix man- does vowel loss never take place. Vowel loss 
will not occur-when such loss would create other than CV or CVC 
syllable patterns. Vowel loss is not predictable, but the 
following general patterns occur: 
a) The final vowel of a root tends to drop when stress moves 
off of that syllable by suffixation. Prefixation may cooccur with 
with the suffixation: 

ga'meh 

~ 
ta'ngeb 
ba ' ngad 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 

I -en 

' -en 
ma--an 
-an 

Some of the exceptions: 
he'nag + 

~ -en 

gam'hen 
gal 'yen 
matang'ban 
bang'dan 

'bathe' 
'speak' 
'lid put on' 
'time of returning' 

hena'gen 'send 
~ + ma--an nalpo'wan 'place of starting' 
'laget + ma--an malag'tan 'dirty' 

b) The first vowel of a root tends to drop when the syllable 
is open, unstressed, and only a prefix occurs: 

geb'beg + ~- gibbeg 'put to bed' 
ha'gal + ma- mah'qal 'choke' 
po'gong + ma-

~ + CV-
Some of the exceptions: 

ga'sokal + ma-
ge'heg 
ga'tep 

+ ~-

+ ~-

map'gong 'flooded, pool' 
pip'tu 'seven each' 

magaso'kal ·~weeten' 

9iye'heg 

giya' tep 
'climb down with' 
'use for roofing' 

l.66.2 Reduction with suffix-plus-clitic 
When first, second, or third person singular pronouns of 

Set II (enclitics) are added to suffixed words, the suffix 
consonant n is reduced. Also, the second allomorph of first 

,. 

" 

; 
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and second person pronouns occurs with the reduction. 
Allomorphs of first person singular are: -92_, -~; allomorphs 
of second person singular are: -~. -~. 

bang'dan + -~ bang'dag 'my returning' 
bang'dan + -m bang'dam 'your returning' 
bang'dan + -na bang'dana 'his returning' 

The above allomorphs of the pronouns also occur when added to a 
stem ending in a vowel: 
~ + -~ 'gahog 'my dog' 
~ + -m 'gabom 'your dog' 

1.66.3 Reduction with infix-plus-infix 
When Past Tense -in- cooccurs with Subject Focus -um- in 

a stem which begins with a CV syllable, the i of Tense TS 
reduced; the ~of Tense and ~of Focus metathesize (see 
Sec. 1.67); and the~ of Tense assimilates to!!!.· 
~ + -in- + -um
(cf. g€'dah + -in- + 

gum'male 'came' 
-um- ginum'dah 'arrived') 

1.66.4 Loss of wbrd juncture 
Loss of word juncture occurs in normal speech when two 

words a~e in the same phonological stress group. This loss 
occurs in only four sets of circumstances, each with 
accompanying reduction of consonants and/or vowels, and the 
juncture can generally be re-instated in pedantic speech. 
a) Word juncture is lost when particles wat, wen, and~ 
follow another word: 1) Following a front vow~ the initial 
~of the particle is replaced by~; 2) Following a central 
vowel, the initial~ of the particle is dropped and the final 
vowel of the preceding word assimilates to the vowel of the 
particle; 3) Following a back vowel, there is no change in the 
particle; 4) Following a consonant, the ~of the particle is 
dropped. 

gan'ni + 

ge'kat'da 

+ 
gam'dan 

wat gan'niyat 'and so we then ... ' 
+ wen ge'kat'deen 'they said ... ' 

wat 'bayuwat 'pound now' 
+ ~ ('bali_) qam'danay ('bali) 

' a v e r y bad ( t y p ho on ) ' 
b) Word juncture is lost when particles@, ~ • .9.A!l_, hen, 
and prefix man- follow a word ending in a voweT-:- Tne-inltTal 
consonant ana-vowel of these particles and prefix are dropped, 
and the final consonant is added to the preceding word. The 
prefix is thus detached from its stem. 

da Jwami + ~ Ani + gah di = 

da Jwamin Anih di 'Jo and Anne there ... ' 

/ 
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gum'mali + hen'gaho + ~ 'qugga 
gum'mal in 'gahod 'qugga 'The dog came yesterday.' 
'dada +man- 'tayap = 'dadan 'tayap 'They are flying.' 

c) When words end in~. or y_, particles~. ~. and~ 
may drop their initial consonant and vowe~-ana fheir final 
consonant will attach itself to thew, or y_. This forms a 
restricted syllable type (see Sec. 1~2) ana the juncture is 
usually reinstated when one asks for the speech to be 
repeated. The loss of this juncture is not generally accepted 
in written style. 

ge'mey +gad( 'gawa) = g~'meyd(~) 
'go to (the central)' 

(gi'yalem andi) 'ligaw + ~ (~) 
(.qi 'yalem andi 'ligawh (!Q.) 

'(You bring the) winnowing basket (here).' 
gadunay + .9..!!2_ Tekla = gadunayn Tekla 'Adunay and Tekla' 

d) Word juncture is also lost when adjunct~ follows 
adjuncts~ or~· The final y_ of~ is dropped; and 
the~ of~ is dropped, and the final central vowel {becomes 
a back vowe~~. when the preceding vowel is back. 

~ + ~ = gaRogu 'and then they also say ... ' 
~ + ~ = qokage 'That is also right.' 

1.66.5 Reduction with assimilation 
When mang- is prefixed to a toot with an initial stop or 

voiceless fricative, the initial consonant is dropped and the 
final nasal of the prefix assimilates to the point of articula
tion of the dropped consonant (sand h function as alveolars). 
When the root-in .itial consonant-is!!_,-~, y_, or l the root 
consonant is not dropped, but the final nasal of the 
prefix assimilates to the alveolar postion. When the 
root-initial consonant is!!!. or !:!...9_, the root-initial 
consonant is retained, but the final nasal of the prefix 
assimilates to the bilabial and velar points of articulation 
respectively. 

mang- + 'bunga ma'munga 'bear f ru i t ' 
mang- + 'gagit ma'ngagit 'gather rattan fruit I 

~- + 'halep ma'nalep 'dance' 

mang- + 'sol at ma'nolat 'write' 

mang- + ma'ni mamma'ni 'gather peanuts' 

mang- + na'molog = manna'molog 'hunt wild pigs' 

mang- + nga 'J'.aba t = mangnga 'J'.aba t 'get guavas' 

mang- + le Inga manle'nga 'gather sesame seeds' 

I 

• 

• 
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mang- + ~ = man'yuyu 'catch mud fish' 
mang- + 'wedwed = man'weowed 'get wedwed seeds' 

Rarely reduction and assimilation occur with prefix .Q_!-. 
The stem-initial g_ is dropped and the~ of the prefix 
assimilates to the stem vowel. 

gj_- + .E_!- + ~ ge'paale 'send toward' 

.9i- + £..!- + ~ = ge'peey 'send away' 

1.67 Metathesis 
When a consonant cluster is formed by affixation and 

vowel loss, and when ~or~ is the first memb~t of that 
cluster and a stop is the second, the consonants most generally 
metathesize. 

he'gep + .9i-
pe'hed + -en 

9 e·h~b + -en 
he'dem +ma
~+ CV
go'pat + CV
ge'nem + cv-

some excepti~ns are: 
bu'hug + -en 
ha' gal + ma -

gig'hep 
ped'hen 

. geb' hen 
mad'hem 

'bring in' 
'allow, accept' 
'burn it' 

'night' 
geh'ga 'one each' 
qop'gat ~four each' 
gen'gem 'six each' 

buh'gun 'satisfy in eating' 
mah'gal 'choke' 

When reduplication affix CVq- occurs (see Sec. 2.34.1), 
the~ always metathesizes with the initi~l consonant of the 
stem: 

(dan) ~ + CVq (dan) bab'qali 
'(It is) a wee typhoon.' 

'dalan + mang- + CVq manad'galan 
'walking leisurely' 

1.68 Gemination 
Consonant gemination with Aspect I, CV reduplication 

affix is generally predictable. (See Sec. 2.34.3 for Aspect I.) 
When stress occurs on the ultimate syllable of a root with this 
affix, gemination occurs on the first consonant following the 
reduplication prefix: 

qepapapa~a'kal / 
qi -~-CV-CV-C-big 

qepadadadak'kal 
.9..!-~-CV-CV-C-big 

'continuously make .bigger' 
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When stress occurs on the penultimate syllable of a root, 
consonant gemination generally occurs only when a suffix 
occurs, for that suffix shifts stress to the ultimate syllable 
of the root. Compare the following examples with and without 
suffixes: 

'gayat qoma~'qayat 

-.!:!!!!-CV-CV-climb 
qaqaqauaten 
CV-CV-C-climb-~n 

'continuously climb' 

'continuously climb' 

'ganap gepaga~a'ganap 
qi-pa- V-CV-look for 

'cause to continuously 
look for' 

paqaqaqa~apen 

~-CV-CV-C-look for-en 

'cause to continuously 
look for' 

Occasionally gemination occurs when a root has 
penultimate stress, even though a suffix does not occur: 

somasasab'bali 
-..!:IB!-CV-CY-C-change 
goma~agab'bulot 
-,!ill!- V-CV-C-believe 
gepapapas'solat 
.s.2-~-CV-CY-C-write 

'continuously change' 

'utterly, totally believe' 

'cause to continuously write' 
• 

' 

• 

' 
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2. 1 
2. 11 
2. 12 
2. 13 
2.2 
2. 21 
2.22 
2.3 
2. 31 
2.32 
2.33 
2.34 
2.35 
2.4 

Simple Verbs 
Transitive Verbs, Wl-3 
Intransitive Verbs, Wll-17 
Specialized Subject Focus Verbs, W31-35 
Causative Verbs, W21 22 
Transitive Causative: W21 
Intransitive Causative, W22 
Other Verb Tagmemes 
Tense 
Associate Marker 
Mode 
Aspect I 
Aspect I I 
Derived Transitive Verbs, St1 ,2 

Verbs expound the Head of verb phrases, and they are 
inflected to signal grammatical tagmemes in the clause. 

A verb consists of obligatory tagmemes of Tense, Focus, 
and Head. Tense indicates that an action is either past or 
nonpast. Focus indicates that a grammatical tagmeme of the 
same name in the clause string will be 1n focus. The Head 
of the ver~ construction is either a roo~ or a stem . 

Optional verb tagmemes are Associate Marker, Mode, 
Aspect 1 and Aspect 2. 

Associate marker signals that an Associate tagmeme must 
occur in the clause string. 

Mode signals that the action is either peremptory or / 
stative. 

Aspect 1, shown by types of stem reduplication, signals 
repetitive action, continuous action or diminutive action. 

Aspect 2 indicates that the action is Reciprocal--done 
to each other or for each other; Cooperative--done with another; 
Aptative--able to be done by the actor; or Completive-
initiated and completed as an interruption to another action. 

Since all verbs have the same obligatory tagmemes, 
differentiating characteristics are found not in the tagmeme 
functions but in their exponents. The role structure will vary 
with the different classes which expound the verb Head 
interacting with the Focus affix. 

Morpheme classes are established on the basis of which 
Focus affixes may occur with them and the resultant situational 
roles that the grammatical clause tagmemes carry. 1 

47 
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A verb Head is expounded by Morpheme classes Mo 01 _60 or 
by Stem classes 1-3 (see Appendix B). 

Mool-2~ are inherently verbal expressing action. And they 
are transitive having a situational goal. (Goal is a 
situational role and is not to be confused with the 
grammatical function of Object.) 

Mo31_35 are verbal and intransitive. 

M036-39 and Moso-60 are inherently nouns but can expound 
the Head of verbs. As verbs, Moso-60 are transitive, while 
M036-39 are intransitive. 

Mo40-49 are descriptives. 

The Focus affixes indicate which tagmeme in the Clause 
String will be in focus. However, they do not unambiguously 
indicate what situational role that focused tagmeme will carry. 
This is dependent on both the focus affix and the class of the 
verb stem to which it is affixed. ~-

For example, with Mooo. the Object Focus -en signals 
that the Object tagmeme of the clause is in focus, and that 
Object tagmeme carries the situati<;>nal role of goal. 

However, with Mo10• the Referent Focus affix -an signals 
that the Referent · tagmeme is in focus, and that the~eferent 
carries the situational role of goal. And with Mo 20 , 
Associate Focus affix i- signals that the Associate tagmeme is 
in focus, and the Associate carries the situational role of 
goal . 

ba-afi~na 
slas-~n-he 

hen • ma no 
chicken 

soblakana hen lumbong 
wash-an-she clothes 

'He will slash the chicken.' 

'She will wash the clothes.' 

ehabana hen _ penggan 'She will put the dishes away.' 
i-put-away-she dishes 

When Object Focus affix -en occurs with M031-36 the 
combination of Morpheme class and Focus affix signals that the 
Object tagmeme is in focus of the clause, but that the 
situational role of that Object tagmeme is site rather than 
goal. (For structural differences, see Sec. 4.) 
dalanena antoy kolsa 'He'll walk on this road.' 
walk-~n-he this road 

The tagmemes in a verbal clause are Predicate, Subject, 
Object, Associate, Referent, Locative, and Benefactive 
(see Sec. 4). The Predicate may signal any of its six 
following tagmemes to be in focus by Focus affixes -um-, -en, 
i-, -an, and i--an respectively. The possible situational~ 
roles1n a clauseare actor, goal, instrument, location, . 
beneficiary, causer, site, concomitant, stimulator, and 
experiencer. 

, 

• 
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Verbs are either Simple or Causative. A chart of each 
major verbal construction will be given followed by exponence 
restrictions. An explanation of each verb type is then given, 
with the situational roles that the clause tagmemes carry as 
signalled by the Focus affixes for that verb type. 

Following the verb types, tense and optional tagmemes 
occurring in verbal constructions will be described. 

2:1 SIMPLE VERBS 
Simple Verbs are either Transitive or Intransitive. 

In active clauses (containing simple verbs) the situational 
actor of the verb is the . grammatical Subject of the clause 
(see Sec. 2.11). 

2.11 Transitive Verbs, Wl-3 
There are three transitive verb types, each 

characterized by a Focus affix which indicates that the 
focused tagmeme of the clause carries the situational role 
of goal. Chart 5 shows the transitive verbs. Following the 
array a discussion explains the situational relationships. 
Exponence restrictions will also be briefly noted. 

Tense Focus Head 

W1 <-in~ <-en>1 Mool-06, · 54,55 abulot 'believe' 
ba -ag 'slash' I 

st 1, 2 ~ I kill' 

Eangan 'feed' 

I 

W2 <-in 3> ~an> 1 Mo l 1- 15 , 51-53, 55 soblak 'wash clothes 
songbat 'an swe.r' 

W3 ~in? <i->1 Mo2 l -26, 01-05, 17 lubu 'bury' 
St 2 Eangan 'feed' 

CHART 5: Transitive Verbs 

Exponence rest~ictions: 

W1 Mo551 cannot occur with -um-. 
Mo51 occurs only with -um:-or -en. 
St2 cannot occur with -um- unless AssM is read. 

Mo552 cannot occur with -um-. 
Mo53 cannot occur with -um-. 
Mo53 cannot occur with 1-=-=-an. 

.I 
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W3 Moo1-05, 11-15 occur only when i- expounds Focus. 
St2 occurs only when i- expounds Focus. 
Mo211 ,25 do not occur with -um-. 

2. 11. 1 Object-Goal Verbs, W1 
This verb type is labelled Object-Goal because the Focus 

affix -en signals that the Object tagmeme of the clause 
carries-rhe situational role of goal. 

and 
Head of Object-Goal verbs are expounded by Moo1-6, 54,55 

transitivized stems, stem classes 1,2. 
~ 'climb', ba1ud 'imprison', bulud 'borrow', 
inum 'drink', pangan 'feed', ~at~~ 'kill', 
~ g 'slash'.~ 'pound', am h bathe' 

o 'rock', away 'wood'. 

The Focus tagmeme in this construction is 
of the class of affixes symbolized by ~~n)1. 
listed along with the obligatory constituents 
and the situational roles which they carry. 

expounded by one 
These affixes are 

in a clause string 

Class ~~l 
-um- S/Fac 0 Subject Focus 
-en Sac OJFg Object Focus 
i - Sac A/Fi As soc i ate Focus 
i--an Sac B/Fb Benefactive Focus 
man--an Sac L/F1oc Locative Focus -- -

The following examples illustrate this verb type with the 
different morpheme and stem classes which occur. Some 
morphemes as well as some stems are limited as to which of the 
Focus affixes may occur. The focused tagmeme in the clause is 
underline. 

Mo l omanop-aj'.U ah ~ 'You 
-um-hunt-you deer 
anoponj'.U hen ~ 'You 
hun t-~n-you deer 
i,l'.anopj'.U hen aho 'You hunt --i-hunt-you dog 
ij'.anopanj'.U ah Ama 'You hunt -
i--~-hunt-you fat her 
manganopanyu hen andi bill_g_ 
~-~-hunt-you -- that mountain 

You hunt in that mountain.' 

hunt a deer. I 

hunt a deer. I 

with a dog. I 

for father. I 

, 

, 
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St1 dida 'You feed them. I Eomangan-a.l'.u an 
-um-feed-you them 

/ dida 'You feed them. I Eanganen_l'.u 
feed-i!!n-you them 

hen tenaaa.l'. 'You feed bread. I eEangan_l'.u 
i-feed-you brea 
eEanganan_l'.u haen 'You feed for me. I 

i-~-feed-you me 
mamEanganan_l'.U hen aflna_l'. hadang 
man~an-feed-you t at wooden-bowl 
'YOu feed in that wooden bowl.' 

Mo54 buma to-a_l'.u andi awa_l'. 'You throw rocks at that tree. I 

-um-rock-you TI1at tree 
ba towen.l'.u hen andi aho 'You throw rocks at that dog. I 

rock-en-you tnar~crog 

i ba tom hen ahna.l'. kollowa.l'. 
i-rock-you t at seeds 
'You use those seeds for rocks. I 

ibatowan_l'.u · ~ ~.l'.a 'You throw rocks for bim. I 

i-~-rock-you im 

Mo55 omawa_l'.-a.l'.u hen natang 'You get the ma tu re wood. I 

-um-wood-you mature 
aw_l'.en~u ben Eala.l'.en 'You get the Eala.l'.en wood. I 

wood-n-you palay€n 
i,l'.awanu hen bang id 'You use a bolo to get wood with. 
i-wood-you bolo 
i,l'.aw,yan.l'.u ~ Juwan 'You get wood for Juan.' 

'.!.-~-wood-you Juan 
mangaw_l'.a~ hen ~ . 
~ang-an-wood-you mountain 

You get wood from the mountain.' 

Subject Focus affix -um- occurs with all exponents of Head 
of this verb type, and signals that the Subject of the clause is 
in focus, and that it carries the situational role of actor. 
Object tagmeme is required in the clause string. When -um 
occurs with Mool-5 and St1 expounding Head, the actor perfOrms 
the action on the goal. When -um- occurs with Mo54 
expounding Head, the actor in some sense adds the Head item to 
the goal. When Mo552 expounds Head, the actor gathers or 
collects the Head item from the goal. 
Mo1 uminum-a hen danum 'You drink water..' 

-~-drink-you water 
Eomanga~da hen 
-um-feed-they 

ungunga 'The_l'. feed the children.' 
children 

I 

somonod-ayu an 
-~-brother-you ~ 

di da 'You become brothers to them.' 
them 
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homamd~-ayu hen uma 
-um-vegetable-you 'ffeld-my 
'YOu get vegetables from my field.' 

Object Focus affix -en occurs with all exponents of Head 
of this verb type and signals that the object tagmeme of the 
clause is in focus, and that it carries the situational ro l e 
of goal. The actor does the action of the Head to the goal. 

When Mo 54 expounds Head, Object Focus affix signals that 
the actor equips the goal with the exponent of Head or creates 
a close association with it. With Mo5 5 expounding Head, the 
actor gathers the goal. The goal in tflis situation is usually 
expounded by a demonstrative or a descriptive phrase, thus 
specifying what is already generalized in the verb Head. 
Moo1 afaten*y_ hen annay alad 'You climb that fence.' 

c imb-_!!_-you that fence 
Mo 54 bawey~nyu hen andi luwang 

shelter-~n-you ~- that carabao 
'You put"-That caraoao in a shelter.' 
sonodunyu ~1Ya 'You make him your brother.' 
brother-en-you , 
agitenni hen lettoko 
ratan-en-we ~- lettoko 
'We'll-get the lettoko rattan fruit.' 
5agalenyu -ha 'You get those berries.' 
erry-en -you tnose 

With two members of Mo55, dengde'ng 'wall' and pensel 
'pencil', the actor supplies the goal -with the exponent of 
Head with both Object Focus affix -en and Referent Focus affix 
-an. This pattern is expected with---=-an, however, normally -en 
affix signals that the actor gets the--exponent of Head from the 
goa 1 . 
dengdengem hen 
wa 11 -~n-you 

baley-o 
house-my 

'You wall my house.' 

denfdengam hen baley-o 'You wall my house.' 
wal -~-you house-my 
penselenyu hen ibayu 
pencil-en-you companion-your 
'You give pencils to your companions.' 
penselanyu hen ibayu 
pencil-an-you companion-your 
'You give pencils to your companions.' 

Note that Mo55 also occurs in W2 constructions. 

Associate Focus affix i- signals that the Associate tagmeme 
of the clause string is in focus, and it carries the situational 
role of instrument. (See previous examples.) 

I 
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Benefactive Focus affix i--an signals that the Benefactive 
tagmeme of the clause string Ts Tn focus and that it carries 
the situational role of beneficiary, i.e. the one for whom the 
action is done. The Benefactive tagmeme occurs in the clause 
string only when it is focused. It is never non-focus. 
Moo2 iba-agam ~ balakkan 

i-an-slash-you ~ snake 
'Slash the snake for him.' 

Mo54 ibalonam ah inam 
i-an-lunch-you ~ mother-you 
TVOU take a lunch for your mother.' 

Mo55 ep~gfiyanni hen andiday man~ili 
i-an-rice-we those visitor 
'We'll get rice for those visitors.' 

The Peremptory-Locative focus affix man--an signals that 
the Locative tagmeme of the clause is in focus-,-and that it 
carries the situational role of location. Relatively few 
exponents of Head may take Locative affix, and Peremptory Mode 
man- must always occur (see Sec. 2.33. 1). 

Moo3 55 take mang-an while members of MOQ6 that do not 
occur in ~003 take man--=an. 

MOQ6 

Mo55 

man-amhanyu hen ah~oy batya 
man-an-bathe-you t is tub 
ryQ"ubathe in this tub.' 
man-ab lawam hen an nay bang a 
man-!!!_-vi _and. -you that pot 
'YOu cook the vi and in that pot.' 
manganopanyu hen afi{oy ~ 
~-an-you t s mountain 
'YOU nunt in this mountain.' 

mangawyanni andi ped~g 
~-an-wood-we that mea ow 
'1/le'llget wood in that meadow.' 

2.11.2 Referent-Goal Verbs, w2 
This verb type is labelled Referent-Goal because the 

~ocus affix -an signals that the clause tagmeme of Referent is 
in focus, and that it carries the situational role of goal. 

and 
Heads of Referent-Goal Verbs are expounded by Mo11-1 5 

M0 51-53,55· 
son1bat 'answer back', ~yag 'call', soblak 'wash. clothes', 
hap at 'spank'_,heol 'urn', hilu ' 'tie', 
to'long 'help', paltog 'shoot,--

The Focus tagmeme in this construction is·expounded by one 
o'. the class o'. affixes s~mbolized by ~~l · These affixes are 
listed along with the obligatory constituents in the clause 
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string and the situational roles which they carry. 

-um-
-an 
i -.,... 
1 - -an 
man--an 

Class ~~l 
R 
RlFg 
A/Fi 
B/Fb 
L/F1oc 

Subject Focus 
Referent Focus 
Associate Focus 
Benefactive Focus 
Locative Focus 

The following examples illustrate this verb type with 
the different morpheme classes which expound Head. 
Mo11 somongbat-ayu an ha€n 'You answer me.' 

~um-answer-you me 
songbatam ~ 'You answer him.' 

Mo12 

answer-~-you hTm-
esongbatno hen alen Apudyus 
i-answer-you word God 
'You answer with God's word.' 
esongbatanni ~ 'We'll answer for you.' 
i-~-answer-we you 

s om ob 1 a k-a annatto 'You wash these. I 

-um-wash-you these 
soblakan.r:u -to 'You wash these. I 

wash-~-you tnese 
esobl ak.r:u ah ~o.l'. 'tide' 'You wash with 
i-wash-you s soap 
esoblakanyu haen 'You wash for 
i-~ -wash -you me-
man so bl akan.r:u hen !~ wangwang 
man-an-wash-you t a river 
'YOuwas h in 

omapol-a 
-um-lime-you 
apolam 
1 ime-~-you 

that river. 

annatto 
this 

-to 
tfiTs 

I 

'You put lime on 

'You put lime on 

this 

me. I 

this. 

this. 

Tide. 

I 

I 

I 

i.r:apolno 
i-lime-you 
. l' 

hen anr.r: ahin 'You use this salt for 1 i me. 

1.r:ae0 a 
i-lime-an-I 

hea 
you 

san 
'I will put lime . on it for.r:ou.' 

da somabsabong hen inmulam 
1s -um-flower planted-you 
'What-You planted is flowering.' 

• 

I 

sabsabonganda hen ahawana 
flower-an-they ~- wife-his 
'They g1ve flowers to his wife.' I 
esabsabongno -to 'You use this for a flower.' 
i-flower-you tfiTs 
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esabsabonganyu hen niistalayu 
• i-an-flower-you teacher-your 

'You_ get flowers for your teacher.' 

• 

babuyam ~ 
pi g -~-you h l m 

'You give him a pig.' 

l~m~toani hen Umana 
-um-camote-we 'fTe'ld-her 
'We' 11 plant camote in her field.' 
latowa1tda ben ~i,eyt6y 
camote-an-they --- hf 1 
'They wITl plant the hill in camote.' 
ei8tom hen potatas 'You use potatoes for camote.' ' 
i-camote-you potatoes 
elotowanyu dani 'You plant camotes for us.' 
i-!!!_-camote-you us 

When Mo11-15 51 551 expound Head, Subject Focus affix 
-um- signals that'the Subject tagmeme of the clause is in focus 
ana that it carries the situational role of actor. When -um
occurs with Moll-15• the actor performs the action of the ex
ponent of Head on the goal. When occurring with Mo51. the 
actor adds the exponent of Head to the goal. When occurring 
with Mo 551 , the actor also adds the exponent of Head to the goal 
or equips the goal with the exponent of Head. When -um~ occurs 
with Mosz expounding Head, the exponent of the focuseO-tagmeme 
is becoming what is specified in the Head. 
Mo14 to mo 1 ong-ayu an ha en 'You help me.' 

-um-help-you me 

omasokal-ah kapeta 'You put sugar in our coffee.' 
-um-sugar-you-~ coffee-our 

dumengdeng-a hen 
-um-wa 11-you 

bal6y-o 'You put walls on my house.' 
house-my 

kasen hommol -od . hen andi ba lakkan 
again -um-walking stick that snake 
'Again the snake became a walking stick.' 

Referent Focus affix -an occurs with all exponents of Head 
of this verb type, and signaTs that the Referent tagmeme of the 
clause is in focus, and that it carries the situational role of 
go~l. Mo10 expounds Head of this construcfion, the actor 
performs t~e action of the verb on the goal; when M051-53 55 
expound Head, the actor equips, puts, or plants the goal with 
the exponent of Head. 
Mo11 paltoganda 

shoot-~-they 
hen kasole 

bird 
'They'll shoot birds.' 
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sapatosam 
shoe-.!!l_-you 

hen anano 'Put shoes on your child.' 
ChlTcf-your 

appoanyu 
bran-!!l_-you 

hen babuy-o 'Feed~~ bran.' 
pig-my 

ammoh bub-aandita 
rhetorical question tooth-an-we 
'Could we possibly be given--reeth!' 
lawdanyu hen agnay buwa 
leaf-an-you ~- t at betel-nut 
'You put leaf with that betel nut.' 
hamda-ana hen umana 
vegetable-an-he ~- :rreTd 
'He will plant vegetables in his field.' 

Associate Focus affix i- signals that the Associate 
tagmeme of the clause is in-focus and that it carries the 
situational role of instrument. When Head is expounded by 
Moll-15 552• the actor uses the instrument to perform the 
exponent of Head. When Head is expounded by Mo51-S3 551• the 
actor uses the instrument as a substitute for expone~t of Head. 
Mo12 esoblakno hen ah~oy sabun 'Wash with this soap.' 

i-wash-you t 1s soap 
Mo552 ehamdano ~ ~'Get vegetables with a knife.' 

i-vegetables-you knTTe 

Mo 51 iyahinno afiioy inala 'Use this that I go~ for salt.' 
i-salt-you s got-I 

Mo52 ehol-odno hen~~ 
i-walking-stick-you ~- spear 
ruse the spear for a walking stick.' 

Mo53 ibub-ana hen ag~oy binhal 
i-tooth-he ~- t 1s false 
rHe'll use these false teeth (for t~eth).' 

Mo551 epengganni hen tubun balat 
i-plate-we Tear- banana 
rwe'll use banana leaves for plates.' 

Benefactive Focus affix i--an signals that the Benefactive 
tagmeme of the clause is in focus; and that it carries the 
situational role of beneficiary. This tagmeme occurs in the 
clause string only when it is focused. 

iyumaanni 
i-an-field-we 

dayu 
you 

'We'll make a field for you.' 

ibuwaam hen sonodno 
i-an-betel-nut-you brother-your 
TGTVe betel nut to your brother.' 

When Mo 55 expounds Head, 
the Heaa for the benefit 

the actor gets what 
of the beneficiary. 

is specified in 

Mo55 epagfyanyu ah in a 
mother 

'You get rice for mother.' 
i-~-rice-you 

• 

' 
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The following example is 
Mo 55 elatowanda 

the only noted exception to this rule. 
hen mistolo 

i-an-camote-they 
'They will plant 

teacher 
camote for the teacher.' 

The Peremptory-Locative Focus affix man - an signals that 
Locative tagmeme of the clause is in focuS:-arid that it carries 
the situational role of location. Relatively few exponents of 
Head may take Locative affix, and Peremptory Mode man-
(see Sec. 2.33.l) must always occur. 
Mo 12 mantudtuduwanyu hen battawa 'You teach in the yard.' 

ma~~~-teach-you yard 
mansol~tanyu hen andi lamesa-an 
man-an-write-you ~- Tiiat · table 
-rvQu-Write on that table.' 
man-umaanta ~ ta~~ytey 
man-an-kaingin-we tills- hi 1 
rret'S make kaingin on this hill.' 
mansabsabonganyu ah~oy lamesa-an 
man-an-flower-you t 1s table 
'You--put flowers on this table (as decoration).' 

2.11.3 Associate-Goal Verbs, W3 
This verb type is labelled Associate-Goal because the 

Focus affix i- signals that the Associate tagmeme is 1n focus, 
and it carries the situational role of goal. "All exponents of 
Head take this Focus affix. 

Head of Associate-Goal verbs is expounded by Mo 20 . Many 
morphemes, however, may occur in this word construct1bn which are 
generally associated with w1 2 . These morphemes, Mo17 and 
some members of Mool-15• exp6und Head only when i- expounds 
Focus. Stem class 2 may also expound Head only with i-
expounding focus. -

haba 'put away', ~ 
llabTot 'hang up', T~uuou~ 

' th row away ' , ta 1 o ' h i de ' , 
'bury', lopo 'rOast' 

The focus tagmeme in this verb type is expounded by 
one of the class of affixes symbolized by<i->1. These 
affixes are listed below along with the obligatory 
constituents occurring in the clause string and the 
situational roles which they carry. 

Class <i~l 
-um- S/Fac/g Subject Focus 
omen - S/Fac A Subject Focus -..--

A~Fg 1 - Sac Associate Focus 
T--an Sac A/Fb Benefac tive Focus 
man--an Sac L/F1oc Location Focus 

The following examples illustrate this verb type with the 
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different morpheme classes which expound Head. Generally 
-um- is bound with Associate Marker i- and appears as omen
(see Sec. 2 .32). However, -um- may occur without 
Associate Marker i-, with fuSfon of situational roles of 
actor and goal. -
Mo21 omenh~ba-ah ~ 'You put away some money.' 

omen-put away-you-~ money 
ehabam hen paltogno 'You put your gun away.' 
i-put-away-you gun-your 
ehabaanda hen enawdim 
1-an-put-away-they ~- younger-brother-your 
TThey will put (some) away for your .younger brother.' 
homablot-ayu hen andi away 
-um-hang-you Tiiaf tree 
'You hang yourselves (dangle) from that tree.' 
omenlopd-ayu ~ ba-aw 'You roast corn.' 
omen-roast-you corn 
elopono hen ba-aw 'You roast corn.' 
i-roast-you ~orn 

elopoam haen 'You roast for me.' 
i-!.!!_-roast-you me 
manlopoanda 
man-an-roast-they 
TflleY-will roast on my 

apoy-o 
fire -my 

fire. ' 

Subject Focus affix -um- indicates that the Subject tagmeme 
is in focus and that it carries the situational roles of both 
actor of the action and goal of the action, since an 
Associate tagmeme cannot be present. 
Mo 21 pomoset-ayu hen dit-al 

-um-throw-you floor 
'You throw yourselves on the floor.' 
bumunubun-a 'You wrap yourself in a blanket.' 
-um-wrap in a blanket-you 
bumales-ayu 'You take revenge for yourselves.' 
-.!:!_!!l-revenge-you 

Subject Focus affix omen- indicates that the Subject is in 
focus and it carries the situational role of actor, and that the 
Associate tagmeme occurs in the clause string. 
Mo21 omentaloani hen kenadi 'We wil 1 hide the candy.' 

omen-hide-we can y 
Mo24 omenlubuda hen dat~y ·~will bury the dead.' 

omen-bury-they ea 

Associate Focus affix i- signals that the actor performs 
the action on the goal. -

Mo21 ehablotno hen lumbong 'You hang up the clothes.' 
i-hang-you clothes 

• 

• 
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Mo22 elop~yu 
i-roast-you 

hen 1 oto 
ca mo ti'! 

i l ubuyu hen andi baleto 
Tiiaf gold i-bury-you 
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'Roast the camote.' 

'Bury that gold.' 

When Head is expounded by members of Mo 01 _5 17 or Stem 
class 2, various degrees of semantic change occuf. 
Typically, when occurring as Head of W3, a specialized 
meaning is given to exponent of Head. The following examples 
show the focused tagmeme carrying the situational role of goal 
as it occurs in w1 or Wz, and then the semantic change when 
it occurs in W3. Not all exponents of Head of words land 2 
may also occur as exponent of Head of Word 3. 
Moo2 expounding Head of W1 ~ 'pound rice' 
Moo2 expounding Head of W3 bayu 'pound a certain amount 

Moo2 
Moo2 
Moo2 
Moo2 

expounding 
expounding 
expounding 
expounding 

expounding 
expounding 
expounding 
expounding 
expounding 
expounding 
expounding 
expounding 

Head of W1 
Head of W3 
Head of W1 
Head of W3 

Head of Wz 
Head of W3 
Head of Wz 
Head of W3 
Head of W2 
Head of W3 
Head of Wz 
Head of w3 

expounding Head of 
expounding Head of 

W1 
W3 

expounding Head of W1 
expounding Head of w3 

expounding Head of 
expounding Head of 

W1 
W3 

bilang 
bilang 
ab law 
a bl aw 

or kind of rice' 
'count' 
'reg a rd someone' 
'cook viand' 
'cook a special thing 
for viand or add it as 
a special ingredient' 

'teach someone'. 
'teach something' 
'write to someone' 
'write something' 
'plant a field' 
'plant a specific thing' 
'step on' 

tudtudu 
tud tu du 
sol at 
so 1 at 
iiiUTa 
mula 
gaten 
gaten 'step on a part or on a 

specific thing' 
pabangad 'return something' 
pabangad 'diminuti·ve, return as 

paulaw 
paulaw 

padakal 
pad aka l 

a special instance' 
'make dizzy' 
'make a specific thing 
dizzy' · 

'make big' 
'make a limited amount 
or known quantity big' 

Benefactive Focus affix i--an signals that the clause 
tagmeme in focus is Benefactive and it carr-ies the situational 
role of beneficiary. This tagmeme occurs in the clause string 
only when it is focused. 
Mo21 2tapalanni ~ 

i-~-throw-we l1fiTI 
'We will throw it away for him.' 

ehayatanyu hen 2..!!..9E_ 
i-an-take-home-you chiTd 
Tfou take it home for the child.' 

Peremptory-Locative Focus affix man-~an signals that the 
Locative tagmeme of the clause is in focus-,-and it carries the 
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situational role of location. Relatively few exponents of Head 
may occur in combination with this Focus affix; they are 
grouped as Moz5. 
manhablotam hen alad 
man-~-hang up-you -- fence 

'Hang it up on the fence.' 

manlopoanni hen 
man ·- an - r o as t -we -- --

dalianno 
stove-your 

'We will roast on your stove.' 

hen hen~du 
got-water 

manhayatam 
man-an-come home-you 
''t'.oucome home to the 
to carry wat-er.' 

place of getting water.' or 'You come home 

2.12 Intransitive Verbs, W11-17 
There are seven Intransitive Verb Types. These 

intransitive types are characterized by the Focus affixes which 
may occur and the resultant situational roles which the 
focused clause tagmeme carries. Intransitive verbs do not take 
situational goals. Charts will show these intransitive verbal 
constructions, and each chart will be followed by exponence 
restrictions and a discussion dealing with the sets of Focus 
relationships which are indicated by the various exponents of 
Focus tagmeme. 

2.12.1 Intransitive Concomitant Verbs, W11 
This verb type is labelled Intransitive Concomitant 

because the Associate Focus affix i- indicates that the 
Associate Tagmeme of the clause is-in focus, and that 1t carries 
the situational role of concomitant. The concomitant2 is that 
which is associated with the actor as that actor does the 
action of the Head. See Chart 6. 

I W11 

CHART 6: 

Tense Focus Head 
, 

~in:;> <i ->2 Mo31 

Intransitive Concomitant Verbs 

'come out ' 
'jump' 

Exponence restrictions: 
Mo 311 cannot occur with Focus affix -um- or i--an. 

Mo31· 
Head on 

~ rrrat tA eg 

Intransitive Concomitant Verbs is expounded by 

'come out', ale 'come', gadang 'cross over', 
'start', ig~a 'put', bangad 'return' 

'stand, stop . 

The Focus tagmeme of this construction is expounded by one 
of the class of affixes symbolized by <_i_->2· The following 

• 

• 
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chart lists these affixes with the obligatory clause 
constituents and situational roles which they carry. 

Cl ass <i->z 
-um-
-en 
i -,... 
i--an 

S/F ac 
Sac 
Sac 
Sac 

Subject Focus 
Object Focus 
Associate Focus 
Benefactive Focus 

The following examples illustrate this verb type with 
the different morpheme classes which expound Head. 
lumigwat-ani 
-um - start-we 
iligwatno dida 
.!_-start ·you them 
emey 
-um-go-0 

'We will start.' 

'You take them on their way.' 

·~will go.' 

iyeyno -to 'You take this.' 
j_-go-you tnis 
ayenda hen a~idang 'They will go via th• edge of town.' 
go-en-they ~- e ge-of-town 
iyeyana dani hen anenni 'He will bring~ our food.' 
j_-~-go-he us food-our 
gumhad-a . 'You come outside.' 
-um-come outside-you 
gehdenyu, hen lidaw 'Come out via the window.' 
come out-~-you ~- WfildOw 
ighadno hen andi ~ 'Bring that c~rgo outside.' 
i-come outside-you ~that carg9 
!ghadanju dita-aw 'Bring it out for us.' 
1-~-come outside-you us · 

Subject Focus affix -um- signals that the Subject tagmeme 
of the clause is in focus and that it carries the . 
situational role of actor. The actor simply does the action of 
the Head. 
loma~t~ayu 
-um-Jump -.you 
umaliani 
-um-come-we 

'You jump.' 

'We are coming.' 

Object Focus affix -en signals that the Object tagmeme of 
the clause is in focus. In this verb type, Object tagmeme 
carries the situational role of site, i.e. the place where the 
action takes place. The same Focus affix on transitive verbs 
signals the situational role of goal. 
layugunyu hen j_g_g~ bato 'Jump where the rock is.' 
jump-en-you stay rock 
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tondunyu hen~ kolsa 'Go together on this road.' 
go together -en-you ~- this roaa-
bunagen hen balakkan hen olobna 
come out-en ~- snake ~- hole-his 
'The snakewill come out at its hole.' 

Associate Focus affix i- indicates that the Associate 
tagmeme of the clause is in-focus, and it carries the 
situational role of concomitant. All exponents of Head may occur 
with this Focus affix. 
iddatno hen laydena 'Give him what he wants.' 
i-g1ve-you ~-want-he 

etnodno dani 'Go with us.' / 'Take~·' 
i-go together-you us 
iddangno hen banawda 'Take their share across.' 
i-across-you ~-share-their 

Benefactive Focus affix i--an signals that the 
Benefactive tagmeme of the clauseis in focus, and that it 
carries the situational role of beneficiary. The actor performs 
the action of the Head with the concomitant for the benefit of 
the beneficiary. This tagmeme occurs in the clause string only 
when it is focused. 
iyaliyanyu danih anenni 'Bring~ food. I 

i-!!!_-come-you us:al1 food-our 
ibunaganda dayuh laman 
i-an-come out-they you-ah---w=na pig • 
TThey wil 1 drive out wilapig for you.' 

2.12.2 Intransitive Site Verbs, W12 
This verb type is labelled Intransitive Site because the 

Object Focus affix -en signals that the Object tagmeme is in 
focus and that it carries the situational role of site. 
However, not all exponents of Head may occur with this Focus 
affix. See Chart 7, 

Tense Focus Head 

W12 ~i n,;i. <-€n>2 MoB ~ 3522 

CHART 7: Intransitive Site Verbs 

Exponence restrictions: 
Mo32 cannot occur with i
Mo321 cannot occur with -um
Mo35 cannot occur with -en 
Mo351 cannot occur with -um-

ffi¥ 
bu hug 

tokal 

'old' 
I 10 St I 
I fu 11 0 f 
eating' 

'sad' 
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A distinguishing feature of this verb type is that it 
most often occurs with Stative Mode. All exponents of Head 
occur with Stative Mode ma-, indicating that the Object 
tagmeme is focused and tnat it carries the situational role of 
site (see Sec. 2.33.2). 

Heads of Intransitive Site Verbs are expounded by 
Mo32,33, and 35· 

~'blind', tala 'lost', ulaw 'dizzy', sokaw 'cold', 
~'skinny', €tey 'die', essey 'sleep'.---

The Focus tagmeme in this construction is expounded by one 
of the class of affixes symbolized by <-en>2 . These affixes 
are listed below along with the obligatory constituents of the 
clause string and the situational roles which they carry. 

-um-
-en 
i -

S/Fstim 
Sac 
Sac 

Cl ass ~~>2 

0/Fs 
A/Fi 

Subject Focus 
Object Focus 
Associate Focus 

The following examples illustrate this verbal construction 
type with the different morpheme classes which expound Head. 
Mo321 ~ laka~em haen 'Why do you make me old.' 

why o l d-_n_-you 
da somkaw hen udan 'The rain makes it cold.' 
TS- -um-cold -- ra:rn 
adim sokawen hen utt~ng 'Don't make the baby cold.' 
neg-you cold-en -- baby 
umulaw hen petolyu 'Kerosene makes (one) dizzy.' 
-um-dizzy kerosene 
u~awen*u hen gad~w 'Make the fish dizzy.' 
d1zzy-_n_-you f1s 
iyulawyu hen ahnay toba 
i-dizzy-you -- tat berry 
'Use the berries to make (them) dizzy.' 
da tomkal ah Juwan 'Juan is sad.' 
TS -um-sad - Juan 

entokalna hen nate*an inana 
i-sad-he -- cleat mother-his 
'The death of his mother made him sad.' 

1na~tefina hen ta~gga 
i- ie- e poison 
'Poison was the instrument of his death.' 

Subject Focus affix -um- signals that the Subject tagmeme 
of the c 1 au s e i s i n f o cu s' and th a t i t car r i es the 
situational role of stimulator, or that which produces that 
which is expressed by exponent of Head. The stimulator is 

• most often nonpersonal. 
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umungal hen dalan 
-um-tired -- trail 
bumhug hen isna 
-um-.ful l -- rrce 
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'The trail makes (one) tired.' 

'Rice makes (one) full.' . 

Object Focus affix -en signals that the Object tagmeme of 
the clause is in focus ancr-that it carries the situational 
role of site. The actor produces the state of the exponent of 
Head on the site w.hich is usually personal. 
Mo 33 adim ladawen hen ibam 

neg-you late-en - companion-your 
'Don't make your companion late.' ,, 
tenalana hen sengsengna 
lost-~n-she ring-her 

'She lost her ring.' 

Associate Focus affix i- signals that the Associate 
tagmeme of the clause is in-focus, and that it carries the 
situational role of instrument. The actor uses the instrument 
to produce the state of the exponent of Head. 
Mo 322 eskawno hen '.!.£~' 'Make it cold with the ice.' 

l-cold-you ice 

ibhu~r1a 
j_-fu 1-you 

hen balat 'Make (him) full with bananas.' 
-- banana 

inyasseyna hen ~ 
i-sleep-he meOTcine 
'He slept by means of the medicine.' 

2.12.3 Intransitive State Verbs, W13,14 
This set of verbs is labelled Intransitive State because 

the Subject Focus affix -um- indicates that the focused tagmeme 
of the clause experiences""The state of what is expressed in the 
Head. State l has a personal experiencer with -um- and State 2 
has a nonpersonal experiencer with -~~-. See Chart 8. 

Tense Focus Head 

W13 <Ein;.. <-an)2 Mo36 l, 362 

W14 ~in~ <; - -a.rj> Mo381,382 

CHART 8: Intransitive State Verbs 

Exponence restrictions: 
Mo362 cannot occur with i- or -an. 
Mo3s2 cannot occur with i--an. 

hngew 'saliva' 
..---n~g 'hungry' 
~ 'boil I 

asok 'smoke' 

• 

• 

• 
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2.12.31 Intransitive State 1 Verbs, W13 
This verb type is labelled Intransitive State I because 

Subject Focus affix -um- indicates that the Subject tagmeme is 
in focus. It carries~he situational role of experiencer. 
This experiencer may be personal only. 

Heads of Intransitive State I Verbs are expounded by Mo36· 
angew 'saliva', lengat 'sweat', basal 'sin', 
aningalngal 'anger'. 

The Focus tagmeme of this construction is expounded by one 
of the class of affixes symbolized by {-~ 2 . These affixes 
are listed below with the obligatory clause constituents and 
situational roles which they carry. 

-um-
-an 
i -

S/Fex 
Sac 
Sac 

Class <.-~2 
Subject Focus 

·Referent Focus 
Associate Focus 

The following examples illustrate this verb type with 
the morpheme classes which expound Head. 

Mo361 -9.! omanaew hen~ 'The child is drooling.' 
is -um- rool Child 
angewana hen lumbongna 
drool-an-he clothes-his 
'He wiTT drool on his clothes.' 
dana iyangew hen gatks 
TS-::ne i-drool mil 

'He is drooling milk.' 

daa 
is-I 

lomengat 'I'm sweating.' 
-unr-swea t 

dana lengatan hen lumbongna 
1 s-he 
'He is 

sweat-an clothes-his 
getting-his clothes sweaty.' 

da elengat hen ininum-o 
is-I i-sweat drank-I , , 
dada emegyat 
i~-they -um-afraid 
bummasolda 
-um-s1n-they 

'I'm sweating what I drank.' 

'They are afraid.' 

'They sinned .. ' 

Subject Focus affix -um- signals that the Subject tagmeme 
of the clause is in Focu's.-It is always personal, and it 
experiences that which is expressed in the Head. 
tomabada ·~are getting fat.' 
-um-fat-they 
hommenaangda 
-~-hungry-they 

'l~~ a re hungry. ' 
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Referent Focus affix -an signals that the Referent 
tagmeme of the clause is in-rocus and it carries the 
situational role of site. Site is the place where the state 
of the action takes place. 
tuduwam ~~..Q..l'.. tudu 'Sit in this seat.' 
seat-~-you thts seat 
adita utaan hen oplano 'Let's not vomit all over 
neg-we vomit-~ airplane the airplane.' 

Associate Focus affix i- signals that the Associate 
tagmeme of the clause is in-focus and that it carries the 
situational role of instrument. The instrument is that which 
the actor uses to produce the state expressed in the Head. 
inyissona hen dala 'He urinated blood.' 
i-urine-he ~- ETOOd 

enlengatna hen 
i-sweat-he 

tangga 
poison 

'He sweated out the poison.' 

2.12.32 Intransitive State II Verbs, W14 
This verb type is labelled Intransitive State II because 

Subject Focus affix -um- indicates that the Subject tagmeme is 
in focus. Subject carries the situational role of 
experiencer which is always nonpersonal. 

Head of Intransitive State II Verbs is expounded by 
Mo33. 
~ 'boil', bala 'live coal',~ 'flame', 
longahaw 'stea~ 

The Focus tagmeme in this construction is expounded by one 
of the class of affixes symbolized by <i--~. These affixes 
are listed along with the obligatory constituents of the clause 
string and the situational roles which they carry. 

-um
i - -an 

Class (i--~ 

S/Fex 
Sac B/Fb Rex 

Subject Focus 
Benefactive Focus 

The following examples illustrate this verb type. Some 
roots do not take both Focus affixes. 
Mo3 81 da lumwag hen danum 'The water is boiling.' 

1s -um-boil water 
iluwagantu ha~n ah danum 'Boil me some water.' 
i-~-boi -you me water 
gumadang hen alem 
-um-straight ~- ta'il<-your 
'YOur talk is becoming straight.' 
igadangam ~ Malya ~ kalon~ 
i-an-straight-you Mary wire 
'Straighten the wire for Mary.' 

• 

.. 

I 
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Mo3s2 da tumubu hen inmula 'What I planted is growing.' 
TS -um-leaf ~-planted-I 

adi gumilab hen~ 'The fire won't flame.' 
neg -um-flame fire 

Subject Focus affix -um- signals that the focused tagmeme 
of the clause in some way experiences the stem (see examples 
above). 

Benefactive Focus affix i--an signals that the 
Benefactive tagmeme carries the STtuational role of beneficiary. 
Subject tagmeme carries the situational role of actor, and 
Referent tagmeme carries the situational role of experiencer. 
The actor performs the stem on the experiencer for the benefit 
of the beneficiary. This tagmeme occurs in the clause string 
only when it is in focus (see examples above). 

2.12.4 Intransitive Descriptive Verbs, w15 
This verb type is labelled Intransitive Descriptive 

because Subject Focus affix -um- indicates that the Subject 
tagmeme is in focus and that lt carries the situational role 
of experiencer, and experiences the description of the root. 
When the Object Focus affixes occur, the Subject tagmeme carries 
the situational ro1e of actor, and the focused Objec;t· tagmeme 
carries the situational role of experiencer. See Chart g; 

Tense Focus 

W15 (-in-> ~en) 3 

Head 

Mo41-43 
dakal 
UiiiTS 
dlta"k 

CHART 9: Intransitive Descriptive Verbs 

Exponence restrictions: 
Mo 421 , 431 cannot occur with -en. 

'big' 
'sweet' 
'red' 

Head of Intransitive Descriptive Verbs are expounded by 
Mo41-43· 

dakal 
paket 

'big' att~ 'short' umi-s 'sweet' 
' ' , t 'bitter, ditak 'red',ngeteg 'black' 

The Focus tagmeme in this construction is expounded by one 
of the two affixes . symbolized by (-en>3. These affixes are 
listed below along with the obligatory constituents of the 
clause string and the situational roles which they carry. 

-um-
-en 

Cl ass (-eri)3 

S/Fex 
Sac O/Fex 

Subject Focus 
Object Focus 
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The following examples illustrate this verb type. 
da dumakal hen b~buy 'The pig is getting big.' 
TS -um-big -- pig 
dakalenyu hen galdinyu 'Make your garden big.' 
big-en-you garden-your 
da somabali hen bahalna 
TS -um-change appearance-his 
'His appearance is changing.' 
~ sabaliyem hen baleyno 
wny . change-€n-you house-your 
'Why do you cnange your house?' 
da pomaket hen lempeh 
TS -um-bitter rice-wine 
'The-rice wine is getting strong.' 
paketem hen enablaw 'Make the viand salty.' 
bitter-en-you -- viand 
da lomamhet hen 'coke' 
TS -um-tasteless -- COl<e 
'fneCoke is becoming tasteless.' 
da dumitak hen appenfina 'Her face is getting red.' 
TS -um-red f~ce- er 
da n.gemete'g hen adalna 'His body is getting black.' 
15 -um-black -- body-his 

Subject Focus affix -um- signals that the Subject tagmeme 
is in focus and it carries-rhe situational role of 
experiencer. Experiencer takes on the description of the Head 
(see above examples). 

Object Focus affix -en signals that the Object tagmeme 
of the clause is in focus-and that it carries the 
situational role of experiencer. The actor produces the 
description of the Head on the experiencer (see above 
examples). 

2.12.5 Intransitive Numeral Verbs 
These Intransitive Verb types are labelled Intransitive 

Numeral because only numeral roots and stems expound the Head. 
See Chart 10. 

Tense Focus Head 

Wl6 ~in-> (-um-)1 Mo45 duwa 'two' --
W17 ~in-> (-um-)2 s t6 l agwa 'half' 

W34 man-agwa 'halve' 
W35 mamegwa 'twice' 

CHART 10: Intransitive Numeral Verbs 
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Exponence restrictions: 
-um- must occur with Associate marker in W17· 
oiiTy -!!:l may expound Focus when W17 expounds Head. 
only St51 may expound Head of w34,35· 

Intransitive Numeral I Verbs, W15 
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2.12.51 
Head 
duwa 
en~m 
po 1 o 

of Intransitive Numeral I Verb is expounded by Mo45. 
'two', tolo 'three', .Qlli_ 'four', lema 'five', 
'six',~ 'seven', walu 'eight', siyam 'nine', 
'ten' 

The Focus tagmeme in this construction is expounded by one 
of the two affixes symbolized by (-um->1 · These affixes are 
listed below along with the obligatory constituents of the clause 
string and the situa~ional roles which they carry. 

-um-
-en 

Cl ass ~um-> 1 
S/Fex 
Sac -F 

Subject Focus 
Object Focus 

Subject Focus affix -um- signals that the Subject tagmeme 
is in focus and that it carries the situational role of 
experiencer. The experiericer assumes or becomes the number 
specified in the root whic~ expounds Head of the construction. 
dummuwa hen tubuna 
-um-two leaf-its 
'The leaves became two.' 

Object Focus affix -en signals that the Object tagmeme 
should be in Focus, however, it is obligatorily absent. This 
verb expounds Base 1 of a Merged 2 Sentence (see Sec. 6.56). 
Base 2 of this se~tence type is the situational experiencer of 
Base 1. The actor of this verb type does the action of 
exponent of Base 2 to the numerical value of the root of the 
verb. 
tolowem 
three-en-you 

~ umala 
lk get 

'You get three.' 

2.12.52 Intransitive Numeral II Verbs, W17 
Heads of Intransitive Numeral II Verbs are expounded by 

St 61 and W34 1 35. 
s t51 
W34 
W35 

~~ 'half', atlo 'third',~ 'fourth', etc. 
man-agwa 'to fialve', man-atlo to third', etc.· 
mamegwa 'twice', mametlo 'thrice', mangempa~. 
1 four times', etc. 

The Focus tagmeme in this verb construction is expounded 
by one of the affixes symbolized by~um->2· These affixes are 
listed below along with the obligatory constituents of the 
clause string and the situational roles which they carry. 
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-um-
-en 
i -

(omen-) S/Fac 
Sac 
Sac 

Class (-um->2 
A· 
OlFex 
A/Fi 

BALANGAO GRAMMAR 

Subject Focus 
Object Focus 
Associate Focus 

Subject Focus affix -um- indicates that the Subject tagmeme 
of the clause is in focus and that it carries the situational 
role of actor. Associate Marker must be read with this Focus 
affix, indicating that the Associate tagmeme also occurs in the 
clause string. The actor uses the exponent of the Associate 
tagmeme, which is the instrument, to fill out the number stated 
in the Head. Only St51 occurs with -um-. 
omenyapat-a hen ~ 
-um-i-fourth-you Kn1Te 

'You make the knife the fourth 
thing.' 

Associate Focus affix i- signals that the Associate 
tagmeme is in focus and that it carries the situational role of 
instrument. The instrument is used by the actor to fill out the 
number stated in the Head. Only St 61 occurs with i-. 
iyatlom hen tena~ay 'Make the brea~ the third thing.' 
i-third-you brea 

Only W 4 35 occur with Object Focus affix -en. When W34 
expounds He~~; -en indicates that the Object tagmeme of the 
clause is in focus, and that it carries the situational role of 
experiencer. The actor divides the experiencer in as many 
pieces as is stated in the root. 
man-agwHnyu -ha 'Cut that in half.' 
man-en-halve-you that ~~ 

man-alemeem hen tena~ay 
man-en-fifth-you brea 

'Cut the bread into fifths.' 

When W35 expounds Head the focused tagmeme of the clause is 
obligatori~y absent. This verb type may only expound Base l 
of a Merged 2 Sentence (see Sec. 6.66). Base 2 of the sentence 
is the situational experiencer of the exponent of Head in this 
verb type. 
mangempa ten a 
mang-en~fourth-he 

mangassiyamenyu 
mang-en-ninth-you 

(~ mangan) 
1k - eat 

(~ manletep) 
n a; P 

'He (will eat) four times.' 

'You (~ip down) nine times.' 

2.13 Specialized Subject Focus Verbs, W31-35 
In addition to -.!!.fil.-, both man- and mang- also signal 

Subject Focus. These affixes, along with exponents of Head, 
signal changes in the clause string. See Chart 11. ' 
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Tense Focus Head Clause tagmeme s 

W31 ~in-> man- Mo 0 l , 11 , 21 S/F reflexive --
56,312,34,37 
391 ,42 ,431, ,392 
s t6 l 

W32 (-in-) man- Mo S/F ac -- 02,12,22,57 :!:_g 

W33 ~in-> ~- Mo03,13,58 
04,14,27 

SI F ac :!:_g 

W34 ~in-) man- Mo 04,14,24,59 S/Fac -g 

St61 

W35 ~in-) mang- Mo392, St6 l S/Fac -g 

CHART 11: Specialized Subject Focus Verbs 

Exponence restrictions: 
St61 expounds Head. of W34 only when W34 expounds Head of W17. 

2.13.l Reflexive Subject Verbs, W31 
Reflexive Subject Verbs are labelled this because when 

Subject Focus affix man- occurs with the Head, the exponent of 
Head is reflexive, i-:-e:- the action of the exponent of Head is 
done to the actor who performs it. 

When Moo1 11 and21 expound Head of this construction, the 
actor of the c1ause performs the action upon itself. This 
subject Focus affix may also occur in Causative Verbs, W21· 
Moo1 man-ameh-ayu 'You all bathe.' 

man-bathe-you 

Moll manheat-a.l'.u 'You a 11 trade places. I 

man-trade-you 

Mo21 mantaloani 'We will hide. I 

man-hide-we 

W21 mam~a-ameh-a.l'.u 'You have .['.Ourselves bathed. 
man-.E_!-bathe-you 

I 

When Mo312 34 3z 391 431 42 and st3 , all of which are 
intransitive, e~po~na'tne'Head of this construction type, the 
exponent · of the focused tagmeme of the clause assumes the quality 

• or state of the Head. 
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Mo391 

Mo42 

Mo431 

St3 

man 1 i gwa t-ani 
man-start-we 
man bu 1 ag-ayu 
man-blind-you 
man-atong hen ~ 
man-hot CfilTd 
dan bab-ali 
is-man storm 
man-alinu hen lubban 
man-sour pomelo 

'We will start.' 

'You will become blind.' 

'The child has a fever.' 

'.!.!is storming a bit.' 

'The pome 1 o is sour. I 

mandiditak hen apengna 'Her cheeks a re getting 
man-CV-red cheek-her 
man-atlo hen andi bato 
man-third - f'fiiit rock 
-rrlle rock will divide in to thirds. I 

2.13.2 Semi-Transitive Subject Verbs I, W32 

red. I 

This verb is labelled Semi-Transitive Subject I because a 
goal is optional in the clause string. Subject Focus man
signals that the Subject tagmeme is in focus and that rr
carries the situational role of actor. The actor may do the 
action to a goal or simply do the action with no goal stated. 

When Moo2 12 ~2 expound the Head of this construction, the 
actor does the'act1on on the goal or simply does the action. 
This Subject Focus affix may also occur in causative verbs. 
Parentheses indicate optional material. 
Mo 02 mampeletoa (ah gadiw) 'You fry (fish).' 

man-fry-you fish 
Mo1 2 manheola (hen uma) 'l will burn (my field).' 

man-burn~! ~- field-my 

Mo22 manlopoda (~ ba-aw) 'They will roast (corn).' 
man-roast-they corn 
mampalopoayu (andi ba-aw) 
man-~-roast-you tliat corn 
'You have (that corn) roasted.' 

When Mo57 expounds Head, the actor adds the exponent of the 
Head to something or performs an act with the Head. 
nan-asokala (~ kapem) '.!.put sugar (in your coffee).' 

, nan-sugar-I coffee-your 
man-apol-a (ah muma) 'You add lime (to my chew).' 
man-lime-you ~chew-my 

2.13.3 Semi-Transitive Subject Verbs II, w33 
This verb type is labelled Semi-Transitive Subject II 

because a goal is optional in the clause string. Subject Focus 

• 

• 
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affix mang- signals that the Subject is focused and it carries 
the situational role of actor. The action is done by the actor, 
optionally to a goal. 

Moo3 mangahawa-a (~ ~1ya) 
mang-spouse-you 1m 
mamaltog-a 
mang-shoot-you 

(ah andi ~) 
- that deer 

'You marry (him).' 

'You shoot (that deer).' 

When Moss expounds Head, the actor collects or gathers the 
optional goal. The goal is generalized in the Head and is 
optionally specified in the clause string, occurring as goal. 
Mo 581 mamage~-a (~ totolo) 'You get (totolo) rice.' 

mang-r1ce-you kind-of-rice 
mamaol-ani (ah andu) 
mang-sticks-we - long 

'We will get (long) 
sticks.' 

Moss2 mangannanga-a (~ annanga) 
~ang-raincoat-you raincoat-my 

You use (my raincoat) for a raincoat.' 
manlumbong-a (ah dolnat) 
man-clothes-you - warm 
'You put on (warm) clothes.' 

2.13.4 Intransitive Subject Verbs I, W34 
This verb is labelled Intransitive Subject I because a 

goal is obligatorily absent from the clause string. Subject 
Focus man- signals that the focused tagmeme carries the 
situatTOrlal role of actor. 

When Moo4 14,24 expound the Head of this construction, the 
actor of the c1ause simply performs the action in an 
intransitive way. 
Mo 04 man-alea 'You talk.' 

man-ta1 k-you 
mansolat-a 
man-write-you 
manlubuayu 
man-bury-you 

'You write.' 

'You be the ones to bury.' 

Stem 61 expounds Head of W34 only when the construction 
itself expounds Head of W17. 
man-atlowenyu an~oy tenapay 
man-three-~n-you th1s bread 
'YOu divide-this bread into three pieces.' 

When Mo 9 expounds Head, the actor of the clause makes that 
which is indrcated by exponent of Head, or else uses it in an 
assumed fashion. 
mambaley-ayu 
man-house-you 

'You make a house.' 
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mambaliwes-ani 'We will turn the sugar cane mill.' 
man-sugar cane mill-we 

2.13.5 Intransitive Subject Verbs II, W35 
This verb is labelled Intransitive Subject II because the 

exponents of Head may only occur in intransitive constructions 
and a goal cannot occur in the clause string. Subject Focus 
affix manfi- signals Subject tagmeme is focused, and that it 
carries t e situational role of actor. When Mo 392 expounds 
Head, the actor simply does what is stated in the Head. 
~ mangasok hen~ 'The fire is smoking.' 
is ~-smoke fire 

When stem class 61 expounds Head, the second consonant 
of the Head is obligatorily geminated.3 The resulting 
construction occurs only as exponent of base 1 of a Merged 
Sentence. Goal is obligatorily absent. However, in a sense, 
base 2 of the sentence is a semantic goal of base l. This 
construction may also expound Head of W17. 
mametloa ~ mambangad 'You return three times.' 
mang-third-you lk return 
mangappituahu ~ mampakawan 'You forgive seven times.' 
mang-sevent -you lk- forgive 
W17 mangappolowem ~ mangan 'You eat ten limes.' 

mang-ten-en-you lk eat 

2.2 CAUSATIVE VERBS, W21-22 
A Causative Verb differs from other verbs in that the 

Subject is not the actor of the action, but the instigator or 
causer of the action. Transitive stems and roots take~-
to form causative; intransitive roots take ~- (see Sect1un 
4.3). See Chart 12. 

Tense Focus Causative Head 

W21 (-in-> (-um->3 £.!_- Moo1 -5, 11-17, 
21-27, 51-55 

s tl ,2 

W22 (-in-> (-um-) 4 ~- Mo31 
Some members of 
Mo32-36 

s t6 l 

CHART 12: Cau sa ti ve Verbs 

• 

• 

• 
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Exponence restrictions: 
When -um- expounds Focus, Associate Marker -i- must be read . 

2.21 Transitive Causative Verbs, w21 
Heads of Transitive Causative Verbs are expounded by 

Mool-05, 11-17, 21-27, 51-55' and St1,2· 
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The Focus tagmeme of this construction is expounded by one 
of the class of affixes symbolized by <:-um-)3. These affixes 
are listed below along with the obligatory constituents of the 
clause string and the situational roles they carry. 

-um
;:-
-=en 

Cl ass <-um-)3 
S/Fca A 
Sea AJFg 
Sea 0/Fac 

(omen - ) Subject Focus 
Associate Focus 
Object Focus 

The following exampl~s illustrate this verb type. 
Mo 02 omenpabayua hen~ 'You have rice pounded.' 

-um-1-~-pound-you rice 

Mo21 

epabayum hen ~ 'You have rice pounded.' 
1-.P.!_-pound-you r,-ce-
pabayuwem ah Juwan 'You have Juan pound.' 
~-pound-fu!_-you Juan 
omeneahablot-a hen lumbong 
-um-i-~-hang up-you ~- clothes 
'You have the clothes hung . up.' 
epahablotno hen lumbong 
i-.P.!_-hang up-you clothes 
rYou have the clothes hung up.' 
pahablotem ah Lena 
.P.!_-hang up-~-you Lena 
rvou have Lena hang up (the clothes).' 
omeneapate~-a annatto 
-~-i-~k1ll you this 
'You cause this to be killed.' 

epapatelno -to .!!!. Juan 
i-E.,!-ki l-you tnis JUail 
'You cause Juan to kill this.' 
papata1em ah Juan 
~-kil -~n-you Juan 

You cause Juan to kill.' 
omenpapalea ah libnu 
-um-i-~-bring-you · boOk 
'You cause a book to be brought.' 
epapalem hen libnu 
i-£2_-bring-you ~ 
'You cause a book to be brought.' 
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papaliyem ah Juan hen libnu 
~-bring-en-you Juan ~-~ 

You cause-Juan to bring the book.' 

Subject Focus affix -um- occurs with all exponents of Head 
of this construction. -um=-signals that Subject tagmeme is in 
focus, and that it carries the situational role of causer of 
the action. The action is performed on the exponent of the 
obligatory Associate tagmeme, which carries the situational 
role of goal. -um- is bound with Associate Marker -i- and 
appears as omen-. 

Mo12 omenea-agid-a hen pensel 
-!,!!!!_-~-~-sharpen-you pencil 
'You have the penc i 1 sharpened.' 

Mo51 omen~a-asokal-a ~ kapem 
-um-1-~-sugar-you coffee-your 
'You have your coffee sweetened.' 

Mo 55 omenpadengdeng-a hen baleyno 
-!,!!!!_-i-~-wall-you house-your 
'You have your house walled.' 

Associate Focus affix i- signals . that the Associate tagmeme 
is in focus and it carries £he situational role of goal. 

Mo55 

epa-ayatno -ha 'You have that climbed.' 
i-.Q_!-climb-you Tilat 
epalopoyu hen ~ kalne 'Have that meat roasted.' 
i-P.!_-roast-you ~ meat 
epaumam hen tageytey 
i-~-field-you hill-top 
rHave the hilltop made into a field.' 

epa-a~p~no hen babuyuu 
i-P.!_- ran-you ~-pig-your 
TYou have your pig fed bran . ' 
epa-awayno hen palayan 
i-~-wood-you palayan 
rHave palayan wood gotten.' 
epapanganyu hen isna 
i-~-feed-you rice 
TYou have rice fed (to them).' 

Object Focus affix -en signals that the Object tagmeme is 
in focus and it carries thi situational role of actor. 

Mo 04 pa-anopom ~ Dunol 
~-hunt-en-you Dunol 

Have DuilOI hunt.' 
pasolatenda ~ Juami 
~-write-€n-they Juami 

They wil-1-have Juami write.' 

• 

• 

• 
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pahabeenyu da ama 
~-put away-en-you PT Aina 

Have plural-=Ama put it away.' 
pa-aeolo~ hen ibam 
~-l1me-~-you friend-your 

Have your friend put lime on it.' 

2.22 Intransitive Causative Verbs, W22 
Heads of Intransitive Causative Verbs are expounded only 

by Mo 31. some members of Mo32-~6· and St61. Roots of other 
morpheme classes do not occur 1n causative constructions. 
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The Focus tagmeme of this construction is expounded by one 
of the class of affixes symbolized by (-um-)4. These affixes 
are listed below along with the obligatory constituents of 
the clause string and the situational roles which they carry. 

-um
;:-

Cl ass (-um-> 4 

S/Fca Ac:. 
Sea At Fe 

(omen-) Subject Focus 
Associate Focus 

The following examples illustrate this verb type: 
omeneiyey-a ~ onga 
-um-i-~-go-you child 
'You cause a child to go.' 
ipiyeyno hen ~ 
i -·E_e:-go-you C:Oild 
'You cause the child to go . ' 
omeneebunag:a hen !!:!2_ . ~ Juan 
-um-i-~-br1ng-out-you dog - JUiin 
'_You cause Juan to bring out the dog.' 
epebunagno hen aho an Juan 
i-~-bring-out-you d"Og ~Juan 
'You cause Juan to bring out the dog.' 
omeneiyatloa annatto an ~ 
-um-i-~-three-you this nTm-
'You cause him to divide this into thirds.' 
ipiyatlom -to an ~ 
i-~-three-you this ~ firm~ 
'You cause him to divide this into thirds.' 

2.3 OTHER VERB TAGMEMES 

Verb tagmemes of obligatory Tense, and optional Associate 
Marker, Mode, Aspect 1 and Aspect 2 are displayed ·;n Chart 13. 
Following the Chart each tagmeme is discussed in a subsection 
with exponence restrictions, a description of the tagmeme, and 
examples . 
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Tense AssM Mode Aspect Aspect I I Word 
2 . 31 2.32 2.33 2.34 2.35 

(-in-) -i - man- CV -aka - 1 -3. 
'past, 'peremp- 'con't' 'apt' 11-17, 
non- tory' 
past' CVC/CVq -e- 21 • 

ma- 'dim' 'coop' 31 • 3 5 
'sta -
tive' 

CV(C)CV -ahe-, 
- inn -

'repe t' 'rec' 

~-
com 

CHART 13: Other Verb Tagmemes 

2. 31 Tense 
Tense is an obligatory feature of all verbs. It is 

either past or nonpast. Nonpast tense is indicated by m-
when Mode or Special Subject Focus affixes occur; and afso 
when -um- fuses4 with -aka- 'aptative' or -~- 'cooperative'. 
When neTther Mode nor Special Subject Focus-affixes occur, 
nonpast tense is innately fused with nonsubject Focus markers. 

·Past tense is marked by addition of -in- or simply n 
according to the following rules: (1) An:Y-prefix which-begins 
with~- in nonpast tense (i.e. Mode or Focus affix), that~ 
is replaced by n to indicate past tense. (2) Prefix i
becomes in-, and affix i--an becomes in-an. (3) Suffixes 
-an and :en and infix -um-take infix·-:-ir;-:- to indicate past 
tense. SUffix -en dropS-upon the affixation of past tense. 
Infix -Lim- plus -in- is -inum-/-umm- (see Sec. 1.66.3). 

Examples: 
mansoblak-ayu 
man-wash-you 
'YOu wash.' 
maba-ag-a 
ma-cut-you 
"fou wil 1 be cut.' 

maka-atat-a 
maka-c imb-you 
"i'Ou can climb.' 

metagekba 1 ta 
me-tal -we 
'Tet's talk.' 

nansoblak-ayu 
nan-wash-you 
'VOu washed.' 
naba-ag-a 
na-cut-you 
TYou were cut.' 
naka-ayat-a 
naka-climb-you 
'YOU were able to climb.' 

netagekbal ta 
ne-tal -we 
'We talked.' 

• 

• 
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iyalem 
i-bring-you 
rYou bring.' 
tolongam 
help-an-you 
'You help.' 
bayuwenda 
pound-en-they 
'They Wfl l pound.' 
tombala 
-um-answer-I 
,-I-will answer.' 

tu mu du a 
-um-sit-you 
'Yclu sit.' 

inyalem 
in-bring-you 
'You brought.' 
tenolongam 
help-in-an-you 
'You helped.' 
bin ayuda 
pound-in--they 
'They pounded.' 
tenomba la 
-um-in-answer-I 
, -I-answered. I 

tummudua 
-:um-in-sit-you 
'Yousat.' 

Chart 14 shows Focus affixes and Mode with Tense. 

Affix Non past Past 

Subject man- nan-
mang- !l!.!l.S_-
-um- -inum-/-umm-

Object -fill -in--

Referent -an - in - -an - - -
Associate i - in--
Benefactive i--an in- -an -
Mode man- nan---ma- na-

Aspect 2 maka- naka-
m~- ne:--

CHART 14: Tense with Focus affixes and Mode 

2.32 Associate Marker 
Exponence restriction: 

Occurs only with Subject Focus affix -um-. 
Cannot occur in Words 14-16, 30. 
Is obligatory with Subject Focus with almost all 

exponents of Head in W3. 
Is obligatory when -um- expounds Focus in W17 and when 

Mo35 expounds Head of W12· 
May occur with Aspect 2 only when -aka- 'apt' expounds 

Aspect 2. 

. 79 
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Associate Marker is an optional tagmeme and may occur in 
most verbal constructions. Associate marker indicates that the 
Associate tagmeme will occur in the clause string. It may occur 
only with Subject Focus -um-. Associate marker -i- plus 
Subject Focus affix -um- results in the form~~. 

The following constructions are shown with Associate 
marker: 

wl Mo04 umin.r:anoe-a hen aho 
-um-i -hunt-you dog 
' YO u -h u n t w i th a dog. I 

w2 Mol 4 omenmula-a.r:u ah eutwilas 
um-i -plant-you beans 

'You-plant beans.' 

W3 Mo25 omenhaBat-a ah issani 
um-1- ring-home-you eat-we 

'You bring home something for us to eat. I 

w11 Mo31 umin.r:alia ah l i bnu 
-um-i -bring-you book 
'You-bring a book.' 

Wl7 St3 umin.r:atlowa annatto 
-um-i-third-I th i s 
'I'l T make this the third thing. I 

W21 Mo02 omeneaba.r:ua ah da.r:-at 
-um-~-~-pound-you sticky rice 
'You have sticky rice pounded. I 

w st l omeneangan-a.r:u hen tenaea.r: l -um-i-feed-you bread 
'YOu-feed bread (to them).' 

w1 St 2 omeneabunag-a hen eelakno 
-um-1-bring out-you money-your 
'You-bring out your money. I 

2.33 Mode 
Exponence restrictions: 

Cannot occur with Subject Focus. 
Cannot occur with Aspect II. 
Pere~ptory mode cannot occur with Wl4-17• or W12 when Mo35 

expounds Head. 

Mode cooccurs with certain nonSubject Focus affixes and is 
expounded by one of two affixes: man- indicates Peremptory, and 
ma- indicates Stative. Both affixes-are fused with tense, man
and ma- indicating nonpast tense, and nan- and na- indicating
past----rense. The situational roles of the clause-tagmemes are 
not changed by the presence of Mode in the verb constructions. 

2. 33. 1 Peremptory Mode 
Peremptory Mode man- is a command or injunction to do well • 
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or quickly. This Mode occurs with Object Focus -en, Referent 
Focus -an, Associate Focus i-, or Locative Focus :an. When 
occurring with Object Focus-affix -en, the -en is always 
deleted. When occurring with the Locative Focus -an, the man
is sometimes deleted (see Sec. 4.21, example 5b). The Mod_e_ 
affix is not to be confused with the Special Subject Focus 
affix man- (see Sec. 2.13). When Subject Focus man- occurs, 
the Subject tagmeme of the clause is in focus. But with the 
Mode affix man- the Subject tagmeme cannot be in focus. 

When Peremptory Mode occurs with Transitive Verbs, it may 
have focus only on a goal or instrument. When Peremptory Mode 
occurs with Intransitive Verbs, it may have focus only on 
concomitant, W11; site, W13; or experiencer, Wis· 
w1 man -aya tno hen away 

man-climb-you tree 

w,, 

"lOu climb the tree.' 
man-iyayatno hen bandila 
man-i-climb-you flag 
"lOu-climb with the flag.' 

man-ayagam ~ 
man-an-call-you him 
'YOucall him.' 
man-iyayagno hen 11 trumpet 11 

man-i-call-you trumpet 
rvou-Call (him) With the trumpet, I 

man-eposetno -ha 
man-i-throw-you that 
nrou-thrOW that, I 

man-ibayuyu -ha 
man-i-pound-you tnat 
"i'Ou-pound that (specific).' 
man-iyeyno -to 
man-i-take-you tliTs 
"lOu-take this.' 
man-angewana hen lumbongno 
man-an-saliva-he clothes-yours 
'Re'TT drq~l all over your clothes~' 
mandakalno ~ umam 
man-big-you ~ 'l<aT'"ilgin-your 
"i'Ou make this kaingin of yours bigger.' 

Peremptory mode may also occur with one causative transform 
string, that of Object Focus. When cooccurring with ~--en, the 
causative~- drops. 
mambayuwen~u ah a-anayu 
man-pound- n-you ~ children-your 
'Y'Ou have yaur children pound.' 
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dana mansoblaken ah ~ 
15-=he man-wash-€n Lydia 
'He is having Lydia wash.' 

dan manlopo-on ah Ina 
is-he man-roast-en mother 
'He is having Mother roast it.' 

2.33.2 Stative Mode 
Stative Mode indicates the Subject of a clause is 

obligatorily absent in the clause string. This Mode may occur 
with all nonsubject Focus affixes. 

The situational roles of the focused tagmemes of the 
clause do not change. The grammatical exponent of that focused 
tagmeme, however, may assume the position of the obligatorily 
deleted Subject, i.e. that of first post-predicate position. 
Compare the following examples. 
ayagam dida 
call-an-you them 
I Y 0 U cal l th em • I 

ma-ayaganda 
ma-call-an-they 
'They are-called.' 

Chart 15 shows nonsubject Focus affixes plus Mo.de ma-. 
Object Focus affix -en is deleted when Mode occurs. 
Locative Focus canno~occur with Stative Mode. 

Focus Affix Stative 

Object -en ma-
Referent -an ma--an 
Associate i - mi- -
Benefactive i--an mi--an - -

CHART 15: Nonsubject Focus affixes with Mode 

In Causative verbs, only Associate Focus affix i- may 
occur with Stative Mode. 

The following examples show first a construction without 
Stative Mode, and then that same word with Stative Mode. 

Object Focus: 
inumum -ha 
drinf:"en-you that 
'You drTnk that.' 
ma-inum -ha 
ma-drink that 
'That will be drunk.' 

... 

, 
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talaena hen haleppon 
lose-~n-she bead 
'She WTll lose the beads.' 
matala hen haleppon 
ma-lose bead 
'The be a d s w il l be l o s t . ' 

Referent Focus: 
tangbam -to 
1 id-an -you thTs 
'You!Jut a lid on this.' 
ma tangban -to 
ma-lid-an ' thTs 
'This wTTl have a lid put on it.' 
ah in am -di 
salt-an-you that 
'You add salt to that.' 

ma -ahi nan -di 
ma-salt-an that 
TT"ha t will be salted. ' 

Associate Focus: 
etalom -to 
i -hi de-you thTs 
TYou hide this.' 
netalo -to 
ni-hide tITs 
'This was hidden.' 
iddatno -ha 
i-g1ve-you that 
1You give that.' 
niddat -ha 
n1-give that 
'That was given.' 

Benefactive Focus: 
esolatam ~ 
i-an-write-you him 
TyQ'U write for him.' 

nesolatan 
ni-an-write-0-he 
'He-Was written for (he couldn't write) .' 
epaltiyana haen 
i -butcher-an-he me 
TH-e butchered for me.' 

mepaltiyana 
mi--an-butcher-1 

• 'T wITl be butchered for.' 
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Causative Verbs: 
epabaludno dida 
e-~-imprison-you them 
TYou have them imprisoned.' 
mepabaludda 
mi-~-imprison-they 
'"Fh e y w i l l be i mp r i s o n e d . ' 
ipiyanamotno ah Juan 
i-~-come home-you Juan 
TYou have Juan come home.' 

mepiyanamot ah Juan 
mi-~-come home Juan 
'Juan will be sent home.' 

BALANGAO GRAMMAR 

Stative Mode is an optional tagmeme of verbs and may occur 
with all verbs except when Subject Focus occurs. There are 
also two derived stems and two phrase types which also may 
occur with Stative Mode, resulting in a verbal construction 
which is verbal only when Stative Mode occurs. 

Stems which may take Stative Mode are St53
1
55 denoting 

relationships-and units of measure respectively. 
St 53 ma-an-anaS-iani 

ma-CVC-si ling-we 
'1re are all siblings.' 
masosnod-ayu 
ma-CV-brother-you 
TVou are all brothers.' 
ma-ab-abalyanda 
ma--an-CVC-family-they 
Tf~e¥ are famil¥ members [related through marriage of 

t e1r childrenJ.' 
mapetpetloani 
ma-CVC-third-we 
TWe are third cousins.' 

St 55 mahensopaan -ha 
ma-hen-chupa-~ t"Fiat 
'That makes one chupa.' 
mahensalepan -to 
ma-hen-ganta-an this 
'"Fh~makes a gan ta.' 
mahenpolowan -di 
ma-hen-ten-an that 
'Thatmakes ten.' 

Time and numeral phrases may also occur with Stative Mode. 
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Time: 
mahenbulnanda 
ma-hen-month-an-they 
Tfhey were a month.' 
mahentawen-ani 
ma -hen -year-we 
"'W""e -were a year.' 
mahen-ag-agawda 
ma-hen-day-they 
Tfhey we re a day. ' 

Number with time: 
maduwantawnan-ani 
ma-two-year-an-we 
TVe were two years.' 
maduwaytawenA 
ma-two-~-year-I 
i-r was two years.' 
matolonlabiyanda 
ma-three-night-an-they 
Tfhey were threen i ghts.' 
adfda mao,at-ulasan 
neg-they ma- our-hour-an 
'They won 'tbe four hours.' 

2.34 Aspect I 
Exponence restrictions: 
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·cv cannot occur with W16,17· 
CV cannot occur with W15 when Head is expounded by Mo41,42· 
CV cannot occur with Completive Aspect II or 

Cooperative Aspect II. 
CVCV cannot occur with Completive Aspect II. 

Aspect I may be expounded by one of three reduplication 
prefixes. CVC 'Diminutive Action', CV 'Continuous Action', and 
CV(C)CV 'Repetitive Ac.ti on'. These exponents of Aspect I may 
cooccur with other verb tagmemes in verbal constructions. 

Prefixes and infixes occur in the reduplication prefixes but 
are not repeated in the exponent of Head. 
omal-ala 
-um-CVC-get 
'tO get a little' 

However, when morphophonemic vowel loss occurs in a root 
(see Sec. 1.66.2), the Focus affix may occur in both the 
reduplication prefix and exponent of Head. 
ig-ighaq 
i-CVC-bring-out 
rleisurely bring out' 
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magdamagday 
ma-eVCCV-landslide 
Tfo repeatedly land-slide' 
payepayen 
?4--go-evev-en 

to repeatedTy send' 

2.34.l Diminutive Action 

BALANGAO GRAMMAR 

Diminutive Action. expounded by eve reduplication. means to 
do the action a little bit; to do some of the action; or to do 
the action leisurely. The second consonant of a root is 
optionally geminated when the construction has a suffix (note: 
such 9emination cannot occur when a consonant cluster is already 
there). This gemination intensifies the diminutive meaning of 
the construction. adding the implication of playing at the 
action or not taking it seriously. 

ay-ayaten 
eve-climb-en 
'diminutiveTy climb' 

a~-aeath c c- -climb-en 
'play at cliiiibing' 
ladladawen 
eve-1 ate-fin 
'make a llttle bit late' 
ladladdawen 
eve-e-1 ate-en 
'jokingly make a little bit late' 
paum-umHn 
~-eve-field-en 
'leisurely cause to make a field' 
paum-ummeen 
pa-eve-e-field-en 
'cause to make a field. but not seriously' 

A few exponents of Head. with Focus affixes other than 
suffixes. optionally occur with gemination. 
w1 umun-unud 

-um-eve-fol low 
'tO diminutively follow' 
umun-unnud 
-um-eve-e-follow 
I t0 j Q k i n g 1 Y f 0 l 1 OW I 

man tat-a 1 o 
man -CVq:liTde 
'fO hide without particular intent' 
mantat-allo 
man-eVq-e-hide 
'JQk i n g l y h i d e ' 

• 
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An ~lternate exponent of eve reduplication is CVq with 
metathes1-s (see Sec. 1.63 and 1.67). This alternate form is 
common to some stems, optional to others, and not possible on 
others. This form is very common when the root initial 
consonant is ~· ~. or a stop other than glottal and when the 
second consonant of the root is J_ . 

eve 
bumalbala 
-um-flame 
pomaweaway 
-~-light 

mambangbangad 
man-return 
homelhelan9_ 
-um-dark 

CVq-
bumab-a la 
-um-flame 

pomal-away 
-!!!!!_- ight 
mambab-anga 'd 
man-return 
homeh-elang 
-um-dark 

2.34.2 Repetitive Action 

'flame a little' 

'get a little light' 

'leisurely return' 

'get a little dark' 

Repetitive action, expounded by CV(C)cv5 reduplication, 
is to perform an action over and over again. 
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When a verb is affixed for causative (.E!_-), the 
causative affix may be reduplicated. This puts the repetitive 
action on that which is caused to do the action. 
w21 epabapabayu 'cause (it) to be pounded until it is all 

pounded, with none left' 
epabayubayu 'cause (it) to be exceedingly well 

pounded-that amount pounded and pounded' 

To repeat the repetitive action reduplication prefix is 
to intensify the idea of repeated action. 

eme-eme-eme-eme~ 
-um-CVCV-CVCV-C CV-go 
'to go and go and go and go' 
Other examples of CVCV; 
managtataqtatagtag 
~ang-CVCC -run 

running everywhere, repeatedly running' 
ma taynataynan 
ma-CVCCV-leave behind 
'repeatedly be left behind' 

2.34.3 Continuous Action 
Continuous Action, expounded by prefix CV, optionally 

repeated, and with second consonant optionally geminated means 
to continue on with an action once it is started. It often has 
the added component of definite, unchangeable, or 
irrecoverable action. Continuous action differs from 
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Repetitive action in that once started, Continuous action is 
not stopped. 
hahahadden 
CV-CV-wait-en 
'continuousTY wait, wait for a long time' 

Continuous and Repetitive action are clearly different in 
most constructions. 
ba-aba-agen 
CV CV-cut-tin 
'to repeatedly slash' 
bababa-agen 
CV-CV-C-cut-en 
'to slash once but continue holding the knife so that the cut 
goes deeper and deeper' 
inuinumun 
cvcV-drink-en 
'drink many---"times' 
i-i-innumun 
CV-CV-C-drink-en 
'continue one TOng act of drinking' 

~emination of the second consonant, C2, of a stem may occur 
in Continuous Aspect. Certain phonological tendencies 
(see Sec. 1 .68) and possibly semantic restrictions make this 
gemination obligatory with some stems, e.g. da;ey 'die'; 
obligatorily absent with others, e.g. lomagt jump'; and 
optional with others, e.g. ala 'get'. When C2 does occur, an 
additional meaning occurs: that of absolute certainty or 
inevitability. 
mama t tey -ha 
CV-C-die that 
'That one will m_ost certainly die.' 
e-emmey~ 
CV-C-go-I 
'I will most certainly go.' 
The C2 in the above example is homophonous with past tense 
emmeyA I I went. I (see Sec. 1.66 .5). 

Affix ~-. as a derivational affix or as an inflectional 
affix, may substitute for the CV reduplication affix only when 
a Focus prefix occurs, i.e. omen-, i-, man- or mangen-. 
epapapaddakal I epadadadakkalno 
i-~-CV-CV-C-big 
Tcontinuously make bigger' 

epapatabba-ag I epabababa-ag 
i-.P..!_- V-CV-C-cut 
Tcontinuously cause to cut' 

' 
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Continuous reduplicatton may be intensified by up to four 
occurrences of CV reduplication. / 

mansososososongngel 
man-CV-CV-CV-CV-C-argue 
'fO continuously argue and argue' 

Intensity may also be expressed in another way. Extra 
length and extra stress occur on the syllable that carries stress 
in the construction. When the stressed sy11~ble occurs ultimate 
in the construction, the extra stress and length move back to 
the anti penultimate syllable. where secondary stress normally 
occurs. The CV prefix is only repeated once. The stressed 
syllable with extra heavy stress is underlined. 
pata"tallo'wen 
MO-CV-C-fi1 de-~n 

continuously-Cause to hide' 

a-ay'~ten 
cv-c-cimb-en 
'to continuously climb' 

2.35 Aspect II 
Aspect II is expounded by fo.ur affixes: ~

'Completive', -ahe-/-inn- 'Reciprocal', -e- 'CCl-Operative', 
-aka-. 'Aptativer:- AFmanifestat1ons of Aspect II occur only 
witli Subject Focus affixes except for Cooperative, which may 
also occur in causative construction. Exponents of Aspect II 
may not cooccur . 

2.35.1 Completive Aspect 
Exponence restrictions: 

Occurs only with Special Subject Focus affix man- even 
though man- may or may not occur with the-glven 
exponent"Of Head when this aspect does not occur. 

Cannot occur with Mo 42 4 ~ 45 expounding Head of a verb. 
Cannot occur with Cont1nods Aspect I. 
Cannot occur with Mode. 

Completive Aspect indicates that the action of the stem will 
be begun and finished or was begun and finished. In the wider 
context of human behaviour, this Aspect indicates that the action 
interrupts another action, and that the original action will be 
resumed upon completion of the exponent of Head on which 
Completive Aspect occurs. 
mampangaeya ahdi 
man-~-go-I there 
'I'm going to dash over there (and will be right back).' 
mampangahayat-ayu 
man-~-go home-you 
'You go home (and then return again).' 
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nampangaka2eani 
nan-~~- offee-we 
TWe just had a cup of coffee (having left our work and now 

retU rned), I 

When occurring with Aspect l, the affix expounding Aspect 
II is reduplicated rather than the stem. 
mampangpangaogot-a 
man-CVC-~-sew-you 
'You just sew a bit (then return to your present work).' 
mampangapangaogot-ayu 
man-CVCV-~-sew-you 
'You repeatedly sew (leaving your work but returning to it).' 

2.35.2 Reciprocal Aspect 
Exponence restrictions: 

Occurs only with Special Subject Focus affix man- even 
though this Focus may or may not occur wi~the given 
exponent of Head when this aspect affix is not present. 

Cannot occur with Mo35 38 42 43 45· 
Cannot occur in causatfve'constructions, W20. 
Cannot occur with Mode. 

Reciprocal Aspect indicates that the actors ~f the action, 
always plural, reciprocally perform the action of the exponent 
of Head. When the exponent of Head is intransitive, W31, the 
actors perform the action on each other. 

man-ahetuaun-ayu 
man-ahe-a vise-you 
'YOuactvi se each other.' 
When the exponent of Head is semitransitive, W32, the action is 
performed on a goal, even though not stated. 
man -a he so bl a k-ayu 
man-a he-wash-you 
1 You--wi"sh (clothes) for each other.' 
Some exponents of Head may occur in both transitive and 
semitransitive constructions. 

man-ahesokat-ayu 
man-ahe-trade-you 
'You"trade places with 
man-ahesokat-ayu hen 
man-a he-trade-you 
'YOu"trade your clothes 

each other.' 
lumbongyu 
clothes-your 
with each other.' 

Reciprocal Aspect is expounded by either -ahe- or by -inn-. 
No meaningful difference has yet been establishecr-between tne-two 
forms, and the two affixes may cooccur. 
man-ahe-ennawat-ayu 
man-ahe-inn-understand-you 
'Youtry"ta understand each other.' 

• 
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man-ahetadeg/mantennadeg 
man-ahe-stand man-inn-stand 
-rsfan<lup for each-other.' 

I man-a he tennadeg 
man-ahe-inn-stand -- -- --

man-ahesongbat I 
man-ahe-answer 
T"'jfri"swer each other.' 

.mansennongbat 
man-inn-answer ----

2.35.3 Cooperative Aspect 
Exponence restrictions: 

I man-ahesennongbat 
man-ahe-inn-answer -- -- --

Occurs only with Subject Focus affix -um- in non
causative constructions. -um- plus e- become me-. 

Occurs only with Object Focus affix -en Tn causative 
constructions. £!_- plus e- plus :en becomes Q.!-ful. 

Cannot occur with Continuous Aspect I. 
Cannot occur when Mo45 expounds Head. 
Cannot occur with Associate marker. 
Cannot occur with Mode. 
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Cooperative Aspect indicates that the actor is to perform 
the action of the exponen~ of Head with another. 
m1bayuwA ~. ~ 
me-pound-I nfiil 
'I '11 pound with him.' 
pebayuwenda ha~n 
.Pl-pound-i!!_-they me 
'They will have me pound with them.' 
melopoa .!!'.!. ~ 
me-roast-you him 
'You roast (it) with him.' 
p~lopoem ~ 
~-roast-en-you him 

You have-nim roast with you.' 
m1dakal hen daloh hen sabsabong 
me-big -- weea- -~ flower 
TThe weeds are getting big with the flowers.' 
p~dakal~m hen daloh hen sabsabong 
~-big-en-you - wee-a- flower 

You le-r-the weeds get big with the flowers.' 

· Presence of yin roots beginning with glottal is not 
fully understood. This y normally indicates either Associate 
marker or the Associate Focus affix, for only in these two 
environments does glottal become y (see Sec. 1.63). In some 
constructions, a meaning difference :occu}'.'s· .. In others, there 
is no meaning difference. 
meameh-a 
me,- bathe-you 
"TYou help to bathe another person.' 
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m1yameh-a 
m~-x-bathe-you 
'You bathe with another person.' 
meanap-a I m1yanap-a 
me-look-you m~-~-look-you 
'You help look for another.' 
meanop I 
me.:hung 
'Hunt with another.' 

2.35.4 Aptative Aspect 
Exponence restrictions: 

m1yanop 
me-y-hun t 

Occurs only with Subject Focus affix -um-. The two 
affixes fuse to form maka-. 

Cannot occur with Mo42 43~ 
Cannot occur with Mode~ ' 

Aptative Aspect indicates that the activity expressed by 
the exponent of Head is able to be performed by the actor. 
This aspect may occur with Associate marker, indicating that 
an Associate tagmeme occurs in the clause string. maka- plus 
Associate marker -i- is make-. ~~ 

ma ka bayu a 
m·a k a - po u n d -yo u 
TYOUare able to pound.' 
adiya makadad-alan 
neg-I maka-CVq-walk 
'I can't walk even a little bit.' 
makeyagid-a annatto 
make-y-sharpen-you this 
'You can sharpen with this.' 

makepa-a~a-ayat~a 
make-~- VCV-climb-you 
'You are able to repeatedly cause (him) to climb.' 

2 .4 DERIVED TRANSITIVE VERBS, St1 ,2 
Chart 16 shows nontransitive stems which are 

transitivized by addition of~-. 

Transitivizer Head 

etey 
mangan 

Mo30,40 

CHART 16: Transitivized Stems 

'die' 
'eat' 
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Head of stem l is expounded by verf few exponents. Focus 
of St1 may be expounded by -um- without reading Associate 
marker . In St2 Associate marker is obligatorily read when 
-um- expounds Focus, resulting in the form ~- . 

st1 adiayu .9.!_ pomatey 
neg-you is -um-~-die 
'Don't~ fignt . 
pomangan-a ah isna 
oa-um-eat ~ rrce 
"rfoufeed rice (to them) . ' 

hen omen la lea 
-um---..P!_-come-you 
'You send a picture.' 

letelato 
picture 

omenpadakal-a annatto 
-um-i-.P.!_-big-you this 
'You make this bigger.' 

I 

Stem 2 may be inflected with -um-, i-, or -en. 
Associate marker is obligatorily reao when -um- occurs. Both 
i- and -en indicate that the focused tagmeme of the clause 
string iscorrelated with the situational role of goal. These 
three Focus affixes may occur with all members of st2 
expounding Head as W1 ~ constructions. No other Focus affixes 
may occur. The following examples show the morpheme classes 
of the root which expounds Head in this derived construction: 
Mo 31 epalem hen an!no 

i-.P_!-bring-you ~- CllTT'O-your 
TYou send your child.' 

Mo 32 paungalem hen luwang 
~-tired-en-you carabao 

Make the carabao tired.' 
Mo 33 omenealadaw-a andi lalae 

-um-1-~-late-you that ~ 
•vou-ma-Ke the boy late.' 

Mo 35 epasselno ~imya 
i-.P_!-s eep-you 
TYou put him to sleep' 
epa-aningalngal 
i -g-anger 
'ma-Ke angry' 
epa-a tong 
i-.P..!-hot 
Tmake hot' 'to heat' 
pa to low en 
~-three-en 

multiply""by three' 
Mo 41 epadakal 

i -.P.!_-bi g 
Ten large' 
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Mo 42 paumisen 
Q_!-sweet-en 
'sweeten' 

Mo 43 epadi tak 
i-.P2_-red 
'make red, redden' 
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3 DESCRIPTIVES, NOUNS and RESTRICTED WORDS 

3. l 
3. 11 
3. 12 
3.2 
3.21 
3.22 
3.3 
3. 31 
3.32 
3.33 
3 .34 
3.35 

Descriptives, W41 
Inflection of Descriptives 
Derived Descriptive Stems, St10-30 
Nouns, W51 
Inflection of Nouns 
Derived Noun Stems, St40-60 
Restricted words 
Time Words 
Substitutes 
Location Words 
Adjuncts 
Particles 

Descriptives, Nouns and Restricted Words occur with 
minimal or no affixation. 

Descriptives may be inflected for degree. Nouns may 
be inflected for plural. And the Restricted Words vary as to 
their possibilities and are therefore described separately. 

3.1 DESCRIPTIVES, W41 
Descriptives differ from verbs in that they are not 

inflected for either Focus or Tense. Descriptives are, how
ever, inflected for degree. Unaffixed, exponents of the 
Descriptive Head occur in the positive degree. Optional 
tagmemes inflect the exponent of Head for comparative or 
superlative degree. Descriptives expound the predicate of 
Descriptive nonverbal clauses (see Sec. 5.21). 

3. 11 Inflection of Descriptives 
Chart 17 shows the inflection of descriptive~ for degree. 

Degree Intensity Head 

C V'C - -- Mo41-42 
comparative Mo 32,33,35,36,38 

ka--an, c CV Stll-39 
superlative 

CHART 17: Inflection of Descriptives 

95 
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Exponence restrictions: 
M032,33,35 must occur with affix !!_!- except with 

superlative. 
Mo35 must occur with affix -umm- except with superlative. 
Head of St22 may be expounded only by Mo41 42· 
Head of St20 may be expounded only by Mo43'. 

Ambiguity occurs between comparative constructions with 
descriptive Head expounded by Wl2-14 and verbal constructions 
which have Head expounded by Mo32-38 plus Diminutive Aspect I. 
Verbs, however, do not expound predicates of Descriptive 
Clauses. Also verbs occur with both past and nonpast tense 
whereas descriptives occur only with what looks like past 
tense. 

The following examples show first the Descriptive 
comparative followed by a verbal construction using the same 
apparent shape. 
Mo nauno-un~alda no dani 'They are more tired than we. I 32 !!_!-C C-t1red:they than we 

nauno-ungala 
na-C C-tired-I 
nabnabbulag -ha no ~ 
na-CVC-blind tnat tnan tnis 

'I'm a little bit tired.' 

Tfhat one is more blind than this.' 
mabmabbulag -ha 
ma-CVC-blind that 
'"Fhat one will be a little bit blind.' 
natoktokalda no dani 'They're more sad than we.' 
na-CVC-sad than we--
daA matoktokal 
is-I ma-CVC-sad 

'I'm a little bit sad.' 

Mo 36 tommabtaba hen babuyyu no babuy~i 
CVC-fat pig-your tnan pig-our 
'Your pig is fatter than our pig.' 
tomabtabada 'They are getting fat.' 
-um-CVC-fat-they 
gig-ilab hen ~ no petol¥u 
CVq-flame gas tnan keros1ne 
'Gas is more flammable than kerosine.' 
gig-ilab -ha 'That will flame a little.' 
CVq-fl ame that 

Other comparative examples: 
Mo 41 dakdakal -ha 'That is bigger.' 

CVC-big that 
Mo 42 um-umis 

CVC-sweet 
-to 
tnTs 

'This is sweeter.' 
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St 20 pokpokkawan 
CVC-white 

-di 
that 

'That is more white.' 

Some stems which are derived descriptives form 
comparative degree without the affixation. 
st11 pea-ayat ~ Juan noh Pedlo 

~-CV-climb Juan tnan-ah i'eCfTO 
Juan is a more expert climber than Pedro.' 

st 14 kakelakela hen bubae no hen lalae 
ka-CVCV-cry g:rrr- than boy 
'Girls are bigger cry-babies than boys.' 

Not all derived constructions take comparative degree, 
probably due to lexical cooccurrence restrictions. 
st12 hetatagtag hen ungunga 

he-CV-run children 
7All the children are running/runners,' 

Head 
of a 

Mo41 

Superlative constructions 
of noun phrases, however, 
Descriptive Clause. 
kadakkalan -ha 
1!.--~-C-bi g that 

Mo 36 ka ta tabaan 
ka--an-CV-fat - -

Mo 33 kalaladdawan 
ka--an-CV-C-late - -

st20 kapopokkawanan 
ka--an-CV-C-white - -

occur most often embedded as 
they may expound the predicate 

'That is the biggest.' 

'the fattest' 

'the latest' 

'the whitest' 

~ hen kayayagpawan 'This is the lightest.' 
tllfS g--~-CV-light 

3.12 Derived Descriptive Stems, St10-3o 
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Derivational affixes tend to change the construction type 
in which Head is expounded by a root or stem. Derivational 
affixes are numerous and often complex, e.g. 

ma-inn-CVC + ~ = mabinbinnayu 'easily pounded'; 
~-C1 - CV+ ditak = pagaddiditak 'slightly red'. 

It has not proved fruitful to analyze the complexity into its 
apparent constituent parts. 

The differences between derived descriptive and derived 
noun stems is often vague and difficult to distinguish. 

Derived Descriptives expound the Predicate of 
Descriptive clauses. Characteristically they take some kind 
of consonant reduplication, gemination, or both . 
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Charts 18, 19, and 20 show sets of Descriptive stem 
constructions followed by a description of each stem and the 
relationship it bears to the exponent of the Topic of the 
nonverbal Descriptive Clause (see Sec. 5.21). Set I 
constructions describe the actions of the situational actor. 
Set II constructions describe what happens to the situational 
patient, or its benefit from the Descriptive. Set III 
constructions describe a likeness of exponent of Topic to that 
of the Descriptive stem. 

Set 
Set I stems are descriptive of the Topic of a 

Descriptive Clause; this Topic carries the situational role of 
actor. The Descriptive describes how the exponent of Topic 
carries out the action of the Head. Parentheses around 
morpheme classes indicate that only a few members of that class 
may occur in that particular construction. 

Stem Affix Head 

11 tl-CV Mo00-20, 31 -3 3. 50, (36,38) 'expert at' 

l 2 he-CV Mo00-30, 50 (41,42) ' pl u ra l i ty ' 

13 ka-CVCV Mo00-50, Time words 'incessant, 
every' 

14 ~- Mo00-30, 42, 43, 50 'effortlessly 
do or become' 

CHART 18: Set I Derived Descriptives 

Stem 11 
· Affix _ei-CV most frequently derives descriptives from 

Mooo-20 31-33 50· The exponent of the focused tagmeme of the 
Descriplive cl!use is expert at performing, easily performs, or 
consistently performs the exponent of Head of this construction. 
A few members of Mo36,38 may also expound Head. 
Mo 10 p~totolong ah Ana 'Ana is very quick to help.' 

.P.!-CV-help Ana 

Mo20 pelolopo 'clever to roast' 
E.1-CV-roas t 

Mo50 pea-aso ka l 'to add sugar to everything' 
£.!-CV-sugar 

Mo33 peu-ulaw I to know how to make dizzy' 
£!-CV-dizzy 
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Mo 36 pebabasol 
.Ql-CV-s in 

Stem 12 

'accustomed to doing wrong' 

Affix ~-CV most frequently occurs with Mo00-30, 50 
expounding Head. A few members of Mo41 42 may also expound 
Head. The actors of this action are plural and all 
simultaneously perform the action. 
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Mo 00 hea-ahawada 'They all are getting married at once.' 
he-CV-spouse-they 

Mo 10 hesosolat I a 11 write at once' 
he-CV-write 

Mo20 hehaha_l'.at I a 11 simultaneously return home' 
~-CV-come home 

Mo50 
, 

heEaEase.l'. 
he-CV-rice 

'all go get .rice' 

Mo31 he6-e.l'. I a 11 go at once' 
~-CV-go 

Mo33 hetatala 'all hide at once' 
he-CV-hide 

Mo38 heluluwag 'all boil at once' 
he-CV-boil 

Mo42 heEa6aket 'all 
he-C-bitter 

simultaneously turn bitter' 

Mo43 hediditak I a 11 turn red at once' 
~-CV-red 

Stem 13 
Affix ka-CV(C)CV occurs with members of Mo 00 _50 and with time 

words expounaing Head. The actor is incessantly doing the stem 
or he is very quick at doing it. When time words occur, no 
actor is present and the incessant idea takes on the notion of 
'every'. 
Mo 00 ka-abuabulot-a.l'.u 'You are believers of just everything.' 

g-CVCV-believe-you 

Mo50 kaumauma 
ka-CVCV-field 

Mo35 kaete-ete.l'. hen 
ka-CVCV-die 

Mo38 katubutubu 
g-CVCV-leaf 

Ti k·a-al~a-algaw 
g-CV C)CV-day 
kalabilabi 
ka-CVCV-night 

4q9. Jt~t.43 

LJt') Of 
#- q 

mane 
Clil'Cken 

'always making fields' 

'The chickens are all dying off.' 

'easily leafs out' 

'every day' 

'every night' 

MANILA LIBRARY 
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kawakawakas 
g-CVCV-tomorrow 
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'day after day' 

Stem 14 

Affix~- most readily occurs with Mooo-20,31, 
however, M033-36,38,43,50 and a few members of Mo42 may also 
occur . 

With members of Mo33_35, the Topic tends to stimulate 
or produces the stem without effort, easily. 

agga-amlang -~ 'That is very funny.' 
~-laugh that 
aggaoklong -s!j_ 
~-desire-for food that 
1 lhat really makes one's mouth water . ' 
agga-aningalngal 
~-anger 

aggaegyat 
~-fear 

aggaulaw 
~-dizzy 

'sure cause for anger ' 

'very frightful' 

'easily causes dizziness' 

When occurring with members of other morpheme classes, 
this affix signals an obligatory actor tagmeme. The actor can 
perform the action of the Topic very easily and without effort. 
A degree of disdain or scorn is implied at performing the 
action because of the ease with which the actor assumes he can 
do it. 

Mo 50 agga-awa~-o 
~-woo -I 

-ha 
tnat 

'Of course I can get that wood.' 

Mo 20 aggaposet-o ~ -to 
~-throw-I tni s 

'I can very easily throw this. ' 

Mo 00 agga-abulot 'easily believe' 
~-believe 

Mo 10 aggatolong 'easily help' 
~-help 

Mo 31 aggaigga 'easily put, place' 
~-put 

Mo 42 aggapaket 'easily make bitter' 
~~-bitter 

Mo 43 aggaditak 'easily make red' 
~-red 

Set I I 
Set II stems describe the Topic of the Descriptive 

nonverbal clause as the patient or beneficiary of the exponent 
of Head. See Chart 19. 

.. 
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Set I I 

Stem Affix Head 

15 g-c1- Mo00-30, 50, 42, 43 'recently received or 
performed action on' 

16 !-c1 - CV- Moo0-30, 50, (42,43) (above) 

17 ll-CVCV- Mo00-20, 31-33, 50, 'stimulant' 
( 3 6. 38) 

18 nan-a- Mo30, 42. 43. 45 (00) 'group description' 

l 9 ma - i n n -CV C - Mo00-30, 50 'readily receives 
~ -- action' 

CHART 19: Set II Derived Descriptives 

Stern 15, 16 
Affix a-C1-CV- occurs with MoQQ-30 50 and a few 

exponents of Mo43. Affix kaC1- also occurs with these morpheme 
classes plus Mo42. Both affix complexes mean that the stem 
has just very recently become, been performed on, or received 
by the exponent of Topic. No distinction of meaning has been 
discovered for the two different affix possibilities. 
Mo 00 abbubulud / kabbulud 'just recently borrowed' 
Mo 10 assosongbatda I kassongbatda 

a-C-CV-answer-they ka-C-answer-they 
'They were just recently-answered.' 

Mo 20 ahhahayat / kahhayat 'just returned home' 

Mo5 0 assosonod I kassonod I ju St recently became brothers' 

. Mo3l aggagadang I .kaggadang 'just recently crossed over' 

Mo33 at ta ta baw I kattabaw 'just lost their way' 

Mo35 ae-ete.z: I kae te.z: 'recently died' 

Mo36 attutubu I kattubu 'recently leafed out' 

Mo42 appapaket I kaeEake t 'just turned bitter' 

Mo43 appopokaw I kappokaw 'just became white' 

Stem 18 
Affix nan-!- occurs with Mo30,42,43 expounding Head. A 

few members of Mooo may also expound Head. nan-!- is a group 
descriptive, Signalling that the exponent of Topic is plural 
and that all members of the Topic have the quality of the stem . 
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Although affix nan-a- looks like past tense of perhaps man-~-, 
man -a- does not occur. 

Mo 31 nan-abangad-ani 'We a 11 returned. I 

nan-a-return-we 

Mo33 nan-abbulagda 'They are a 11 blind. I 

nan-~-blind-they 

Mo34 nan-aulaw 'all dizzy' 
nan-~-d1zzy 

Mo42 nan-aEaket I all are bitter' 
nan-a-bitter 

Mo42 nan-angth~r I a 11 are ulack' 
nan-a-blac 

Stern 19 
Affix ma-inn- eve occurs with Mooo- 3o 50 and impli2s 

that the exponent of Topic very readily an~ easily may receive 
the action of the exponent of Head; or that the exponent of 
Topic is a favorite recipient of the Head. Tense does not 
occur, i.e. only ma- and never na- may occur in the affix 
complex. ~ 

Mo 00 mabinbinnayu 
ma-eve-inn-pound 
Tfapyak is easily 

Mo 10 maEanEannalt.Q..g_l 
ma-eve-inn-shoot 

hen taEyak 
kind of rice 

pounded. ' 
hen tolen 

'Rice birds are easily 
rice-bird 
shot.' 

Mo20 matentennalo ah Juan 'John can ea s i 1 y hide. I 

ma-eve-inn-hide Juan 

Mo50 mabinbinnalon 'easily used for lunches' 
ma-eve-inn-lunch 

Mo31 mabinbinnunag 'rea.dily comes out' 
ma-eve-inn-come OU t 

Mo33 maEenEennelay 'easily ma de crippled' 
ma-eve-inn-cripple 

Mo35 maen-ennate~ 'easily dies' 
ma-CVC-inn-ie 

Mo36 mabinbinnasol 'easily sins' 
ma-eve-inn-sin 

Mo38 ma-in-innasok 'easily becomes smoke filled' 
ma-CVC-1nn-smoke 

Set II I 
Set III stems are descriptive of the exponent of the Topic 

of the Descriptive nonverbal clause, ascribing the likeness of 
the exponent of Head to the exponent of Topic. 
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Stem Affix Head 
- ·- · 

21 p~-.:!:_CV ( C) CV· Mo 36,38,43,SO 'appearance' 

22 ~-c 1 -CV- Mo43 'slightly' 

23 ~-/~- C2- Mo00-30, 42, so 'habitual state' 

24 C2--~ Mo00-30, 42, 43. so 'habitual state' 

2S +CV -in- Place, person, era 'style of' - -

26 +CV -in- C2- Mo41-43, s t24 'style' - -

27 +CV -an - c2 - Mo4 l ' 42 'distributive' - , 

28 £!-CVCV- Mo32-38, 4 l • 43. so 'likeness' 

29 eve -in- :!:._C2- Mo36' 38. 43. so 'diminutive style' -
Ti me . words, proper 
names 

30 - in -- Time words 'every' 

CHART 20: Set III Derived Descriptives 

Exponence restrictions: 
Stem 24 may expound Head of st 26 only when Mo43 expounds 

Head of st 24. 

Stem 21 
Affix pagga - .:!:_ CV(C)CV occurs with M036, 38, 43, so. The 

Topic of this construction has the character1~tic~ appearance, 
smell, or taste of the Head. It is more of . a sensory likeness 
than £!CVCV- which takes many of the same Morpheme classes for 
exponent of Head. 
Maso pagga-ahoaho 'smell like a dog' 

E_2~-CVCV-dog 

Maso paggabasabasaw 'look like a carabao wallow' 
~-CVCV-carabao wa 11 ow 

Mo36 paggaissoisso 'smell like urine' 
~-CV(C"'}CV-urine 

Mo43 paggaditak 'a little bit red' 
~-red 
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Stem 22 
Affix~

meaning slightTy 
pagaddiditak 
~-C-CV-red 

pagangngengeteg 
~-C-CV-black 

pagappotokaw 
~-C-V-white 

pagal lalanhi 
~-C-CV-green 

pagaddududdulaw 
~-C-CV-yellow 

Stem 23 

BALANGAO GRAMMAR 

and C1 gemination -CV- occurs with Mo43 
the color indicated in the Head. 

'reddish' 

'blackish' 

'whitish' 

'greenish' 

'yellowish' 

~~-Ill!- and C2 gemination occurs with Moo0-30,42,50· 
~- occurs on those few words in these morpheme classes 
which are inflected for Special Subject Focus with~-. All 
other morphemes take na-. Tense does not occur. TneTopic 
of this construction 'habitually or consistently bears, as a 
description, the semantic quality of the stem. For examples 
see Stem 24. 

Stern 24 
Affix C2 gemination and -an occurs like the above 

description, Stem 23. No meanTng difference has been 
established for the two forms. 

Mooo na-a.l'..l'.at I a.l'..l'.atan 'habitually climbing' 

MolO natollong I tollongan 'always helping' 

Mo20 n a ta 11 o I tallowan 'always hiding' 

Mo50 nangawwa.l'. I awwa.l'.an 'always getting wood' 

Mo31 natonnod I tonnodan 'al ways going with someone' 

Mo33 naladdaw I laddawan 'al ways being late' 

Mo34 nasokkaw I sokkawan 'al ways C 0 l d I 

Mo36 nangisso I issowan 'always urinating' 

Mo38 nagillab I gillaban 'always/very flammable' 

Mo42 napakket I pakketan 'always making it too salty' 

Stern 25 
Infix -in- 'style' with +CV occurs with names of places, 

people, or eras of time plus a few other restricted nouns. 
Topic of the Descriptive Clause which has this construction 
has the characteristic way, style, or speech of the stem 
which expounds Head. 

• 
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Penapaola 
CV-in-Paola 
Binobontok, I 
CV-in-Bontoc 
menamaliyam I 
CV-in-long ago 
binababuy 
CV-in-pig 

Stem 26 

Binontok 
-in-Bontoc 

menaliyam 
-.!!!_-long ago 

'ways, habits of Paola' 

'custom, speech of Bontocs' 

'custom, ways of people of 
long ago' 

'way, habits of a pig' 

1 05 

Infix -in- 'style', +C2 gemination, +CV occurs with 
Mo41-43 and also st 24 when Head of stem 24 is expounded by 
Mo4g. This derived construction indicates that the Topic is of 
the intrinsic quality or style of the exponent of Head. 
Gemination does not occur with Mo43. 

'They are all big.' Mo41 pahigda dinakkal 
pure-they -l.!l.-C-b i g 

Mo42 inummis -ha 
-in-C-sweet that 

'Those are always sweet.' 

Mo43 didinitak hen inunat-o 
CV-in-red thread-my 

'My thread is red.' 

St20 penopokkawan 
CV-in-C-white 

'characteristically white' 

Stem 27 

Infix -an-, C2 gemination, and ~CV occurs with Mo41 42 
indicating that the quality of the exponent of Head is ' 
distributed to the exponent of Topic of the clause. 
danakkalda hen away 'The trees are all big.' 
-~-C-big-they tree 
papanakket -to 
CV-~-C-bitter tli'Ts 
dadan~al 
CV-~-C-many 

anatte 
-an-C-short 

Stern 28 

'These are all the bitter kind.' 

'many' 

'all short' 

Affix~- CVCV occurs with Mo32-38 41-43 50· This 
structure is ambiguous with St17 in that the same affixation 
occurs, however, the morpheme classes differ somewhat and the 
meanin~·s different. The actor is pretending to be what is 
stated described in the stem. The actor has taken on the 
characte istic activity, manner, or condition of the stem. A 
conditioned likeness to the stem is implied. 
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Mo 33 pabulabula~ ah 
~-CVCV-bl ind 

~ 
Tony 

'Tony is pretending he's blind.' 

Mo 36 pa-asoasok hen lumbong 
~-evev-smoke ~- clothes 
TThe clothes have the smell of smoke.' 

Mo38 pabalibali 
P.2_-CVeV-typhoon 

Mo 41 padakadakal 
~-eveV-big 

Mo42 papakeVaket 
~-eve -bitter 

Mo so pa-aeiagit 
~-e CV-rattan 

Mo43 paditaditak 
~-CV CV-red 

Mo45 paduwaduwa 
~-eVCV-two 

Stem 29 

fruit 

'like a typhoon' 

'pretend to be big' 

'bitterness about it' 

'like, the taste of rattan 
fruit' 

'reddish' 

'two by two' 

Infix -.:!...!:!.- 'style' with eve 'diminutive' and 2:_ez occurs 
with Mo 36 38 43 50 , time words and proper names. This affix 
combination ~ig~aTs the Topic as a diminutive style of the Head, 
hence it often gives a derogatory implication to the Topic by 
implying that the Topic is a model or imitation of the real. 

A few morphemes have obligatory e2 gemination: 
~~ 'captain', pena-aw 'handle', .P.!tl 'wing', 
l<HaSOTe 'bird', kason 'trunk'. 

A few morphemes cannot occur 
~ 'grand parent, child', babuy 
kosa 'cat',~ 'duck', payong 
~ 'knife . 

with gemination: 
'pig', luwang 'carabao', 
'umbrella', alo 'pestle', 

eve has an alternate form of eVq- like that described in 
Aspect I (see Sec. 2.34.l, 1.67). 

tenae-ayong_ 
Vq-.!..!!_-umbrella 

Mo 50 binab-alon / 
evq-in-lunch 

'very poor umbrella' 

binab-allon 'inadequate lunch' 

enag-agit I enag-aggit 
eVq-in-rattan fruit 
'poorquality rattan fruit' 

Mo 36 tenabtabba 
eVC-in-C-fat 

Mo 38 binab-alli 
eVq-l!!_-e-typhoon 

'poor quality fat' 

'a wee typhoon' 

• 

• 
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Mo 43 dinidditak 
CVC-i!!_-red 

Ti lenablabbi 
CVC-in-C-night 

'poor quality of red' 

'night, probably filled with difficulties and no sleep' 
Name Penapaola 

CVC-in-Paola 
Binonbontok 
CVC-i n-Bontoc 

'derogatory ways of Paola' 

'bad--Wa~s of the Bontocs / poor imitation of Bontocs' 

Stem 30 
Infix -in- 'style' occurs with some time 

characterTstic meaning of 'every'. 
words giving 

the 

~nal-agaw 
inu as 
lenabi 
menadhem 
bin i ~bi ga t 
w1na as 
tena-wrn 
binulan 

3.2 NOUNS, W51 

'every 
'every 
'every 
'every 
'every 
'every 
'every 
'every 

day I 

hour' 
night' 
evening' 
morning' 
tomorrow/every 
year' 
month' 

day' 

l 07 

Nouns differ from Descriptives in that they do not inflect 
for degree. Unaffixed they expound the Head of noun phrases . 
Nouns may be possessed and inflected for plural. 

3.21 Inflection of Nouns 
Chart 21 shows inflection of nouns for plural. 

Plural Head 

CV Mo36, 38, 50 

(-an-> 

CHART 21: Inflection of Nouns for plural 

c Exponence restrictions: 

• 

Only kinship terms of Mo 54 may occur with <-an->. 
amin hen babaHy 'all the houses' 
aii-- CV-house 
u -uma 
cv:ITel d 

'fields' 
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babali 
CV-typhoon 
tut~ du 
CV-seat 
babala 
CV-coa 1 
babasol 
CV-sin 
sasabsabong 
CV-flower 

'typhoons' 

'chairs' 

'coals, bullets' 

'sins' 

'flowers' 

<-an~> has two forms: -in- which generally occurs when the 
vowel of the syllable in which the infix occurs is high; 
-an- which generally occurs with other vowels. There are 
a--"few kinship terms which do not take this form of 
pluralization, but take the above-described CV pattern: 

sosnod 
CV-brother 
a-anA 
cv:cnn d 

'brothers' 

'child, offspring' 

Chart 22 shows pluralized kinship terms. 

Singular 
bubae 
ina 
in-ina 
i ba 
iiiid-an 
~ 

makolang 
ama 
ag,-
am-ama 
la l ae 

ba bu 1 u 

babalasang 

CHART 22: 

P 1ura1 
binubae 
ininna* 
inin-ina 
inib-a** 
manad-an 
ana p-o** 

manakolang 
anamma* 
anag-1** 
an am-a ma 
lallalae, 
lanlalae 
banabullu, 
banabulu 
binabalasang, 
banabalasang 

Pluralized Kinship Terms 

* 
** 

These forms take gemination of C2. 
These forms have an additional -~-. 

3.22 Derived Noun Stems, St4o-60 

Meaning 
girls 
mothers 
women 
companions 
old women 
grand parents, 
grandchi 1 d ren 
old men 
fa the rs 
siblings 
men 
boys 

young men 

young women 

Derived nouns expound the Head of Noun phrases and may be 
possessed, although for the most part, not pluralized. 

• 
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Nouns are derived from verbs with affix -an which is 
similar in appearance but different in function--than Referent 

• Focus affix. An added meaning of time or location is often 
implied with this affix. Abstract nouns are derived by affix 
ka-. A group of affixes with -he- carry the notion of group 
or unit. Other derivational also occur. 

• 

• 

Charts 23-26 show the groups of derived nouns followed 
by a description of each ~onstruction. The first set is that 
which derives nouns from verbs. Abstracts follow, and then the 
unit-group nouns and lastly location, direction, and ordinal 
number derivations. 

3.22.l Nouns derived from Verbs, St41 
Nouns are derived from verbs by addition of suffix -an. 

Chart 23 ihows this construction. 

Head Affix 

v construction -an 

CHART 23: Nouns derived from verbs 

Exponence restrictions: 
-an cannot occur with Aptative, Aspect II. 
-an cannot occur with Peremptory Mode . -an causes suffixes of Referent Focus, Benefactive Focus 
- and Object Focus to be deleted. 

Derivational suffix -an is added to verbs which have 
Subject Focus affixes. Note the following array: 

Subject Focus Nominalizer 

man- -an -mang-
-um--ma-
me-
man-ahe-
man-inn-
mamEanga-

ah wakas hen mampaltiyanda hen luwang 
- tomorrow man-kill-an-their carabao 
'Tomorrow is when they willkill the carabao.' 
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ah ~ hen mangawyam 
mountain mang-wood-~-your 

'The mountain is where you'll gather wood.' 
tomolongan 
-.!:!_!!l-help-~ 

' omenbunagan 
-um-i-come out-an 
ma sob la ka n 
ma-wash-an 
migatenan 
!!!.!_-step on -an 
man-ahetagepbalan 
man-ahe-talk-an ----
man-ennawa tan 
man-inn-understand-an 

'the helping' 

'place of coming 

'place, time of 

'place, time of 

'place, time of 

'j)Tace, time of understanding each other.' 
m~ladawan 
m~-late-an 
'Place, tTme of being late with another' 
mampangaeyan 

out' 

being washed' 

being stepped on' 

talking together' 

man-E.!n.9.!.-go-~ 
'j)Tace, time of taking time out to go and then return' 

Nonsubject Focus verbs, when nominalized by -an, undergo 
the following affix transformation according to the-array below: 

Focus Added affix Nominalizer Final form 

Obj 
Ref 
Ass 
fsene 

-en mang- -an 
-an mang_ - -an -i - mang en - -an 
i -an man gen- -an - - -
inulas hen manginuman)u 

(-drink-en 
mang-drink-an-your 
when you wiIT drink.' 

-in-hour 

'Every hour is 

~--~ 
mang--~ 

mangen--~ 

man gen--~ 

mamaltogan 
(shoot-an) 
ma!!_g_-shoot-~ 

'place, time of shooting' 

manginlubuan 
(i-bury) 
ma-ngen-bury-~ 

'time, place of burying' 

heno hen mangimbayuwam 
who (pound-i-~!~.J 

mangen-pound-~-you 
' Who is the one for whom you will pound.' 

.. 

• 
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3.22.2 Abstract Nouns st 42 _61 derived from Morpheme Classes 
• Chart 24 shows constructions which form derived 

.. 

• 

• 

• 

abstracts. All but St46 48 are obligatorily poisessed. An 
explanation of each stem'construction with examples of that 
stem follows . 

Stern Derivational Head 

42 ka- Mo40 'descriptive of possessor' -

43 ka-in- Mo 00-5 0 'inherent of possessor' 

44 kena- Mo 'characteristic of 36,38,40, possessor' 50 

45 ka - -an Mo00-20, 'reason, time that exponent - - of Head is done to 31-33. possessor' 35 

46 ka- CV(C)CV Mo36,38,50 'abstract plural' 

47 -in- Mo32-35 'inherent quality of - possessor' 

48 :.. in- weaving 'inherent style' 
styles 

CHART 24: Derived Abstract Nouns 

Stem 42 
Affix~- occurs with Mo40 and is obligatorily 

possessed. This construction abstracts the quality of Head 
which in some sense describes the possessor. 
Mo 41 maid inila hen kadakalna 

none knew-I ka-big-its 
'I don't know how bigit is.' 

Mo 42 amdan hen kalamhetna 'Its flatness is extreme.' 
very -- ka-tasteless-its 

Mo 43 kaditakna 'its redness' 
ka-red-it 

Mo 45 katolona 
ka-three-it 

'Its inherent being of three.' 

A very few members of other morpheme classes may also 
expound Head of this construction . 
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Mooo kakebolna 'its being muddy' 
g-muddy-i t 

Mo38 kalakayna I its elderliness' 
ka-old-it 

Mo36 ka bu l agna I hi S blindness' 
ka-blind-his 

Mo50 ka baton a 'its stone-likeness' 
ka-stone-it 

Stem 43 
Affix g- plus -in:- 'style' occurs on Mooo-50 and time 

words. This construct-Ion is obligatorily possessed and usually 
by third person singular. It abstracts the Head as an inherent 
quality of the possessor, hence it is possible to elicit the 
construction with almost any morpheme expounding Head. 
Ti ~.!l kawinakasna Y..2_ 

onTY ka-in-tomorrow-its and 
'Just because there is tomorrow 

itanagayan ~ uwan 
a an on now 
it can't be given up now.' 

Mo 00 .9..!.E_Q_ hen kabinaludna .. 
since ka-in-prison-his . 
'Because of iiTs-i-mprisonment •.. ' 

Mo 10 kapenaltogna 'its gun likeness' 
g-.'!..!!.-gun-it 

Mo 2 0 k al i nu bun a 
g-!.!l-grave-i t 

Mo 50 kalenotona 
ka-in-camote-it 

Mo 34 kainulawna 
ka -in -dizzy-his 

Mo 33 kapenela~na 
g-in-cr1pple-his 

Mo 35 katenokalna 
ka-in-sad-his 

Mo 41 kadinakalna 
ka-in-big-it 

Mo 42 kapenaketna 
ka-in-bitter-it 

Mo 43 kadinitakna 
ka-in-red-it 

Mo 45 kadinuwana 
ka-in-two-it 

Stem 44 

'its being like a grave' 

'its quality as a camote' 

'his dizziness' 

'his being a cripple' 

'his characteristic sadness' 

'its inherent bigness' 

'its natural bitterness' 

'its natural redness' 

'its inherent being of two' 

Affix ka- is infixed with -in- to form kena- which occurs 
with Mo 3613S,40150 , and is obligatorily possessed. This 

It 

• 
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construction abstracts the Head as characteristic of the 
possessor. 
Mo 50 magheb 

burn 
I It I 11 

te hen kena-awa~na 
because kena-woo -it 

burn because of°"TfS wood 1ikeness.' 

Mo36 kenabaso1na 'its sin characteristics' 
kena-srn-it 

Mo38 kenaudanna Ii ts being rain' 
kena-ra1n-it 

Mo41 kenadua1na Ii t S characteristic of being 
kena-many-i t many' 

11 3 

Mo42 kenaeaketna 'its characteristic bitterness' 
kena-bitter-it 

Mo43 kenantete~na Ii ts characteristic b1ackness' 
kena-lac-it 

Mo35 ken ao~a tna Ii ts characteristic fourness' 
kena -our-it 

Stern 45 

Affix g--!!!_ occurs with Mooo-20 31-33 35. This 
construction is obligatorily possesseJ and a~stracts the 
activity of the stem done by the possessor. 
Mo 00 hen nate~ana hen kaealtiyanda hen luwang 

death-his ka-kill-an-their carabao 
'His death was the reason for their killing of the carabao.' 

Mo 10 aningalngalna hen kasongbatana 
anger-his ka-answer-an-his 
'His anger was the reason for hTs answering. I 

Mo 20 kahablotana 'reason for hanging up of' 
g-hang-up-!!!_-i t 

Mo31 kaligwatana 'reason for his starting OU t I 
ka-start-out-an~it - -

Mc33 kaladawana 'reason for being 1ate 1 

ka-late-an-it - -
Mo34 kaulawana 'reason for getting dizzy' 

g-di zzy-.!!!_-i t 

Mo35 kaesseyana 
g-sleep-.!!!.-it 

'reason for his being asleep' 

Stern 46 
Affix ka- CV(C)CV occurs with Mo36 38 50 and is optionally 

possessed. -This construction indicates'an'abstract plural, 
i.e. all those of the quality of the stem . 
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Mo 50 mauwisan amin 
judge arr
'All people of 
wada amin hen 
.,-S- a 11 
'There is every 

hen katagutagu 
g-CVCV-people 

all kinds wi 11 be judged.' 
egaday 
bounday-~ 

kind of rice 

, , 
kapagepage..l'. 
ka-CVCV-rice 

there is right he re.' 
katudutudu 
ka-CV(C)CV-chair 

'every kind of chair' 

Mo 38 katubutubu 
~~-cvcv 1 ea f 

Stem 47 

'all the leaves' 

Affix -i!l- 'style' occurs with Mo33_3 5 and is 
obligatorily possessed. The Head is an inherent quality of 
the possessor. 

Mo 33 na~ hen binula~na 
rO-ng -in-blind-his 
'His blindness TS of long ago.' 

Mo 34 palalo hen binhug-o 
very -in-full-my 
'My fulness isgreat/I'm very full.' 

Mo 35 tenokalna 
-in-sad-his 

Stem 48 

'his sadness' 

Affix -in- occurs with a closed class of morphemes which 
results in the name of a certain weaving pattern. Weaving 
patterns which are plain with no pattern do not have this infix. 

Blankets 
dinangpah 
senakong 
1 ena bay 
senapang 
g1nayang 

Skirts 
dinangpah 
senakong 
g1nama t 
lenoket 

G Strings 
dinangpah 
sen a kong 
b:rrluhlan 

Only one unaffixed morpheme has meaning apart from the 
infix: gayang 'crow': the weaving pattern ginayang is black 
and white. 

There is also a sewing stitch of a special design which 
a 1 so has the same infix, enayubu. 

Chart 25 shows derived nouns which have a common meaning 
of group or unit. Each stem is discussed with examples. 
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Stem Affix Head Meaning 

51 a he- Mo00-30,50 'time Of I 

52 ahen --- kinship terms 'likeness' 

53 hen 1- kinship terms 'relationships' 

54 hen 2-cv Mo45 'distribution' 

55 hen 3- measure 'unit of' 

CHART 25: Unit group Nouns 

Stem 51 
Affix ahe- occurs with a semantically restricted class of 

morphemes from a number of classes. The construction, with a 
verb expounding Head, means the time that all people engage in 
the activity of the verb. With a noun, the meaning is that all 
people gather or plant that noun. 

ad uwan hen ahebtA 'Now is the time of harvest.' 
~ now ahe-harvest 
ahehamal 'time of planting' 
aheanop 'time to hunt' 
ahedayday 'ti me to prepare the fields. I 

ahepaggot 'time of hard work' 

ahelidah 'time of weeding' 

ahepattong 'time of gong playing' 
ahehamd~ 'ti me of the vegetables' 

aheag it 'time of rattan fruit' 

Stern 52 
affix ahen- occurs with only two terms, babalyan 'family' 

and~ 'person'. This construction means the rest of your 
family----nlembers and your fellow man respectively. 

ahenbaballanno 
ahen-fami y-your 
ahentaguda 
ahen-people-their 

Stem 53 

'all your family members' 

'their fellow man ' 

Affix hen1- occurs with kinship terms implying a special 
relationship. · Not all kinship terms may occur in this 
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construction. 
hen-ina 
hen-ininna 
hen-ama 
hen-anamma 
hen-apo 
hen-anap-o 
hen-atogong 
hen-abalyan 
hen-agi 
hensonod 
hen -a toga nga 
hen-apenghan 
hen-iba 
hen-ahawa 

Stern 54 
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'mother and child' 
'mother and plural children' 
'father and child' 
'father and pl u ra l children' 
'grandparent and grandchild' 
'grandparent and grandchildren' 
'neighbors' 
'parents of child's spouse' 
'siblings' 
'brothers' 
'mother-in-law and child-in-law' 
'first cousins' 
'companions' 
'a pair, married couple' 

Affix hen 2-cv occurs with Mo45 and means that the number 
in the Head is distributed to each. V1 of the Head drops upon 
affixation when that syllable does not carry stress. When C1 
of Head is glottal, it metathesized with c2 . The construction 
may carry CVCV reduplication which is probably like Repetitive 
of Aspect I in verbs. When more than one number is used in a 
phrase for complex numbering, each number receives the reduplica
tion, e.g. 

hentotlonpopolo ~ €n-em '36 each' 
hen-CV-three-CV-ten and CV-six 
hen-eh-a 
hen-CV-one 
henduhendudwa I 
CVCV-hen-CV-two 
hentotlo 
hen-CV-three 

hen-o~-at 
hen-C-four 

henpo~olo 
hen -C -ten 

Stern 55 

'one each' 

hendudwa 
hen-CV-two 

'three each' 

'four each' 

'ten each' 

'two each' 

The following array shows constructions with affix hen3-. 

• 
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Affix 

hen-
ca rdi na l 
number -n 

Head 

unit word 
time word 
possessed time word 

11 7 

hen- occurs with all exponents of Head. Cardinal number 
-n occurs with unit words and time words only. Time words and 
possessed time words expound the Head of a structure which in 
turn may occur only expounding Head of a verb with Stative 
Mode. 

Stem 55 means a unit of that which expounds the Head of 
a given number of units of exponent of Head. 

Unit words: 
hensaHp 
hensola 
hempo o 
hinggasot 

'one ganta' 
'one chupa' 
'unit of 10' 
'unit of 100' 

Time words and possessed 
verbs with Stative Mode: 

(ma)henbulan(an) 
- hen-month-

(ma )duwan-ulas(an) 
- two-n-hour -

(ma)tolonlabi(~) 
three -!!_-night 

(ma)hen-aket(an) 
- hen-little 

(ma) hentawen-o 
- hen-year-I 

(ma)hen-ag-agawda 
- hen-day-they 

duwansalep 
duwansopa 
tolompolo 
opatgasot 

time words as 

'two gantas' 
'two chupas' 
'3 units of 10, (30)' 
'4 units of 100, 

( 400) I 

expounding Head of 

'being a month' 

'being two hours' 

'being three nights' 

'being just a short time' 

'my having been a year' 

'their having been a day' 

Chart 26 shows derived nouns which indicate location, 
direction, origin, and ordinal numeral. 
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Stern Affix Head Meaning 

56 CV-C 2 -~ Mo00-30
1 50 'place of' 

57 ~ - .!.!!_ - Mo43,50-60 'place of' 
(36,38,39) 

58 i - Locations 'origin' -
59 £.i..!_- Di rec ti on 'in direction of' 

60 a- Mo45 'ordinal numbers' -

CHART 26: Derived Nouns of Location, Direction and Number 

Stem 56 

Affix cv-c 2 -an occurs with Mooo-30 50· This 
construction nominaTizes the Head as tne'place where the action 
of the Head customarily takes places or where the Head is 
located. (Consonant gemination cannot occur when a 
consonant cluster already exists.) 

Mooo a-amhan 
CV-an-bathe 

'bathing p 1 ace ' 

Mo 10 sosoblakan 
CV-wash-an 

'place of washing clothes' 

Mo20 hahablotan 'place of hanging Up I 

CV-hang up - a.n 

Mo50 u-ummaan 'place 
CV-C-kaingin-.!!l_ 

of making kaingin' 

Mo31 gagaddangan 'place of crossing' 
CV-C-cross-an 

Mo35 e-etteyan 'place of dying' 
CV-C-die-an 

Mo36 babassolan 
CV -C -s .,-n:a n 

'place of sinning' 

Stem 57 
Affix E_!-iD_- occurs with Mo43 50-60 plus a few members 

of Mo36 38 39· This construction ~eans the place of that which 
is expo~ent of Head. It may carry CVC reduplication, however, 
no meaning has yet been ascertained for this optional feature. 
Mo painuma 5o ~-iD_-kaingin 

'place of kaingins' 
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Eabinuwa 'place of betel nut' 
22._-.:!._r!_-betel nut 
Ealinubu .'grave ya rd' 
.1?2..-.iJ:!.-bury 
Eabinato 'stony place' 
~ -.1.1!.- rock 

Ea EenaSa l 'place of berries' 
~-.iD_- erry 

Mo38 Eabinali ' home of typhoons' 
~-in-typhoon 

Mo43 Eapenokaw 'place of the white stuff' 
ll-i!!_-white 

Mo50 Eapenpen~ 'place of rice' 
~-CVC-.:!._r!_-r1 ce 
palenlen3to 'place of camote' 
~-CVC-in-camote 

Stem 58 
Prefix i- occurs only with names of places and means the 

people from that place . 
ibontol< 
iba,abag 
iba angaw 
emelekano 
ibih3na 
i_-half-i t 

Stem 5 9 

'people of Bontoc' 
'people of Bagabag' 
'people of Balangao' 
'people of America' 
'people from the other side' 

Affix E..:!.1- occurs with direction words and means near 
and in the direction of the Head . . The only morphemes known to 
occur with this affix are: 

Eitda~a 'just up above' 
Ei t-a ove 
pitlagud 'just below' 
ill-be low 
Eetdal-~m 'just inside' 
ill-inside 
Eettongdu 
E..:!.1-up 

Stem 60 

I Up I 

Affix~- occurs with Mo45, deriving ordinal numbers from 
cardinal numbers. Numbers beginning with glottal lose their 
initial syllable. This construction is obligatorily possessed 
unless it expounds the Head of another construction. 
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3.3 RESTRICTED WORDS 

I half I 

I third I 

'fourth' 
'fifth' 
'sixth' 
'seventh' 
'eighth' 
'ninth' 
'tenth' 

BALANGAO GRAMMAR 

Restricted words are those which do not easily fit into 
the described categories of Verb, Descriptive, and Noun. 
These words include time words, some of which may carry verbal 
inflection; substitutes; locatives which occur in location 
phrases; uninflectable adjuncts, links, signals, formulae; 
and relators. 

3.31 Time Words 
Time words expound the Head of time phrases and some 

expound a very limited series of verbs. Time words are not 
listed with verbs because only a few Focus-Tense affixations 
occur, and also none may occur with affix 2-!_- as other verbal 
constructions do. 

Time words are either complex or simple and affixable or 
unaffixable as demonstrated by chart 27. Complex time words 
have a fused affix of hen-, !!@._-, -um- or -~. 
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Unaffix
able 

Affix
a bl e 

Complex 

hin-algaw, 'day before 
din-a 1 gaw yesterday' 

ti .in-onio.gab 

hinpanawen 

alubyan 
hin-udum 

maliyam 
bu ma tang an 

mag eyed 
mamatd 
ma-algaw 
manfirwa 
mad m 
iiiafiehcf em 
pomaway 

'night before 
1 as t' 

'year before 
1 a St I 

'last night' 
'day after 
tomorrow or 
day before 
yesterday' 

'centuries' 
'afternoon' 

I 1 -2 p • m • I 

'l 0 a. m.' 
· s· a .m.' 
'noon' 
'night' 
'bedtime' 
'daylight' 

Simple 

!!9J@_ 

anad 
uwan 

ka sen 
taw~n 
awni 
wakas 
CIUriiTrl ~ u 
<Lones 
bigbigat 
ag-agaw 
bu l an 
~ 
UlaS 
algaw 

'yesterday' 

'a while ago' 
'right now' 

'again' 
'year' 
'later' 
'tomorrow' 
'week' 
days of week2 
'morning' 
'day' 
'month' 
'night' 
'hour' 
'day' 

CHART 27: Complex and Simple Time Words 

3.31.l Time Words occurring as Head of Time Phrases 
Unaffixable complex time words have a recognizable affix; 

however, that affix cannot be separated from the root, for the 
root has no meaning apart from the affix. hinpanawen is an 
exception for. it is tawen 'year' plus hinpanr, but because the 
affix occurs nowhere else, the form is place here. These 
unaffixable complex stems all occur with phrase relator ad 
'past time' except for hin-udum and maliyam which_may also occur 
with ah 'future time'. buinatangan occurs only with ah 'future 
ti me.-.-

ad hin-omogab 
ad alubyan 
ad hin-algaw 
an hin-algaw 
an bumatangan 
ad hin-udum 

'night before last' 
'last night' 
'some time ago' 
'sometime in the future' 
'in the afternoon' 
'day before yesterday' 

Al_l the complex affixable stems occur with ~only. 
ah manggawa 
ah pomaway 
ah madhem 

'at noon' 
'at daybreak' 
'tonight' 
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Simple unaffixable stems occur only with phrase relater 
ad 'past time'. 

ad~ aa uwan 
act anad ---

'yesterday' 
'now' 
'a while ago' 

Simple affixable stems kasen 'again' and -tawen 'year' occur 
with both ad and ah. All affixable stems, simpreand complex, 
may Q C C U r wr th . a h k a S e n I t he n e X t , , , I , 0 n l y b U 1 a n an d ta Wen 
may also occur WTth ad kasen 'the last ... '. ---

ad kasen 'in the time before' 
ah kasen 'in the future' 
ad tawen 'last year' 
ad kasen tawen 'year before last' an kasen bUTan 'next month' 
ah kasen iiiang9awa 'tomorrow noon' 
~ ~sen dumi !!_[g!!_ 'next week' 

awni, wakas, bi~bigat, duminggu, and <}.ones> occur with 
time reritor ah. Ot er affixable simple time words occur in 
verbs or with-ah kasen. 

ah awni 
ah wakas 

----

, ah ti19ETga t 
~ pegwana 
ah kasen ulas 
ah kasen wakas 

'later' 
'tomorrow' 
'in the morning' 
'Tuesday (it's second)' 
'in the next hour' 
'a later tomorrow/day after 
tomorrow' 

3. 31. 2 Ti me Words occurring as Head of Verbs 
The members of affixable complex time words obligatorily 

have past or nonpast tense and are only in three Focuses. All 
but mageyed and mamato have meaning apart from their affixation. 
Focus affixes are ma- (Stative Mode plus -en), man- and -um-. 
Tense is the only other verb tagmeme whichrnay occur with
affixable complex time words. 

~ nanggawa 
nan-noon 

~ manggawa 
man-noon 

'when it w.ill be past noon' 

'when it will be noon' 

Affixable simple time words occur with a variety of Focus 
affixes and with Tense. 

Subject Focus affix -um- with the following morphemes 
indicates that the time of-"fhe stem transpires. No overt 
focused tagmeme may occur in the clause, i.e. the focused 
tagmeme is expounded by third person singular, a zero morpheme. 

to maw en 
-um-year 

' to be a year' 

• 
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1 om ab i 
-um-night 
bumulan 
-um-month 
omag-agaw 
-um-day 

'to become a full night' 

'to become a month' 

'become a day' 

Specialized meanings with -um- may have overt focused 
clause tagmemes: 

1 23 

omalaawda 'They will spend two nights.' 
-um-ay-they 
omal-algawani 
-um-CVCV-day-we 
lomablabiayu 
-um-CVC-night-you 

'We will spend all day.' 

'You will spend all night.' 

With Object Focus affix -en, the resulting verb occurs 
only in base 1 of a Merged sentence. Only labi 'night' and 
ag-agaw 'day' have been elicited in this structure. 

labiyenyu way_ manalan 'You walk at night.' 
night-en-you Tk walk 

ag-a~awem ~ man -a ba 1 
day-.....!!_-you Tk- weave 

'You weave in the day time.' 

Subject Focus with Aptative Aspect II occurs with some 
time words and numeral time phrases. Time words occurring in 
this structure are listed. This affixation indicates the 
amount of time the exponent of the focused clause tagmeme has 
been. 

makau ·las-ani 
maka-hour-we 
nakadumingguda 
naka-week-they 
makatoloytawen-ani 
maka-three-lk-year-we 
nakaduwaybul ana 
naka-two-lk-month-I 

'We'll be an hour.' 

'They were a week.' 

'We will be three years.' 

'I was two months.' 

Some time words may occur with Stative Mode inflection 
ma--an, indicating the state of having reached the time speci
fled-:rn the Head. Time words expounding Head of Stative are: 

ma tawnan 'being a year' 
ma1abi,l'.an 'being a night' 
ma-aketan 'being a very short ti me' 
mabu1anan 'being a month' 

Two time words occur with Stative Mode ma-
ma-awnia,l'.U 'You wil 1 be de 1 ayed. I 

ma-late-you 
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mawakas 
ma-tomorrow 

3.32 Substitutes 

'It was the next day.' 

Substitutes include pronouns, inflected for person and 
number; demonstratives inflected for number and distance; and 
interrogative substitutes. 

3.32. 1 Pronouns 
Pronouns are divided into four sets. Set I is focused and 

occurs as clitic to the exponent of the predicate tagmeme of 
a clause. Set II expounds unfocused Subject when occurring 
as clitic to the exponent of predicate tagmeme of a clause, 
and possessor when occurring as clitic to a noun. Set III 
is a free set of pronouns occurring as Head of pronoun phrases. 
Set IV is a complex of unfocused subject with focused 
nonsubject occurring as clitic to a predicate tagmeme. Subject 
is expressed as third person, although only in two forms is it 
overt. 

Set I Set I I 

Person Sing Pl Sing Pl 
1 -a *--ani * - -g_;v -ni 
1 -2 -fa -ta-aw -ta -ta-aw 
2 *=a *--ayu _-no I-!!!_ -* -
3 0 -da -na - a 

Set I I I Set IV 
Person Sing Pl Sing Pl 
1 ha en dani -a -d~ni 
1 -2 <1 i ta di ta-aw -di ta -dita-aw 
2 hea 

** 
-Cfa:a -~'a~ 3 h1ya a -- - a i da 

CHART 28: Pronouns, Sets I, II, III, IV 
* These clitics begin with glottal stop. 

Pronouns of third person singular and plural of Set III 
may be inflected for distance, acting as demonstratives . 

Near speaker Near hearer Far 

Sing hi .z:a to h; .z:a ha hi.z:adi 

Pl didato didaha didadi 

·-
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Third person singular pronoun of Set III m~y also occur as 
a verb with Subject Focus -um- and repetitive reduplication 
of Aspect I. 

humiyahiya 
CVC-um-it/he 

3.32.2 Demonstratives 

'to continually be that way' 

Demonstratives are divided into ten sets. The first five 
sets on the following chart are substitutes whereas the last 
five tend to act more as specifiers. There are notable 
structural elements in demonstrative constructions: in the 
first five sets, -to, -ha, and -di denote respectively 'near 
speaker', 'near hearer·-,-and 'far'. In the last five sets, · 
-.IQ., -!!.!_,and-~ carry these same meanings. da throughout 
denotes plurality. It has not been fruitful, however, to set 
up a bidimensional array and assign meaning to every differing 
part of demonstratives. Set I is a general Focus set; Set II 
is a specific Focus set; Set III is unfocused Subject substitute; 
Set IV is unfocused and nonsubject substitute; Set V expounds 
Identificational Clause predicates; Set VI expounds Location
identificational predicates; Set VII occurs only in phrases 
modifying a Head; Set VIII is locational; Set IX is a clitic 
set occurring with the word which it specifies; Set X occurs 
as locative and also has other functions and is probably an 
intact borrowing from a neighboring dialect. 

Singular P 1ura1 

Set Near Sp Near Hr Far Near Sp Near Hr Far 

I -to -ha -di date da ha dadi 
I I a hna t to ahnahha ahnaddi danatto danahha daiiaddi 

I I I natto nahha naddi danatto danahha danaddi 
IV annatto annahha annaddi andanatto andanahha andanaddi 
v -~ ya ha ~ danatto danahha danaddi 

VI an toy!!:!_* anna.l'.an andi,Z'.an antoda,Z'.an annada,Z'.an andida,Z'.an 
VI I anto.l'. anna.Y andi antoda,Z'. annada.l'. andida.l'. 

VIII ah -to ah -na ~di 
IX :anto - - :anar -anna 
x he to hena hldl 

CHART 29: Demonstratives, Sets 1-X 
* anto also occurs as an alternate form . 

3.32.3 Interrogatives 
A set of interrogatives substitute for the predicate of an 

Identificational Clause. Interrogatives which are not 
substitutes occur as adjuncts. The following substitutes occur: 
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heno/henokay 
duud/dokkay 
kamana 
heno hen 
WhO 
duud hen 
where 

em{:y 
-urn-go 
a yam 
go-~-you 

kamana-ayu 
how many-.you 

'what, who' 
'where' 

BALANGAO GRAMMAR 

'when, how many' 
'Who will go?' 

'Where are you going?' 

'How many are you?' 

Free fluctuation occurs with hen~/henokay and duud/dokkay. 

3.33 Locatives 
Locative words number five and occur only as Head of a 

Location relater-axis phrase. Relater~ indicates direction. 
emeya ad ~ 'I'm going below.' 
-~-go-I b-eTOw 
udu 'up',~ 'above', dal-em 'inside', tongdu 'up'. 

3.34 Adjuncts 
Adjuncts are summarized in five categories: exclamation, 

intensity, affirmation, mode, and verb phrase adjuncts. 
Exclamation adjuncts are: 

~ ate 
ann i · 

!!a 
no 
anganan 

Intensity adjuncts are: 
ammag/mag 
polos 

pin~ 
~ 
pa at 

Affirmation adjuncts are: 
00 

~ 
to t-owa 

Mode adjuncts are: 

~ 
~ 

'surprise' 
'surprise' 

.'surprise' 
'attention getting' 
'approval' 
'disapproval' 
'questioning' 
'amazement' 

'very' 
'absolutely none' 
' p u re , u nm i x e d ' 
'very' 
'absolute' 
'exactly' 

I ye SI 

'of course' 
'truly' 

'question' 
'question reason for' 

• 
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~ 
ano 
koma 
men at 
~y di l u 
age 
~ 
uwa 

Verb phrase adjuncts are: 
adi 
Wn 
~ maid 

' echo question' 
'reportedly' 
'hopefully' 
'maybe' 
'if you please' 
'anyway' 
'also' 
'unexpected reversal' 
'on second thought' 

'negative' 
'nominal negative ' 
'did not' 
'none' 

l 27 

inna 
"fe"'9-" a n g a y 
kasen 

'negative, first person singular' 
'nearly' 

an at 
'again' 
' just recently done' 
'involuntary' 
'voluntary' 
' progressive' 
'question right to do' 

The above adjuncts occur prepredicate and, except for 
inna, attract clitic pronouns. inna innately carries first 
person singular and cannot be used when other than first person 
singular is being negated . 

3.35 Particles 
Particles consist of links, relators, signals, and 

(see Sec. 6 for their occurrences in Sentences). Links 
in phrases, clauses and sentences. 

Y..~./ 'f2..!l_ ' a n d ' 
n§'nm 'but' 

' rep et i ti v e ' 
--er! 'but' 
-Fri 'mistakenly thought' 
anat 'and then I 

wat 'therefore' 
ono 
~ 
te 
no 

'or' 
'which is, in that' 
'but' 
'question marker' 

Relators function in phrases and sentences. 
ah 'personal phrase when focused or Topic, 

da 
hen 
an 

directio~. future time, nonspecific, 
nonpersonal phrase' 

'plural personal' 
'specific' 
'personal nonsubject, nonfocused' 

formulae 
occur 
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ad 'direction, past time' 
~ 'that is, attributive' 
te 'because' 
ta 'so that' 
no 'if, when' 
non an 'should it be that' 
~ 'since, for the reason of' 
mag-ay 'supposedly' 
ulay, !~en ' even' 
angkay 'then' 
inggana, egad 'until' 

Signals function in sentences: 
-en 
~ 
~ 

Formulae function in sentences: 
a mm oh 
awni 
~ koma 

quote 
quote 
merged sentence 

'rhetorical question' 
'later' 
'good if' 

• 

• 

• 
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4 STEM CLASSES and KERNEL VERBAL CLASSES 

4 . 1 
4.2-3 
4 . 21 
4.22 
4.23 
4.24 
4.25 
4. 26 
4.27 
4.28 
4.29 
4.30 
4.4 
4.41 
4 .42 

Focus and Pronoun Sets 
Stem Classes and Kernel Verbal Clauses 
Verb Stem Class 1 and Verbal Clause Set 
Verb Stem Class 2 and Verbal Clause Set 
Verb Stem Class 3 and Verbal Clause Set 
Verb Stem Class 4 and Verbal Clause Set 
Verb Stem Class 5 and Verbal Clause Set 
Verb Stem Class 6 and Verbal Clause Set 
Verb Stem Class 7 and Verbal Clause Set 
Verb Stem Class 8 and Verbal Clause Set 
Verb Stem Class 9 and Verbal Clause Set 
Verb Stem Class 10 and Verbal Clause Set 
Causative Transforms 
Causative Transforms of Transitive Clauses 
Causative Transforms · of Intransitive Clauses 

The Nuclear tagmemes in verbal clauses are Predicate, 
Subject, Object, Associate, and Referent. Benefactive and 
Locative Tagmemes are nuclear only when they are in focus. 
Benefactive tagmeme only occurs when it is in focus; and 
Locative is peripheral when not in focus, and it may occur in 
all clause strings as peripheral but only in less than half 
of the clause strings as nuclear. Generally no more than 
three of these nuclear tagmemes occur in a given clause. 

Peripheral tagmemes, such as Time, Location, and Manner 
are optional and are not diagnostic to contrasting clause 
strings, hence they are not included in the paradigms. They 
may occur before, between, or following nuclear tagmemes. 

Verb stem classes and kernel clauses are intimately 
related, for verb stem classes determine kernel clause nuclei .l 
Inflection of a stem from a given stem class yields certain 
kernel clause tagmemes, whereas inflection of a stem from a 
different stem class will yield different kernel clause tagmemes. 

This is illustrated by the affix £2_- which proved very 
helpful in setting up stem classes and kernel clauses. With 
some stems the addition of £2_- clearly results in a causative, 
because an additional tagmeme and an additional situational 
role are added to the clause string. These stems are conse
quently considered transitive. 
bayuwena hen ~ 'He pounds the rice.' 
pound-en-he -- rice 
pabayuwena ah Juan hen 
~-pound-en-he - Juan -

He has Juan pound the rice. 

~ rice 

l 29 
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However, when~- is added to certain other stems, the clause 
string does not yield the same new tagmeme as expected on the 
surface. This construction, then, could not be considered a 
causative construction. However, it now fits into the 
category of a transitive construction. This insight allowed 
for the setting up of intransitive stem classes when the surface 
gloss did not handle the problem. A second~- may be added to 
the derived transitive construction to make it causative: 
iyaleyu hen libnu 

book i -come-you 
TYou bring (come with) the book.' 

epaaleyu 
j_-~-come-you 

hen l i bn u 
bOQi( 

'You send the book.' 

epapaaleyu hen libnu an Juan 
i-~-~-come-you book Juan 
TYou have Juan bringthe book.' 

In establishing clause types, reference is made not only 
to the grammatical tagmemes of a clause but also to the 
situational roles carried by those tagmemes. Situational roles 
are expressed by the terms actor, goal, instrument, site, 
concomitant, experiencer, causer, benefactor, and stimulator. 
Only when the difference in correlation between grammar and 
situation was noted did the patterning of verbal clauses become 
e vi dent. 

Section 4.1 gives a brief explanation of the types of 
fillers found in each of the nuclear grammatical slots of verbal 
clauses. Section 4.2-3 presents the kernel clauses as 
determined by the verb stem classes described in Chapter 2. 
Section 4.4 shows the causative transforms of these kernel 
verbal clauses. 

4.1 FOCUS AND PRONOUN SETS 
Focus functions to highlight one of the nuclear 

nonpredicate tagmemes in a clause. The Focus affix of a 
predicate verb signals which tagmeme in the clause will be 
focused, i.e. which tagmeme will be highlighted. 

The focused tagmeme in a clause string is often 
grammatically different from the unfocused tagmemes. Pronoun 
sets I, III, and IV, demonstrative sets I and II, and person 
markers ah, da indicate focused tagmemes. Noun markers do 
not spec.,.-:fically indicate focus. 

When a pronoun or a demonstrative expounds focused 
Subject tagmeme, pronoun Set I and Demonstrative Set I (see 
Sec. 3.32) are used. 

When a pronoun or a demonstrative expounds focused 
nonsubject tagmemes, i.e. focused Object, Associate, Referent, 
Benefactive, pronoun set III is used; or when the Subject is 

4 

• 

• 
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nonspecific third person, Set IV is used. Demonstrative Sets 
I and II also expound these focused nonsubject tagmemes . 

When the Subject tagmeme is not focused, the Subject is 
expounded by a personal or nonpersonal relator-axis 
nonfocused phrase. When a pronoun or a demonstrative 
expounds nonfocused Subject, pronoun Set II and demonstrative 
Set III are used. 

When the Object, Associate or Referent tagmemes are not 
in focus, they are expounded by an RAP noun phrase, by relator 
an plus pronoun set III, or by demonstrative Set IV. 

The Subject Focus affixes are -um- and omen- along with 
Specialized Subject Focus man- and mang-. T'ileCfbject Focus 
affix is -en; the Associate Focus affix is i-; the Referent 
Focus affiX-is -an (often occurring with Peremptory Mode as 
man--~); and the-Benefactive Focus affix is i--an. 

4.2 STEM CLASSES AND KERNEL VERBAL CLAUSES2 
Verbs are divided into ten classes, corresponding to the 

verb constructions in Chapter 2. Each class has a set of kernel 
verbal clauses.3 

Verb classes are contrasted by the focus affixes which they 
take; by the differing situational roles those focus affixes 
signal to be carried by the clause tagmemes. 

• Kernel clauses are contrasted by the different tagmemes 

• 

in each string; by the differing situational roles the 
nonpredicate tagmemes carry; and by the verb classes that occur 
in the Predicate. 

The preferred order of clause tagmemes is Predicate, 
Subject, focused tagmeme, Object, Associate and Referent. With 
affix omen-, Accessory tagmeme precedes Object tagmeme. 

4 . 21 Verb Stem Class 1 and Verbal Clause Set 
Verb Class 1 is a class of transitive verbs from 

Moo1-6 54 55. Transitivized and derived stems may also occur in 
this cfas5. These verbs occur in kernel clauses in which the 
situational role of goal is carried by the Object tagmeme 
(see Sec. 2.11.1). The other nuclear nonpredicate tagmemes of 
this set are Subject which carries the situational role of actor; 
Associate which carries the situational role of instrument; 
and Locative which carries the situational role of location. 
Only about half of the members of this class can occur with 
Locative Focus affix. When Locative Focus does occur, it 
almost always occurs with Peremptory Mode, man-. This is a 
semantic restriction, i.e. since location isgenerally not 
focused, when it is, the intensity of a Peremptory Mode is 
required. A benefactive tagmeme occurs only when it is focused . 
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Specialized Subject Focus affixes man- and~- restrict 
clause nuclei according to the subclass of the verb stem. 
These specialized restrictions are explained in Section 2.13 
and will not be included in the kernel clause paradigms. 

When nouns of Mo 54 55 are members of Verb Stem Cl ass l, 
the action in the claus~ most often refers to getting or 
gathering that noun (e.g. gathering vegetables); the noun at 
the same time has the situational role of goal in the Object 
tagmeme, so is generally deleted, being understood from the 
verb. When the Object tagmeme occurs, it generally is 
expounded by a demonstrative or a descriptive phrase, specifying 
what is already generalized in the verb stem. When the Locative 
Focus affix occurs on these nouns, the Peremptory Mode affix 
man- is not required. The Locative tagmeme carries the 
situational role of location, and refers to the location where 
the n~un is planted or given (e.g. planting vegetables in the 
kaingin). 
Representative sterns: 

Mol-6 ~ 'butcher' Mo 54, 5 away 'wood' 
i num 'drink' hamda 'vegetables' 
~ 'hunt game' aggudong 'snails' 
~ 'pound rice' 

Formal paradigm l. 

l. V Cl sf - -P v l _um_ +S/Fac +O - g +L - loc 

2. VCl f".:.-Pvl, o - -en +Sac +O/F - g +A. 
- 1 !_L l oc 

3. VC1af--Pv1.i_- +S +O +A/ F. +L ac - g - 1 - loc 

4. VClasf--Pvlomen- +S/F ac +O - g +A. 
- 1 

+L - loc 

5. VCl rf--Pvl (man-)-~ +Sac +O - g +L/Floc 

6. VCl bf--Pvl~ +S ac +O - g +A. 
- 1 +Ll oc +B/Fb 

Citation paradigm l. 
1. pomalte -~ hen ~ mano hen ah~oy awit. 

sf - u m - k i 11 S / F : you 0 : th a t CfiTCk en L : t 1 s b a s k et 
'You ,kill that chicken in this basket.' 

lb. omaway -~ !..!:!. palayen ~ ~ 
sf-um-wood S/F:you O: palay~n L: mountain 
'You get some palayen wood in the mountain.' 

2a. paltilen, -~ -~ hen bangid hen ahtoy awit 
of ki 1-en S:you 0/F:that A: bolo L: s baSTet 
'You killthat with a bolo in this basket.' 

2b. awyen -~ hen palayen !b_ ill..i.9. 
of wood-en S:you 07F: palayen L: mountain 
'You get-Some palayen wood in the mountain.' 

• 

• 
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3a. epalte 
af i-kill 

-~ hen 
S:you ATF: 

bang id 
bolo 

hen 
0: 

ahtoy mano 
t is CFilCken 

~ awit 
that ·· baSl<et 
'You kill this chicken with a bolo in that basket.' 

3b. iyaw~ -~ hen bangid ~ palayen ah £..ilj_g_ 
af i-wood S:you Arr: bolo 0: palayen C: mountain 
'You get some wood with a bolo in the mountain.' 

4a. omenpalte -~ hen bangid hen antoday 
asf omen-kill S/F:you A:- bolo 0:- these 

mane andi awi t 
chickens L:ffiat baSKet 
'You kill these chickens with a bolo 

4b. omenyaway -~ hen bangid ah 
asf omen-wood S/F:you A:- bolo 0: 

in that basket.' 
palayen 
palay€n 

ah .!?J.l.:!J! r: mountain 
I 

'You get some palayen wood with a bolo at the mountain. 
Sa. mam~altifan -~ hen ffi¥ awi t hen ma no 

rfill- man)-fil! S:you DF: t ls basl<et 0: CfilCken 
'You kill-nle chicken in this basket. I 

Sb. awyan -~ hen .!?J.l.:!J! ah pala.l'.en 
rf wood-an S:you DF: mountain 0: palayen 
'You plant palayen trees on the mountain. I 

6a. epalti,l'.an -~ ah Juan hen ma no ah bangid 
bf kill-i-an S:you B/F: J01in 0:- illCken A: bolo 

hen an l£.l'_ awit 
L: this 'baSket 

I 

'You kill a chicken for John with a bolo in this basket. 
6 b. i,l'.aW,l'.an -~ ~ 

ah pal a.l'.en ah P.i!.ig_ 
bf wood-i-an S :you him 0: payay~n L: mountain 
'You get -him some palay~n wood in the mountain. I 

4.22 Verb Class 2 and Verbal Clause Set 
Verb Class 2 is a class of transitive verbs from 

I 

Mo11-1s Sl-S3 SS· These verbs occur in kernel clauses in 
which t~e situ~tional role of goal is carried by the Referent 
tagmeme (see Sec. 2.11.2). The other nuclear nonpredicate 
tagmemes of this set of clause strings are Subject which carries 
the situational role of actor; Associate which carries the 
situational role of instrument; and Locative tagmeme which 
carries the situational role of location. This Locative Focus 
affix in the verb construction may occur only with Peremptory 
Mode affix man-. There is an obligatory absence of the Object 
tagmeme in tfiTs set. A benefactive tagmeme occurs when it 
is focused. 
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Representative stems: 
soblak 

l. 

2. 

3 . 

4. 

lao 
baga 
~ 
paTtog 
sol at 
iiiUTa 
ali1n 
a po 1 

VC2sf--Pv2 -um-
VC2 --Pv2 rf -an 
VC2 --Pv2. af i-

VC 2asf--Pv 2omen-

+S/F ac 

+Sac 

+Sac 

+S/Fac 

'wash clothes' 
! buy I 

I te 11 I 

I pay I 

'shoot ' 
'write' 
'plant' 
'salt' 
'lime' 

+R - g +A . - 1 
+R/F g +A. - 1 
+R - g +A/F. 1 
+R - g +A. - 1 

+L - lac 
+L - lac 
+L - lac 

:~:_L l 0 c 

5. VC2rf--Pv2(mani-!!l +S +R +A . +L/Floc ac - g - 1 
6. VC2bf--Pv2i-an +Sac +R +A. ~Lloc - g - 1 

Citation paradigm 2. 
l. lomao -~ ah ~ ah haleppon 

sf-um-buy S/F:you R: jar A: beads 
'YoU-buy a jar with beads from him.' 

2. lawan -~ hen ~use ah haleppon 
rf buy-an S:you R/F: Jar A: bead 
'You buy~ with beads from him.' 

3. elao -~ hen haleppon ah ~ 
aT"T-buy S:you A/F: beads R: jar 
'You buy a jar with some beads from him.' 

an 
r: 

an 
an 

an 
I: 

+B/Fb 

~ 
him 

~ 1 

~ m 

4. omenlao -~ ah haleppon ah ~ an h~ 
asf omen-buy S/F:you A: beads R: Jar I: n1m 
' You ~a jar with some beads from him. 

5. mansoblakan 
rf wash clothes(man-)-~ 

-~ hen an nay 
S:you L/F: that 

lumbong hen sabun 
clothes A: soap 
'You wash clothes at the river with ------ soap. 

6. elawan -,t!! ah 
bf buy-i--an S: B/F: 
'You buy a~ar for John 

Juan 
John 
with 

ah 
R: 

beads 

~use ah 
Jar A: 

from him. 

4.23 Verb Stem Class 3 and Verbal Clause Set 

wangwang ah 
riv er R: 

I 

h a l e 2.£.Q.!!_ an 
beads r: 
I 

Verb Class 3 is a class of transitive veros from Mo20. 

~ 
him 

Transitive verbs from Mool-15 may also occur with specialized 
meaning (see Sec. 2.11 . 3) . These verbs occur in kernel clauses 

• 

• 

• 
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in which the situational role of goal is carried by the 
Associate tagmeme. The other nuclear nonpredicate tagmemes 
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of this set of clause strings are Subject which carries the 
situational role of actor; and Locative which carries the 
situational role of location. Locative tagmeme often cannot 
be focused. However, when the verb stem does allow the 
Locative Focus affix, Peremptory Mode usually must also occur . 
A few stems allow Locative Focus affix without Peremptory 
Mode. The Object tagmeme is obligatorily absent in this set. 
A Benefactive tagmeme occurs only when it is focused. 

When -um- expounds Focus, without Associate Marker i-. 
the actor and goal are fused, forming a reflexive. 
Representative stems: 

~ +*-.. 
haba 
habTot 
ta lo 

Formal paradigm 3. 

1. VC3sf-- Pv3_um-

2. VC3asf--

3. VC3af--

Pv3omen

Pv3. 
l -

'step on' 
'roast' 
'bury' 
'put away' 
'hang up' 
'hide' 

+S/Fac 

+S/Fac 

+Sac 

-A 

+A - g 
+A/F g 

4a. VC3 rf-- Pv 3 (man:..)-~ +Sac +A - g 

b. vc 3 -·-rf Pv3_an +Sac +A - g 
5. VC3bf-- Pv3 . +Sac i-an +A - g 

Citation paradigm 3. 

+L - loc 

~Ll oc 

+L - loc 

+L/Floc 

+L/Floc 

+L - loc 

l. homablot -~ hen ~ ~ 
sf-um-hang S/r:you L: tl1at wood 
'You-hang (by your arms) on that tree.' 

+B/Fb 

2. omenlopo -~ hen bao hen -~ ~ 
asf omen-roast S/F:you ~ corn r:- tna~ fire 
'You----roast the corn on that fire.' 

3 . elope -.l'...\!_ hen bao hen annay ~ 
af-i-roast S:you A/F: corn L: that fire 
'Yo~ roast the corn on that fire.' 

4a. manlopoan -YJ:!_ hen ahnay 
rf roast (man)-an S:you L/F: t at 
'You roast----rfle corn on that fire.' 

~ hen 
fire ~ 

b. hablotan -YJ:!_ hen ahnay ~ 
rf hang-an S:you [/T: · tat wooa 
'You hang-the clothes on that tree.' 

ah 
A: 

l um bong 
clothes 

bao 
corn 
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5. elopoan -~ dicta hen baa 
bf roast-i--an S:you B/F:them A: corn 
'You roast them some corn on that fire.' 
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hen ~ 
L: fire 

4.24 Verb Class 4 Stems and Verbal Clause Set 
Verb Class 4 is a class of intransitive verbs from Mo31. 

These verbs occur in kernel clauses in which the situational 
role of concomitant is carried by the Associate tagmeme. Other 
nonpredicate nuclear tagmemes of this kernel clause set are 
Subject which carries the situational role of actor; Object 
which carries the situational role of site. Referent tagmeme is 
obligatorily absent in this set, the Object tagmeme carrying the 
situational role of site. A Benefactive tagmeme occurs only 
when it is focused. In strings 1 and 4 the Associate tagmeme 
does not occur, since they are reflexive constructions, i.e. 
the situational role of concomitant is portmanteau with the 
situational role of actor. 

Most of the members of this class are verbs of motion. 
Representative sterns: 

h 'to go' ligwat 'start' 
i dda t 'give' anamot 'come home' 
te-ed 'climb' tonod 'go together' 
gadang 'cross' OaTail 'walk' 

Formal paradigm 4: 
1. VC4sf-- Pv4 -um- +S/Fac -A +O - s 
2. VC4af-- Pv4. 

l - +Sac +A/F c +O - s 
3. VC4asf-- Pv 4omen- +S/Fac +A - c +O - s 
4. VC4 0 f-- Pv4 , +S -A +0/F -en ac s 

+A 5. VC4bf-- Pv4. 
i -an +S ac - c +O - s 

Citation paradigm 4: 
1. omanamot -~ ah 

sf-um-came home S/T:you 0: 
'YoU-come home to the house.' 

~aley 
e 

2. ete-ed -no An toy awaa hen 
af i -climb S:you I . his woo 0: 
'You carry this wood up the mountain. 

3. omente-ed -~ an thy ~ 
asf omen-climb S/F :you s wood 
'You ----ca7r y this wood up the mountain. 

I 

I 

+B/Fb 

ah nay ~ 
t at mountain 

hen !U.!J..g_ 
0: mountain 

4. te-eden -~ hen ah nay Ei!J_g_ 
climb-en of S:you 0/ F: t at mountain 

'You climb that mountain. I 

• 

• 
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5. eted-edan -~ ~ ah ~ hen ~ 
bf climb-i--an S:you B/F:him A: wood 0: mountain 
'You take-some wood up the mountain for him.' 

4.25 Verb Stem Class 5 and Verbal Clause Set 
Class 5 is a class of intransitive verbs from 

Mo32 33 35. Neither the situational role of goal nor the 
situational role of concomitant occurs in clauses of this 
class. When the Subject tagmeme is in focus, it carries the 
situational role of stimulator; when not in focus, Subject 
carries the situ~tional role of actor. Other nonpredicate 
nuclear tagmemes are Associate which carries the situational 
role of 1nstrument; and Object which carries the situational 
role of site. The Referent tagmeme is obligatorily absent in 
this set, the Object tagmeme carrying the situational role of 
site. No Benefactive tagmeme may occur. · 

Usually the Subject of the following strings is 
expounded -with an Jnanimate noun. Stems of this class most often 
occur with the Stative Mode affix ma- with a lexical meaning 
much like a descriptive clause in English. 

maulawda 'They will 
ma-dizzy-they 
maun~alda 'They will 
ma-t1 red-they 

Rep re sen ta ti ve stems: 
ulat 'skinny' 
ulaw 'dizzy' 
teko 'crooked' 
SO"l<"aw IC 0 l d I 
ungal_ 'tired' 
amlang 'laugh' 

Formal paradigm 5: 
l. VC5sf-- Pv5 -um- +S/Fstim 

2. VC5asf-- Pv 5omen- +S/F ac +A. - 1 
3. VC5af-- Pv5

1
_ +S ac +A/F. 1 

4. VC5 0 f-- Pv5 -en +Sac +A. - 1 

Citation paradigm 5: 
l. umul aw hen toba 

sf-um-dizzy S/F: poison berries 
'Po1son berries make (one) dizzy.' 

get dizzy. I 

be tired. I 

+O - s 
+O - s 
+O /F s 

2. uminyulaw -~ hen toba hen annday 
sf omen-dizzy S/F:you r;::- j)'OTSon berries 0:- those 

gadiw 
fish 
'You make those fish dizzy with poison berries.' 
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3 . 

4. 

iyulaw -.YJ:!_ hen toba hen annday 
af i-dizzy S:you A/F: berries 0:-- those 
'You make those fish dizzy with poison berries.' 

gadiw 
fish 

ulawen -1'.!:l_ hen gadiw hen toba 
of dizzy-en S:you 0/F: fish A:- poison berries 
'You make°"t"he fish dizzy with poison berries.' 

4.26 Verb Stem Class 6 and Verbal Clause Set 

Class 6 is a class of intransitive verbs from M036· These 
verbs occur in kernel clauses in which the Subject tagmeme 
carries the situational role of experiencer when it is in focus. 
When not in focus, Subject carries the situational role of 
actor. Other nonpredicate nuclear tagmemes are Associate 
tagmeme which may occur only when it is focused. Associate 
carries the situational role of instrument. Referent tagmeme 
occurs only when focused, and it carries the situational role 
of site. The exponent of Subject is almost always animate. 
Representative forms: 

*** 
'saliva' 

ngat 'sweat' 
ba sol 'sin' 
aningalngal 
taba 

'anger' 
'fat' 

tUdU 'sit' 
Formal paradigm 6: 
l . VC6sf-- Pv6 -um- S/Fex 

2. VC6 -- Pv6. +S +A/ F. af l - ac l 

3. VC6rf-- Pv6 -an +S ac 
Citation Paradigm 6: 
l. da omangew hen anano 

sf-um-saliva S/F: Chlld-your 
' Y o u r c fill d i s d r o o l i n g . ' 

2. dana i,l'.angew hen ffiP-S:he af i-saliva ATF: m1 
'He i s drooling mi l k. I 

3. dana angewan hen lumbongno 

+R/F 

s:ne rf-sal iv a-an RTF: clothes-your 
'He's drooling on .z'.OUr clothes . I 

s 

4.27 Verb Stem Class 7 and Verbal Clause Set 
Verb Class 7 is a class of intransitive verbs from Mo3 8 . 

These verbs occur in kernel clauses in which the Subject 
tagmeme carries the situational role of experiencer when it is 
in focus. When not in focus, the Subject carries the 
situational role of actor. Benefactive tagmeme occurs only when 
it is in focus. A Referent tagmeme, carrying the situational 

.. 
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role of experiencer, occurs 

Representative stems: 

when Benefactive is in focus. 

luwag 
~ 
a tong 
dolnat 
teneng 

Formal paradigm 7: 

l. VC7 sf-- Pv7 -um-

Ibo i l 1 

'burn' 
I hot I 
'warm' 
I COO l 1 

2. VC7bf-- Pv7i--an 

+S/Fex 

+S ac +B/F b 

Citation paradigm 7: 
l . da lumwa9 hen danum 

Sf ·-um-boil T: water 
'The water is boiling. I 

2. iluw~ -~ b..1E ah danum 
bf bo1 i -an S:you B/F:him R: water 
'You bciiT some water for him. I 

4.28 Verb Stem Class 8 and Verbal Clause Set 
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Verb Class 8 is a class of intransitive verbs from Mo41_43. 
These verbs occur in kernel clauses in which the Subject 
tagmeme carries the situational role of experiencer when in 
focus. When Subject is not in focus, it carries the situational 
role of actor. The Object tagmeme may occur only when it is in 
focus, at which time it carries the situational role of 
experience r. 
Representative stems: 

dakal 
pakH 
daa n 
du dulaw 
ngete9 
akayyan9 

'big' 
'bitter' 
'heavy' 
'yellow' 
'black' 
I ta 11 I 

Formal paradigm 8: 
l . vc8sr- Pv8 -um- +S/Fex 

2. VC8 0 f-- Pv8 -en +Sac 

Citation paradigm 8: 
l. da dumakal hen anao 

TS sf-um-big S/F: Chlrd-my 
'My child is getting big.' 

+0/F 

2. dakalen -~ hen umayu 
of big-en S:you 0/F: kaingin-your 
'You make your kaingin bigger.' 

ex 
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4.29 Verb Stem Class 9 and Verbal Clause Set 
Verb Class 9 is a class of intransitive verbs consisting 

only of numbers, Mo45. These verbs occur in kernel clauses 
in which the Subject tagmeme carries the situational role of 
experiencer when in focus, and that of actor when not in 
focus . 

Object Focus affix -en signals that the Object tagmeme 
would be in focus were itto occur. However, that Object 
tagmeme, in fact, never occurs in ~he clause string. This 
particular construction in Verb Class 9 occurs only as base 
of a Merged 2 Sentence (see Sec 6.56). Base 2 of Merged 2 
Sentence is the situational experiencer of this kernel clause. 
Representative stems: 

duwa 
to lo 
op at 

Formal paradigm 9: 

l. VC9sr- Pv9_um-

Citation paradigm 9: 
l. dummuwa hen tubuna 

'two' 
'three' 
'four' 

+S/Fex 

+S ac -0 IF 

sf-um-two S/F: leaf-its 
'Its leaves became two (in number).' 

2. duween , -~ (~ man gal a ... ) 
of two-en S:you lk get 
'You 'two' your getting /'You (get) two ... ' 

4.30 Verb Stem Class 10 and Verbal Clause Set 
Verb Class 10 is a class of intransitive verbs and words 

consisting only of derived numbers of St61· These verbs occur 
in kernel clauses in which the Subject tagmeme carries the 
situational role of actor; the Referent tagmeme carries the 
situational role of site; and the Associate tagmeme carries the 
situational role of instrument. Associate and Referent 
tagmemes may not occur in the same string. 
Representative stems: 

agwa 
at lo 
a pat 

Formal paradigm 

l. VClOsr-

2. VClOrf--

3. VClOaf--

l 0: 

Pv 1 oomen -

PvlO -an 
PvlO . 

l -

+S/F 

+S ac 

+Sac 

'half' 
'third' 
'fourth' 

ac 
+R/F 

+A. 
- l 

s 
+A/F. 

l 

• 

• 
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Citation paradigm 10: 

1. omenyagwa -~ annatto 
sf omen-two S/F: you A:this 
'YoiJliave this for your second one.' 
\Tiilplies you have one and this will make it two.) 

2. atlowan -~ -to 
rf three-an S:you R/Fthis 
'You make---rhis three.' 
(Implies speaker has some and you will add to it to make it 
three in number.) 

3. iya~wa -~ -to 
af 1-two S:you A/F:this 
'You have this for your second one.' 
(Implies you have •one and this will make it two.) 

4.4 CAUSATI~E TRANSFORMS 
Six of the 10 kernel Verbal Clause paradigms may be 

transformed to causative by the addition of~- on transitive 
stems and E.!_- on intransitive stems. These affixes signal that 
an additional tagmeme is to be added to the clause string, and 
that the new situational role of causer is added • 

The four kernel clause paradigms which do not transform 
to causative become transitive with the addition of~-. and 
they do not take the causative£!_-. These derived transitive 
stems may then be inflected for causative with a second£.!_-: 

epaeapaket -no -ha an ~ 
af !..-~-£!_-bitter S:you A/F:that 0: him 
'You nave him make that bitter (add salt to it) . ' 

4.41 Causative Transforms of Transitive Clauses 
Affix~- inflects Verb Stem classes 1-3 for causative. It 

can be posited that all three classes collapse into class 3 when 
inflected with~-. for the Associate tagmeme always carries the 
situational role of goal. Associate tagmeme is focused by 
Associate Focus affix i- occurring in the Predicate. 

Subject tagmeme carries the situational role of 
that tagmeme is focused with the Subject Focus affix 
Associate Marker i- which results in the form omen-. 
Subject Focus afffxes man- and madg- also occurwTth 
specialized meanings, as-describe in Section 2.13.) 

causer, and 
-um- plus 
\Special 

Slight differentiation occurs when the tagmeme carrying the 
situational role of actor is focused. This differentiation does 
not seem to be well defined in the minds of the speakers of the 
language .. The situational role of actor is most commonly 
carried by the Object tagmeme which is focused by Object Focus 
affix -en. However, a lesser number of transitive stems 
fluctuate, taking either Object Focus -en or Referent Focus -!.!!.· 
signalling that the Object or Referent tagmeme respectively is 
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focused, carrying the situational role of actor. A few 
transitive stems take only Referent Focus affix -an to signal 
the situational role of actor is in focus. 

No pattern has been established as to which stem or when 
a stem takes -en or -an. Speakers vary as to which affix they 
choose and isolated questioning produces confusion. Possibly 
the choice is made from information on the Discourse level. 
Formal Causative paradigm 1: 

l.a. CaVC1 5 f-- CaPvlomenpa- +S/Fca +Ag +Oac 

b. CaVCl sr- CaPv2omenpa- +S/Fca +A g +Rae 

c. CaVCLsf-- CaPv3omenpa- +S/Fca +A g +Oac/Rac 

2 .a. · CaVClaf-- CaPvlill i a - +Sea +A/F g +Oac 

b. CaVCl --af CaPv2ill_ +S ca +A/F g +R ac 
c. CaVClaf-- CaPv3~- +Sea +A/F g +Oac/Rac 

3. a. CaVC1 0 f-- CaPvlpa--en +Sea +0/Fac +A g 

b. Ca VCl of" - CaPv3pa --en +Sea +0/Fac +A g 
4. a. CaVCl rf-- CaPv2pa--an +Sea +R/Fac +A g 

b. CaVClrf-- CaPv3pa--an +Sea +R/F ac +A g 
Causative Citation paradigm 1 : 
1 . a . omenpaba,l'.U ah Ina anna tto an ~ 

sf omenpa-pound S/F: Mother A: this 0: Lydia 
'Mother wi 11 have Lydia pound this. I 

b. omenpasoblak ah Ina annatto an ~ sf omenpa-wash S/F: Mather A: this R: y ia 
'Mother will have Lydia wash this. I 

c. omenpal opo ah Ina annatto an t.l'.@1a sf omenpa-roast ~F: f.fOfher A: th:i- s R/O: Y a 
'Mother will have Lydia roast this. I 

2. a. epa ba.l'.un Ina -to an L,l'.dia 
af ffi-pound S:Mother A/F:this 0: Lydia 
' Mot er wi 11 have Lydia pound this. I 

b. epasoblak Ina -to an L,l'.dia 
af We-wash S:Mother A/F:this R: name 
'Mot er will have Lydia wash this. I 

c. etalopo Ina -to an ~ a i.P.!-roast s-:lfother A/F:this RTO: Ly a 
'Mother will have Lydia roast this. I 

' 
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3. a. 

b. 

4. a. 

b . 

pabayuwen Ina ah ~ 
of Q_!-en-pound S:Mother O/F: Lydia 
'Mother will have Lydia pound this.' 
palopo-on Ina ~ Lydia 
of Q_!-en-roast S:Mother 0/F: Lydia 
'Motner-will have Lydia roast this.' 
pasoblakan Ina ah Lydia 
rf E2_-an-wash s:Mother RTF: Lydia 
'Mother-will have Lydia wash this.' 

annatto 
A: th i s 

annatto 
A: this 

anna tto 
A:this 

pahayatan Ina ah 
rf :P.!_-~-come home s:Mother R/F: 
'Mother will have Lydia bring this 

tYY§1a annatto 
A: this 

home.' 

4.42 Causative Transforms of Intransitive Clauses 
Affix ~- inflects verb stem classes 4-6 for causative. 

l 43 

These Intransitive Causative transforms are very limited in that 
they may occur only with Associate Focus affix i-, indicating 
that the Associat~ tagmeme is in focus. Associate tagmeme 
carries the situational role of site. 
Formal Causative paradigm 2: 
l. cavc2ar- CaPv4 : 

~-
+Sea +A/F s +Oac 

2. CaVC2af-- CaPv5~- +Sea +A/F s +Oac 

3. CaVC2af-- CaPv6~- +Sea +A/F s +R ac 

Causative Citation paradigm 2: 
l. epebunag -!!..Q. -to 

af i-~-come out S:you A/F:this 
'Yo~ hi~e Juan come-out-with/bring 

an Juan 
0: Juan 
this out.' 

2. 

3. 

epeteko -~ -1.Q_ an 
af i-~-bend S:you pl A/F:this 0: 
'You have Uyyama bend this.' 
ipi¥aningalngal -no ah ~ 
af i-~-anger S:you ATF: Malya 
'You have him make Malya angry.' 

Uyyama 
Uy ya ma 

!!'.!. ~ 
R: .him 

Verb stem class 5 acts singularly unusual in tha~ it may be 
inflected for causative with~- as well as ~- . When inflected 
with Q_!-, the clause paradigm is like the Transitive transforms 
(see Sec . 4.31). 
omenpateko -~ annatto 
sf omenpa-bend S/F:you A:this 
'You have Uyyama bend this.' 
epateko -~ -to an 
af ~-bend S:you A/F : this 0: 
'You have Uyyama bend this.' 

an Uyyama 
0: Uyyama 

Uyyama 
Oyyama 
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patekowen -~ ah Uyyama 
of ~-en-bend S:you O/F: Uyyama 
'You have Uyyama bend this.' 

epeteko -~ -~ an 
af i-~-bend S:you A/F:this 0: 
'You fiave Uyyama bend this.' 

annatto 
A:this 

Uyyama 
Uyyama 
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5 NONVERBAL CLAUSE NUCLEI 

5.1 Tagmeme Exponents 
5.2 Clause Types 
5.21 Descriptive Clause 
5 .22 Possessive Clause 
5.23 Existential Clause 
5.24 Identificational Clause 

A nonverbal clause is destinguished from a verbal clause in 
that (l) predicates are different, i.e. a verb phrase expounds 
the predicate slot of a verbal clause while only a nonverbal 
phrase expounds the predicate slot of a nonverbal clause, and 
(2) a nonverbal clause has only two nuclear tagmemes, a 
Predicate and a Topic, while a verbal clause may have as many as 
five nuclear tagmemes (see Chapter 4). 

5.1 TAGMEME EXPONENTS 
There are three sets of relater-axis phrases which occur 

in nonverbal clauses. They are displayed in Chart 30. 

Rel a tor Axis 

Sing ah PN -Pers Pro1 
<RA 1> Pl da Demi -

Nonpers hen CN -- InC 
Dem6 

Sing ah PN -Pe rs Pro3 

<Jl.A,z> Pl da Dem5 

Nonpers hen CN -- InC 

ad CN (location, time 
~A:{ hen only) 

ah De ms 

CHART 30: Types of relater-axis phrases 
Horizontal dimensions show distribution sets, each with a 
personal/nonpersonal contrast. Vertical dimensions show exponents 
of relater and axis slots. 

145 
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( RA1) phrases expound the nonemphatic Topic slot of 
nonverbal clauses. ( RA2> phrases expound the emphatic Topic 
slot of emphatic nonverbal clauses and also the predicate slot 
of Identificational clauses. The personal members of the <RA2> 
phrases expound .the predicate slot of the personal · 
Identificational clause. ( RA3> phrases expound the predicate 
slot of the Location-time Identificational clause . 

PN ia a personal noun phrase which may be the name of a 
person or any personalized animal. CN is a common noun phrase . 
InC is an included clause which is a clause without a Topic or 
focused tagmeme. 

When a pronoun or a demonstrative occurs in the axis of 
<RA1> or < RA2> . the relator is inherent within the pronoun or 
demonstrative (see Sec. 3.32. 1 and 3.32 . 3 for these pronouns 
and demonstratives). A demonstrative may expound a modifier 
tagmeme of the common noun phrase expounding the phrase axis, 
i.e. hen may cooccur with a demonstrative in the manifestation 
of a ~ase, or the demonstrative may replace the relator. One 
of the two must occur. 
ammag an du hen an di t ala k 'That au to i s so 1 on g '. ' 
utterly TOng hen that auto 
ammag andu and i talak 'That au to is so 1 ong ! ' 
utterly TOng that auto 
ammag an du hen t al ak 'The auto is so 1 on g '.' 
u t te rl y TOng hen auto 
Set I pronouns and Set I and IX demonstratives are enclitics 
while Set III pronouns and all other demonstratives are free 
forms. 

5.2 CLAUSE TYPES 
Nonverbal clause types are described under four headings: 

Descriptive, Possessive, Existential, and Identificational ,1 
each with their emphatic and negative derivations. Descriptive 
and Existential clauses have obligatory .cross referent 
pronouns when the Topic is emphasized. Descriptive, Possessive 
and Identificational clauses are negated by baen. All four 
clauses have Topic emphasis derivations. Descriptive, Possessive 
and Existential clauses may be transformed to Identificational 
clauses. 

5.21 Descriptive Clause 

+P desc: descPh/numPh +T: (RA1> 

The predicate of the Descriptive clause is expounded by a 
Descriptive phrase or a Number phrase. Like CN phrases, the 
Descriptive and Number phrases have no relator. The Topic of 
the Descriptive clause is expounded by a <RA1> phrase. 
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l . 

2. 

3. 

ammag dual hen andi aho 
Pdesc:utterly many (desc) ~ that dog (CN) 
'There are many dogs.' 

wat andu angkaa hen ~ 
Pdesc:lk long adj ( esc) ~ taTk-my (InC) 
'And so my talk will be long.' 

akayyan~ 
Pdesc:talldesc) 
'Jo is tall.' 

T: 
ah Juami 
- ~(PN) 

4. ~ -ani 
Pdesc:four(num) T: we (Pro 1 ) 

'We are four.' 
5. dakdakal -to angkay 

Pdesc:b1gger (desc) T: this adj (Dem1) 

'This one is bigger, if you please.' 

5.21.l Descriptive Emphasis Derivation 

l 4 7 

The Topic of the Descriptive Clause may be emphasized by 
being moved to prepredicate position. The emphasized Topic is 
expounded by (RA2>. Nonfinal pause, indicated by comma, occurs 
following the emphasized Topic, and an obligatory cross
referent slot, expounded by Pro 1 , occurs following the 
Predicate. When the emphasized Topic is expounded by a 
demonstrative, Demi occurs as cross-referent . 
l. hen andi aho, dual -da 

ET:- that Cf09 (CN) Pdesc:many (desc) Cr:tney (Pro1 ) 

'The dogs, they're many!' 

hen aly~, andu angkay 
ET:- tal -my (InC) Pdesc= rang adj (desc) Cr:it (Pro 1) 

2. 

'My talk, it'll be long.' 

da Juami, akalyang -da 
ET:PT JOlPN) Pdesc= tal (desc) Cr: tney (Pro 1 ) 

3. 

'Jo and friends, they're tall.' 
d~ni, opat -ani 

ET:we (Pro 3) Pdesc:four(num) Cr: we- (Pro 1 ) 
4. 

'Us, we are four.' 
5. ~. dakdakal 

ET:TilfS (Dem5 ) Pdesc:bigger (desc) 
-to angkat 

Cr: this adjDem1 ) 

'This, it's bigger if you please.' 
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5.21.2 Negat~on 

Desc~iptive clauses are negated by baen. When the clause 
Topic is a pronoun, the pronoun is encli~to the negative 
(exa~ •• ple 2). However, when Topic is a demonstrative clitic, the 
demonstrative does not go to the negative (example 3). 
l. 

2. 

3. 

baen dual hen andi aho 
Pdesc:neg many (desc) T: -~ Tiiaf Oo9 
'There are not many dogs.' 

baen 
pdesc:neg 
'We're not 
'There are 

-ani 
T:i:i'""S (Pro

1
) 

~ 
Pdesc:four(num) 

four.' 
not four of US• I 

-to ~. baen dakal 
ET:tlilS (Dem5 ) Pdesc:neg ~(desc) Cr:this (Dem1) 
'This, it's not big.' 

5.22 Possessive Clause 
+PP

0
:poPh +T: <RA1> (with CN, Inc, Dem1 axis) 

The Predicate of a Possessive clause is expounded by a 
Possessive phrase which consists of awa 'belonging' as head of 
the phrase plus an obligatory Possessor tagmeme. The Topic of 
this clause is expounded by an <RA 1> phrase in which the axis 
is expounded by CN, Inc or Demi. 

A Possessive clause has been elicited in which the axis 
of the (RAJ) expounding Topic is PN (awan Ani ah Juana 'Juana 
is Ani's.'), but the informant much prererreatne possessive 
phrase, Juanan Ani 'Ani's Juana', to the clause construction. 
Likewise, a Possessive clause has been elicited in which Pro3 
(free form) expounds Topic: awan Apudyus da~u 'You are God's'; 
the informant preferred, however, to make t is a Possessive 
phrase rather than a Possessive clause. 
l. awan andi omahawa hen uloh 

Pp
0

:belong that to-marry T: b'iilnket (CN) 
'The blanket belongs to the one being married.' 

2. awataaw hen andi ummali 
PP

0
:belong-us T: tnaf came (InC) 

'Ours is the one that came.' 
3. awan Ina -ha 

PP
0

:belong mother T: that (Dem1 ) 
'That one is mother's.' 

5.22.l Possessive Emphasis Derivation 
The Topic of the Possessive clause may be emphasized by 

being moved to prepredicate position. The emphasized Topic is 

• 

• 
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expounded by (RA2>. 
emphasized Topic. 

Nonfina1 pause occurs following the 

1. hen u1 oh, awan andi omahawa 
ET:~- b1anket (CN) PP

0
:be1ong that to-marry 

'The b1anket, it be1ongs to the one marrying.' 

2. hen andi ummali, awataaw 

3. 

ET:~- tllat came (InC) PP
0

:belong-us 
'That one that came, it is ours.' 
~. a wan 

ET:tfiat (Dem 5) PP
0

:belong 
'That, it belongs to mother.' 

Ina 
mother 

5.22.2 Negation 
Possessive clauses are negated by baen. 

1. baen awan andi omahawa hen andi u1oh 

~. 

.... ,! 

Pp
0

:neg belong that to-marry T:~ that '61"ailket (CN) 
'The blanket doesn't belong to the one being married.' 

2. hen andi umma1i, baen awataaw 
ET:- Tiiat came (InC) Pp

0
:neg belong-us 

'That which came, it's not ours.' 
3. baen awan Ina -ha 

PP
0

:neg beTOng mother T:tnat (Dem1) 
'That is not mother's.' 

5.23 Existential Clause 

+Pexis:Exis 

149 

The predicate of an Existentia1 clause is expounded by an 
Existential phrase of which there are two head exponents: wada 
'there is' and maid 'there is none'. The Topic of the c1auseTs 
expounded by an<JDI;,> phrase. With Existential wada as 
Predicate, the relater of the phrase that expoundSl"opic is 
optional but usually present when the Topic axis is expounded by 
CN. With Existential maid as Predicate, the re1ator of the Topic 
phrase is optional and--USUally absent when the Topic axis is ,· 
expounded by CN or Inc. Personal re1ators ah and da are never 
optional. ~ 

l . maid tataTu ~ iBallig 

2. 

pexis:none 
'There are 

wad a 

T:peop e att of-Barlig (CN) 
no Barlig peop1e (here).' 

ah Padongol 
Pexis~ T: Padongol (PN) 
'Padongol is here.' 
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3. wada hen iddat-o ~ 
Pexis~ T: give-I att 

~ 
medicine (InC) 

'There is medicine I'll give.' 
4 . maid -da 

Pex is:none T:they 
'They are not here.' 

5. wad a -ha an 
Pexis~ T:that 
'We have that.' 

5.23.l Existential Emphasis Derivation 
Topic of an Existential clause may be emphasized by being 

moved to prepredicate position. The emphasized Topic is 
expounded by (RA2> · Nonfinal pause occurs following the 
emphasized Topic and an obligatory cross-referent slot, 
expounded by Pro1, occurs following the Predicate. When the 
emphasized Topic is expounded by a demonstrative, the cross
referent is expounded by an non-emphasis demonstrative (Dem1). 
The optional relators stated in Section 5.23 are obligatory 
when Topic is emphasized. 

l. hen andiday tatalu, maid -da 
ET: those peop e (CN) Pexis:none Cr:tiiey (Pro 1) 
'Those people, they aren't here.' 

2 . ah Padongol, wada 
ET:- Padongol (PN) Pexis:is 
'Padongol, he is here.' 

3. 

-~ 
Cr:he 

hen i dda t-o '@1 ~. 
ET:~- give-I meOTcine (InC) 

wada _:! 
P ex i s : i s C r : i t ( P ro 1 ) 

4. 

5. 

' The medicine I ' ll 
dida, 

ET:they 
'They, they're not 

give, it's here.' 
maid 

Pexis:none 
here . ' 

-da 
Cr:they 

~. wad a 
ET:that (Dem 5) Pexis:-1"5 

-ha 
cr:tnat 

an 

'That, we have that.' 
Existential clauses are not negated with baln because 
Existential maid carries the idea of negation. 

5.24 Identificational Clauses 

the 

There are three kinds of Identificational clauses: one 
kernel and two derived. 

5.24.l Kernel Identificational Clause 
The Personal Identificational clause is kernel. 

• 

• 
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The Predicate is expounded by (RA> with PN, Pro or 
Dem 5 expounding the axis. Topic slot ~s expounded by3<RA 1>; 
witn PN, Pro 1 or Dem 1 expounding axis. 

( RAz> (PN axis)+ <RA 1> (Pro1 axis) manifestation 
has been observed only in a question sentence: 
~ ah Oscar -a 
question Ppid: Oscar T:you (Pro 1) 

l 51 

'Are you Oscar?' 
( RA...> (Dem axis) + 
have been noted to 
however, expounded 

<RA1> (Pro axis) does not occur. Pronouns 
occur in both slots. Both tagmemes are then, 
by Pro3: 

no ha~n 
17 Ppid-:r-TPro3) 
'If I were you ... ' 

hea 
T:you (Pro) 

baen hea 
Ppid:neg you (Pro 3 ) 
'You're not me.' 
l. haen 

2. 

Ppid:l(Pro3 ) 
'I am John.' 

~ 
Ppid:fhat (Dem5) 

ah Juan 
T:- John 

ah Juan 
T: -JOhrl 

'That one is John.' 
3 . ah Juan -ha 

Ppid:JO'llri T:tnat (Dem1 ) 
'That is John.' 

4. dida - ha 
Ppid:they (Pro 3) T:that (Dem 1) 
'That is they. ' 

The Topic of a Personal Identificational clause cannot be 
emphasized. With the negative baen the pronoun or demonstrative 
is enclitic to the negative witllthe exception of Pro 3 which is 
not a clitic form. 
l . baen haen ah Juan 

Ppid:neg --r-[P ro 3) T: - John 
I I am not John. I 

2. ba~n 
~ ah Juan -a 

Ppid:neg T:l-(Pro 1) ppid: J01lri 
I I am not John. I 
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3. baen ah Juan -to 
ppid;neg- ~ JOlin T:tTis (Dem1 ) 
'This isn't John.' 

5.24.2 Derived Identificational Clauses 
There are two kinds of derived Identificational clauses: 

Identified Topic clauses and Location~time Identified clauses. 

5.24.21 Identified Topic Clause 

+Pi dt: <RA2> 

An Identified Topic clause is derived from nonverbal 
Descriptive, Possessive, and Existential clauses and from any 
verbal clause. To form an Identificational clause by 
derivation from another nonverbal clause kernel, the Topic of 
the kernel clause becomes the Predicate of the Identificational 
clause. The Predicate of the kernel clause in turn expounds 
the axis of a (RAl) phrase with hen relator. This <RA1> phrase 
then expounds the Topic slot of tne Identificational clause. 
To form an Identificational clause by derivation from a verbal 
clause, the focused tagmeme of th~ verbal clause becomes the 
Predicate of the Identificational clause. The remainder of the 
verbal clause kernel, an Inc by definition, expounds the axis 
slot of a (RA1) phrase with hen relator, and the <RA1> ghrase 
expounds the Topic slot of t~Identificational clause.2 
1. hen andi aho hen ammag dual 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Pidt:Tfiaf d09 (CN) T: utterly many (desc) 
'It's the dogs that are so many.' 

dani hen~ 
Pidt=-we-(Pro3 ) T: four (num) 
'We're the ones that are four in number.' 
~ hen awan Ina 

Pidt:that (Dem 5) T:- beTOng mother {po) 
'That is the one that belongs to mother.' 

ah Padongo 1 hen wad a 
Pidt: Padongol (PN) T:- TS\exis) 
'Padongol is who is here.' 

loto lawa hen dani 
Pidt:camote a:cIJ(CN) T: we-are 
'Just camote is what we're eating.' 

anen 
eat(InC) 

5.24.21 .l Identified Topic Emphasis Derivation 
Topic of an Identificational clause may be emphasized by 

being moved to prepredicate position. Nonfinal pause occurs 
following the emphasized Topic. 

• 
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1. hen ammag dual, hen andi aho 
ET:- utterly many (desc) Pidt:- that ctog 

'What is so many is the dogs.' 

hen ~. d~ni 
ET:- rour (num) Pidt: us (Pro3 ) 

2. 

'The four, that's us . I 

• 
3. hen awataaw, hen andi umma l i 

ET:- be 1 ong-us ( p 0) pi d t: that came (In C) 

I What is ours is that wh.i ch '· came.' 

4. hen wada, hen bayah j'.an9~aj'. 
ET: ls\exis) pidt: wine only 

'What there is is wine only. I 

5. hen andi umali !b_ wakas, !h. Juan 
ET:- that come tomorrow (InC) pi d t: John 

'The one to come tomorrow is John.' 

5.24.21.2 Negation 

Identificational clauses are negated by baen. 

l. baen ah Juami hen andi att~ 
Pidt:neg - ~ T:- that SfiOrt (desc) 

'That short one isn't Jo.' 

• 
2. baen dani hen ~ 

Pi d t: neg us T: four (nu m) 

' I t ' s n o t u s th a t a re f o u r i n number . ' 

3. hen maid, baen hen iBallig 
ET:- iiOi1e (exis) Pidt:neg of-Barl i g 

'The ones not he re, i t IS not the Barl i g people. I 

4 . baen -ha hen a wan Ina 
Pidt:neg-that (Dem 1 ) T: belong mother (po) 

'That is not the one that belongs to mother. I 

5. baen l oto hen dani an en 
Pidt:neg ca mote T: we -a re eat (I nC) 

I It Is not camotes that we a re eating. I 

6. ya to, baen -to hen dakal 
ET:this (Dem 5 ) Pidt:neg tlils ( Dem

1 
) T: ~(desc) 

IT his. it IS not this that is the big one. I 

5.24.22 Identified Location-Time Clause 

+Pidl: (RA;i> +T: <RA,> restricted 

A Location-time I dent ifi ed clause is derived from a v er ba l 
• clause (I nC) or from nonverbal Desc ri pti ve, Possessive, or 
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Existential clause. 
1). When the Location-time Identified clause is derived from 
a verbal clause, the Predicate is expounded by the Location-time 
phrase from the verbal clause. The Topic of the Identified 
clause is then expounded by a <RA,)'t, the axis of which is 
expounded by the rest of the verb~l clause. The Predicate of 
the original verbal clause is inflected with nominalizer -an 
and usually a Subject Focus affix. 
Verbal: ummaleda ad ~ 

-~-came-they yesterday 

ad ~ hen ummaliyanda 
Pid,-= yesterday T: -um-came-~-they 

Derived: 

'Yesterday was when they came.' 
iniddatda hen andi ~ ~ dani ~ anad 
i-gave-they that meaTcine us earTier 
rThey gave us the medicine earlier.' 

Verbal: 

~ anad hen nangiddatanda hen andi 
Pidl: earlier T: mang-gave-an-they Uiat 

Derived: 

~ an dani 
ineaTcine - us 
'Earlier was when they gave us that medicine.' 

Verbal: emey-ani ad gawa 
-um-go-we Central 
'ii will go to the Central.' 

Derived: ~ gawa hen ayanni 
Pidl: Central T: go-~-we 

'The Central is where we will go.' 
2). The Location-Time Identified Clause may be derived from a 
Descriptive nonverbal clause. 

Lexical restrictions, however, do not allow CN to expound 
axis of <.RA3)> when< RA 3> expounds Predicate in this derivation. 
Only Dem8 may expound axis of< RA 3). 
Descriptive: ammag dual hen andi aho 

Pdesc:utterly many T:- fhaT dog 
ah to 
ah-here 

'The dogs are so many here.' 
ahto hen amm~ dual hen andi aho 

Pidl:ah-here T: u-tterly many Uiat crag 
Derived: 

'Here is where there are very many dogs.' 
3). The Location-Time Identified Clause may be derived from a 
Possessive Clause, however, the exponent of Topic in the 
Possessive Clause occurs in the Derived Clause only as an 
attributive phrase. 
Possessive: awan andi omahawa hen uloh ad gawa 

Pp
0

:belong tnat to-marry T: b"Tailke_t_ Central 
'The blanket at the Central belongs to the one 
being married.' 

• 
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Derived: ad gawa hen awan andi omahawa ~ uloh 
Pidl:Central T: belong that to-marry att blanket 
'At the Central is where the blanket is which 
belongs to the one being married.' 

4). The Location-Time Identified Clause may be derived from 
an Existential Clause. The Existential Predicate does not occur 
when Dem 6 expounds the axis of the Predicate of the Location
Time Identified Clause. 
Ex i s tent i al : 

Derived: 

Existential: 

Derived: 

wad a -ani 
pexis;i-s- T:we- (Pro1) 
'We a re he re. ' 

a hto 
ah-here 

an to 
Pidl:here (Dem6 ) 
'He re we a re. ' 

maid ta tagu 
Pexis:none T:people 
'There a re no Bar l i g 

-ani 
T:w-e - (Pro1) 

~ i Ba 11 ig 
att of-Barlig 
people now. I 

ad 

ad uwan maid tata~u ~ iBallig 
Pidi:now T:none peop e att of-Barlig 
'Now there are no Barlig people. I 

uwan 
n OW 

Identified Location-time clauses generally do not take 
emphatic derivations. Identificational clauses are negated by 
baen. When baen occurs with Dem6 in the Predicate slot, 
particle hen must also occur. Topic Pro 1 and Demi occur as 
enclitics to the negative. 

baen ~ ~ hen ummali~anda 
l. Pidl:neg yesterday T: came-t ey (lnC) 

'It wasn't yesterday that they came.' 
2. ba~n -da -ha 

Pidl:neg T: they (Pro 1 ) Pidl:there (Dem 1) (ex) 
'That isn't they there. I 

3. baen ahto hen ummali,landa 
Pidl:neg ah-here T: came-they (InC) 
I It wasn't here that they came. I 

4. baen hen an to,lan hen a wan Ina 
Pidl:neg this-here T: - beTOng mother (po} 
'This one i sn' t the one that belongs to mother. I 

5. baen hen anto,lan hen aka,l,lang ~ Melekano 
Pidl:neg this-here T: tall att American (desc) 

'This one i sn' t the ta 11 American. I 

Any Identificational clause becomes interrogative when 
the Predicate is replaced by an interrogative particle. 
<.!!.okap3 asks 'who, what' except when the verb of the Topic 
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is inflected with -~. <nokay> with -~asks 'when, where'. 
<duud) asks 'where'. kamana asks 'when, how much, how many'. 

1. no~ay -~ 
Pidt:w o T:you (Pro1) (id) 
'.Who a re you?' 

2. duud hen awan Ina 
Pidt:wfiere T: beTOng mother (po} 
'Where is mother's?' 

3. ~ 
Pidt:wnat T: 

hen em~y 
go (InC} 

'Who will go?' 

4. kamana hen umaliyanda 
Pidl :when T: come-they (In C) 

'When wi 11 they come?' 

5. duud hen 1 an ~a 
P; dl :where T: narr- (CN) 

'Where a re the nails?' 

6. kamana hen wad a 
Pidt:how many T:- TSTexis) 

'How many a re there?' 

7. ~ hen du a 1 
Pidt'w a T: many (desc) 

'What ; s it that ; s many?' 

8. kaman a -~ 
Pidt:how many T:you (num) 

'How many of you are.. there?' 
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6. l 
6. 11 
6. 12 
6. 13 
6. 14 
6 • 15 
6. 16 
6. l 7 
6. 18 
6. 19 
6.20 
6.21 
6.22 
6.23 
6.24 
6.25 
6.26 
6.3 
6.31 
6.32 
6.4 
6.41 
6.42 
6.43 
6.44 
6.45 
6.46 
6.47 
6.48 
6.49 
6.50 
6. 51 
6.52 
6.53 
6.54 
6.55 
6.56 
6.57 
6.58 
6.60 
6.61 
6.62 
6 . 63 
6.64 
6.65 
6.66 
6.67 
6.68 

Sentence Periphery 
Sentence Introducer 
Time Margin 
Conditional Margin 
Chance Margin 
Circumstance Margin 
Possibility Margin 
Sentence Topic Margin 
Concessive Margin 
Purpose Margin 
Cause Margin 
Sentence Exclamations 

. Vocative 
Sentence Conjunction 1 
Sentence Conjunction 2 
Echo Question 
Sentence Link 
Extra Systemic Sentence Nuclei 
Relator Axis Sentences 
Simple Sentences 
Systemic Sentence Nuclei 
Coordinate Sentence 
Recurrent Action Sentence 
Sequence Sentence 
Ex tent Sentence 
Paraphrase Sentence 
Recapitulation Sentence 
Antithetical Sentence 
Inversion Sentence 
Alternative Sentence 
Diverse Sentence 
Subjunctive Sentence 
Rhetorical Question Sentence 
Exclusive Condition Sentence 
Concessive Sentence 
Result l Sentence 
Result 2 Sentence 
Hortatory Sentence 
Reason Sentence 
Direct Quote Sentence 
Indirect Quote Sentence 
Indirect Questions Sentence 
Referential Quote Sentence 
Thought Quote Sentence 
Merged 1 Sentence 
Merged 2 Sentence 
Merged 3 Sentence 
Merged 4 Sentence 
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Typically sentence level tagmemes are expounded by 
clauses, and sentences expound paragraph level tagmemes . 
However, embedding and backlooping occur in which sentence 
level exponents may be morphemes, words, phrases, or other 
sente nces. 

A sentence consists of nucleus and periphery. The nucleu s 
is that part of the sentence which carries the identifying
contrastive features which make it different from other sentence 
types. Nuclear features are both optional and obligatory. 

The periphery consists of only optional features which may 
occur both pre and post nucleus. They are not pertinent in 
distinguishing sentence types. Theoretically any periphery can 
occur on any nucleus, however, there are restrictions which 
don't allow all possible combinations. 

A Relator-Axis Sentence consists of only a nucleus al
though the embedded sentence expounding Axis may have peripheral 
tagmemes . Such periphery, however, is further restricted 
depending on the type of relator-axis sentence in question. 

6.1 SENTENCE PERIPHERY 
Sentence periphery is shown in Chart 32. Because of the 

large number of possible combinations, many restrictions 
undoubtedly exist. Only a few are listed here. 
l) Sentence Introducer and SConj1 are mutually exclusive. 
2) PoM and CiM do not cooccur. 
3) Two CaM or two PuM occur only if one is permuted to 

prenuclear position. 
4) SConj2 can occur only following SI, CiM, PoM, or TiM. 
5) When SConj1 occurs, no other peripheral tagmemes may precede 

it. 
6) ChM and CoM do not cooccur. 

Other restrictions and permutation possibilities are 
mentioned in the sections touching on each peripheral tagmeme. 

Certain of the sentence peripheral tagmemes are referred 
to as Sentence Margins. These peripheral tagmemes or Sentence 
Margins are exploited in paragraph linkage while other 
peripheral tagmemes are not so exploited. 

Sentence margins are generally expounded by relator-axis 
sentences. A Coordinate Sentence of the relater-axis type or 
an Alternative Sentence of the relater-axis type may expound 
CoM, CiM, and PoM. The other peripheral tagmemes are generally 
expounded by a phrase, a word or P morpheme. 

A system of margins is set up in five columns in Chart 31 . 
The numbers in the box indicate the section numbers where they 
are discussed. The Orientation, Restrictive and Setting 
margins are usually prenuclear in position. Reason Margins are 
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usually postnuclear, and Conditional Margins are both pre and 
post nuclear. Time, Cause and Purpose Margins may occur twice 
in the sentence string. 

Ori en ta ti on Conditional Restrictive Setting Reason 

Sentence Conditional Circumstance Sentence Purpose 
Introducer Margin Margin To pi c Margin 
6 . 11 SI 6. 13 CoM 6. 1 5 CiM 6. 1 7 ST 6. 1 9 PuM 

Time Chance Possibility Concess- Cause 
Margin Margin Margin ive Margin Margin 
6. 12 TiM 6. 14 C hM 6. 16 PoM 6. 18 ConcM 6.20 CaM 

CHART 31: Sentence margins 

PERIPHERAL TAGMEMES 

* +TiM2 +SI :t_SConj 1 +STM +CiM +PoM +ConcM :t_SConj2 - - - -
<~ · 

/ RAP RAS 5 RAS 6 RAS 8 anat RAS 2 ngem 
I that I I but I pro 'and then' vc 
RAS 1 TiP 

TiW 
s 

*+coM2 +ChM +Slk +Nucleus 
1* +PuM2 +CaM .:!:_ecq +Voe +Exel - - - - -

RAS 3 RAS 4 Y..2_/~ RASg RAs 10 ~ NP proper <ayong? 
'and' pro 
wat --

CHART 32: Sentence periphery 

* These margins may occur twice~ 
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Lk 1 ~/~ 'and' 
Lk 2 SLP a na t 'and then' 
Lk 3 one -- 'or' 
Lk 4 no (IQueS) 
Lk 5 wa t 'resulting in I 

,_inks Lk 6 ngem I but I 

Lk 7 te I but I 

Lk 8 :en 'recur' 
Lk 9 -fil I but I 

Lk 10 -~ ~ T hQ S ~ Lk 1 1 ~ Pars 
Lk 12 ~ {MgS) 

sig 1 
, 

( DQS, IQS) !Signals -en 
sig 2 ~ ( DQ S) 

Fmrh - rhetorical question a mm oh 
Fo rmu 1 ae Fm1 saEa~ koma 

Fm2 vc ekat 
Fm3 awn_i __ 

~ 

CHART 33: Links, Signals and Formulae 

6.11 Sentence Introducer 
The exponents of Sentence Introducer (SI) are 

~9...i!~ 'that', anggay ~'end and' and RAS 1 . 

These exponents are mutually exclusive and may not have any 
other sentence tagmemes preceding them. Sentence Introducers 
have a likeness to Time Margin in that they serve as links on a 
higher level, probably linking sentences within paragraphs and 
paragraphs on the discourse level. 

Tagmemes not being illustrated are enclosed in 
parentheses. 
1) anggay ~(hen andi Aman 

S I tliaf fa'ff1 e r 
hen bu bae, 

9lrl 
dan anap 

i s:-fie look-for 
hen iddatna) 
-- give-he 
'And then (that father of the girl, he looks for what 
he'll give).' 

2) ~ (~ nan-ablaw ~ Bittagat nanganda) 
SI ~lk cook viand Bittag-lk ate-they 

3) 

'That, (Bittag cooked, so they ate).' 
angkay niliwehna ad Adalen (nemamang ~ Lamot) 

RAS when circle-it Kadaclan in-line-with Lamot 
'Wh~n it circled at Kadaclan (they-were-in-direct-line
wi th-Lamot).' 

• 

• 

... 
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6.12 Time Margin 
The Time Margin (TiM) may be expounded by many different 

structures. These margins often function as paragraph and 
discourse links. The most common exponents of T~M are 
Relator-Axis Sentence 2, special time clauses, and time phrases. 
More than one TiM may occur (examples 13, 14). Most often the 
TiM occurs prenucleus, however, occasionally it occurs 
permuted to postnuclear position. 
(anat i...9..9.E_ hen binenal) !!.Q.. temeneng 
fhei1 put new-wine R2 cool 

'(Then put in the new wine) when it's cool.' 
(da-ani patpattongon) no hen-algawan 
are-we play-gongs-dance R2 one-day 

'(We play gongs and dance) sometimes.' 

Some structures expounding TiM are given below: 
Time phrases and words ............... examples 1-3 
Clauses .........................•.... exam pl es 4-6 
Paraphrase Sentence .................. examples 7-8 
Merged 2 Sentence ..•.........•....... examples 9-10 
Relator-Axis Sentence 2 .............. example.s 11-12 
Sequence of Time Margins ............. examples 13-14 
1) hen-algawan (dadan ullu hen anana hen 

.one-day are-they-man whine -- child-his 

issada ah g~d~w) 
viand-their - f1s 
'One day (his children were whining to have fish for 
viand ... ).' 

2) hiyadiy tawen (pindit da Pahadan hen ubbun hen bakani) 
that-att year killed PT Pahadan calf cow-our 
'That year (Pahadan's family killed our cow's calf).' 

3) Lones (inligwatni aTe hen bigbigat) 
Mci"iiC!ay started-we a so morning 
'Monday (we started out in the morning).' 

4) nalooh anon ~ duminggu (henelanda) 
passed reported-hen one week burned-they 
'A week passed, reportedly (they burned the field).' 

5) namato hen ag-agaw (dengngalda hen ,benneg) 
mid-morning day heard-they bark 
'Mid morning of the day (they heard dogs barking).' 

6) na-aw-awni (naway hen ~ eMadokaen) 
later comes one of-Mado ayan 
'Later, (a man from Madokayan came).' 
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(binayuda hen day-at). Nalpas, a binayuda 
pound - they rice finish ecq pound-they 
(~ inda inupal) 
. sn go-they soak 

('They pounded the sticky rice). It was finished, eh, 
in that they pounded it (and they went to soak it).' 

(Imbilagna Y2_ dana ladditan). Nalpas ~ neladditana 
dry-she lk is-she wringer finish Tk-- wringer-she 

(penanpanana) 
fluff-she 

'(She dries it and runs it through a 
finished in that she ran it through 
fluffs it [cotton]).' 

wringer.) It's 
the wringer (she 

(~ nangan-ani .) 
SI ate-we 

Nalpas-ani ~ nangan (temegteg ah 
finish-we lk eat crush 

Emilyu ~ tobao) 
Emilyu tobacco 
' (That, we ate. ) 
some tobacco).' 

We finished eating, (Emilio crushed 

(~) nalpasda ~ nelatlatan 
SI finish-they ~skin 

'(That) they finished skinning it 

(emmey~ ad Pengaw) 
go-I - Pengaw 

(I went to Pengaw).' 
11) no nauto (banawen hen~) 

R2 cooked serve winnow-basket 
'When it's cooked (serve it up in a winnowing basket).' 

12) no emey hen hempoloy ag-agaw (anat kaboton) 
R2 go unit-ten-att day SConj2 seal 
'When ten days go by (then sea 1 it).' 

13) (hiyadi)nantawnandahto, hen::.algawan (~ umalih Daniyan 
~I year-they-~-here one-day Slk come-ah Daniyan 

1 4) 

ah to) 
he re 
' (That) they were a year here, one day (Dan iyan came 
here).' 

da madhem, no umdahda hen tatafu (ilugida ~ 
TS night 1f2 reach-they -- peop e start-they lk-

manalep) 
dance 
'In the evening when the people arrive (they begin 
dancing).' 

6.13 Conditional Margin 
The Conditional Margin (CoM) is most often expounded by 

RAS3 with relator no 'if'. This margin occurs with frequency in 
both pre and postnuclear positions. This margin may also be 
expounded by a Coordinate Sentence with an RAS 3 in each base; 
or an Alternative Sentence with an RAS 3 in each base. 

• 
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When a Coordinate Sentence or an Alternative Sentence 
expounds the CoM, the relater in the second base is usually 
deleted in the presence of the sentence link (see Sec. 6.49, 
example 5, for nondeleted relater). When the coordinate link 
is absent, the relater in the second base is obligatory 
(examples 1-3) : 
1) no umdah hen talak no idaha hen da ~pen 

R3 reach - - ~ R3 find-I -- am-I l 001<-:f or 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

(lomayawta ~ wakas) 
leave-we tomorrow 

'If the bus arrives and if I find what I'm looking for 
(we'll leave tomorrow).' 

~ adi umudan Y..2_ mabalin ~ lepasenda hen 
R3 neg rain lk possible lk finish-they 

dada ammaan (emeytaaw) 
are-they do leave-we 
'If it doesn't rain and if 

(we ' l l go ) . ' 
they can finish their work 

no pomdit ono sabali hen ammaana ~ laweng (haen hen RJ kill-hen< another do-he att bad r- -
mamayad) 
pay 
'If he kills or if he does something else bad (I'm the 
one to pay).' 

(tenapaani !2_ adi mablu te) no adi matapaan (mablu hen 
dry-we R3 neg spoil R10 R3 neg dry spoil -

andi laman) 
TiiaT meat 
'(We dry it so it won't spoil because) if it's not 
dried (that meat will spoil).' 

(nalegna menat) !:!.£_ wadan tolonpolo ~ ~ 
enough-it maybe R3 there is-hen three-ten att money 

'(It'd be enough maybe) if there were thirty pesos.' 

6.14 Chance Margin 
The Chance Margin (ChM) is expounded by RAS4 with relater 

phrase 4 ·non an 'were it'. This margin may occur either pre 
or postnuclearand it may occur more than once (example l). 
l) non an tenongpal hen~ !2_ iggayda age man-amma 

RP 4 obeyed people Rg didn't-they also work 
(andudi ~ ligatda) non anda tenongpal ale 
long-that att hardship-their RP4 -they obeyed so 

andi imbagan Gunsab 
tfiaf told Gunsab 
'Had the people obeyed so that they didn't work (their 
hardships would be long) had they obeyed that which 
Gunsab told them.' 
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(~ ~ ~ Dawdawen) 
grandfather att Dawdawen 

non an koma 
R4 - he WTSllfu l 

mambangad !2_ ~ matagu (~ ingalen) 
return Rg again live ~scold 
'(Grandfather Dawdawen) if only he were to return so he 
could live again, (I'd scold him).' 

3) (adi omawid hen ahawa wat mangahawa-ayu) non ~ 
neg flee - spouse n- marry-you R4 -you 

l ,. " epapate ~ epasen hen uswilayu 
try lk finish school-your 
'(Spouses don't run away so you can marry) if you would 
but finish school.' 

4) (maid manSempawa ~ ahawa) non ~ paat anohan ~ maleas 
none for id spouse~ -you just enCIUre Rg finish 

hen uswilayu 
-- school-your 
'(No one will forbid a wife) if you would but endure so 
you could finish your schooling.' 

6.15 Circumstance Margin 
The Circumstance Margin (CiM) is expounded by RAS5 with 

rel a tor phrase~ ta 'since'. RAS5 may be simple, coordinate 
or alternative.-----rhiS-margin almost always occurs prenuclear, 
however, it may be permuted to postnuclear position. 
Circumstance Margins freely transform to Cause Margins. 

When a Coordinate Sentence or an Alternative Sentence 
expounds this margin, the second relator is almost always 
deleted in the presence of the sentence link. When the 
coordinate link is absent, the relator in the second base usually 
occurs (examples 4-6). 
l) gapo ta maid talak te naladaw-ani hen andi anongoh hen 

RP 5 none ~ Rl-0 late-we -- Tiiaf last 
talak (an-aniyat emey ~ ~ Tangdol) 
bus SConjz-we go house Tangdol 
'Since there wasn't a bus because we were late for the 
last bus, (we then went to the house of Tangdol) .' 

2) ( .. ngem) gapo ta kommateydad uwan, ~ dinadaelda hen 
lk RP5 illed-they-ad now lk broke-they 
pedanyu (hiyato hen ekat-o -en, adiayu an 
peace-pact-your that said-I sig neg-you 
pomatey ~ an-ayu mampabayad) 
kill lK-- you make-to-pay 
'(but) since they've killed now in that they broke your 
peace pact, (that's why I say, don't you kill in that 
you just make them pay).' 

• 
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3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

(adida mangan ~~ mametlo hen ehay ag-agaw) ~ 
neg-they eat lk three a day RP5-2Jl 

maid anenda 
none food-their 
'(They don't eat three times a day) since they don't 
have enough food.' 

gape ta bubaeda, gape ta ekatda -en naligat hen dalan 
RP5 women-they RP 5 said-they s.,.-g hard ~- traTT 

(dani hen nangenyey andi ~) 
we take that cargo 

'Since they're women and since they said the trail is 
hard, (we're the ones to take the cargo).' 

gape ta naungal~ Y.E_ nadhem (nasseya ~ ~abag) 
RP~ tired-I lk night slept-I Bagabag 
'Since I was tired and it was night (I slept at Bagabag).' 

gape ta nabhuada one nabiinanda menat (i~aa~da 
RP 5 fille -they~ ashamed-they maybe d1 n t-they 

umala hen kengdi) 
get candy 
'Since they were too full or maybe they were ashamed 
(they didn't take any candy).' 

6.16 Possibility Margin 
The Possibility Margin (PoM) is most often expounded by 

RAS 6 with rel a tor phrase 6 mag-aa !.~/~no 'should, when'. 
This margin may also be expounde by a CoordTnate or Alternative 
Sentence of the relater ~xis type. This margin occurs in a 
prenuclear position and is most frequent in procedure texts. 
This margin is interchangeable with either a TiM or a CoM. 

When a Coordinate or Antithetical Sentence expounds this 
margin, the relater in the second base is usually deleted in the 
presence of the link. When the link of the Coordinate Sentence 
does not occur, the relater of the second base is usually 
present (example 4). 
l) mag-ay ta ekatno -en, manguma-a (masapol 

RP 6 said-you s.,-g make-kaingin-you necessary 
umaam hen umam !!.Q_ hen helag hen Malso) 
make-it kaingin-your R2 month March 
'Should you say you'll make a kaingin (you must make 
your kaingin in the month of March).' 

2) mag-ay ta maggahan hen ~ (emeyda .!!_ inda bat-en) 
RP 6 ripe rice go-they Rg go-they harvest 
'Should the rice be ripe (they go harvest).' 
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3) mag-ay ~ bumaley an ahawana ~ adiya tolongan ah 
RP 6 house ~ w1fe-h1s lk neg-I help 

4) 

5) 

ammaa ~ maka-an di hamhamanan haen 
work-my TK remove tnat thought-his-~ me--
(ka-asif3) 
pitifu -me 

'Should he set up housekeeping with his wife and he 
doesn't help me in my work and his thoughts to me are 
removed (it's a pity for me).' 

mag-ay .!_! naleasda ~ nambata, mag-ay ~~hen 
RP6 finish-they lK harvest RP6 much-

binta~ (manggag~a-ayda ~Manila) 
harvest-their visit-t ey Manila 
'Should they finish harvesting and should their harvest 
be big, (they'll visit in Manila).' 

mag-ay ta wadan talak ono umdah hen oplano 
RP6 there-is-hen~~ reach airplane 

(adia da manalan) 
neg-you TS wa 1 k 

'Should there be a bus or should the airplane arrive 
(don't walk).' 

6. 17 Sentence Topic Margin 
Sentence Topic (ST) may be expounded by a relator-axis 

noun phrase or a pronoun III phrase. These phrases may only be 
those phrases which expound focused tagmemes. Sentence Topic 
may provide a setting for sentence or paragraph without 
specific reference to a particular tagmeme in the sentence 
(examples 1, 2). Sentence Topic may extract one of the 
situational roles within a clause to make it the Sentence 
Topic, i.e. actor, goal, possessor, time, location, etc. When 
the Sentence Topic extracts the actor, whether an embedded 
structure or not, and when it extracts the possessor, concord 
referent pronouns are obligatory (examples 3, 4). When 
Sentence Topic extracts the situational role of goal, concord 
referent pronoun is optional (examples 5, 6) . 

~/taen 'even' optionally occurs before a Sentence 
Topic Margin. This is not considered to be the relater of the 
ConcM, the axis of which is expounded by RAS3. 
1) hen andi naliw-a, (~landa .!!.~ o-olong hen limana .. ) 

that forgot-I get-they nail hand-his 
'What I forgot, (they get his fingernail. .. ).' 

• 

• 
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2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

9) 

hen inlugin hen ~ iBalangao ~ namenghan 
start-of ancestor of-Balangao long-ago 

(laweng ano !!.2_ adi matoloylabi Y..E_ inlubuda) 
bad reportedly R3 neg three-att-night TT bury-they 

'What the ancestors of the Balangaos started long ago 
(it's bad if it doesn't go to three days before they 
bury him).' 

amin '!§.1. sonod-o (ibilangda ~ kaman 
arr- att brother-my count-they Klm~ah Tfl<"e-

mangenbi l anganda ~ haen 
count-they me 
'A 11 my brothers (they count him as they count me).' 

hen andiday nangen-ahembabalyan (wadan mane "!§..Y_ 
~- those of-the-household TS=llen cn1Cken att 

paltiylinda are) 
kill-they a so 
'Those of the household (they also kill a chicken).' 

lempeh (Y..E_ emeabunagda~ 
fermented-rice 5Tk br1ng-out-t ey 
'Fermented rice (they bring it out to serve it).' 
hen manad-an anda makolang (adi up-upean dida) 

- old-women pr- old-men ne~ mock them 
'The old women and the old men (don't mock them).' 

~ ~. ~ heno ~ ~ ~ manlooh 
even priest even any att person att pass 

(~ ~ Panapan hen ayanda) 
house Panapan go-they 

'Even the priests, even any person passing (the house 
of Panapan is where they go).' 

The following two sentences are Coordinate Sentences with 
base 2 deleted and only the Sentence Topic Margin of Base 
2 is retained. 
(dadan kela hen ungunga Y..E_) ~hen andiday in-ina 
they-man cry children lk even · those women 

'(The children are crying and) even those women [they're 
crying].' 

(amdan hen hnayu !!!_ hea) ~ hen antoday tahen 
very ~- ome-sick-my you even those ot er 

ta ta gu 
people 
'(I'm so homesick for you) even those other people 
[they're homesick for you].' 

6.18 Concessive Margin 
The Concessive Mar9in (ConcM) 

the rel a tors ~or tAen 'even'. 
postnucleus. 

is expounded by RASs with 
It may occur pre or 
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The axis of a RASs is expounded by RAS3 with relator no 
of RAS3 most often deleted; or by a demonstrative (see 
Sec. 3.32.2) which occurs as a prosentence in place of RAS3 
(examples 1-3)

1 
The nucleus to which the ConcM is periphery 

may be deleted when the context carries the lexical 
constituents (example 4). The axis of the RASs may also be 
freely deleted in the same way (examples 4-6). 

1 ) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

(an-ag massey ahnay kolsa) ~ da umudan, a 
you sleep tat roacr- ~TS rain ecq 

'(You just sleep on the road then) even if it rains, eh.' 
taen no maid-anihna (da-ayun ladsak hena) 
~~none-we-ah-there you-man celebrate ffiere 
'Even if we're not there (you ceTebrate there).' 
ulayha (.!'1.2_ antaaw ~ nanlahin ~ Ballig_ .~) 
Rs-that R3 we just cross Barlig first 
'Even that (so long as we get across to Barlig first).' 
(ekatni -en, mapat-ani). taen 
said-we sign wet-we Rs 

'(We said, We'll get wet). Even so [they went anyway].' 

( naddegem ah~oy ~) . taen (Y.!9_ enan -o and i ~~ .. V 
rotten tis rice Rs 5TK ate-I Tiiaf mine 

'(This rice is rotten.) Even so (I ate mine).' 
(ammag ilugina ~ bumali). taen k;ge (~ emey-ani) 
intens start-it Tl< storm Rs a so SlK go-we 

'(It started to storm). Even so, (we started out).' 

6.19 Purpose Margin 
The Purpose Margin (PuM) is expounded by RASg with 

relator ta 'so that'. The Purpose Margin normally occurs 
postnucleus but it may be permuted to prenuclear position 
(example 1). An apparent sequence of two Purpose Margins is 
an embedded Simple Sentence with a Purpose Margin, expounding 
the axis of an RASg (example 2). A sentence may have two 
Purpose Margins, one being permuted to prenuclear position 
(example 3). 
1) ta mag-ay hen bulan hen ladaw (hiyadi hen mangenmul-an 

Rg RP 6 - month - ladaw that plant-time 

2) 

3) 

hen kapes) 
cotton 

'So should it be the month of Ladaw, (that's the time 
to plant cotton.' 

(manhenage hen tatagu) .!!.. umalida ta inda mamatbal 
send-I people Rg come-they 

'(I'll send some people) so they can 
Rg go-they engagement 
come so they can make 

the engagement arrangements.' 
!!. adiliyen (inta umalah away anda talak) 
Rg brace go-we get-ah wood pr-- vine 
'So we can brace it (let's go get wood and 
[the sugarcane] won't be scattered.' 

ta adi miwa-at 
ifi neg scatter 
vine) so 
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4) 

5) 

(in-a umalah kapes afe) ta oppa-am 
~o:you get-ah cotton a so Rg peel -you 

'(You go get some cotton too) so you can peel it.' 
(homayatda ah babley) ~ andada l oh-oh-ohon 
come-home-they barrio Tg they go return-to-check 

'(They come home to the barrio) and then they'll contin
ually return to check on it.' 

6.20 Cause Margin 

The Cause Margin (CaM) is expounded by RAS10 with relater 
te 'because'. Cause Margin normally occurs fol lowing the 
sentence nucleus; however, it may be permuted to prenuclear 
position. An apparent sequence of two Cause Margins is an 
embedded Simple Sentence within a Cause Margin (example 1). 
When a sentence has two Cause Margins, one is permuted to 
prenuclear position (examples 2, 3). 

A sentence with a Cause Margin can transform to a Result 
2 Sentence by_ permuting the Cause Margin to prenuclear position, 
dropping the relater 10 and linking the two structures with a 
Rusult Link, wat (example 4) . 
1) (maid mandaweh 2J!_ babaleyda) te dada mabiinan hen 

none over-night houses-their iflo they ashame 

2) 

3) 

4) 

tatag~ te adida amin man-ayag 
people Rio neg-they aii- call 
'(No one stops overnight in their homes) because the 
people are ashamed to because all ofthem, they don't 
call us [to eat].' 

te ~ 
RTo fnrs-

omahawa-ayu 
marry-you 

(masapol ~ ilan hen ekat hen 
necessary ~ see say 

antoday ta~en hen matagu} te naligat hen omahawa 
these ot er live Rio hard marriage 
'(Now) because of this your marrying, (you must pay 
attention to what other people say} because marriage 
is hard.' 

te maid sapatosna (adi makadal an} te an dan 
Rlo none Shoe-her neg able-walk-she Rlo ~is-man 
~ menat andi ~ 
nurt- maybe that gravel 
'Because she didn't have any shoes (she was unable to 
walk because maybe the gravel hurt.' 

(an-ani good morningen eman) ~ okomda 
we good morning truly R10 status-people-they 

'(We said 'good morning' to them) because they were men 
of status. ' 
===~Result 2 Sentence 
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okomda wat an-ani .9_Q_Q_CI_ morningen eman 
statUS-they ~we gOoCf morning truTy 
'They were men of status so we truly said good morning to them.' 
5) {iggara paltogan) te adawwey ano 

didn t-he shoot lflo far reportedly 
'(He didn't shoot) because it was far, reportedly.' 

6) (amd~ agen egyat-o) g_ ammag dual .9..1. aho 
very also-hen fear-m~ R10 intens many that d09 

'(I was very much afraid) because there were so many 
dogs.' 

6.21 Sentence Exclamations 
Sentence Exclamations (Exel) include emphasis markers, 

attention getters, expressions of agreement and disagreement, 
surprise, and one that calls for an answer or an alternative. 
They include ~· ~. tl, aw, anganan, ate, ~. anni and 
no. Exclamations aw, ate, anganan, and anni occur initially rn the utterance; no occurs only finally--an<f only following a 
question. ~ usuaTly occurs initially and tl and~ 
occur phrase initially or finally and may occur more tnan once. 
There are undoubtedly more exclamations than those listed here. 
1 ) ~. (Ah i , ad i d an i ~ ~ a 1 i w- en) 

excT- Anne neg-we then forget 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7 ) 

'Listen, (Anne, don't forget us).' 
(ekat-o en) aW (~ m€nat 
said-I sTg excl you maybe 

'(I said) oh, (maybe you put it 
(~ maid heyepno? maid) ~ 
ques none sleepy-you none excl 

'(Aren't you sleepy? I am not)' 

enhaba) ~· 
put-away ~ 
away) I'll bet:' 

(ekat-o) 
said-I 
(I said).' 

tl (awn i _!.! i yey-o to ~) 
excl wait Rg take-I-this first 
'Yes but (wait so I can take this first).' 
(~ kage hen pa-ayu lomayaw) no? 
what also right-you leave excl 

'(And what right do you have to leave) then?' 

(ammogu anpayha ~ uma?) anni {~g ~age, ~) 
rh-ques on y-that lk kaingin excT over~much also ecq 

'(That little bit and you call that a kaingin?) gracious 
(It's more than enough, eh).' 

(angkay umdah hen andi 'train') anganan (ammag) ~ 
R1 reach that train excl intens excl 

(andu ~ telen andi 'train') 
long att very that train 

'(Then that train came) oooooh (that train is) 
contrary-to-expectation (so very long:)' 
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8) ate (~ maid) peet (innilam) 
surprise ques none excl knew-you 
'Why, contrary-to-expectation, (you-mean you didn't 
know [that]).' 

6.22 Vocative 
This ta~meme is expounded by a proper noun phrase or 

pronoun III (see Sec. 3.32.1) which may occur following any 
clause or sentence level tagmeme. 
1) (11 am, _!) Qj_JJ_g_ (!lQ_ patayem ~ Nambel to ... ) 

TOCik-you ecq Ollig R3 kill-you Nambelto 
'(Look, eh) Dilig, (if you kill Nambelto ... )' 

2) (ibaga ~ hea) Ani (~. ~ !lQ_ mankasal-ayu hen 
tel 1-I you · Anne ecq 1 k R2 wedding-you 

h i ya toy bu 1 an ... ) 
this-att month 
'(I tell you) Anne (eh, when you have your wedding 
this month ... )' 

3) hea (2..Z'., adi a emey) 
you gues neg-you go 
'You, (aren't you going?} . 

6.23 Sentence Conjunction l 

1 71 

The Sentence Conjunction .1 (SConj 1) tagmeme is expounded 
by ngem 'but'. When ngem occurs internally within a 
grammatical sentence, it is the link in an Antithetical Sentence. 
But when ngem occurs as a Sentence Conjunction, it is not 
possible to assign a thesis - antithesis structure to this 
sentence; instead, this conjunction is used as a paragraph link. 
(adim ~ dakalen ~ manguma; andiyan hen umam ~ 
neg-you big-you.~ kaingin that kaingin-your ~ 

anfgay) (Ekat ano Bittag en, amogu anggayha ~ 
on y said reportedly Bittag sig rh que only-that lk 
uma?) (Anni, ~ ~age, .! nalegna -!U 
kaingin excl over-much also ecq enough-it that 
Ngem (~ omabulot ah Bittag) 
SConj1 not obey Bittag 
'(Don't make a big kaingin; that will be your kaingin and that's 
all).'· 
'(Said Bittag, reportedly, 'That only and it would be [enough 
for] a kaingin.}' 
'(Gracious, that's more than anough, eh). But (Bittag didn't 
obey ... )' 

6.24 Sentence Conjunction 2 
The exponent of Sentence Conjunction 2 (SConj2} is 

sequence link ~--!.!,, homophonous with the link in nuclear 
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Sequence Sentence. Any pronoun which would normally be 
enclitic to the Predicate is moved forward and is enclosed by 
the link. SConj 2 occurs only following a Sentence Introducer, 
a Time Margin, A circumstance Margin, or a Possibility 
Margin. 

A sentence with SConj2 may be transformed into a 
Sequence Sentence (example 1). 
l) (ummalidah baleynid Bagabag). angkay inumdahda 

came-they-~ house-our-ad Bagabag R1 reached-they 
andaat mangan 
SConj2-they ate 
'(They came to our house in Bagabag). And so when they 
arrived then they ate.)' 

=====~Sequence Sentence 
ummalidah ~nid Bagabag andaat mangan 
came-they-~ house-our-ad SLP-they ate 
'They came to our house at Bagabag and then they ate.' 

2) mag-ay ~ nalpasdi, andaat (manobao ~ manmumada) 
RP6 finish-that SConj -they smoke lk chew-they 
'Snould they finish that, th~n they (smoke and chew).' 

3) mag-ay ~ enhayatda hen takong anat (oppeoppan 
RPfi bring-home-they leaves sroilj2 wrap 

4) no 
lf2 

hen andiday manad-an); !l.2_ nalpas ~ enoppeoppanda andi 
~-those old-women R2 finish lk- wrap-they that 
da~-at andaat (initen hen di maltaba) 
sticky-rice SConj2-they cook - 'fhat pot 
'Should they bring home the leaves, then (those old 
women wrap it); when it's finished in that they have 
wrapped the sticky rice, then they (cook it in large 
pots).' 

malpasda ~ manlidah, anat (man-amaah). 
finish-they ~weed SConj2(-he) refine 
No malpas ~ ~ man-amaah annaat (papdongon R2 finish-he also lk refine SConj2-he same 
andi lota) . ~ mal eas ~ ginuludna andi ~ 
tnat TaiiCf R2 finish lk- rake-he Tiiaf fTeTO 

anat (i umalah penadug No malpas ~ 
SConj2(-he) go get-~ seedlings R2 finish lk 
iniggada hen penadug, annaat (~ w~ ... ) 
put-they seedling SConj2-they start T~ 
'When they finish weeding, then he (refines the job). 

When he finishes refining, then he (levels the dirt). 
When it's done in that he rakes the field, then he 
(goes and gets the seedlings). When it's finished, 
in that he's put the seedlings in the ground, then he 
(starts to ... )' 
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6.25 Echo Question 
The Echo Question tagmeme (ecq} is expounded by a 'isn't 

that right, don't you agree'. It may occur following-any 
clause or sentence level tagmeme and it may occur more than 
once in a given sentence. 

1) ( 1 ayl ayada) ~· (~ eka t-o -en, E_j_ ammay) ~· ( te 
happy -I ecq R10 said-I sig excl good ecq Rlo 

2) 

3) 

wadan iba dillu .ti_) 
there-is-hen companion-my yet excl 
'(I'm happy] eh (because I said, oh, that's good) eh, 
because I'll have a companion after all, you see!)' 

(lomayawa) a 
leave-I ecq 

' ( I 'm 1 ea vi n g) eh. ' 

(ekat-o -en o,} a (l~em nangin~ menat ta sabali ~ 
said-I s.,-g yes ecq expensive maybe 'Rg another att 

oelano) 
airplane 
'(Yes, I said) eh (but maybe it's expensive for that's 
another airplane).' 

6.26 Sentence Link 
A Sent~nce Link (Slk) optionally occurs immediately 

preceding the nucleus of a sentence. No restrictions have been 
found for Link 1 ~/::t...EJJ.. 'and' in connecting margin wlth nucleus. 
(Examples 1-3 show th--epresence of the link; examples of other 
sentence periphery provide adequate examples of deletion of 
the link.) 

wat is al so used as a sentence 1 ink and is optional. It 
seems--u;- give emphasis to that which occurs in the margin 
(examples 4-5). 
1) (mag-ay ~ nauto hen enablaw) ·~ (nanganda) 

RP6 cooked viand ~k ate-they 
'(When the viand was cooked)-(they ate.)' 

2) .l!!_Q_ eha-an) ::t...EJJ.. (ammag maheg-ang, ~) 
R3 one-he STk intens pity-he ecq 

'(If he's only one) (he is pitiful, eh).' 
3) (nabi~at) ~ (henamalda) 

morning Slk plant-they 
'(The next morning) (they planted).' 

4) (~ apom ~ Mangawit) wat (maid~ 
grandfather-your att Mangawit STk none fTeTif 

anana ~ Wayammi) 
ClilTd-his att Wayammi 
'(Your grandfather Mangawit) (his child Wayammi has no 
fields).' 
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5) (no milubu) wat (anggay) 
R2 bury Slk end 

'(When he's buried) (that's the end).' 

6.3 cXTRA-SYSTEMIC SENTENCE NUCLEI 
The Relator-Axis Sentences and the Simple Sentence are 

considered to be extra-systemic nuclei. Relator-Axis Sentences 
expound margins and also bases of some sentence nuclei. 

6.31 Relator-Axis Sentence 
The Relator-Axis Sentence (RAS) is represented by Chart 34. 

Rel a tor Axis 

R l angka,l'. 'then, when' s 
R 2 no 'when' c 
R 3 no Ii f I RAS 
RP4 non an 'perchance' p 
RP 5 gap o ta 'since' 
RP6 mag-a,l'. 'should, since' 
RP? inggana/~ 'until' 
R 8 ula,l'./tAe.!!_ 'even' 
R 9 ta 'so that' 
R 10 te 'be ca use' 

CHART 34: Sentence Relators and Axis 

6 .31.1 Sentence Introducer (RAS1) 
Relator l angka,l'. 'then, when' introduces the Sentence 

Introducer relater axis sentence (RAS1). The axis of this 
sentence may be expounded by a clause (examples l, 2); a Time 
Phrase (examples 3, 4); or a demonstrative pronoun (examples 
5, 6). This RAS funct~ons only in the Sentence Introducer 
tagmeme of a sentence. No prenuclear periphery may occur on 
the clauses which expound the axis of this RAS. Postnuclear 
periphery, however, may occur (example 1). 
l) angka,l'. ila ~h d~la ~ wadan liwangan 

R1 TOOk-f outside R10 there-is-hen window 
(pommaw~,l'. eman tot-owa) 
daylight reaTly truly 

'When I looked outside, because there was a window 
(it truly was daylight). ' 

angkay da-ani mangan (~ ekat da Anin Jwami en ... ) 
R1 we-are eat said PT Anne ,-an ~ Sfg 
'Then we're eating (Anne and Jo said .. ~' 

2) 

3) ~~ hen - a l g aw an ( e k at an o An g tan en .. ) 
R1 one day said reportedly Angtan sig 
'Then one day (Ang tan said ... )' 

' 
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4) angkay ano gawan di labi (annaat ano 
R1 reportedly middle that night SConj 2-she reportedly 

5) 

6) 

alan andi amolage) 
got Tiiat spirit 
'Then, in the middle 
got that spirit.)' 

of the night (then she reportedly 

~~ ~ (henomlat andi ~) 
R1 that thick tl1at rice 
'Then that, (the rice grew thickly).' 
angkay hiyadi (™ ~ ~. abulotonni ~) 
R1 that ~ leader (-he) obey-we ecq 
'After that (since he was a leader, we obeyed, eh).' 

6.31.2 Time (RAS2) 
Relator 2 no 'when' introduces a Time Relator-Axis 

Sentence (RAS 2)-.- This relator is homophonous with relator 3. 
A phrase, a clause, or a sentence .may expound the axis of this 
RAS. When a sentence expounds the axis, only postnuclear 
periphery may occur (example 1). 
1) !!..£. komangen ~ naumah hen ehay lata (kena-an hen 

R2 recede Rg evaporate one can remove 
~ ~ temeneng) 
fire Rg cool 
'When it recedes so one can has evaporated (the fire is 
removed so it can cool.)' 

2) !!..£. emey hen ~ ono hempoloy ~-agaw (manpaket) 
R2 go five-att Tl<"° ten-att aay bitter 
'When five or ten days pass (it is bitter/strong).' 

3) no ah awni ta wada kasen kadaelan hen pedan 
R2 ~later Rg there-is again destruction peace-pact 

(maka-an hen Redan) 
remove peace-pact 

'Should again the peace pact be broken (it will be 
dissolved).' 

6 .31 .3 Conditional (RAS3) 
Relator 3 no 'if' introduces a Conditional Relator-Axis 

Sentence (RAS 3)-.- This RAS may expound the axis of RASs. When 
RAS3 expounds the axis of RASs, the Relator 3 is optional 
(see Sec. 6.31.8). 

RAS3 may be expounded by a Coordinate Sentence or an 
Alternative Sentence of the RAS type (examples 1, 2). 

Phrases, clauses or sentences may expound the axis of RAS3. 
Only postnuclear periphery may occur in this axis. 
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.!!.Q.. whday tag uh ammag na l poh saba l i ~ 
R3 t ere i s-att person-~ in tens come-~ another att 

babley ~ inigfaw ~ dida (ahdag ibilang ~ anada) 
barrio lk dwel them t ey count ClilTd-their 
'If a person comes from some other barrio and dwells 
with them, (they count him as their child).' 

(annaat ablen ~ uloh) no adi petayda ono adi 
SLP-she weave t>Tai1ket R3 neg skirt-their~ neg 

tayeyda 
g-string-their 
'(Then she weaves blankets) if not their skirts or their 
g-strings.' 

(nem)_D.£ mehaba g emey di ~ wenno ~ ~ bulan 
R3 store Rg go fflat four ~ seven att month 

(mambango) 
fra~rant 

' ... (but) if it's put awa.y so four or seven months to 
go by ( i t '11 be f rag rant) . ' 

(iggadan asokal .!!.Q_ adi ngayug [deleted predicate] 
put-they-hen sugar R3 neg coconut 

'(They put sugar in it) if not coconut.' 
!!..2. ungunga (adida mehamal) 
R3 children neg-they plant 
'If children (they don't help plant).' 

6 . 3 l . 4 C h an c e ( RA S 4 ) 
Relater phrase 4 non an 'were, had' introduces a Chance 

Relator-Axis Sentence \RAS4f. This RAS carries a contrary-to
fact or subjunctive idea. This RAS is usually interchangeable 
with RAS3. non ~is a contraction from no an an. The an 
usually attracts the clitic pronoun of the-cTause.2 The 
exponent of the axis may be a clause or a sentence; if it is 
a sentence, it cannot have any prenuclear periphery (example 1). 
l) non ~ tenongpal hen ~ g i ggayda agen amma 

RP 4 obeyed people Rg didn't-they also-man work 

2) 

(andu !'!_ ~ ligatda) non anda tenongpal age 
long that att hardship-their RP4-they obeyed also 

andi imbagan Gunsab 
that told ~ Gunsab 
'Had the people obeyed so that they didn't work (their 
hardships would be long) had they obeyed that which 
Gunsab told them.' 

(dakposni komah wangwang) non an wadan 
direct-we wishful-ah river RP4 ~there-is-hen_ 

helawni 
light-our 
'(We'd have made it to the river) had we only had a 
light.' 
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3) ( inumdaha ~ Ba,ti) non koma ~ adi udan 
reached-I Bata ~P4-wishful-RP4 neg rain 

'(I'd have reached Botac) had it only not rained.' 
(mabalin ~ emhtaaw) non~ umale hen andi talak 
possible lkrn go-we R154 come ~- Tiiat ~ 

'(We could go) were that truck to come.' 

4) 

6 . 31 . 5 Ci r cums tan c e (RAS 5) 
The relator phrase 5 introduces a Circumstance Relator-Axis 

Sentence (RAS5). The relator is expounded by~~ 'since'. 
The~ is optional when a nonverbal clause expounas the axis. 
Sentences and phrases may also expound the axis. 

The RAS5 is similar in meaning to RAS10 but RAS5 does not 
allow the prenuclear expansion of the exponents of axis as does 
RAS 1 o. 

RAS5 may be expounded by a Coordinate or Alternative 
Sentence of the RAS type (example 1). See Section 6.15 for 
further examples. 
1) ~ta umudan, da bumali hen bumatangan (dani menholat€n 

RP5 rain TS storm afternoon we-- plug up 
.b~ liwangan) 

window 
'Since it was ra1n1ng and storming in the afternoon~ 
(we just covered up the windows).' 

2) (ngem)~ ~ .!!_ ammag maid iniH ~ 
lk RP5 of-course intens none know-I 1~ 
manaralu~ (kaskasen) 
Taga og..__ worse 
' ... (but) since, of course, I absolutely don't know 

how to speak Tagalog (it was worse).' 
3) ~ hen saketna, (i..9..9.!.l bumangon) 

RP ~-sickness-his neg get up-he 
'B~cause of his sickness, {he didn't get up.)' 

6.31.6 Possibility (RAS6) 
Relator phrase 6 introduces a Possibility Relator-Axis 

Sentence (RAS6). The rel a tor phrase is expounded by combinations 
of mag-ay with ta/~. This RAS is similar to RAS2 in meaning. 
The axis of RAS 6 is expounded by a clause, a phrase or a 
sentence. The exponent of axis may not have prenuclear periph
ery, however, postnuclear periphery may occur (example 5). 
RAS6 may be _expounded by a Coordinate or Alternative Sentence 
of the RAS ~ype. See Section 6.16 for further examples. 

The most common combination of relator phrase 
constitutents are mag-~ ta and mag-ay !!.Q_, though mag-ay may 
occur alone. !!_Q_ optional,-Y occurs before mag-ay when the RAS6 
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is embedded in a sentence. When~ mag-a) occurs, only ta 
may occur following mag-ay (examples 6, 7 . 
1) mag-ay g hen bulan hen Malso (da ilugin hen kapes ~ 

RP 6 month March TS fruit cotton att 
ma tang) 
mature 
'When it's the month of March (the cotton begins to 
mature).' 

2) mag-ay !!_Q. ~:mpon hen teg-angay hen agilad (man-ammadah 
RP6 time-of nearly rains do-they-ah 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

bat-ong) 
hat 
'When it's nearly time for rainy 

mag-ay andiday iniggaw hen ahag-en 
season (they make hats).' 

(aw-awni no hiyah 
later 1f3 that-ah RP5 those dwell near 

laldenda andaat maligwat) 
li e-they SLP-they start 
'A~ for those living nearby (if they like, then they 
can start out later).' 

mag-ay !!..9_ nalpas ~ nankelada (andaat amhen) 
RP 6 finish lk cry-they 
'Wnen they finish crying (then 

SConj2-they--i>atne 
they bathe him).•· 

mag-ay ~ am-ama hen matey g mahopot 
RP6 old-man die Rg last-breath 

(ginsanda ~ mankela) 
at once-they 11< cry 

hen bubuohna 
breath-his 

'Should it be an old man who dies just as he takes his 
last breath (they all cry at once).' 

(ngem) !:!.-2. mag-ay g maid (~ hen ammaa) 
lk RP 6 none that goo 

' ... (but) should there be none (that's good).' 
(te) ~ mag-ay ale ta wada a.9!_ mabalin hen 
Ri() R5 o tlie're-is also possible~-

andiday dada-al hen lalae (iddatda ... ) 
those parents boy give-they 
' ... (because) should it also be that those parents of 
the boy also have some means (they give ... )' 

6.31.7 Extent (RAS7) 
Relater Phrase 7 introduces the Extent Relater-Axis 

Sentence (RAS 7). The relater is expounded by~ or 
inggana ~ 'until'. The ~usually occurs as cli tic -.b.. to 
inggana. This ~is obligatorily absent when a time or 
location phrase has a relater ~/~. 

The axis of RAS is expounded by a time word or phrase, 
a locative word or phrase, a clause, or a sentence. When a 
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sentence expounds the axis of RAS7, only postnuclear periphery 
may occur. 

This RAS occurs only in the nucleus of the Extent 
Sentence. 
1) (mansapatos-ayu) inggana ahdid Bagabag 

• shoe-you RP 7 there-~ Bagabag 
'(Wear shoes) until you reach Bagabag.' 

2) (mantongaw-ayu) ingganah Lones (an-ayuwat homepot) 

3) 

4) 

stay-home-you RP 7 -~ Monday SLP-you field work 
'(Stay home) until Monday (then go to the fields).' 
(aditaaw mangan) ~n~ melabbuta ~ wadan 
neg-we eat ~~ earn-money-we Rg there-is-hen 

elaota 
buy-we 
'(We won't eat) until we earn some money so we'll have 
something to buy with.' 

~~wakes (an-aniyat lumigwat). 
R1 tomorrow SLP-we start 
'We won't start un ti 1 tomorrow/until tomorrow and then 
we'll start.' 

6.31.8 Concessive (RASs) 
Relator 8, ~/taen 'even' introduces a Concessive 

Relator-Axis Sentence-rlfASs). The axis of RAS 8 is expounded by 
RAS3; the Re la tor 3 is then optional. The nucleus of a 
sentence which has RAS 8 as a margin may be deleted when that 
nucleus is present in the semantic situation (example 1). The 
axis of RAS 8 may also be deleted when that axis is present in 
the semantic situation (examples 2, 3). 
1) (~hen inis-issada ~) !:!J.ll maid utongna . 

that ate-they Rg Rs none remembrance-it 
'(That's what they ate so that) even if it has no 
remembrance value [they ate it anyway].' 

2) (an-ani 1 aweng way_~ a haw-en ~ ammag ta.en 
we bad att go-you marry ~ intens ~ 
(~ enanohanyu) 
STK en du re-you 

'(We that you want to marry are bad people but) even so 
{you have patience with us).' 

3) (bato~ di ~ fiasdt) den ~ (~ enammaa) 
wort tnat five un red Rs ecq STK made-I 
'(It was worth 500 pesos). Even so [it was worth that] 
(I did it).' 

taen ~ baley hen i-iggawan (indita hegpen) 
Rs house stay-place go-we enter-('court') 
'Even if one stays in the house (we '11 be courted). I 

4) 
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5) taen !!.Q.. ilan andiday tatagu dida (andag gumiginang) 
Rs R3 see those people them they be still 
'Even if those people see them (they are just quiet).' 

6) (dakal ~ dal-em g_) ~ ~ emey hen hempoloy 
big inside R10 Rs surely go ten-att 
lungun~ dinakalda ono lemay lungun hen emey 
coffin att big-they lk five-att coffin go 
'(It's big inside because) e~en 10 large coffins will 
go in or 5 coffins is what will go in. [it's so big 
inside].' 

6.31.9 Purpose (RASg) 
Relater 9 ~ 'so that, in order to' introduces the Purpose 

Relater-Axis Sentence (RASg). The exponents of the axis of 
this sentence type permit prenuclear periphery (examples 1-2). 
When a sequence of two RASg occurs, the second is considere~ · 
to be embedded in the first (example 3). 
1) (ammay !!.Q_ ~~ kal ti yen) ~no umal i hen 1 ennawan hen 

good R3 is-att ill Rg lf3 come soul 
datey .t! !0.1..! hen ubi ~ alana 

ead Sl k that illcken-cage get-he 
'(Good if they kill something) so that if the spirit of 
the dead comes, that'll be the chicken cage he'll get.' 

2) (enamongyu hen latlat) ta no malpas hen ~ ~ 
gather-you top Rg lf2 finish rreTif att 

3) 

4) 

ma-ammaan (,t! inwa-at) ta ~ manlotana no 
make Slk spread Rg that-~ earth-its if2 
ma ba l in . 
come-into-being 
'(Gather the top layer of dirt) so that when the field is 
finished being made, (it will be spread on it) so that 
that is what will be its top soil when it becomes a 
field.' 

(ammdy aTe 1 awa no whday babuy) ta ~ ~Sa 
goo a so just lf3 t ere-is-att pig Rg that STK 

inissada ta~ maid utongna 
eat-they Rg ~S- none remembrance-it 
'(Good also if there were just a pig) so that, and they 
could eat it so even if there's no remembrance value to 
it [they could eat, anyway].' 

(hiluwem ahnay aho g_ 
tie-you t ose Cf09 Rio 

daa emeg~at) 
I afraid 

ta gumhada 
Rg come-down-I 

ta man mu ma ta 
Rg chew-we 
' (Tie your dogs because I'm afraid) then I '11 come down 
so we can chew betel nut.' 
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6.31.10 Cause (RAS10) 
Relater 10 te 'because' introduces a Cause Relater-Axis 

Sentence (RAS1 0)-.- The axis of this RAS is expounded by a 
clause or a sentence and may have prenuclear peripheral 
tagmemes. Prenuclear tagmemes of the sentence expounding 
axis may be ConcM, ST, PuM, TiM, When a sequence of two 
RAS10 occurs, the second is considered to be embedding in the 
first (see Sec 6.20). 

1) (da~ manluluwa) te ~ whday tolonlibu 
-I~ weep Rlo R8 t ere-is-att three-thousand 
~ pelak-o, adiya makalao hen~~~ 
att money-my neg-I able-buy that att ITeTcf 
'(I weep) because even if I had 3,000 pesos, I 
wouldn't be able to buy that field.' 

2) (ehl~da ad dal-em) te hen lubu hen iBalangao, 
put-they ~inside Rlo ~-grave of-Balangao 

(enal~) te kaubanda ad dal-em 
tunnel if.Jo dig-they inside 

'(They put them inside} because the graves of the 
Balangaos, (they're tunnels) because they dig inside.' 

3) (andaat amh~n) te no adida amhen kaman ano 
SLP-they baffle lf\o lf3 neg-they ~ ITTe reportedly 

mangayawtongot 
offensive 
'(Then they bathe him) because if they don't bathe him, 
it's like a grave offense, they-say. ' 

6.32 Simple Sentence 
The Simple Sentence (SS) is represented by the following 

bidimensional array: 
+Peri +Bs 

c 
A simple sentence is expounded by a single clause with or 
without peripheral tagmemes. For examples of Simple Sentence, 
see sections dealing with peripheral tagmemes. 

6.4 SYSTEMIC SENTENCE NUCLEI 
The system of sentence types in Balangao fits into 5 

subsystems as displayed in Chart 35. Concatenation, Opposition, 
Implication and Quotational subsystems are bidimensional arrays 
of two rows by three columns each. These four bidimensional 
arrays are part of a super-system which gives a third dimension 
when the four subsystems are arranged one in back of the other. 
The first column of the supersystem (and hence of each 
subsystem) is Dominant, i.e. these sentence types best 
exemplify the subsystem in which they occur. The second column 
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is Distinctive, having definite features of the subsystem. 
The last column is Diffuse, allowing for the widest range of 
possibility within that subsystem. 

The fifth subsystem is a bidimensional array of two rows 
and columns of quasi-clausal sentences. These sentence types 
characteristically do not contain embedded sentences, but they 
often are embedded in other sentence types. 

• 
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SENTENCES 

tr~" 
CONCATENATION <;§jt-'\~ 

~oordinate 

Loose Coordinate 
6.41 Coors 

Tight Recurrent Action 
6.42 RAcS 

OPPOSITION 

Antithesis 

Loose Antithetical 
6.47 Ants 

Tight Inversion 
6.48 InvS 

IMPLICATION 

Conditional 

' 

Loose Exclusive Condition 
6.53 ExcCoS 

Tight Concessive 
6.54 Cones 

QUOTATIONAL 

Direct 

Loose Direct Quote 
6.59 DQS 

Tight Equational Quote 
6.60 EqQS 

Quasi Clausal 

~erged 1 
b.65 Mg1S 

Merged 2 
6.66 Mg 2S 
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Sequence Expansion 

Sequence Paraphrase 
6.43 SeqS 6.45 Pa rS 

Extent Recapitulation 
6.44 ExtS 6.46 RpS 

Alternative Contrary-to-fact 

Alternative Subjunctive 
6.49 Alts 6. 51 Sus 

Diverse Rhetorical Question 
6. 5 0 DvS 6.52 R hQueS 

Resultant Exposition 

Result 1 Hortatory 
6.55 Re s1 S 6. 57 Hos 

Result 2 Reason 
6.56 Re s2S 6.58 Reas 

Indirect Quasi Clausal 

Indirect Quote Referential Quote 
6.61 IQS 6.63 RefQS 

Indirect Question Thought Quote 
6.62 IQueS 6.64 ThQS 

Merged 3 
6.67 Mg3S 

Merged 4 
6.68 Mg4S 

CHART 35: Sentence Types 
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6.41 Coordinate Sentence 
The Coordinate Sentence (Coors) is represented by the 

following bidimensional array: 

s 
c 
RAS 

~/W. Same 
and 

Same Same 

The bases of the Coors can represent sequence through time, 
simultaneous actions, or a series of actions without regard to 
chronological sequence of time. Except when events occur in a 
time sequence, bases may freely permute. 

Either link may occur, but no links are necessary. 

When an RAS occurs i n base l , an RAS of the same type mu s t 
also occur in base 2. The relator of the base 2 RAS is most 
often absent when link 1 occurs; however, it is often present 
when the link does not occur. In some cases the relator may be 
supplied in base 2 when the link occurs. 

In the examples of sentence types, the exponent of the 
tagmeme will be given following a colon. The tagmeme name for 
each sentence type occurs in the bidimensional array of that 
sentence type. 

1) :STM, vcsf Lk1 
hen bubae, masseyda 
-- women sleep-they 

:STM, vcsf 
amin !.b_ ~aley, ~ 
air- ouse lK1 

hen lalae -----men 

2) 

masseyda amin ah dela 
sleep-they ali- - outside 
'The women, they all sleep in 
they al 1 sleep outside.' 

:VCsf :VCsf Lk 1 
(no adida abuaben 
R3 neg-they sacr1f1ce 

vcsf 
dumeg hen 
heavy 

the house; and the men, 

ano hen 
reportedly 

manalanan hen tata~u ~ emey !.b.. lubu, manliyehda 
walk peop e att go grave cough-they 
ano ~ man.saket ano (no adida abuaben) 
reportedly lk1 sick reportedly R3 neg-they sar.rifice 
'(If they don t sacrifice) the walking of those people 
who. went to the grave will get heavy reportedly, 
they'll cough reportedly and get sick reportedly 
(if they don't sacrifice.)' 
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3) TiM Coors (= :Mg2S Lkl :VCsf) 
.!!.2_ malpas hen~~ mahamal Y..E._ j_ n~labbu 
R2 finish field lk plant lk 1 go earn-money 

(elaona ah lumbongna) 
buy-he clothes-his 

185 

'When the fields are finished planting and when he earns 
money (he can buy clothes for himself).' 

4) CoM:CoorS (= :desC Lk1 :VCsf) 
no dangan ahto l.!.a nangahawa-ayu (adiyu angkay 
R3 like this lk 1 marry-you neg-you then 

hamham-en ~ nalaka hen~) 
think lk easy life 
'If it's like this and if you've married (don't just 
think life will be easy).' 

6.42 Recurrent Action Sentence 
The Recurrent Action Sentence (RAcS) is represented by 

the following bidimensional array: 

+Peri + Bs l re cc +Lka +Bs 2 act 

Pars, Coo rs , -en SeqS, Coors, 
M92s, SS 'recur' OQS, Mg2S, SS 

DQS 
c c 
TiP, NP 

Base l presents a setting, circumstance, time, or people 
involved in the recurring action in base 2 . 

Sentence periphery is restricted in that when a noun phrase 
or a time phrase expounds base l, Sentence Topic Margin and Time 
Margin respectively do not occur in the periphery. 
l) :NP Lks :VCsf 

2) 

3) 

~ ah ina -en nan kel a 
even mother 1 J<i cry 
'Even mother, she cried (as well as others).' 
: NP Lks :VCsf 
( eka t hen ta taguwen,) an ggal'. hen oklong 

, 
-en 

said people-sig just ' lKs craving 
nateg-ahan di ahawa 
injure · tnat spouse 
'(People will say) every time she has a craving he 
suffers injury to fulfill it.' 

ah wakas -en ummudan 
tomorrow TKs rain 

'Every day it rains.' 
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: E xC Lkg : VCof PuM 
~~ wadan elablabbu ~ ~ -en 
que there-is-hen earn-I att companion-your Tkg 
~talon ~ ibayad kasosyu 
you beg Rg pay crime-your 
'Every bit of money I, your companion, ear, and you 
always are begging it to pay for your crimes.' 

5) :Pars Lkg :DQS 

6) 

ana man-iwi-iwi menat ~ i-ilana 
I wiggle maybe lk seen-I 
~ masapolnon mangan 
que need-you-hen eat 
'Everytime I'd\:ilggle, in that 
say, do you want to eat?' 

:Exe Lkg Mg2S 

-en, 
1 f8 

e k a tna 
say-she 

-en, 
sig 

she saw me, she would 

wada a~e hen ehay manlooh ~ ~ kalesa -en 
there-is a so one pass also att buggy lf8 

dana entattanong ~ emey 
~ continue lK go 
'There was another kalesa that passed and it, too, 
would go on, not stopping.' 

6.43 Sequence Sentence 
The Sequence Sentence (SeqS) is represented by the 

following bidimensional array: 

+Peri +Bs1 an +Lk2 +Bs2 c sq + (Lk -

s SLP Same Same 
vc 

+Bs)n 

Same 

I terns occurring in the SeqS bases occur in chronological 
time sequence and cannot be permuted. 

Only nonpast clauses may occur in bases following the link 
phrase. The SLP (sequence link phrase) consists of ~Lk1:t .. ~_I~ 
+LkH1:~- ~Pro I,II,IV (see Sec. 3.32.1), +LkH2:-~. The 
clitic pronoun is obligatorily present when a pronoun is the 
actor of base 2; and it occurs as cross referent to a 
nominal phrase actor of base 2 when the verb of base 2 clause 
is in Subject Focus. When base 2 verb is nonsubject Focus, and 
a nominal phrase occurs as actor, the pronoun does not occur in 
the link phrase. 

Nonsubject constituents of a base may be deleted if 
identical with corresponding constituents of a preceding base. 

Two other constructions occur which are not to be confused 
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with SLP of Lk 2: 
a) A homophonous form of the sequence link occurs also as 

a Sentence Conjunction 2 (see Sec. 6.24). 
b) There is a verb phrase construction which results in 

a sequence that also looks like Lk2. This construction is 
composed of an-, which occurs pre-verb and attracts the pronoun, 
and wat 'immeaiacy'. In other instances, this immediacy 
marker-occurs optionally as clitic to the first member of a 
verb phrase. e.g. lomayaw-a 'you leave'; lomayaw-aat 'leave 
now!'. When an- occurs as first member of a verb phrase, the 
wat becomes cTTtic to the .!!:!_, the clitic pronoun intervening: 

an taaw 1 omayaw 
an taawa t -1 omayaw 

'let's leave' 
'let's leave now!' 

The predicate of this clause 
construction. 

array may have past or nonpast 

The Sequence Link cannot occur sentence initial; however, 
this construction may. This construction, however, cannot 
occur in base 2 of a Coordinate Sentence. 

Note the occurrence of this verb phrase construction in 
the following two examples. 
~ hen andiday anat ommahaw 
acIV-,-Ce those now married 
'Advice to those just recently married.' 

!!_Q_ anat miyam-amma ~ mehaba 
R3 now fix lk put-away 
'If it will be carefully put away ... ' 
Examples of Sequence Sentence: 

1) VCaf Lk 2 VCaf (with deletion) 

2) 

3) 

inissani hen~ luwang ya anat b~buy amin 
ate-we three-att carabao SLPs p1g a'i"i
'We ate three carabao and then [we ate] pigs, too.' 

:TiM, Mg 2S Lk 2 :VCaf 
nabigat ~ nalpas-ani ~ nangan ya andaat 
next-morning Slk finish-we lk eat SLP3-they 

epa-ale hen generator 
make-talk generator 
'The next morning, they finished eating and then 
started the generator.' 

:Exe Lk2 :Mg3S 
~ man-ammaanyu anyuwat hamham-en ~ omahawa 
tnere-is-att do-you SLP 8-you think TK marry 
'You should do some work and then think about getting 
married.' 
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4) :VCaf Lk2 :VCaf Lk2 :Coors 
ehayatda andaat ibilag andaat bayuwen 
bring-home-they SLP8-they dry SLP-they pound 
~ ensol-atda 
1k cooked-they 
'They bring it home and then they dry it and then they 
pound it and they cook it.' 

5) :Coors Lk 2 :VCsf : Lk 2 VCsf :SS Lk 2 :VCsf 
hinenggep a~e hen eha ~ nampangainum ya anat 
enter a so one lk drink SLP8-he 

bumug-es ale hen andi danum '!!..2..1_ inumuna andaat 
spit-out a so tlliif water att drink-he SLP8-they 
tumudu andaat ma-among age hen tataTu no 
sit SLP8-they gather also peop e JG" 
wadaday tataTuh da-an home pot 
there-is-they-att peop e-!ll not-yet work 
mantatagepbal ~ 
talk also 

andaat 
SLP 8-they 

'Then one enters and drinks and then 
water he drank, then they sit, then 
haven't yet gone off to work in the 
together, then they also talk.' 

he spits out that 
the people who 
fields gather ' 

6.44 Extent Sentence 
The Extent Sentence (ExtS) is represented by the 

following bidimensional array: 

+Peri- :!:_Bs1 ext 

Coors, Pars, MgS 
Ants, · ss 
c 

+Bs2 re 

~ 

~=~d' 
SLP 

+Bs3 ext 

SS 
c 

Either base 1 or base 3 may be deleted, however, one must 
occur and both bases may occur. When a base is deleted its 
content is implicit in the context, i.e. base 1 occurs until 
the time of the restriction base and no longer. Base 3 does 
not begin until the time of the stated restriction. 

No permutations are possible. When link 2 occurs, base 3 
must be nonpast. Link 1 or 2 occurs optionally only when base 
3 occurs. The links do not coocur. 

Examples 1-3 have all three bases; examples 4 and 5 have 
only bases 1 and 2. 

.. 

• 
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1 ) :Ants :VCsf 
lomayawda hen ~ ~ tataTu l~em mehabada 
leave-they many att peop e remain-they 

hen 

nehnoe hen aatey ~nah milubu ya andaat 
relative ead RP-Y~Ih bury SLP-they 
lomayaw 
leave 
'Many people leave but the close relatives of the dead 
remain until he is buried, and then they leave.' 

2 ) : Pa r S : RAS 7 L kl : V C s f 
imbagan andi doktol ~ adi mabalin ~ mantalak~ 
told that doctor Tl- neg possible TK ride-I 

ingganah walu ~ ag-agaw ~ ana manlugan hen talak 
RP7-ah eTgllt att day Tk · I ride ~ 
'TheCfoctor told that it was impossible for me to ride 
a bus until after eight days and then I could ride a 
bu S, I 

3) :M92S :RAS7 Lk2 :VCsf 
ilugida hen nadhem ~ manluwalu ingganah siyam ~ 
start-they night lK pray RP7-~ nine att 

labi ya andaat mansol-at ~day-at 
'iiTgllt SLP-they cook sticky-rice 
'They start to pray that night until nine days have 
passed and then they cook sticky rice.' 

4) :Coors :RAS7 
~ mangan ~ anagay 
they-- eat Tk1 en 
'They eat and do nothing 

ingganah madhem 
RP7-!h_ night 
else until it becomes night.' 

5) :SS :RAS7 
teg-angay d~tey R~a7 d nampalanos ah Padongol ah 
nearly ie sacrifice Padongol at 

babl eyda 
ba rri o-thei r 
'He nearly died until Padongol sacrificed at his barrio.' 

6) :RAS7 Lk2 :VCsf 
inggana kjge naleasda ~ nangan hen tataTud Lagawi 
RP7 a s~ finish-they lk- eat peop e-~ Lagawi 

ya an-aniyat umdah 
SLP-we reach 
'It was until the people at Lagawi finished eating 
before we reached there.' 

6.45 Paraphrase Sentence 
The Paraphrase Sentence (Pars) is represented by the 

following bidimensional array: 
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+Peri +Bs1 stm :!:._ L k 11 +BS2 par 

c ~ s 
vest lepas I i n that I c 

vc st ~ 
TiP 

The Time Phrase and VCst l~oas occur only in Pars which 
expand Time Margins. The expo~of the focused tagmeme of the 
~verbal clause is often third person singular zero, 
however, focused demonstrative (to> 'this, that' (see Sec. 
3.22.l, 2) may readily be supplied. In Paraphrase Sentences, 
actor must occur in both bases, except when a Time phrase occurs. 
A Time phrase does not have a Subject. 

VCst <Sanof> is a Stative Clause having either~ 
'necessary'~alin 'possible' expounding the predicate. A 
zero third personsTngular pronoun expounds the focused tagmeme 
of these cl .auses. However, demonstratives (to>may . be 
supplied. Both~ and balin are obligatorily nonpast. Only 
nonpast may occur in the base following~. however, past 
tense may occur following balin. 

The link is obligatory with lepas. It usually does not 
occur with~. however, it may be supplied. It is optional 
elsewhere. 
1 ) 

2) • 

3) 

4) 

:vest lepas Lk11 :vest 
nalpas ano ~ na-ammaan hen day-at ... 
finish-it reportedly lk1 made sticky rice 
'That was finis~ed, in t~at the sticky rice was made ... ' 

:VCof 
~~ !!._ '-!!..2..1... enanni (lommayaw 
finish that lk11 ate-we leave 
'That was finished in that we ate, 

:vest ~ :VCsf 
masapol umaliayuhto 
necessary come-you-~-here 
'It must be that you come here.' 

: VC rf 
-to 
tliTs 

ma~~ '-!!..2..1... bil-apam 
necessary lfi1.~111 fill-out-you 
'You must 1 this out.' 

andi Melekano) 
that American 
(the American left ... )' 

• 
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5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

:VCsf :Coors 
(hen lapona) lumigwat ~ baleyda ~ ba~n 

start-it start house-their lk11 neg 
hamhama amana, baen hamhama inana hamham~na 
thought father-his~ thought mother-his thought-his 
yanggay 
only 
'(The beginning is) he starts out at their house in 
that it's not his father's idea; it's not his mother's 
idea; it's just his idea ... ' 

:vest :VCrf 
datey ah Badadangen 

- Badadangl'in 
'Badadangen is dead in 

:TiP :VC
0

f 

~ penal toganda 
Tl<fl shot-they 
that they shot him.' 

!.£ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~mmag adi dangl ~n hen 
now aTso Tk1 1 you exCT intens neg listen 

~ 2.!l~··· 
tell-I you 
'Now also, in that you simply won't listen to what I 
have to tell you ... ' 

:Exe : DQS 
wadada andiday duway babalu ~ ekat da 
there-is-they those two-att young-men n sarr pr 

Anin Jwami en manhudhud-ayu 
Ail'iie-an .Juam1 STg story-you 
'There were those two young men to whom Anne and Jo 
said, you tell us a story.' 

6.46 Recapitulation Sentence 
The Recapitulation Sentence (RpS) is represented by the 

following bidimensional array: 

+Peri +Bs1 set 

Ants, SS 
c 

+Bs2 rp 

Pars, Coors 
c 

Base 2 may recapitulate base 1, i.e. base 1 being 
specific and base 2 being g~neral; or base 2 may expand base 1, 
base 1 being general and base 2 b~i~g specific . 

As opposed to Paraphrase Sentence, link ~does not occur 
between these two bases. Occasionally~ 'an<I' may be 
elicited when base 1 expresses generality and base 2 is specific, 
however,~ cannot be elicited when the opposite is true. In 
texts no link occurs. 
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The predicates of base l and base 2 are the same lexical 
item, however, tenses do not necessarily agree. 

l) :VCaf :VCaf 
indatna hen nanbinabinab-en ~ bukal; iniddatna hen 
gave-he ~-variety att seecr- gave-he 

kalubbas, anta, ahemon 
squash Eea'il cucumber 
'He gave a variety of seeds; he gave squash, beans, 
cucumbers ... ' 

2) :Vest :Coors 

3) 

4) 

5) 

anat ma-anud hen andi gunaun; na-anud ~ emmey 
SLP-it drown that bea s drowned 11< went-it 

ahdi hen baybay 
there ocean 
'Then the beads drowned; they drowned and went out to 
sea.' 

:vest CoM :vest 
na-amongda .!:!.£. waday 
gather-they R3 there-is-att 

amin 
all 

atogongda; na-amongda 
neighbors-their gathered-they 

'If there are any neighbors, they gather; they all 
gather.' 

Mg 2S :VCsf 
inlugida ~ mambata; dada anon 
start-they lk harvest they reportedly-man 

batabat~ 
harvest-and-harvest 
'They started to harvest; they harvested and harvested.' 

:IdC transfbrm of VCaf :VCaf 
ahtod California hen engwata; engwata hen andi 
~ad California~- way-our pass-via~- that 

ekatda -en Golden Gate 
say-they sTg Golden Gate 
'Here in California will be our way; we'll go by what 
they call 'Golden Gate'.' 

6.47 Antithetical Sentence 
The Antithetical Sentence (Ants) is represented by the 

following bidimensional array: 

.. 
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+Peri +Bs 1 th +L k6 /1 +Bs2 an ti -
IQS, EqQS, Coors ~ IQ S, DQ S, Coors 
ThQS but I Mg3S Hos Type A SS, RAS a, MgS SS, C 
c 
Morpheme 

(abov~) ~/~ (above) Type B 
and 

Base 2 of the Antithetical Sentence is closely linked to 
the opposition expressed in base 1. The bases of Type A may 
be positive-positive; negative-positive; positive-negative, 
(examples 1-5). Negative-negative bases do not occur. 

Type B can only be positive-negative bases. Most 
generally when positive-negative bases occur, the link is the 
same as that used in linking Coordinate Sentences (examples 
6-9). Unlike Coordinate Sentences, however, Link 6 ngem can 
be substituted in every instance of Link 1 Y.2../~· 
inil~ .hen petdolna hen libnu Hem/~ maid inila hen ustoy 
saw-I picture-her bOcil< 6 Tk 1 none saw-I right 

adalna 
body-her 
'I saw her picture in a book but I haven't seen her in 
person. ' 

1) :Morpheme, ecq Lk 6 :queC, TiM 
~. ~. n~~m nokay hen idaha _!!:!. opesina ad Manila no ah 
yes ecq 1 6 who find-I office Manila R2 ~ 

madhem ah wakas 
night ~tomorrow 
'Yes, eh, but who would find in the office in Manila 
tomorrow night.' 

2) STM, :VCst Lk 6 :ExC 
amin ~ ma-ammaan, metatape ngem maid labbuna ah 
arr- att done include-he lk6 none pay-his 

iddat-on ~ 
give-I-an him 
'All that's done, he'll be included (in doing it) but 
there won't be any pay that I'll give him.' 

3) :RAS8 Lk6 ~vcsf 

taen adida omabulot lgem omabulotta 
~ neg-the.y obey k6 obey-we 
'Even if they don't obey, we will obey.' 

4) :RAS8 Lk6 :VCaf 
taen daa mangan heto ngem adida-a eta~e 
R1Q I eat he re 1 k6 neg-they-you inc ude 
'Even though I eat here, but they won't include me.' 
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5) :STM, vcof' PuM Lk 6 vc
0

f 
hen hamhamada menat and!.9_ da lenglengalengen ~ 
- thought-their maybe tney TS delay R9 

pigpiga ~ natey-ani, nem adida age hamham-en hen 
soon TK die-we 6 neg-they also think 
alamid hen iBalangao 
way ~- of-Balangao 
'In their thoughts maybe they'll just put it off so 
pretty soon we'll die, but they're not thinking of how 
Balangaos do.' 

6) :VCsf Lk 1 :VCsf (with optionally deleted verb) 
emey ah ama ~ adih ina 
go father lk1 neg-a.h mother 
'Father is going but mother isn't.' 

7) Exe Lk 1 :Exe 

8) 

9) 

wadan putwilas ~maid te~olyu 
there-is-hen beans lf1 none ca bage 
'There are beans but there are not cabbages.' 

:ThQS Lk1 :VCsf CaM 
ekatni en umaleani ~ adiani umale ~ adawwey 
thought-we STg come-we Tk1 neg-we come Rio far 
'We thought we'd come but we can't because it's so far.' 

:Mg 2S Lk 1 :VCsf 
empa lEipa lEig ~ babal u ~ i ma mu bae .!!:!_ b..!.E ~ 
change young men I~ go court her 11<1 

adi ano pomhed 
neg reportedly allow-she 
'Boy after boy came to court her, but she reportedly 
would accept none.' 

6.48 Inversion Sentence 
The inversion Sentence (InS) is represented by the 

following bidime~sional array: 

+Peri +Bs1 neg 

SS 
c 

te 
'because' 

+Bs2 aff 

ss, Coors, Res 1s, Mg 2s 
c 

The exponent of base 1 of this sentence type must contain 
a negative tagmeme. The expoDent of base 2 is positive and is 
therefore the inversion of base 1. 

The tenses in the bases must agree, i.e. if base 1 is 
expounded by a nonpast clause, base 2 must also be expounded 
by a nonpast clause. When base l is expounded by a past tense 
clause, base 2 must also be expounded by a past tense clause. 

.. 
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The link te is optional but it is preferred when the 
bases contain minimal unexpanded clauses. 
l) :Eqe Lk 7 Eqe 

baen pokkawan hen andi luwang te nlettegan 
neg white that carabao rK7 back 
' That carabao isn't white, it's black.' 

2) baen ~ dalanto te dalan !:!_i luwang 
not excl trail-this IT7 trail that carabao 
'Why this isn't a trail; it's a carabao path.' 

3) :EXe :Ide (with deleted predicate) 
maid ~age ~ liglaton hen ahawana 
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there-is-none · money also lk7 picture wife-his 
'There · wasn't any money, (there was only a) picture of his 
wife.' 

4) :Vesf Lk 7 :Ide 
adida mangan ~ enandila hen anenda 
neg-they eat lky rice-cake food-their 
'They don't eat, for the~ just eat rice cakes [which 
isn't considered eatingj.' 

5) :TiM, vesf Lk7 Mg2S 
ehay tawen iggaydan hamal hen tatagu te andag 
one year neg-they-man plant people Tk7 they 

iyal-algaw ~ mangangsagangsa 
all-day lk · play-gongs-dance 
'For a year the people didn't plant but they just 
daily played gongs and danced.' 

6) :Exe (-Lk 7) :Ti Meo ors 
maid kasen ammaanda D.Q_ umdah hen mangananda, andag 
none again work-their Rz reach eat-time-they they 

mangan ~ anagay 
ate ll< en 
'There's nothing else they do when the time to eat 
comes, for they eat and that's all.' 

7) :Exe Lk 7 :Res 1s _ 
maid ~ manTempatey !!l_ pedanna ad uwan 
tflere-is-none is kil peace-pact-his~ now--

te ~ dada mampabayad wat anhat tataguda dillu 
lk 7 they cause-pay lk is people-they~ 
'No one kills to retain the honor of his peace pact 
these days, but they just make them (offender) pay, 
and those people are still regarded as men (not weak).' 

6.49 Alternative Sentence 
The Alternative Sentence (Alts) is represented by the 

following bidimensional array: 
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+Peri +Bs1 pr +Lk3 +Bs2 al 

[ { SS l wen no {~s} ] ~oorSJ ono 'or' 

RAS RAS 

The bases of this sentence type are free- alternatives and 
they may freely permute. 

In base 2 all but the lexical alternatives may optionally 
be deleted. When all but the lexical is deleted, clitic 
pronouns (subject or possessor} usually occur with that lexical 
alternative. 

When an RAS sentence occurs in base l, base 2 must also be 
expounded by an RAS of the same type. 

l) :VCsf Lk 3 :VC with deletion 
(!!i songbatan ~) lomayaw 2_b_ Jwami ono adi 

I answer lk leave Jwami TI<3 neg 
'(I'm answering if) Jo will leave or not.' 

2) 

(saludsudenda no) mangantaaw wenno adita 
inquire-they · Tk eat-we ~neg-we 

'(They're inquiring if) we'll eat or not.' 
3) :IdC Lk 3 IdC with deletion 

mageyed hen me~adongan annaddi wenno bumatangan 
l a.m. ma e-equal-it there ~afternoon 
'It will be afternoon before it gets to there or late 
afternoon.' 

4) :VCsf Lk 3 :VCsf 
dada umin-inum ~ bayah ono dada mangmangan ah 
they-are drink wine lk 3 they~are eat 

lempeh 
fermented rice 
'They're drinking wine or they're eating fermented rice.' 

5) CoM :Alts 
no ad1 kabaelan ono adiya abuloton metapeda amin 
fG" neg-I able Tf3 neg-I believe include-they afl 

hen sonod-o) 
-- brother-my 
'If I'm not able, or if they don't believe me (all my 
brothers will be included in ... )' 

6.50 Diverse Sentence 
The Diverse Sentence (DvS) is represented by the following 

bidimensional array: 
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+Peri +Bsl app 

ThQS 
C(kaman> 

+L kg 

en 
't)u t I 

+Bs2 real 

SS 
c 

The Diverse Sentence presents two statements in 
opposition: one apparent and one real, linked by~-
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The predicate of the clause which expounded base 1 must be 
expanded by either kaman or dangan 'likeness'. The adjunct 
~optionally occurs-following the likeness word. 

Base 2 is often an antonym of base 1, a 1 though not 
necessarily so. When a positive-negative contrast exists between 
the two bases, the following negatives occur: da-an 'not yet' 
and adi 'not' negate verbal clauses; baen negates other than 
verbar-clauses. When existential wada:-'there is' is negated, 
maid 'there is none' is substituted for . wada. 

When the negative contrasts are used, usually all but the 
negative of base 2 is deleted. 

When the positive-negative contrast is not employed, 
lexical or pseudo-antonyms may occur, eg. hot-cold, big-little, 
dog-pig, etc. Neither base may employ a negative tagmeme in 
this case. 
1) :vest Lk 9 VC with deletion 

kaman da matedag hen of lano en adi 
as:Tf 1s fa 11 -- p ane TKg neg 
'It was as if the plane · would fall but it didn't.' 

2) :VCsf Lkg :VC with deletion 
dangan pdat ~ emey ad udu en da-an 
as-if a j is go sky lkg not-yet 

3) 

'It was as if it were going up but it wasn't.' 

kaman .P.!ll at te en baen ~ 
as-if adj . short Tkg iiOt"'" excT 
'It was as if it were short, and (it) wasn't after all.' 

4) :EqC Lkg :EqC 

5) 

kaman ~ en tenaggatagu 
as-if chTTd 11<9 doll 
' It was as if it we re a chi 1 d and it was a do 11 . ' 

:VCsf Lkg :VCaf 
kaman ~ lumigwat-ani en entAdagna 
as-if acrr- start-we Tkg stopped-he 
1 It was as if we'd start and he stopped i t • I 
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:ThQS Lk 9 :VC with deletion 

ekat Juan en aho ~n ottlg 
sa:Td Juan STg crag ITg pig et 
'John thought that was a dog and it was a piglet.' 
ekat-o en baen tatagu en tatagu peet 
said-I STg neg person Tkg person afterall 
'I thought that wasn't a person but it was a person after 
a 11. I 

:ThQS EqC, CaM 

ekat-o en ~ ~ emey-anid Nasuli en laweng te 
thought-I sig gooa R10 go-we-~ Nasuli IT9 bad fflo 

ammag da umu-udan 
intens is rain 
'I thought it was good because we were going to Nasuli, 
but it was bad because it was always raining.' 

6.51 Subjunctive Sentence 
The Subjunctive Sentence (Sus) is represented by the 

following bidimensional array: 
+Peri +Bssu 

Psu RAS3/4/9 

The formula and base are both obligatory in this sentence 
type, and the order cannot be changed. There is no 
restriction on tense in the base. The subjunctive phrase 
(Psu) is expounded by~ koma 'good if'. 

l) ~ koma no whday man-i ba ~ emey ~ 
goOd - if R3 t ere-is-att companion-my att go 

Manila 
Manila 
'It will be good if there were a companion for me to 
go to Manila.' 

2) ~ koma non anda ~ nansaket 
gooa-if RP 4 they neg sick 

3) 

4) 

'It would have oeen good had they not gotten sick.' 
~ koma ~ umudan ~ awni 

good-if Rg rain later 
'Good if it would rain after a while.' 
~ koma ~ ~ tapen di ag-agaw ~k hemhemma dani ta 
good-if R3 some tnat day TK thought US--~ 

umaliayuh to 
come-you-ah here 
'Good if some day we'd be thought about and you would 
come here.' 
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6.52 Rhetorical Question Sentence 
The Rhetorical Questions Sentence (RhQueS) is 

represented by the following bidimensional array: 

+Peri 

a mm oh 

+Bsrh 

s 
c 
p 
w 
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This sentence presents a rhetorical question which implies 
a strong opposite response, i.e. if base l is filled by a 
negative, a strong positive is the lexical implication of the 
sentence. If the base is filled by a positive, a strong 
negative is implied . ammoh indicates that whatever occurs in 
the base is what is no~ situation. 

The sentence carries a question intonation . 
l ) Fm :VCsf 

ammoh ~ mapat (Y!.9_ nokag€ hen ifuloh ~o?) rn--- neg-~ wet ~what b anket excl 
'Won't it get wet!' (and what will you use for a 
Fm :EqC blanket then!)' 2) 

ammoh ~ masapolha 
rn--- acrr- necessary-that 
'Is that, of all things necessary, [Of course it's not].' 

3) Fm :VCrf 
(ekatna en) ammoh adim aliw-en hen alen hen 
said-he STg rn--- neg-you forget -- taTl< 

i Bal angao 
of-Balangao 
'(he said), you won't forget how to speak Balangao? [of 
course you will].' 

4) Fm : W 

5) 

6) 

ammoh laned'. 
~ so-much 
'That's by no 
carry it!)' 

Fm :VCsf 

(iyal~yu ta agtow~) 
bring-you Rg carry-I 

means too much! (Bring it here so I can 

ammoh makadahtaaw 
rn--- able-reach-we 
'We'll never make it 

ad Lenah - renan 
to Lenah (we can't!)' 

Fm : T hQS 

ammoh ekatlu ~~ kolang-anih hamhama 
rn--- thin -you s1g lack-we-ah thought 
'Do you think we have no sense at all! [We'd already 
considered that] . ' 
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6.53 Exclusive Condition Sentence 
The Exclusive Condition Sentence {ExcCoS) is 

represented by the following bidimensional array: 

+Peri +Bs1 exc 

ExCmaid 

queC 

+Bs2 cond 

RAS 3 {restricted) 

In this sentence type, base 2 is the exclusive condition 
under which base 1 may be fulfilled. 

The axis of the RAS 3 may be expounded only by a 
Negative Identificational Clause. The Topic of the Negative 
Identificational Clause is normally deleted since it is 
expressed in base l. The predicate of the base 2 filler is 
the semantic equivalent of the Topic of base 1. 

1) :ExCmaid :RAS 3 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6.54 

maid---ra5'en tatagepbalenda !!.Q. adi a~e hen gangay ~ 
none aQaTi1 talk-about-they R3 neg a so custom att 

tatafu ~ omahawa 
peop e att marry 
'There's nothing again they talk about if not the 
customs of people in marrying' or 'They talk exclusively 
of the marriage habits of people.' 

maid kasen emey no baen hea 
none agaTn go [;:'" neg you 
'There's no one eTse to go but you.' 
:queC 

!i:_ whday ~ tu mu b~ .!!.Q. adi da 1 oh 
que t ere-is-att again~ R3 neg weecr-
'Is there anything else growing but weeds? {of course 
not) . ' 

nokay hen natey !'.!.£. baen andi ong; 
who die R3 neg that chi d 
'Who else could have died if not that child?' 
duud hen aya no baen ad Balangao 
where -- go-I "R:" neg - Balangao 
'Where else woul~ I go if it were not to Balangao.' 

Concessive Sentence 
The Concessive Sentence (Cones) is represented by the 

following bidimensional array: 

RAS3 

I +Bsz oond +Peri +Bs1 cs 
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Base 
about the 
permuted. 

1 is a concession made for the purpose of bringing 
condition of base 2. These bases cannot be 
There is no tense restriction in the bases. 

1) :RASS 
taen 

:RAS 3 
mankela andi ~ no anat maka-an hen 

2) 

3) 

4) 

~ cry that child ~now remove 
saketna 
sickness-her 
'Even if the child cries so long as her sickness is 
cured.' 

~no matey-ani tapena !!.£ wada-ayu tapena 
R8 ~die-we some R3 is-you some 
'Even 1f some of us die so long as some of us live.' 
ulayha (!!.Q_ antaaw ~ nanlahin ad Ballig unna) 
Rs -that R3 we dcffn cross Barlig first 
'Even that lso long as we get across to Barlig first.)' 
:RASS :RAS4 
taen ~ -di non koma ~ inila ~ manavalug 
Rs of course that R4 should knew-I Tl<- Taga og 
'Even that had I only Rnown how to speak Tagalog.' 
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5) ~ pespesos non anda !.!!.. ~ iddat hen sabal i ~ ..P.el ak 
Rs peso-each R4 -they neg give another att money 

'Even were it a peso each if only they hadn't given us 
a different kind of money (instead of Philippine money).' 

6. 55 Result 1 Sentence 
The Result 1 Sentence {Res1S) is represented by the 

following bidimensional array: 

+Peri +Bsl cir 

s 
c 

+Lk5 

.wat 
'result in' 

+Bs2 res 

IQueS Mg 2S, 
SS 
c 

This sentence type can transform to a SS: a relater is 
added to base 1 and it becomes an RAS i.e. a Cause Margin, 
Purpose Margin, or a Circumstance Margin. The link is dropped, 
and base 2 is then the nucleus of the sentence. 

The only tense restrictions in the bases is that only 
past tense can occur in base 1 when past tense occurs in base 
2. 

This sentence type is not considered to be a subt,ype of 
Sequence Sentence because 
a) The links are different. 
b) Only nonpast tense occurs in the second base of the 

Sequence Sentence while in this sentence type both nonpast 
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and past tenses may occur in the second base. 
c) Although sequence is often implied in this sentence type, 

it doesn't apply in all cases. All Sequence Sentences 
may tr2nsform to Coordinate Sentences but not all Result 
Sentences can transform to Coordinate Sentences. 
Examples 1-4 are rejected by the informant as Coordinate 
Sentence transforms. 

This sentence type is not considered to be a subtype of 
Result 2 Sentence because of the different fillers for base 2 
and the transform possibilities are different. 
1) :VCrf Lk 5 :STM IdC 

ilanyu hen annaday adi mangngal ah tugun wat ad uwan 
look-you those neg hear advice--i1<5 now 

dida hen ka:-ase 
they - pitiful 
'Look at those that don't 1 i sten to advice, they' re the 
pitiful ones now.' 

2) :EqC Lk 5 :VCsf 
anagaytoh mangil-antaaw ~ ~ wat mantongawtaaw 
en · this-~ see-we him l k5 stay- home-we 

amin (te milubu) 
arl lf.Jo bury 
'This is the last time we'll see him so let's all stay 

home (because he'll be buried ... ).' 

3) Eqc Lk 5 :vest 
danglaw wat kaskasen mataktak~a 
slippery lk 5 worse delay-we 
'It's slippery so all the more we'll be delayed.' 

4) :VCaf Lk 5 IQueS 

5) 

entaposta hen uswilata ahto wat inta ~ ana~en 
end-we ~-school-our~ TK5 go-we then loo -for 

~~ heno hen nanli~watan hen~ haleppon 
lk where starting-place this beads 
'We've finished our schooling now so let's go look 
for where these beads came from.' 

:VCsf 
mangahawaa 
marry-I 
'I'm going 

Lk 5 :VCsf 
wa t 1 omayawa 
lk5 leave-I 

to marry, so I'm leaving.' 
6) :Res 2s Lk 5 :VCrf 

ummana wat bubae wat ngadnandah sessalinaw 
gave-birth lk 5 girl lk 5 name-they-ah Bessalinaw 
'She gave birth; it was a girl so they named it Bessalinaw.' 
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7) :desC Lk 5 :VCsf 
dual ~ matey ahtod Beta wat adiani ~ mamattopattong 
many is die here-~ B'Ft1" lk 5 neg-we is play-gongs-dance 
'Many have died here in Botac so we can't play gongs and 
dance.' 

6.56 Result 2 Sentence 
The Result 2 Sentence (Res 2s) is represented by the 

following bidimensional array: 

+Peri +Bs1 c i r2 +Lk5/l +Bs2 res2 

RhQueS ~IW-c and 
p 

wat 
'result in' 

Base 1 expresses a circumstance that is linked to the 
base 2 expressing the result. The links are interchangeable. 

Only a phrase may occur in base 2. 

When base l contains a verb of motion, e.g . ligwat 
'start', gumdan~ 'cross over', eh~g 'go down', etc., base 2 
is a Locative p rase expressing t e destination of base l. 
Without the link, base 2 would be a clause level tagmeme of 
location. Compare the two following examples, the first a 
Res 2s and the second a clause .with a Locative tagmeme: 

:VCsf Lk1 :EqC 
lummigwat-ani ~ ad Ballig 
start-we lk 1 Barlig 
'We started and got to Barlig.' 

vvcsf 
lummigwat-ani 
start-we· 
'We started out 

ad Ba 11 i g 
Bar 1 i g 

at Barlig.' 

1) :VCsf Lk1 :P 
(da-anin wanawawangwang J'..!.9_) tomadang-ani J'..!.9.. hen 
are-we-man go- own-stream ~ · shore-we ~~ . 

uman Alambay 
ka1ngin Alambay 
'(We went and went downstream and) came ashore, it was 
the kaingin of Alambay.' 

2) :VCsf Lk 1 :P 
enhohoopna J'..!.9.. tayeyna ~ ammay 
join-he Ll<1 g-string-his att good 
'He joined them; it became a beautiful g-string.' 
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3) :Verf Lk 5 :P 
ina ilan wat babley ~ wadan dan ~ 
go-he TOOT lk 5 barrio att there-is-hen is-man fiai--y;-:cut 
'He went to look; it was a barrio w"Fi""ere someone was cutting 
hair. ' 

4) u-ughonga ~ dela wat andi udan ~ ammag dual 
look-down-I outside 1"i<"5 that rain att intens many 
'I looked outside; there was so very much rain.' 

5) :RhQueS Lk 1 :P 

ammogu anagafi-ha ~ uma 
rh en -t at HT T<aTngi n 
' Just that little bit and it's enough for a kaingin!' 

6.57 Hortatory Sentence 
The Hortatory , Sentence (HoS) is represented by the 

following bidimens1onal array: 

+Peri 

awni 
TTafer' 

~Im_ 
'and' 
wat 
-rsllrely' 

+Bsprob 

DQS, Pa rs 
SS, 
e 

Formula 3 is not considered to be a time margin because 
the link is obligatory in this sentence type, whereas links 
between margins and nucleus are not obligatory. 

With link 1, Y..2_/m._ the base indicating probability 
carries the implication of warning. With link 5 wat, the base 
carries the implication of assurance. ~-

No restrictions have been noted on what can occur in the 
base. 
l) Fm 3 Lk 1 :DQS 

(te) awni m._ ekatda -en dan tokal ah Jwami 
iflo rm-- 1 k-1 say-they slQ 1 s-man sacr- - Jwami 

' .. . (because) they might be sayTiig that Jo is sad.' 
2) Fm 3 Lk 1 :Exe 

awn i m._ wa~~ nanpoka l ~ away 
fm lk1 there-is-att hit stick 
'Someone might beat (the carabao) with a stick.' 

3) Fm 3 Lk 1 :vest 
(da hamham-en) awni m._ adi~ ma-awatan antoy 
I think fm lk 1 neg·-·you understand this 

aleni 
talk-our 
'(I'm thinking) you might not understand our 
language.' 
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4) Fm3 Lk 5 :Exe 
awni wat wadan iddat-o ~ ~ 
~ ""'fK'5 there-is-hen give-I att medicine 
'I'll surely give you some medicine.' 

5) :Pars Fm 3 Lk 5 :Exe 

(anto ta maniwenon Amam no homayat-a) 
tliTS Rg swat-you-!!!_ ratfi""er-your R2 come-home-you 

awni wat wadan denalanTan ~ tumutudu 
~ TKS there-is-hen wood-pi e att sitting 
'(Here's something to swat your dad with when you get 
home) he'll surely be sitting in the woodpile.' 

6) Fm3 Lk
5 

:SS 

aw-awni wat nawaya no iddat-o 
fm Tf5 come-I R2 give-I 
'I'll come just as soon as I give this.' 

6.58 Reason Sentence 
The Reason Sentence (Reas) is represented by the 

following bidimensional array: 

+Peri +Bs1 con +Bs2 rea 

RAS9;10 Type A 

RAS9;10 Type B 

The bases of these sentences cannot be permuted. 

Base 2 in type A is the reason or cause for the statement 
of base 1. The RAP of base 1 may be transformed to an 
independent clause; base 2 then becomes a Cause Margin or a 
Purpose Margin within a Simple Sentence. 

Reas :RAP, :RAS10 
hen bummabH!yanni ahto ~ ahag-en hen danum 

make-home-we here Rio near ~-water 
'Our making a home here is because the water is near.' 

SS :VCsf' CoM 
bummabley-ani ahta te ahag-en hen 
make-home-we nere Rlo near 
'We made our home here oecause the 

danum 
water 

water is near.' 

The axis of RAP 1 is expounded by . a nominalized dependent 
clause . 

Base 2 of type Bis the result of fulfilling the condition 
stated in base 1. The RAS of base l can transform to a 
Condition Margin when the RAS of base 2 is transformed to a 
Simple Sentence by removing the relater: 
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Reas :RAS 3 :RASg 

no ana ~ umma 1 i !!. ilL n am pa -ex ray 
R3 -I- excl came Rg go-I cause-Xray 
'If only would have come, I would have been Xrayed.' 

> 
SS CoM, VCsf 
~ ana ~ ummali, iya nampa-exray 
R3 I e.XCT came go-I cause-Xray 
'If only I would have come, I would have gotten Xrayed.' 
Examples 1-3 show Type A; examples 4, 5 show Type B. 

l) :RAP1 :RASg 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6.59 

hen ummaliyannihto, ta ilanni ~ 
come-we-ah-here Rg see-we you 

'Our coming here was so we could see you . ' 
hen bummableyannihto ta adalenni hen ~ 
-- home-make-we .-ah-here Rg study-we -- faH-your 
'Our making a home here was so we could study your 
language.' 

hen gandatni !'@..l'.. umalihto, ta lomaoanih 
purpose-we att come-ah-here Rg buy-we-~ 

hamda 
vegetables 
'Our purpose in coming here was so we could buy 
vegetables.' 

:RAS 3 :RAS 10 
no dan ngalotoy hen bayah te ina ano 
~is-man slimy wihe Fflo go-he reportedly 

enho~ong hen bubae hen nanbongobongana 
'hug ~ put-in-jar-he 
'If his wine is slimy it's because he was 'making out 
with the girls' wh•n he put it in the jars.' 

no adim danglen ah~oy da alyen ~ ~ hea ammag RJ neg-you listen t is I-am say R10 you intens 
komatey hen wadah hamhamano 
ill there-is-ah thought-your 

'If you don't listen to-What I am saying, it's 
because killing is the only thing you can think about.' 

Direct Quote Sentence 
The Direct Quote Sentence (DQS) is represented by the 

following bidimensional array: 
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+Peri +Of 2:_Sig1 +DQ 2:_(~Sig 2 +Fm 2l 
Discourse ~ VC ekat -F 
Paragraph 
S, C, P, W [ 

{::~:kat> -F} On] 
VCaf~ -F 

Signal 1 does not occur without Direct Formula, and when the 
formula occurs, it is almost always present. 

Formula 2 may occur following any clause in the Direct 
Quote. It has not been found to occur more than once in a 
given sentence. When Formula 2 occurs, Signal 2 is usually 
present unless the Direct Quote is short. Either the Direct 
Formula or Formula 2 may occur, or both may occur. None of 
the clauses expounding the formula may have focused tagmemes. 

Both Direct Formula and Formula 2 may be absent 
immediately following a Direct Quote when change of speakers 
is implied: 
ekatna en. nokay hen dam ammaan, Bi ttag? 
said-she STgl what you-are 
'She said, B1ttag, what are you 

do, Bittag 
doing?' 

daa manalep ah issan anao 
I-am fish ~ v:rancf ClilTd-my 
'I'm fishing for my children's viand.' 
umalea ta man-ahawata 
come-you Rg marry-we 
'Come, let's get married.' 
ekat ano Bittag -en JI inna angkay 
said reportedly Bittag s..,-g-1 neg-I if-you-please 
'Bittag reportedly sa1d, No, if you please~' 

ekat class verbs are ekat 'said' (Associate Focus) and 
'taTiZ' (Object Focus).~~ a 1 e 

1 ) :vc<ekat> Sig 1 :queC 
~ alyen Mangolindaw en, ~ gumhad-a 
is talk Mangol i ndaw STg 1 que come-'down-you 
'Mangolindaw is saying, will you come down?' 

ekat ama ~ haen en ~ da .n1emeteg hen ahengno 
salCf father me sigl why is b ack c eek-your 
'Father said to me, why 1s your cheek getting black?' 

2) 

3) :Mg 4S Sigl :queC 
dana saludsudun ~ mangali en ~ wadan 
he-is inquire ~say sig 1 que there-is-hen 

pelakno 
money-your 
'He is inquiring saying, do you have any money?' 
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:Mg 4s Sigl :IdC 
ekatna 1aky manugun an anana en baenha 
said-he advise ~ ChTTd-his sig1 neg-that 

hen 

ekatno ~ manalep 
how-you lk dance 
'He said advising his children, that's not how you 
dance!' 

:Mg4S :queC 
dada ahepopoot ~ mangali en, nokayha 
they-are inquire Tl say sig1 what-that 
'They inquired of each other saying, What's that?' 
:Mg 4s Sig 1 :word 
enkasen Kewada ~ mangali en, oo 
aga 1 n Kewada 1 k say Sfg1 yes 
'Again Kewada said, yes.' 

:W Sig2 :VC(ekat) VC with deletion, CaM 
awni ~ ekatna te dan 
wait sig2 said-he Rlo lie'="man 
'Wait, he said, because fle's bathing.' 

ameh 
bathe 

: Re s 1 S S i g 2 : V C (e k a t > 
umalih Mr. Wen an d~yu wat i¥alena ahdid _g_awa 
come-ah Rr. Wayne ~you ~bring-he there-ad central 
~ d~ ekat 
S1g 2 -I - saTcf 
'Mr. Wayne will come to you and bring it there to the 
central, I said.' 

: V C <e k a t> S i g 1 : Q u e C S i g 2 : V C <e k at> 
(te) ekat-o en ~ ~ hen inyalem · heto, ~ 
iflo said-I STg1 que that bring-you here s1g2 

da ekat 
I sald 
' ... (because) I said, is that what you brought here, 
I said.' 

:VCaf ~ Sig 1 :VCsf 
imbagana ~ adia da emegyat 
told-he s1g1 neg-you 1s afraid 
'He said, don't you be afraid.' 

:VCaf ~ _ ,, Sig1 :VCsf' CaM 
dana ibaaan haen ~ manalan-ayu ~ 
~ tol me - sig1 walk-you R10 'He told me, you walk because there's no 

~aid oplano 
none airplane 
airplane.' 

6.60 Equational Quote Sentence 
The Equational Quote Sentence (EqQS) is represented by 

the following bidimensional array: 

• 
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+Peri +Bs 1 eq 

RAP(baga) 
RAP ekat 

+l.\s2 eq 

DQS, IQS 
IQueS, Mg 3S 

The axis of RAP of base 1 is expounded by a verbal 
clause minus the focused tagmeme of that clause. 
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The ~class verbal clauses of Merged 3 Sentence 
(see Sec.----0:-07 for list of Class) may expound the axis of the 
RAP, however, Subject Focus of this verb class cannot occur. 

When ~class phrases occur in base l, the DQS and 
IQS of base 2 must have both formula and signal. However, 
the first base of Mg3S and IQueS is optional under this 
condition. The link of Mg 3S is also optional, however, the 
link for IQueS is o~ligatory. 

When ekat phrase occurs in base 1, the DQS and_ IQS of 
base 2 occur with or without their formulae and signals. The 
signals may occur with out the formulae, however, the formulae 
may not occur without the signals. Mg3S has no possible 
deletions under this circumstance. IQueS may occur without its 
first base, but the link is obligatory. 

1 ) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

RAP(bagq> :DQS 
hen hemhemmao ekat-o 
- thoug .ht-I said-I 

en, iddat Sales di duwan ~ 
STgl give Sales that~ hUilOred 

an haen. ---me 
'What I thought, I said, Sales will give me that 
200 (pesos).' 

hen imbaganan haen, ekatna en 
told-he-an me said-he STg1 

ah wa kas 
- tomorrow 

emey-anid 
go-we-ad 

Bangkod 
Bangkod 

'What he told me was ·, he said we'll go to Bangkod 
tomorrow. ' 

:RAP<baga> :Mg3S (base 3 only) 
hen ibaga, ammay-ani amin ahto 

say-I good-we aT1 here 
'What I have to say, we're all fine here.' 

:RAP<baga) :Mg 3s (link and base 2 only) 
hen imbagan Mangolindaw ~ adi ~ emegyat 

told Mangolindaw lk neg is-she afraid 
'What Mangolindaw said, was to not be afraid.' 
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5) :RAP<baga> IQueS (link and base 2) 
hen dana ehanhan no emey-anjd ~anila 

6) 

-- TS-=he inquire --il< go-we-ad anila 
'What he's inquiring, are we gofng to Manila.' 
:RAP ekat :DQS 
hen ekatna, ekatna en, duwada hen dada .!..£~ 

said-he said-he sig1 two-they they carry 
'What he said, he said, they're carrying two people.' 

7) :RAP ekat :DQS (sig and DQ only) 

8) 

9) 

hen ekatnan ~ en iya 
-- said-he-an hlln--- STgl go-I 
'What he saidto him, I 11 go 
:RAP ekat IQueS 

mama~aw ~ payawno 
fiel fie1d-you 

make a field for you.' 

hen ekat ama no wadan dan ~ ~ ~ 
-- saTO father Tk there-is-hen is-man sick you 
'What father said, was there anyone of-you sick.' 
:RAP ekat Mg 3S 

hen ekatni ibafani way_ anohanyu hen li.9.tl ahto 
said-we tel -we lK endure-you -- har05hip here 

'What we said, we tell you to endure the hardships of this 
place.' 

10) RAP ekat :IQS 
hen ekatnan dani, ekatna 

said-he-an U-S-- said-he 
lommaweng ah 
bad 

ham ha ma 
thoughts 

en, 
STg1 

adiani ano 
neg-we reportedly 

'What he said 
thoughts get 

to us, he said we weren't to let our 
bad, reportedly.' 

6.61 Indirect Quote Sentence 
The Indirect Quote Sentence (IQS) is represented by the 

following bidimensional array: 

+Peri +If 
; en 

Indirect Quote Sentences differ from Direct Quote 
Sentences in that: 

+IQ 

s 
c 
p 

a) Initial formula and signal are obligatory in Indirect Quote 
and Optional in Direct Quote Sentences. 

C
b) Final formula cannot occur in Indirect Quote Sentences. 

) Direct Quote pronouns have referents in the quoted 
situation. Indirect Quote pronouns have referents in the 
immediate context, e.g. first person pronoun in the Indirect 

• 
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Quote always refers to the narrator. 
d) ano 'reportedly' can be added by the narrator in 

rnairect Quotes but it cannot be added by the narrator in 
Direct Quotes. 

No restrictions have been found regarding what types of 
sentences may expound the Indirect Quote. 

See Sec. 6.69, DQS, for ekat class verbs . 
l) :VC<e~at> Sig1 :quec 

dana ekat en duud hen ayanta 
rs:lle say STg where go-we 
'He's asking w~ere we are going.' 

2) ekat ama .!!!. haen ful_, ~ ~ nTemeteg hen ahen~-o sara father me s1g 1 wnY- is back c ee -my 
'Father said to me why is my cheek getting black.' 

3) : Mg 4 S Sig l : q u e C 
dana saludsudun ~ mangali en, ~ wadan 
'fie':Ts inquire Tl< say STg 1 que there-is-hen 

pelak-o 
money-my 
'He's inquiring saying, do I .have any money.' 

4) imbaganan haen ~ manga l i en, ·~ l omayaw-a 
told-he-an~ lk say sig1 why leave-you 

5) 

6) 

7) 

ano 
reportedly 
'He asked~ me saying, why you are leaving, reportedly.' 

:Mg4S Sigl :Exe 
ekatda ~ man1imbaga en, maid ano 
said-they Tl<- tel sig1 none reportedly 

iniladan haen 
see-they-an me 
'They saicr,- telling, they didn't see me, reportedly . ' 

:Mg4S Sig 1 :Mg 3S 
s 0 n g e l a h a ha w a ~ ma n g a 1 i e n ad i na an 0 
argue ~ w1~e-my ~ say · STg1 neg-she reportedly 

layden ~ tel~n ~ umalihto 
want att very lk come-ah-here 
'My wife argued saying shevery much didn't ·want to 
come here.' 

:Mg 4S Sigl :ExtS 

~ itugun andi jPodi ~ mangali en adiani 
is advise that ea er-our lk say s1g1 neg-we 

lomayaw .!..!l.9.gahah malpas hen 
leave RP7-~ finish 
'Our leader advised, saying 
our papers were done.' 

papelni ano 
paper-our reportedly 
we weren't to leave until 
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8) :VC ekat Sig 1 :VCaf 
ekatda en epan~pango ano 
said-they sig 1 go-a ead-I reportedly 
'They reportealy said I was to go ahead.' 

9) :VC ekat Sig1 :queC, PuM 
eka t 
saTd 
~ Ani 
that An1 

~ man~elatna 
Rg bea s-ner-

en 
STg1 

~ 
que 

al an a 
get-she 

an o 
reportedly 

'That Anne said, reportedly, should she get that for 
her necklace.' 

6.62 Indirect Question Sentence 
The Indirect Question Sentence (IQueS) is represented by 

the following bidimensional array: 

+Peri + Bs1 inq +Lk4 +B s2 req -

vc(paga> -F no WhC 
Mg 4s Y-NC Type 

VC (il a> -F no WhC Type 
Mg 2S no Y-NC 

A 

B 

Base 1 represents a request for information by speech 
(Type A) or by a type of nonspeech (Type B). Base 2 states the 
semantic area for which the information is required. No 
focused tagmeme may occur in the clauses that expound base 1. 

In Type A~ class verb (see Sec. 6.67) occurrences 
are restricted 1n that Subject Focus of these verbs cannot 
occur in this sentence type. When a~ class verb occurs in 
Subject Focus, the~ is relator of RAS3, Conditional Margin. 

Compare the IQueS with a SS plus margin below: 
IQueS: :Ve (paga> Lk 4 :VCsf 
dada 
they-are 
'They're 
SS 
dadan 
they-man 
'They'lT 

esngel no lomayawta 
argue Tr4 leave-we 
arguing whether we should 

:VCsf CoM 
songel !l2_ lomayawta 
argue R3 leave-we 
argue if we leave.' 

go (or not).' 

Besides the ila class verbs (see Sec. 6.67) occurring in 
Type B, two other---verb stems : may occur. tawwan is not 
inflectable and it means 'I don't know.'. No pronoun occurs 
on it. The other is anap_ which means 'look for, hunt'. 
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In Type A, the Mg4S may expound base l with the 
restrictions that VC ekat may not occur in base one of Mg 4s 
and also, VC mangale may not occur in base 2 of Mg 4s. All 
other combinations possible under Mg4S may occur as exponents 
of base l in type A. 

In Type B, Mg 2S may expound base l of IQueS when the 
second base of Mg 2s is expounded by VC'!l.R!UL: However, only the 
ila class verbs may occur in base 2 ofJ'IT1T2~ with mang, i.e. 
VCm~ng <i la> only may occur in base 2 of MgzS when that merged 
sen ence expounds the base l of IQueS, Type B. (See Sec. 6.67 
for ila class.) 

IQueS has a structural similarity to Mg3S. However, the 
merged sentence doesn't present a request for information 
except when the semantic filler of base l asks for information. 
In the IQueS, a search for information is being made in each 
instance regardless of the lexical content of the base l verb. 
The following two examples are IQueS: 
IQueS epootna .!!..Q. emeyta 

inquire-he lk4 go-we 
'He's inquiring if we'll go.' 
itugunna no emeyta 
advise-he 1T4 go-we 
'He will advise if we should go.' 

IQueS 

Com pa re the 
examples of 

two examples of Merged Sentences with the two 
IQueS: 

Mg 3S epootna ~ em~yta 
inquire~he l~ go-we 
'He inquires if we are going.' 
i tu~unna w~ emhta 
advise-he T~ go-we 
'He advises that we go.' 

The yes-no clause (Y-NC), when not part of this sentence. 
type, is preceded by an optional~ 'question' occurring as 
clause level tagmeme. This ~occurs optionally on base 2 
fillers in type A (examples If, 5). It is obligatorily absent 
on base 2 fillers of Type B. 

Examples 1-6 are Type A; examples 7-12 are Type B. 
l ) :VC <baga) Lk4 :Y-NC 

dada dawaten no ~altiyendan mano no adi babui 
they-are ask TK4 i11-they:hen CliTCken 1f3"" neg pig 
'They're asking if they should klTl a chicken or a pig.' 

2) dana imohon no inila ~man-al eh Ilocano 
he-1s inquire IT4 know-I 11< speak-ah Ilocano 
'He's inquiring 1f I know how to speak Ilocano.' 
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3) VC ~ Lk 4 :WhC 
.!...l.! ~ saludsudun no heno ~hen saketna 
go-I anyway inquire TK4 what ~ sickness-her 
'I'm going to inquire what lier sickness is, anyway.' 

4) dan ehanhan no ~ entapalni hen ~ hen 
he-is i·nquire IT4 que discard-we intestines 

5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

9) 

1 0) 

11 ) 

1 2) 

mane 
ciiTCken 
'He's inquiring if we'll throw away the chicken's 
intestines.' 

:Mg 4S Lk 4 Y-NC 
padasena ~ manaludsud no ~ ~ uloh 
try-he lK- inquire Tk4 'He will try to ask if there is 

que tnere-is-att blanket 
a b 1 an ke t'. ' 

:Mg4S Lk 4 :WhC 
mabiinanda ~ mamoot no 
sname-they lK inquire IT4 'They're ashamed to ask where 
: V C <i l a> L k 4 : W h C 

duud hen kasilyas 
where~- toilet 

t he to i 1 e t i s . ' 

dada anapen amin no heno man age hen iggawanta 
they-are look-for arr- n<4 where-rLISt also stay-we 
'They're looking for where we will stay.' 
ila no duud hen dada menyapetan 
TOOk-I TK4 where they-are direction 
'I'll look for which direction they are going.' 

:VCba a Lk 4 :Y-NC 
~ ,. 

inta ana~en no ahdi hen nanligwatana 
go-we loo -for IT4 tlie"re ~-start-it 
'Let's go look and see if that's where it came from.' 
iya ilan no tot-owa ~maid baleyno 
go-I "See' IT4 truly att none house-your 
'I'll go see if it's true that you don't have a house.' 
:Mg 2S Lk 4 :Y-NC 
dada aggagen ~ mangila !!.2_ umdah hen oelano 
they-are hurry lk see lk4 reach airplane 

(te wadan tatagu ~ ~) Rlo there-is-hen person att serious 
'They're hurrying to see if the plane has arrived yet 
(because there's a person seriously i 11).' 

:Mg 2s Lk 4 :WhC 
ilugida ~ manganap !!.2_ duud hen ineyan andi ~ 
start-they lk hunt-for lk4 where go th~t lizard 
'They started looking for where it was that lizard went.' 
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6.63 Referential Quote Sentence 
The Referential Quote (RefQS) Sentence is represented by 

the following bidimensional array: 

+Rf RefQ 

VC ekat -F en EqC Type A 
v1,; ekat -F Type B 

This sentence type occurs only as a nominal structure 
embedded in another sentence type. 

The meaning of ~kat occurring in the Referential formula 
is not 'say', as in Offler quote sentences, but 'is called' or 
'is named'. In type A, the Identificational Clause transform 
of the Equational Clause occurring in Referential Quote may 
also occur there. 

In type B only a Subject Focused verbal clause, without 
focused clause tagmeme, may expound the RefQ. The meaning of 
type B ekat is 'how to do'. 
Examples 1-4 illustrate Type A; examples 5 and 6 illustrate 
Type B. 
1) predicate of IdC 

hen ekatda ~ iBalangao (hen iAlyawan ya , jBeta) 
call-they sig1 of Balangao of-Alyawan a~d of-Botac 

'They call (the Alyawan and Botac people) Balangaos.' 
2) (ST) Predicate of IdC 

(hen iAlyawan lE_ iBata) ekatda en 
of-Alyawan and of-Bata call-they ik sig 

i Ba 1 angao (-da) 
of-BalangaoS:-(they) 
'(The Alyawan and Botac people) they call (them) 
Balangaos.' 

3) Topic of IdC 

4) 

(yhdin) ekatda en man-umis 
tat-hen call-the~ STg 1 sweet 
'(That~what) they call sweet [wine].' 

Focused tagmeme of VCrf 
(i umaan hen ekat en huugan hen bulan 
go kaingin ~-call STg 1 sugarcane field ~-month• 

hen Malso 
- March 
'(Go make a kaingin) that they call 'sugarcane 
kaingin' in the month of March.' 
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5) Topic of IdC 

(~) hen ekatda ~ 
tnat how-they S1g 1 

'That's how they plant.' 
6) : S TM 

manhamal 
pl ant 

hen eka tda ~ mandafi'd ay, ( i ga tenda ~· . . ) 
-~how-they S1g1 ploug step-they 
'How they plough, (they step on ... )' 

6.64 Thought Quote Sentence 

The Thought Quote Sentence (ThQS) is represented by the 
following bidimensional array: 

+Peri +Of I +Lk1 o 
c 

Only the verb ekat expounds the clause of the formula 
of this sentence type:- It is like the Direct Quote Sentence; 
however, the verb ekat does not mean 'say', but it means 

1mistakenly think'.--

1) ekat-o en n~~fg hen oelano 
thought-I n<10 fe airplane 
'I thought the airplane crashed.' 

2) !i'.. e"k~ en battog di maltaba -ha 
que thougnt-you TK10 worth that vat- tllat 
'Do you think that is worth a vat?' 

3) ekatni en umaliani i!!Jiem adawwey) 
thought-we TI10 come-we lk far 
'We thought we'd come (but it's far),' 

6.65 Merged l Sentence 
The Merged 1 Sentence 

bidimensional array: 
(Mg1S) is represented by the following 

+Peri +Bs1 act 

depVCsf 

vc~-

-F 
-F 

The action of base 2 is the purpose of the action of base 
l. Mg 1S may be transformed into a SS when base 2 is trans
formed to a Purpose Margin: 

Mg 1s :vest :VCmang-
naway hen aho ~ mangunud 
come dog lk 12 follow 
'Here come the dogs following it.' 
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SS PuM 
naway hen aho ta unudunda hen laman 
come ~- d09 Rg follow-they~-~ 
'Here come the dogs to follow the pig.' 
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The clauses of base 2 are always Subject Focus. Thu$ the 
focused tagmeme of the clause carries the situational role of 
actor. However, this tagmeme is obligatorily absent in the 
clause structure, for the explicit actor of base 1 is always 
the implicit actor of base 2. 

When base 1 clause is past tense, base 2 clause may be 
either past or nonpast tense. When base 1 clause is nonpast 
tense, only nonpast tense may occur in base 2. 

Base 2 clauses cannot be negated. 

Verbs expounding~ class are!+ 'go', ali 'come', 
nawa~ 'come', ligwat 'start', hayat come hoiiie', gahad 'come 
down, anamot 'return to house', bangad 'return'. 

Some verbs expounding VCsf (nonsubject focus) are 
~ 'bring', ag-a~gaT 'hurry', bu-ud 'carry',~ 'carry on 
liecfdT, 'engwa 'go via , igwat 'sen<ronway'. 

When the focused tagmeme in base 1 clause carries the 
situational role of goal, that goal is also the goal of base 
2 clause. The actors must remain the . same . 

There is a time when the actor of the second clause is the 
goa ·l or n-onsubject focused tagmeme of the first clause. When 
this happens, the second clause is considered to be an 
attributive phrase to the goal of the first clause, and not a 
Merged Sentence: 

MgS :VCaf Lk 12 :VCsf 
inyaleda hen ~ndi dan saket ~ mangempadoktol 
brought-they tnat is-man--sTCK lk12 cause-doctor 
'They brought that sick one to take him to the 
doctor.' 

VC with attributive phrase: 
inyaleda 
brought-they 
'They brought 
doctor.' 

hen andi dan saket ~ mampadoktol 
~-that is-man STCJ<" ~n- cause-doctor 
that sick one-50 he could go to the 

Note that the prefixation of the last verb in each sentence 
'cause-doctor' differs in each case. The mangem- implies that 
that is a goal obligatory. in the context. The mam- implies 
the Subject is the goal (see Sec. 2.13.1) . 
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l ) :VCsf Lk 12 :depVCsf 
emeydad Baliwen hen tapena ~ i manggalet ah 
go-they-~ Baliwen some 1K12 go buy 

anenda 
food-their 
'Some went to Baliwen to buy their food .' 

2) (.!]_£) hommayatda ~ man-ameh (maid- kasen ammaanda) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

R2 come-home-they lk12 bathe none again do-they 
' (When) they come home from bathing (they don't do anything 
else) . ' 

da-an omanamot andiday ungunga ~ .!._ 
children TK12 go 

come home yet from 
not-yet come-home those 
'Those children haven't 

:VCsf Lkl2 :VCmang-
ginumhad-ani ~ mangan 
come-out-we T~z eat 
I We came- out of the house to eat. I 

manggagga-ay 
vis i t 
visiting .' 

lummigwat annaday eNgawngaw ~ mangayaw 
started those of-Ngawngaw TK12 headhunt 
'The Ngawngaw people started out to headhunt.' 

:VCaf Lk 12 :depVCsf 
iligwatni ~ emey ~ ~ 
start-we lK12 go Liyah 
'We started out for Liyas.' 

:VCaf Lk 12 :VC ~-
enengwada ad Lamot ~ mangalan 
go·:.v; a -they - Lamot 11<, 2 get-hen 
'They went via Lamot to get the--pTg 

:VC 0 f Lk 12 :depVCsf 
dada ag-aggagen ~ homayat 
are-they hurry lk12 come-home 
'They're hurrying to come home . ' 

babuy (~ nelawanda) 
pig att bought-they 
(they bought).' 

6.66 Merged 2 S~nten~e 
The Merged 2 Sentence (Mg 2S) is represented by the following 

bidimensional array: 

+Peri +Bs1 act2 

depVC 

v c !!!.!!!..9. -

.. 

• 
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In Mg2S, Base 2 is the situational goal of base l; base 2 
cannot be transformed into a Purpose Margin. 

Base 1 clause cannot have a focused tagmeme except when 
the clause is Subject Focus. The Subject is then the focused 
tagmeme. Subject is always obligatory in base 1. 

• Base 2 dependent clause may be of any Focus other than 

• 

• 

Subject Focus and it may have the focused tagmeme present in the 
clause. However, base 2 clause cannot have a stated actor, for 
the actor of base 1 is the same as the actor of base 2. The 
bases may not permute. 

Base 
to become 

2 can often be transformed to a clause level tagmeme 
nonsubject focused tagmeme of base l: 

Mg 2S :VCsf Lkl2 :depVCsf 
naunaalada ~ 
tire -they lk12 
'They are tired 

emey~~ 
go fleTCf 

from going to the field.' 

======> 
ss vcsf 
~aungalada hen emeyanda ~ ~ 
tirea-they go-they TTeTO 
'They are tired from their going to the field.' 

l) :VCsf Lk 12 depVCsf 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

bumi~ata ~ lumigwat ~ baleyni 
morning-I TJ<l2 start house-our 
'I started out early from our house.' 

~ nambangad-ayu ~ hanghyaw 
why return-you Tk 12 ead unt 

· 'Why are you returning from headhunting?' 

:VCaf Lkl2 :VCmang-
inlugida ~ mangayaw 
start-they lk 12 headhunt 
'They started to headnunt.' 

:VCaf Lkl2 :VCsf 
enlapodad Tat-alagan ~ 
begin-they-~ Tat-alagan T1<12 
'They began yelling at Tat-alagan.' 
:VC

0
f Lk 12 :VC mang-

man-ongaw 
yell 

laydena ~ mama-ag hen andi ~ 
want-he lK1 2 slash ~- tha~ person 
'He wants to slash that person.' 

6) :VCof Lk12 :VCsf 
~ laydenyu ~ mambangad 
ques want-you lk12 return · 
'Do you want to return to Lantap?' 

ad Lantap? 
~Lan tap 
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7) 

6.67 

nalpas-ani ~ nanda1-op 
finish-we 1K12 wash-face 
'We finished washing our faces.' 

Merged 3 Sentence 
The Merged 3 Sentence i s 

BALANGAO GRAMMAR 

re presented by the {Mg3S) 
following bidimensional array: 

+Peri + Bs1 sen +Lk12 +Bs2 c 

vc <3 1 q'> -F ~ SS 
vc <b? ga.> -F c 

This merged sentence type has an obligatory absence of 
the focused tagmeme in base 1 except when that base is Subject 
Focus. Base 2 carries the situational role that the missing 
focused tagmeme of base 1 would be expected to carry. The 
predicates of base 1 clauses are expounded by verbs of speech 
or a tense verb. 

Like Merged 2 Sentence, base 2 may be nominalized, and 
become a clause level tagmeme of base 1. 

Base 2 clauses are complete clauses of any focus with no 
restrictions as to actor of focused tagmeme. The only noted 
restriction is that questions cannot occur in base 2. 

The clauses of base 2 are equivalent to the Indirect Quote 
when ~class clauses occur in base 1. This type of Indirect 
Quote--f nave chosen to call a Merged Sentence. A Direct Quote 
may occur in base 2 when ~af. occurs in base 1 (see Sec. 
6.59, DQS). 

The bases may not be permuted. 
ila class verbs: ~class verbs: 
sf 

af 

of 

g1na 'feel' 

lasin 'recognize' 

hadden 'wait' 
dangal 'hear' 
honghong 'smell' 
gina 'feel' 

poot 'inquire' 
ongaw 'yell' 
songel 'argue' 
tobal 'sound, say' 
S'OriQ'bat 'answer back' 
~ 'tell, ask' 
poot 'inquire' 
hanhan 'inquire' 
tugun 'advise' 
ale 'speak' 
songel 'argue' 
ongaw 'yell' 
ale 'speak' 
poot 'inquire' 
saludsud 'find out, inquire' 
haphapet 'report' 

• 

• 
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rf 

?f 

~ ' want, like' 
hamhama 'think' 
ila 'see' 
heiilhem 'taste' 
ammu 'know' 
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dawat 'ask' 

hanhan 'inquire' 

ammu 'know' does not occur with affixation and has no definite 
focus. 

1) :VC<ila.> Lk 12 :C 
dengngalni ~ mankasal-ayu 
heafd-we lk12 wedding-you 
'We heard that you were having a wedding.' 

2) adina 1 a~den ~ emey-ani 
neg-she li e Tl<f2 go-we 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

9) 

'She doesn't want us to go.' 

en 1 asi nda ~ naway hen ~ 
realize-they Tl<l2 come rain 
'They realized the rain was coming.' 
ammuna ~ 
know-he lk12 
'He knows we 

adita lomayaw 
neg-we leave 
won't leave.' 

:VC(baga> Lk 12 :C 

tenombal ~ Doris~ emey-ani dillu 
answer Doris lk1 go-we anyway 
'Doris answered that w~'re going anyway.' 

dan ong;w andi mad-an ~ .5!.!. gumilab hen ~aley 
is-~ yel that old-woman lk12 is flame ouse 
'The old woman yelled that the house was on fire.' 
da hamham-en ~ umiyantaaw hen andi uswila-an 
I-am think Tl<i~ over-night-we that school 
'I was thinking wed overnight in that school.' 

imbagana -~ wadan . ba-aw ~ nal -um 
told-he TK-12 there-is-hen corn att ripe 
'He said there was some ripe corn.' 

dadan songel ~ .Y.!!.Q_ hen ~ 
are-they-man argue n,-2 there . stay 
'They were arguing that this is where the 

hen Hokbu 
-~ 

Hu ks were.' 

6.68 Merged 4 Sentence 
The Merged 4 Sentence (Mg4S) is represented by the 

following bidimensional array: 
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vc 
VC ekat -F 

BALANGAO GRAMMAR 

VC mang-<baga) 
vc mang-a1e 

This sentence type occurs on1y embedded in formu1a of 
Direct and Indirect Quote Sentences and Indirect Question 
Sentence. 

The focused tagmeme norma11y does not occur in base 1 
c1ause, except when Subject is focused, however, it sometimes 
may be supp1 ied (examp1es 1, 2). 

When the ekat c1ause occurs in base 1, any of the verbs of 
base 2 may occur:- When other than ekat c1ause occurs in base 
1, on1y the ~c1ause may occur 1n""""Eia'Se 2. 

The actor subject is ob11gatori1y absent in base 2. 

Base 2 c1auses may not be negated. 
occurs in base 1, on1y nonpast tense may 
past tense occurs in base 1, either past 
occur in base 2. 

When nonpast tense 
occur in base 2. When 
or nonpast tense may 

The bases may not be permuted. 

(See Sec. 6.67, Mg 3S) for~ c1ass verbs.) 
1 ) :VCrf Lk 12 :VC mang-a1e 

teno1ongana hen andi dokto1 ~ manga1i 
help-she ~- tl1at doctor 1K12 say 
'She helped the doctor saying ... ' 

2) :VCof Lk12 :VCmangale 
dana patayen andi aho ~ mangali .•. 
TS-ne ki11 that doglk12 say 
'He killed the dog saying ... ' 

:VCsf Lk12 :VCmang-a1e 
dan songel ~ ahawa ~ mangali 
is-man argue WTf"e Tl<l2 say 
'My wife argued, saying ... ' 

3) 

:VCof Lk12 :VCmang-~1e 
dana haphapeten ~ mangal i ... 
'157he report Tl<-J2 say 
'He was reporting, saying ... ' 

4) 

:VCaf Lk12 :VCmang-ale 
intugunna ~ haen ~ mangali 
advise-he me lk12 say 
'He advised me, saying ... ' 

5) 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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6) 

7) 

8) 

9) 

:VC ekat Lk 12 :VC mang-(Daga> 
ekat Bi ttag ~ manga Ii .... 
saTd Bittag lk12 say 
'Bittag said, saying ... ' 
ekatda ~ manaphapet 
said-they lk1 2 report 
'They said, reporting ... ' 
ekat Bernabe~ manaludsud ... 
said Bernabe lkJ2 inquire 
'Bernabe said, inquiring ... ' 
ekat andi eMadokalang ~ mamoot ... 
saTd TiiaT of-Mada ayang 1k]2 inquire 
'The man from Madokayan saiCI, inquiring ... ' 
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NOTES 

INTRODUCTION 

1. {p. 17) There is no known traceable recorded history of 
Balangao, and probably the richest source of information, apart 
from the old men, is Fr. Marcel Ghysebrechts who made the 
initial journeys into the area. He is still legendary 
throughout Natunin for the Bible stories he told with large 
colored pictures. 

Fr. Marcel tel ls us, in personal correspondence, that in 
1922 travel between Baguio and Bontoc was by horseback. There 
were well kept trails from Talubin, Barlig, Lias, Kadaklan and 
on to Natunin and Saliok. The Natunin-Damag-Mayaoyao trail 
was also kept up. He also said that there were already public 
schools in Barlig, Lias and Kadaklan in 1924. 

CHAPTER l : 

l. (p. 25) It is of interest to compare this with 
Gregerson's developed ideas in 'Tongue-Root and Register in 
Mon-Khmer' (1975). 

2 . {p. 32) See Pike, "Practical Phonetics of Rhythm 
Waves" (1962). 

3. (p. 39) It is not uncommon that both vowels take 
higher forms with -en suffixation, however, not all words act 
the same, e.g. to'noa + -en= tonu'dun 'follow a trail'. 
Further investigation would probably reveal different proto 
forms. 

CHAPTER 2: 

1. (p. 47) The need to give attention to the 
situational or participant roles correlating with grammatical 
roles became increasingly clear in 1963 when Dr. Kenneth L. Pike 
conducted a workshop in the Philippines. See Pike, 'Discourse 
Analysis and Tagmeme Matrices' (1964). 

2. (p. 60) Initially the concomitant appears to be 
somewhat like a goal, and the structure seems somewhat 
transitive. However, with causative E_!- the structure does not, 
in fact, become causative, but it becomes definitely 
transitive (see Sec. 2 .4). 

Concomitant must always be along with the actor who does 
the action of the verb. Compare ale 'come' in intransitive, 
transitive and causative constructions: 
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NOTES 

Intransitive: 

Transitive: 

Causative: 

iyaleyu hen anayu 
i-come-you child-your 
TYou bring your child.' 

epaaleyu hen ahayu 
i-£2._-come-you -- c ild-your 
TYou send your child.' 

ipiyaleyu hen ~ 
i -~-come-you CfilTO-your 
TYou cause your child- to come.' 
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3. {p. 74) Gemination does not occur when a CC already 
exists: 
mamenghan 'once', mamegwa 'twice', mametl o 'three times', 
mangempat 'four times', manga_!_!_ema 'five times', 
mangann~n 'six times', mangappi tu 'seven times', 
mangawwalu 'eight times', mangassiyam 'nine times', 
mangappolo 'ten times'. 

4. {p. 78) -um- fuses with aka to form maka-, and with 
e to form me-. - -

5. {p. 87) The full first syllable of the word is 
included in the reduplication, plus CV of the next syllable, 
hence the reduplication form may be either CVCV or CVCCV . 

CHAPTER 3: 

l. {p. 102) -inn-, in only four noted instances, has the 
form of -ann-. 

2 . . {p. 121) (Lones)> indicates the days of the week: 
Lones 'Monday', pegwana 'its second/second day of school', 
petlona 'its third/third day of school', apatna 'its fourth/ 
fourth day of school', alemana 'its fifth/fifth day of 
school', Sabadu 'Saturday', Dumi nggu 'Sunday'. 

CHAPTER 4: 

1. (p. 129) More recently Forster and Pike have 
approached clauses according to transitivity sets (Forster 
'Transitivity Sets of Dibabawon Active Verbal Clause Roots' 
(manuscript)),an approach which looks very useful. 

2. (p. 131) For the underlying theoretical approach and 
for much of the format in this chapter, I am indebted to 
Lawrence A. Reid An Iva tan Syntax (1966). 

3. {p. 131) Not all members of a given class consistently 
occur in each of the kernel verbal clause strings possible for 
that class. Certain minor restrictions occur with many stems 
in all classes. Presently, these are considered as lexical 
cooccurrence restrictions . 
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CHAPTER 5: 

l. (p. 146) For different analysis of nonverbal 
clauses in a related language, see Newell, 'Independent 
clause types of Batad Ifugao' (1964). See also Barnard, 
'Dibabawon nonverbal clauses' (1967); Miller, 'Nonverbal Clause 
in Mamanwa' (1969); Reid, An Iva tan Syntax 57-63 (1966). For 
a description from a transrormat1on point of view, see 
Constantino, 'The sentence patterns of twenty-six Philippine 
languages'. 

2. (p. 152) There is one example in which the Topic of 
the Identified Topic Clause is expounded by RAS3 (see Sec. 
6.31.3): 

hen ayaTanda no ibada ~ baknanT 
Pidt-=~ cal -they (InC) T:R3 companion their att richCN) 
'The ones they'll call [to eat] are their rich companions.' 

Undoubtedly sentence types backloop into clause types. 
However, this area in general has not been explored. 

3. (p. 155) (nokay> set includes njkay, occurring in the 
IBM concordance 42 times; heno occurring l times; and henokay 
occurring two times. All three forms are mutually 
substitutable. 

~.set includes duud occurring 14 times in the 
concordance and dokkay occurring seven times. Forms are 
mutually substitutable. 

CHAPTER 6 

l. (p. 168) RASa may also possibly expound the axis of 
RAS9/10· A nucleus cannot be readily supplied for the RAS10 
axis in the following sentence: 

(ammag ka-ase) ~ ~ lawa nalopa ~ ~aley en maid 
intens pity R10 Ra just rotten att ouse ll<a none / 

'(He is really pitiful) because even just a rotten house en 
there's not even that/he doesn't even have that.' 

2. (p. 176) Optionally but rarely an does not attract the 
pronoun. When wat becomes clitic to the r:lrst an of RP4, the 
second ~ optionaTly no longer attracts the pronoun: 
(mangan-ayu).!!..2_ anat ~ (adida lomayaw an.9_.i~ mangiliyu) 
eat-you RP4 -wat neg-they leave tnose visitor_your 

'(You all eat) should (those visitors of yours not leave).' 
In such cases the RASa may always be rewritten a£ follows with 
normal pronoun attraction: 
(mangan-ayu) ~ andaat ~ 
eat-you RP 4 -they-wat 

'(You all eat) should those 

(adi lomayaw andiday mangiliyu) 
neg leave those VTsitor-your 

(visitors of yours not leave).' 

• 

• 
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APPENDIX A, 
GRAMMATICAL SUMMARY 

Tagmemes ~1erbal Constructions 
Tense (oblig.) 

past 
non past 

Focus (oblig.) 
Subject 
Object 
Associate 
Referent 
Beneficiary 
Locative 

Head (oblig.) 
Associate Marker (opt.) 
Mode (opt.) 

Peremptory 
Stative 

Aspect I (opt.) 
Diminutive 
Repetitive 
Continuous 

Aspect II (opt.) 
Completive 
Reciprocal 
Coop era ti ve 
Aptative 

Word Construction ~ 
Verbs 

Wl-3 Transitive 
Object-goal 
Referent-goal 
Associate-goal 

Wll-17 Intransitive 
Concomitant 
Site 
State I 
State II, Descriptive 
Descriptive 
Numeral I 
Numeral II 

Special Subject Focus 
Causative Transitive 
Causative Intransitive 

Descriptives 
Comparatives 

Nouns 
Plural 

Time words 
Substitutes 

Word Construction ~. cont'd 
Locatives 
Adjuncts 
Particles 
Clause Paradigms 
Verbal 

Transitive 
Intransitive 
Causative, Transitive 
Causative, Intransitive 

Nonverbal 
Descriptive 
Possessive 
Existential 
Identificational 

Sentence Functors 
-

Links 
Signals 
Formulae 

Sentence ~ 
Coordinate 
Recurrent Action 
Sequence 
Extent 
Paraphrase 
Recapitulation 
Antithetical 
Inversion 
Alternative 
Diverse 
Subjunctive 
Rhetorical Question 
Exclusive Condition 
Concessive 
Result l 
Result 2 
Hortatory 
Reason 
Direct Quote 
Equational Quote 
Indirect Quote 
Indirect Question 
Referential Quote 
Thought Quote 
Merged l 
Merged 2 
Merged 3 
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Sentence ~. cont'd 
Merged 4 

Sentence Periphery 
Sentence Margins 

Sentence Introducer 
Time 
Conditional 
Chance 
Circumstance 
Possi bi 1 i ty 
Sentence Topic 
Concessive 
Purpose 
Cause 

Other Periphery 
Ex c 1 a mat ions 
Vocative 
Sentence Conjunction 1 
Sentence Conjunction 2 
Echo Question 
Sentence Link 

Relater Axis Sentences 
Sentence Introducer 
Time 
Conditional 
Chance 
Circumstance 
Possibility 
Extent 
Concessive 
Purpose 
Cause 
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APPENDIX 8, 
MORPHEME CLASSES 

MoOl-29 Transitive Verbs 

01 t~dag 'fall',~ 'dry', ameh 'bathe', anud 
'drown , ahawa 'marry . 

02 bulud 'borrow', baal 'send', bual 'disperse', 
lu-um~pen', bilan~---i-count', ba-ag cut/slash', 
bayu 'pound', aHmeat viand alone', kebol 'muddy water', 
peleto 'fry', 'd'i)law 'cook viand', an;f--.-1ook for', 
palte 'butcher', bu-ud 'carry on shou er', a-alo 'persuade'. 

04 ~ 'hunt', pattong 'play gongs', halep 'type of 
fishing, henag 'send', buot 'puncture', ale 'talk'. 

05 ~ 'climb', abulot 'believe-obey', balud 'imprison', 
unud follow', tugun 'advise', inum 'dri~ kolokol 
'riilxup', ~ . 
051 tugun 'advise', abulot 'believe-obey'. 

03 halep 'type of fishing', pattong 'play gongs', 
~'hunt', ahawa 'marry'. 

06 peleto 'fry', ablaw 'cook viand', J.rn 'dry', 
~ 'butcher', h~op 'hunt', pattong 'play gongs' 
.IT.ill_p_ ' type of f i s i n g ' . 

11 songbat 'answer back', heat 'trade', paltog 'shoot'. 

12 ~ 'call', hilu 'tie', heol 'burn', ~ 'patch', 
tudtudu 'teach', ag1 d 'sharpen ·~angeb 'cover , 
soblak 'wash clothes, haplat 'spank', buat 'open', 
ila 'see'. 

13 hanet 'skin sugar cane', paltog 'shoot', 
solat----rwfite'. 

14 ughonf 'look down at', tolong 'help', mula 'plant', 
talwa 'fi 1', hemhem 'taste', g~ten 'step~ 
KTri~l- 'skin sugar cane', paltog shoot', solat 'write'. 

15 ala 'get',~ 'tell', lao 'buy/sell'. 

17 mula 'plant', gate~ 'step on', solat 'write', 
tudtucru- 1 teach' ~ tell', lao ''6'UY7Se11 '. 

21 haba 'put away', ~ 'throw away', talo 'hide', 
hab 1 or-'hang up', pos!! throw', ~ 'dry-ln sun', 
bulig 'carry, using two people and a-poTe-'. 

211 poset 'throw' 

22 ~ 'roast' 

24 

25 

26 

lubu 'bury' 

bunubun 'wrap' 

hablot 'hang up', 'roast' 
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27 bales 'revenge' 

Mo 31 _35 Intransitive Verbs 

31 b~naq 'come out', lavua 'J·ump', ~v 'go', 
~----rcQme home', ali --rcome•, gadang:::.i...'cross over', 
_h_~na~g_,....et 'snag', ~·come out', ligwat 'start', 
anamot 'come to house', Udeg 'stop, stand', ~ 'put', 
iddat 'place', bangad 'return', tonod 'accompany', 
dalan 'Walk/trail It eheg 'go downr:---

311 , tonod 'accompany', bangad 'return', ~'put', 
iddat~ve'. 

312 tonod 'accompany', bangad 'return', l i g wa t 

ta deg 

'start'. 

31 3 te -e d ' cl i m b ' , d al an ' w al k, tr a i l ' , 
stand-,-.--

IS top t 

321 ~ 'old' 

322 ta la 'lost', ~ 'amaze', unagal 
sokaw---rcold'. 

'ti red' , 

33 bat~ug 'large stomached', amlang 'laugh', ladaw 'late', 
befibeg numb', bulu 'rotten', ulaw 'dizzy', 
bulug 'full in eating', ulat 'sl<fii"ily', teko 'crooked', 
~ 'blind', tongong 'mute', tolang "Tcteaf', 
totay 'lisp', umud 'quiet'. 

34 ~ 'tired', ~ 'old', sokaw 'cold', 
ulaw '<fizzy', E.!:!_.b.!!.9_ 'full in eatingr:--ulat 'skinny', 
teko 'crooked', bufil 'blind', tongong--o-mute', 
tolang 'deaf', tatay 'lisp', umud 'quiet'. 

351 essay 'sleep', ~ 'stare', etey 'die'. 

35 tokal 'sad' 

Mo 36 _39 Intransitive Nouns 

'urine' , 361 angew 'saliva', ~ 'feces', 
uta 'vomit', lengat sweat' taba 

isso 
•fat', tudu 'seat' 

ebbeg I bed I , 

362 aningalngal 'anger', henaang 'hunger' , baso l I 5 in I > 

egya t 'fear', he tang 'noise'. 

37 henaang 'hunger', a tong I hot I• 

381 gadang 'straight', ~ I boil I > ba la 'live coal ' , 
teneng I COO l ' . 

382 tu bu 'leaf', 
~~ ---rwiter fall', 
udan 'rain', bali 

bungeh 'sprout', ~ 'flame', 
longahaw 'steam', tongnin 'cold', 
'typhoon', asok 'smoke', dolnat 'warm', 

atong 'hot'. 

391 ba l i 'typhoon', asok 'smoke'. 

392 asok 'smoke' 

.. 

• 

• 
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APPENDIX B 

Mo 40 _49 Descriptives 

411 duddulaw 'yellow' 
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412 dakal 'big ' , aketto~ 'small', dual 'many', 
atte ---rsliOrt', akayyanghigh', andu~-,-long', ayeh-ep 'low', 
yagpaw 'light', daghen 'heavy', sabali 'change', 
ba~ 'stale'. 

421 lalanhi 'green', umis 'sweet', lamhet 'tasteless', 
hampat · 'chalky', alinu~our'. 

422 paket 'bitter' 

431 pokaw 'white', ditak 'red', ngeteg 'black'. 

432 poka~ 'white', ditak 'red', p~et~g 'black', 
lalanhi green', duddUTaW 'yello~1 1 • 

45 eha 'one', duwa 'two', tolo 'three', ~ 'four', 
lema "!five', ene~six', pitu----rseven', waru eight', 
siyan:!. 'nine', polo 'ten'. 

Mo 50 _60 Transitive Nouns 

51 uma 'kaingin', ~ 'lime', asokal 'sugar', 
ahin --r"Salt', · sapatos -s-hoes', lumbong 'clothes', 
annanga 'raincoat', pongan 'pillow', uloh 'blanket' . 
52 hol-od 'walking stick', gangsa 'gong', 
sabsabDiig'flower', buwa 'betel nut',~ 'bran'. 

53 b~buy 'pig', mand 'chicken', awitan 'rooster', 
kosa cat', aho 'dOQ', he-e 'leg', lima 'hand', 
i)ul):"a 'tooth'-.~ 

54 balon 'lunch', ba~e~ 'shelter', amoto 'wine jar', 
sonod----rtirother', ~ sibling', iba 'companion', 
atQ90ng 'neighbor', bate 'rock', pala 'shovel', 
~ 'knife'. 
551 lii_! 'rattan fruit', loto 'camote', ~l 'berry', 
~engdeng 'wall', penggan '<fish', pensel pencil'. 
552 ptol 'dry sticks', lawed 'leaf for betel nut', 
awa¥ wood', hamda 'vegetables', a~gudon~ 'snails' 
~ 'rice', gahal 'sand', lubu grave 
561 balon 'lunch', ~ 'sibling', sonod 'brother', 
atogong--'neighbor', ~ 'companion'.~~-

562 luwang 'cara.bao', ~ab~y 'pig', mano 'chicken', 
awitan 'rooster', asoka sugar', ah.,.-r;---'salt', balat 
'banana', kosa 'cat', alaw '(horn ITTT) bird', a~dog', 
annanga 'raincoat', saaatOS 'shoes', lumbong 'clothes', 
he-e 'leg', lima 'han ', bub-a 'tooth', buwa 'betel nut', 
alah a g I S hi e 1 ~ h Q 1 - Q d I W a, k i n g S ti Ck I ' fangs a I g 0 n g I ' 

pala 'shovel', ~ 'knife', bangid 'boo', 
say-ang 'spear', pang-cl 'club'. 
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57 ~ 'lime', asokal 'sugar', ahin 'salt', 
balat 'banana', pongan 'pillow'. 

581 ~ 'rattan fruit', l~to 'camote', ~ 'berries', 
~ rice', Pltl 'dry sticks', lawed 'befe-1 nut leaf', 
~'wood', hamaa 'vegetables', ~ong 'snails'. 

• 

59 baliwas 'sugar cane press', ?al~y 'house', 
bangsa l 'porch', al an_g_ 'grannary . • 
60 b~w~y 'shelter', amoto 'wine jar', bato 'rock', 
~ rice bran'. -

• 

• 

• 

• 
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APPENDIX C, 
SAMPLE TEXTS 

l. Pan a pan 
1Hen andi paniye hen na-alamid an Panapan ~ na~enghan ad 
~-that parable deeds Panapan long-ago 

Saliyok. 
Saliok 

2Ah Panapan, ~ ~ tatagu ~maid mabelinna. 
Panapan poor he att person att none ability-his 

3oadan ag-agidolon no waday agidol. 4No wada ~ ~ 
They-are-man carry cargo when is-att cargo If is that 

agidol di okom, ekatd~en, Ah Panapan he.n 
cargo that status-person. say-they-sig Panapan 
man-agidolen inya~idol Panapan. 
carry-cargo lk carried Panapan 

5Hen andiday baknang ~ Saliyok ~ da Onsat Y..E_ hen 
those rich Saliyok att PT Onsat and 

andiday ta~ena, adi ~ag-an-anon hen okom te 
those ot ers negativeace ~-status-people because 

baknanBda wat bumiinda ~ mempa-agidol !b_ agidolda 
rich-t ey so ashamed-they lK-- cause-to-carry cargo-their 
no okomda. 
IT status-they 

6~ Panapan, ibilanBnah sonodna ll an~ hen 
Panapan count- e-~ brother-his and CliTld 

tatalu ~ mandaweh !b_ baleyna. 7Maid anen Panapan te 
peop e att stop-over house-his None fCiOd Panapan because 
an da i melabbu l!. manomon. 8Ngem an-anohan hen 
~ 1""S go earn money and buy food But bear with 
okom ~ mandaweh !b_ baleyna ~ hen a-ammana 
status-people TK stop-over house-his since ways-his 
~ ammay. 9~ Padi, ~ heno ~ tatafu ~ manlooh ll 
att good Even priest even any att peep e att pass and 
madheman, !b_ ~aley Panapan hen ayanda. 10Hiyadin ekat hen 
benighted ouse Panapan go-they that-hen caTT ~-
ta taruwen 
peop e-sig 

baknang ~ Panapan !b_ mangiliyen 
rich Panapan visitors-lk 

E.!:!E.!.i mepana~ep 
regar ing 

ah anen. 
food 

11~ ale henon ~ Panapan ~ 
Even a so any-hen go Panapan att 

babley ll heno 
barrio and any 

~ mangilan ~. ~anaanena ~ Panapan. 
att see h~- ee - he ~-att Panapan 

12 Ad uwan ~ ~ !b_ Panapan, no heno ~ ~ ~ 
now att aeaO- Panapan when any att person att 

233 
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mambaat y_j_ manlooh ~ Saliyok, ~ wangwang hen dada 
journey and pass Saliyok river -- they-are 

manganan. 13~ heno ~ ~ ~- nangilan a-amman Panapan, 
eat Even any att person att see-hen ways Panapan 
unongonda ~· 14wadada hen 
remember/honor they him There-is-they 

kailiyana ~ eSalilok ~ babaknang, !UJ€m maid 
barrio-mates-his att of-Sa iyok att rich ~ut none 
mandaweh !b_ babaleyda te dada mabiinan hen tataTu 
stop-over houses-their oecause are-they ashamed peop e 
~ adida amin man-ayag. 15 Hen yanggay hen 
because negative-they arr- call only 

aya~andaat no hen ibadaa ~~~- 16 ~gem 
cal -they-wat 17 -- frien s-their-att rich ut 
danaddi ~ ~. bu mi i nda age no mambaa tda ~ 
those att people ashamed-they also When Journey-they and 
ammag maid mangayag ~ dida, 
utterly none call them 

dida, !~ gumiginnang. 
them JUSt-they be quiet 

ilanda, tagekbalenda ~ Y-2... 
see-they spea -they him and 

taen no ilan andiday tatagu 
even When see- those people 
17 Ngem noh Panapan hen 

But Wlien-!b_ Panapan 
ayaganda ~ mangan. 
call-they him-ah eat 

, - 19 , 
adi mangan _ _!!_~ nabhug hen tahen hen~· Lempeh 
negative eat if full ot er house Rice-wine 
~ ernpabunagda no wada. 20 Hiyadin manlaydan hen 
and brought-out-they 1T ~ That~~ like 
tatafun Panapan panggee hen alamidnay ammay. 
peop e-~ Panapan regarding deeds-his-att good 

~My parable of the deeds of Panapan long ago of Sa1iok. 
Panapan, he was a poor person who had no means. They are 

always having him carry cargo when there is cargo. 4Whenever 
there is cargo of status people, they'd say, Panapan will 
carry and Panapan always carries. 5Those rich {people) at Saliok, that is, plural Onsat and 
those others, the status-people don't (ask them to carry) 
because they are rich, so they are ashamed to have them carry 
their cargos if they qre status-people. 

6Panapan, he would count as his brother or child the 
people who would stop over at his house. 7Panapan had no 
(lacked) food for he was out earning money and buying food. 
Ssut status-people would beer with stopping over at his house 
because of his good ways. Even priests, even any person who 
passed and was benighted, they'd go to Panapan's house. 10That 
was why the people said Panapan was rich with visitors but poor 
in regards to food. llEven also any barrio Panapan went to and 
whoever saw him, they would also feed (him) who is Panapan. 

12Now that Panapan is dead, when any person journeys and 

• 

• 

• 
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passes Saliok, they are eating at the river. 13 Even any person 
who saw the ways of Panapan, they honor him. 14There are 
barrio mates of his from Saliok who are rich, but no one stops 
over at their houses because they, the people, are ashamed 
because they all don't call (you to eat). 15The only ~ges they 
are calling are those who are their rich companions. But 
those same people, they also are ashamed when they journey and 
utterly none calls them (to eat), even when those people see 
them, they just keep quiet. 17But if it's Panapan they see, 
they talk with him and they call him to eat. If he doesn't 
eat, he's full (from eating) at some other house. 19Rice wine 
(all kinds of things), they bring out (those things) when 
there is some. 20That is why people like Panapan .•. because 
of his good deeds. 

2. The Magic Vine 
1Ad namenghan ano i nanganop ah 

long-ago reportedly go hunt-with-dogs 
Amlalawiyen ~ pagpag, ~ ~ ano manamanalan ~ 
Am1alawiyen forest, and is reportedly walking and 
ommaboldan ahona. 2oada ano managtag andiday 
found-they-hen crog-:his They.are reportedly running those 

d-- 'd" . ' 3 ' ' h A l 1 . " a ho ~ ~ enta i::a ~ mang~iya. Emmey ~ m a awiyi::n ~ 
dog and they steppe att barking. went Amlalawiy~n TK-
mangila; ~ ~ dan liblibbot andi aho hen 
see reportedly/utterly is-man surround Tiiat d09 --
eha-~ ~~· 
one att vine 

4Andi wa-al, nalpon lota ~ emmey ad udu. 
T1iaT Vl'ii"e- came-hen earth and went - aoove/heaven 

5Maid maila ah nepoyotana ing~anah pe~pegna. 
None see- - connection:..it's until -ah en-it 

6Ahnag senong~at hen-~~ eol~da ~ inalana. 
Ten-he slashe four att inc ana got-he 

7Andi petenna, kaman an.£_ danum ~ nalpon 
'iliat end-it 1l'l<e- reportedly water originated-hen 

galepo hen dala ~ oummunag ~ ~ !!!.Q_ mainainat 
pipe blood att came-out and is reportedly being-pulled 

~ emey ~ udu ~ maumah · ~ na tdu hen dala. 
and go above and vanish and dried-up -- blood 

8Andi ~ hen lota, emmey ad dal-em. 
That originated earth went-it inside 

9 Inyanamotna andi. ~ ~ polgada ~- inalana. 
Took-it-home-he that four att inch att got-he 

10 rnyeynah kampo annaat opeopan. 11 rniggana ah pahe-eng. 
Took-he-~ camp then-he wrap put-he backpack 
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12 Angkay nadhem ~ nassey, inin-inepna: Ekat andi 
So then night and slept-he dreamed-he saTd that 

ta taguwen, 
person-sig 
13 Ma g-a 

shou1a be 

Eh~bam ~ mausal ~ waday busol. 
put-away-you so be-used if is-att enemy 

ta enga~awyu' aya1anyu di ehay ~ ta 
tnat head unt-you cal -you tnat one clllld so 

manaden ~ umala-ayu ~ ~ ~ ~ gopgopesen no 
hol and get-you egg so ls-you eve-break When 

mambangad-ayu. 14 Andi ~ ~ ~ magkes hen dalan, issan hen 
return-you That egg att is bro en~- trail ea:-r-- ~-
ongtan ~ umunud an d~ no manalan-ayu ~ homayat ah 
spirits att follow~ you wnen walk-you lK come-home~ 

babley, ~ ~maid~. matey-ayu ~ metnod ... ~ 
barrio because if none egg, die-you att go-with and 

ilan~u ~ adi ~ mapat andi ~ ~ manaden antoy toeto. 
watc -you so negative wet that child att hol this toet3 

15 Hen-algawan inligwatda ~ menngayaw andi babley ad 
One day started-they lK headhunt that barrio 

Nabbalaw. 16 Enayaaanda hen ehay ~ g mangden andi wa-al 
NabbAlaw Calle -they a child so hold-he that vine 
andaat umala ~ ~ "!§..1... ~· 17 Inyeyda andi babley 
then-they got many att egg Took-they Tiiat barrio 
ad Nabbalaw. 18 rnumdahda andaat iyapoy hen bunagan 
~ Nabb~law Reached-they then-they make-fire edge-of 
hen 1 abi, ~ ena bbada andi ~ g adi map at ~ 

ri'T91it and carry-on-back that child so negative wet 
danum, te no mapat, (J?tey amin hen tata1u ~ netnod andi. 
water "because 1T wet, ie a-Ti- peop e att go-with that 
19Manad-alandaen kemkesda ~ ehay ~ ~ wada hen 

walk-they-lk bro e-they Tk- one egg because is 
on~tan way_ nenetnod, wa.!_ mateyda ~maid ~ ~ issan andi 
spirit att go-with so die-they if none egg eat 
on~tan. 20Ammag ~hen dada ekamakaman ~ ahdag 
spirit utterly that~- is-they manner and t ey 
a-abbeen andi ~ ingganah babley. 
C V -ca r r y - o n - b a c k that c fiTT d u n t i 1 - a h b a r r i o 

21 Andi babley ~ nangenyapo;nda andi wa-al, an~ datey 
That barrio att made-fire-they that vine They ied 

• 

• 

• 

ano amin. 22 Maid eha-an ah nehaba te henonghongda 
reportedly ail None one put away because smelled-they • 
hen asok andi ~· 23 Andiday tatagu ~ nanaayaw, 

smoke that fire Those people att hea hunt, 

• 
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ekatdeen ngadnantaaw antoy ~ !b_ toeto te 
said-they-sig. name-us this vine toet~ because 
pinditna amin hen ehay babley. 24 Yadi ~ nanngilinda 
killed -it aii- one barrio That then holy-day-they 

amin hen andi tatafu ~ nangayaw ta maid ano aitey an 
~ -- that peep e att headhunt so none reportedly e -
dida. 
them. 

25Andi ag~agaw ~ ngilin, namfalteda amin ah b~buy .l'.!. 
Tiiaf day atf holy day kil ed-they an- - p1 g 

mano Y.2-. andaat daddaleen andi toeto .l'.!. enoppeopanda ah 
chicken and they put-blood-on tliaf toeto and wrapped-they 
uloh Y.2-. enhabada ta waday kabusolda ~ 
b"Taiiket and put-away-they so there-is-att enemy-their and 
kasenda ~· 
again-they take 

26 Yadi kasen nadhem, inin-inep andi nangen-awa, ekat 
SI again night dreamed tliaf owner said 

anon andi ongtanen, Mag-aa .!lQ_ mankepkep ~ kaman dan 
reportedly that spirit-sig shoul if chirp-it att ~is-man 
ale, epaltiyanyu ~ babuy ~ mane te hommenaangda, .l'.!_ 
speak butcher-you pig and chicken because hungry-they and 
kasenyu gintapan ahnay oppeopna. 27 No tomadeg hen 
again-you put-on-top-of tat wrap-its If stands 
~. kaskasen 
raTnllow worse 

28 Teg-angay 
almost 

matey-ayu no maid issayu ah mano. 
die-you TT none eat-you ~ Cli1Cken 

ano wa tey !.!:!. Umenggan ~ aman 
reportedly ie Omenggan att TaTiler 

annaat hafhapeten an Uyyama, ~~hen ekaman , !b_ 
then he to d Oyyama so thTs do/manner 
pegwana. 
second (future) 

Uyyama. 
Uy ya ma 

29Anakay binneh u0yama ~ ~· 30 vadin dana 
An so transferredyyama now That-hen TS=1le 

ekamkaman. 31 Mag-a~ .!lQ_ mankepkep, nanhengah li';yama. 
doing/manner Shoul if chirp-it sacrifice-~ Uyyama 
32 No nauto hen babuy one mano, talwana nen hadang !b_ 

When cooked pig or CliTCken fill-he plate 
senol-at .l'.!. ~ !b_ mane one babu~ annaat detdetgen ah 
rice · and bowel chicken or pig then-he divide 
bataw~ ~ manganda ano hen ongtan. 33 Mag-ay .!lQ_ 
yard so eat-they reportedly spirits when 
nalpasda 
finished-they 

hen ongtan, nepalegdan tatagu ~ mangan. 
spirit follow-they-hen people att eat 
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tataTu ~Bed,, masapol mansol-at ah 
peop e Botac must cook 

da.¥-at 
sticky 

1..2_ 
rice and 

inleyda ~ galey Uyyama 1..2_ nangandah 
ta e-they ouse Uyyama and eat-they-~ 

batawa. 
yard 

35No 
When 

nalpasdan tatagu ~ nangan, !_.! 
finished-they-hen people att eat so 

na-amin hen babuy ~ inissan hen hen-umil i, 1..2_ ~ 
consumed pig att ate town-mates and is 
madhem, inalana hen dotdot hen ~ andi mano 1..2_ enhangetna 
night took-he feather wing that chicken and stuck in-he 
hen tannibong E inwalas'da amin hen b~nagan ~ andaat 

bamboo and distributed-he an-- entrance and then-they 
halanghangan. 
block-entrance 

36Andi labi, 
that night 

maid tata~u ~ ~ hen sabali ~ 
none peop e originate different att 

babley ~ homayat ad Beta ingganah mawakas anat mabalin. 
town come-home~ Botac until-ah next day theil can be 
37 Hen yadi ~ ag-agaw ~ mampaltiyan Uyyama, maid tataTuh 

that att day att butcher Uyyama, none peop e-ah 
1 omayaw te man tongaw ami n hen umi 1 i . 38 Ma id mamb;;u, 
leave because stay-home ari- ~-town-mates. None pound 

, , 3 9 , 
mangaw~ 1..2_ emey ah ~- No tongpalen annato ~ 
get-wooer and go ~ TleTQ rr obey this att 
ngilin, tumubu ano ~ hamal 1..2_ dumual di babuy 
holy-day grow reportedly att transplant and be-many tnat pig 
E mano E adita masaket te wadan ongtan 
and CJiTCken and negative-we be sick because there-is-hen spirits 
~ manguwalda ~ bunagan, wat epawana hen saket no 
att guard entrance so forbid-it~- sickness Tf 
homayat ~ babley. 
come-home town. 

40 Hen andi toeto 
- that toetd 

~ baley Uyyama, ~hen ap-apon hen 
house Uyyama that lord 

ongtan ~ i-inggaw ah bunagan, wat no hommenaangda amin 
spirit att staying ~entrance SO- when hungry-they ~ 
andiday ~~ Y..2... toeto, nankepkep ah toeto ta mampalte ah 
those spirits and toeto chirp ~ toetd so butcher 
Uyyama ta manganda. 
Uyyama so eat-they 

1Long ago, they say, Amlalawiy'n went hunting (with his 
dogs) in the forest, and as he is walking, they say, his dogs 
found-some-game. 2Those dogs are running, they say, and then 

• 

• 
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they suddenly stopped, (and they are) barking. 3Amlalawiyen 
went to see; his dogs were surrounding a single vine . 

4That vine, it came from the earth and went to heaven. 
5The-thing-i.ts-connected-to cannot be seen until (at) its end. 

6Then he slashed four inches and took it. 
7That (one) end, blood came out of it like water, they say, 

which comes from a pipe; and it is being pulled-up, they say, 
and it went into heaven and vanished, and the blood stopped. 

8That (end) which came from the earth, it went inside (the 
earth). 

9He took those four inches he got home. 10He took it to 
the camp then he wrapped it up. llHe put it in a backpack. 

12When it was night, and he was asleep, he dreamed: A 
person said, 'You put that away so it can be used if there are 
(ever) enemies. l3Should you go headhunting, you call a child 
to hold it, and you get eggs so you can be breaking them when 
you return. 14The eggs which will be broken in the trail, the 
spirits who follow you will eat (them) when you are walking, 
coming home to the barrio, because if .there are no eggs, you. 
who go along will die ... and watch out so that child who holds 
this toeto doesn't get wet . 

. TSQrie day they started out to headhunt at the barrio of 
Nabbalaw. 16They called a child to hold that vine and then they 
got lots of eggs. 17They took them to the barrio of Nabbalaw. 
l8They reached (there) then they made a fire at the edge (of 
town) that night, and they carried that child on their backs so 
he wouldn't get wet with water, because if he would get wet, all 
the people who went with that child would die. 19They would walk 
a bit and break an egg (repeatedly), because there were spirits 
going with them, resulting in they would die if there were no 
eggs for the spirits to eat. 20That's how they kept doing and 
then they carried that child until the barrio. 

21At that barrio where they burned that vine, they all 
"up-and-died," they say. 22There wasn't one left, for they all 
smelled the smoke of that fire. 23Those people who went 
headhunting, they said let's all name this vine toet~ because 
it killed all of one barrio. 24so then all those-wliO" went 
headhunting, they called a holy day so that none of them would 
die, they say. 

25Qn that holy day, they all killed pigs and chickens and 
then they put blood on that toeta and they wrapped it in a 
blanket and they put it away--so-fhat when there would again be 
(come) their enemies and again they'd take it (out). 

26And so another night, the owner dreamed; that spirit 
reportedly said, 'Should it be that it (toeto) chirps like it's 
speaking, you butcher a pig and chicken for it because it's 
hungry, and wrap another layer on it (of wrapping). 27If the 
rainbow stands up, moreso you will die if you don't eat a 
chic ken. ' 

28Umenggan the father of Uyyama was about to die, 
reportedly, then he told (all) to Uyyama, so this is what would 
be done in the future. 30 

29And so Uyyama has inherited it now. This is what he is 
doing. 31Should it chirp, Uyyama sacrifices. 32When the pig or 
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chicken is cooked, he puts rice in a plate and the chicken or 
pig in a bowl and then he divides it up out in the yard so • 
those spirits can eat, reportedly. 33They the spirits are 
finished, it's the peoples' turn to eat. 

34All the people at Botac, they must cook sticky rice and 
take it to Uyyama's house and eat in the yard. 35When the 
people finish eating, so that the pig which the barrio-mates • 
eat is consumed, and it's becoming night, he will get a 
feather from the wing of that chicken and stick it in kind-of-
bamboo and they'll distribute them to the entrances (of the 
town) and then they'll block (those entrances). 

36That night, no person coming from a different town can 
come home to Botac until the next day; and then it's possible. 
37Qn that day that Uyyama butchers, no person can leave because 
all the town-mates must stay home. 38No one will pound, 
get wood and go to the field. 39rf this holy day is obeyed, 
the transplanted (rice) will grow and the pigs and chickens 
will be many and we won't get sick because there are spirits 
who are guarding the entrance (to the town), so it (spirits) 
forbids sickness from coming home to the town. 

40That teoto at Uyyama's house, that is the lord of the 
spirits whichllVe at the entrance (to town), so when they are 
hungry, that is all those spirits and toeto, toeto chirps so 
that Uyyama will butcher so they can ear:-- ~~-

• 
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